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Foreword
by Peter Schweizer

Over the past ten years, I’ve watched Seamus Bruner unearth crucial
connections between money and the ruling class in his work with me at the
Government Accountability Institute (GAI). In his first book,
Compromised, he documented the connections between officials in the
Obama administration’s Justice Department and within the senior ranks of
the FBI, showing how public officials used the phony details of the so-
called Steele Dossier as a pretext for spying on a presidential campaign.
Seamus’s second book, Fallout, showed his deep understanding of the
international scene and his ability to uncover obscure facts and figures. In
your hands right now is further proof of his unique skillset: exposing
corruption and presenting his revelations in a compelling, readable exposé.

Controligarchs is his most ambitious project yet. Here he investigates
the billionaire philanthropists, tech titans, plutocrat profiteers, and other
self-anointed masters of the universe who plot and scheme with the political
establishment to subvert the American people.

In this book, you will read about their ambitions to reshape the world.
Exposing the arrogance of Bill Gates or the havoc unleashed on our
criminal justice system by George Soros, Seamus’s timely warnings hit hard
and stick.

How so? In the near future, they say, the concept of private property will
be a thing of the past. The masses will “own nothing and be happy.” That is
one of the proud predictions of the World Economic Forum, an invite-only
annual assemblage of the world’s richest people hosted by founder Klaus
Schwab in Davos, Switzerland. The World Economic Forum is full of such
pronouncements, as you will read.



Beyond their disdain for our country’s most fundamental principles,
Seamus shows how these powerful elites leverage the world’s crises to
usher in a global authoritarian regime. You can anticipate losing control
over your home thermostat and having your every movement tracked and
traced via electric vehicles and a “smart” power grid, while all your
transactions and affiliations are linked to digital currencies and IDs.

Meanwhile, Gates and fellow plutocrats Mark Zuckerberg and Jeff
Bezos are investors in companies creating “alternative proteins” for you to
eat to reduce the world’s reliance on cattle, whose various forms of “bovine
flatulence” are supposedly to blame for the rise in global temperatures. In
this book, Seamus shows how these tech oligarchs will push fake meats
onto your dinner plate in the name of climate change, health concerns, and
animal rights. I was horrified to learn about the lab-grown “hamburgers,”
fermented fungi patties, and even insect-based protein shakes that they are
hoping the public will consume.

Finally, Seamus shows how every crisis is an opportunity for the elite
political class. The worldwide COVID-19 pandemic—one of the most
consequential crises in modern history—and the coordinated public-private
response destroyed jobs, industries, and even whole economies. And the
globalist response to the pandemic (with their nebulous proposals such as
the “Great Reset” and “Build Back Better”) was simply convenient
packaging for a set of ideas that were already on their minds. The pandemic
was the ultimate opportunity to begin a transition to a new system of
control.

And while this new system means that our behaviors will have to
change, theirs almost certainly won’t. The billionaires who fly to Davos
aboard gas-guzzling private jets want to end cheap and abundant fuels for
the rest of us. They want us to transition to expensive electric cars while
exempting their jets from emissions restrictions. Smartphone apps that track
our movements are now championed as ways to “stop the spread” of
illnesses. Meanwhile, our small businesses have been deemed
“nonessential” while their large companies have used the pandemic
opportunity to consolidate their market share.



Controligarchs is a window into their vision for your future: a world
where they decide what we can own, how many children we can have, and
what we are allowed to eat is decided for us. Our losses are their gains.

It is vital to read this book not as a fait accompli but as your wake-up
call. As citizens of the United States, we have the right to oppose arrogant
political overreaches and to protect our freedom of speech and privacy from
Big Tech’s creepy intrusions. It is our responsibility to ensure the survival
of liberty for generations to come.

Just as Seamus has done in his two previous books, here he sounds the
alarm on relevant issues and stays well ahead of the curve. His pinpoint
research and uncanny ability to follow the money not only shows his
readers the raw facts, but also the jaw-dropping figures that no one else has
quantified.

I have watched Seamus spend more than two years investigating the
characters in this book. He studied thousands of primary source documents
and uncovered unsettling video evidence. He also spent incredible amounts
of time poring over complex corporate filings, nonprofit disclosures, and
other official records. To crunch the staggering numbers contained herein,
Seamus created spreadsheets and mapped what he calls the “Controligarch
cash trail” with unprecedented precision. Everything he gathered—all the
facts and calculations—can be replicated. Seamus uses zero anonymous
sources.

I am often asked whether I am discouraged by the widespread corruption
in government that we at GAI unearth and expose to the public. My answer
is an emphatic no. We believe in the power of the American people, and of
free people everywhere, to resist the control schemes created by people
with more money than empathy.

We arm ourselves with the facts and do battle with a cheerful, optimistic
purpose.
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Introduction

sing the most conservative estimates, the combined personal net
worth of the characters in this book tops $1 trillion (that is with a t).

But the awesome power and staggering influence at their fingertips is worth
far more.

With a single phone call, they can bankrupt an entire nation and destroy
its economy for generations. They can also create brand-new markets and
launch them into the stratosphere. They can take mere mortals to the stars,
literally. They are revered and reviled the world over because they own
almost everything, including our elected officials.

After years of studying them, I decided that the best name for this group
of powerful men and women is the “Controligarchs.”

What is a Controligarch? Well, an oligarchy is a system run by the
ultrawealthy few. It is an inherently antidemocratic system. But ours is not
just a textbook oligarchy like, say, the Russian government. Unlike the
Kremlin-friendly industrialists looking to preserve an old oppressive
regime, the American oligarchs are a new breed of philanthropists,
entrepreneurs, and tech titans seeking to impose an unprecedented system
of control not only in the US, but around the world. While they would like
us to believe they are innovating for the better, people such as Bill Gates,
Jeff Bezos, Mark Zuckerberg, and Elon Musk are creating technology and
making investments that will micromanage every aspect of your life.

The truth is they hoard unimaginable riches at our expense. The ten
wealthiest men on the planet—including Gates, Bezos, Zuckerberg, and
Musk—doubled their personal net worth over the course of the COVID-19



pandemic. Also, the entire billionaire class—fewer than three thousand
individuals around the world, or 0.00004 percent of the global population—
added more than $5 trillion to their combined personal net worth while the
dwindling middle class suffered, and more than 160 million people were
pushed into poverty. I have done the calculations myself and the numbers
are mind-blowing:

In 2019, the assets of a shadowy group of billionaires concerned with
overpopulation—which included Bill Gates, George Soros, Michael
Bloomberg, and the Rockefeller Foundation—totaled $263,429,906,000.

Post-pandemic, they increased by 37.4 percent to $362,009,025,000.[1]

Bill Gates’s personal net worth grew 33.7 percent from $96,500,000,000
in 2019 to $129,000,000,000 in 2022. His foundation’s assets grew 6.2
percent from $51,852,234,000 in 2017 to $55,067,310,000 in 2021.

The personal net worth of George Soros increased by nearly
$300,000,000 between 2019 and 2022.

Assets managed by the top financial Controligarchs—BlackRock,
Vanguard, and State Street—grew by 34.6 percent between 2019 and 2022,
from $16,529,633,000,000 to $22,250,000,000,000.

The top 25 largest World Economic Forum members have a combined
post-COVID value of nearly $10,000,000,000,000—thanks in large part to
Big Pharma’s and Big Tech’s gains—up from $8,000,000,000,000 prior to

the pandemic.[2]

That’s $10 trillion up from $8 trillion—larger than the gross domestic
product (GDP) of most countries!

The Controligarchs share an ambition to reshape the world. Their wealth
gives them the influence to do it. They accomplish it through crony
alliances, shady takeovers, sustained corporate welfare, and sometimes flat-
out corruption. Their influence is not limited to any particular industry. As I
will show you, it has permeated the media, technology, energy, education,
the economy, our food industry, and so much more.

In this book, I will reveal shocking new evidence that shows how the
Controligarchs’ sinister agenda is well on its way to becoming reality. You



will learn about their investments into eugenics research that will allow
them to predetermine their children’s traits, creating a new caste system in
which the ultrawealthy are able to hack their own biology to become
superhuman. You will learn about the billions of dollars in taxpayer-funded
crony stimulus and other forms of inflation-inducing corporate welfare that
has allowed this tiny elite faction to add trillions of dollars to their
collective holdings—while we work harder to earn far less. You will see
what they are planning for “the next pandemic,” which I can assure you
means lockdowns, new waves of small-business closures, and, ultimately,
consolidating the ownership of everything into fewer and fewer hands.

Living through daily disasters like bank collapses, disease outbreaks, and
food and energy crises, Americans know that the world is changing for the
worse. And most are tempted to point fingers at politicians. But who is
really organizing the broadside against the US Constitution? Who is behind
censorship, cancel culture, and the propaganda that is being pushed in our
schools and media? Who is orchestrating the attacks on the nuclear family?
Who is buying off public officials at home and abroad by the thousands?
Who trademarked the phrase Trust the Science™ and then weaponized it?
Why do they want to dictate virtually every aspect of our daily existence,
from our energy usage right down to what foods and medicines we put into
our bodies?

Most importantly—how much worse will things get?
This book answers those questions and reveals so much more. These

grave stories about the widespread political corruption and corporatism that
plague our planet—and the ever-growing sense that democracy and even
free will may just be illusions—require an optimistic ending. This book
provides accountability through forced transparency and, further, delivers
hopeful recommendations for how citizens can take back control.

The story of how these billionaires, bureaucrats, and other global elites
are seizing control of every major industry (and will not be happy until you
own nothing) is moving quickly.

Let us get started.



O

1

The Good Club
Some even believe we are part of a secret [club] working against the best
interests of the United States, characterizing my family and me as
“internationalists” and of conspiring with others around the world to build a
more integrated global political and economic structure—one world, if you will.

If that’s the charge, I stand guilty, and I am proud of it.[1]

—David Rockefeller, Memoirs, 2002

n a cloudy spring day in 2009, Bill Gates arrived at one of the very
last private, single-family, residential mansions on the crowded island

of Manhattan in New York City.
Gates was joined that May afternoon by a dozen other billionaire

philanthropists—David Rockefeller, George Soros, Ted Turner, Michael
Bloomberg, Warren Buffett, and Oprah Winfrey, as well as the heads of
Cisco, Blackstone Group, and Tiger Management, to name a few—who had
gathered for a secret meeting at the Rockefeller University, on Manhattan’s
posh Upper East Side. They were there to save the world—or, at least, to set

the agenda for the future of global health.[2]

It was a fitting setting. After all, it was there in 1901 that John D.
Rockefeller Sr. established the Rockefeller Institute for Medical Research,
which was the nation’s first biomedical and research laboratory. Rockefeller
modeled his facility after the prestigious Pasteur and Koch institutes in



France and Germany. In doing so, he elevated the prestige of America’s
scientific and medicinal research to Europe’s level.

Now, Rockefeller University was the hub of the Rockefellers’
biomedical empire. Gates and a few of his closest billionaire buddies met in
the President’s House, which is nestled in the northeast corner of the
university’s relatively lush sixteen-acre campus. This private, brutalist-style
building also offered a tightly secured fortress of climate-controlled
personal breathing space in the otherwise overcrowded island that is
Manhattan. These tycoons called their group the Good Club.

The May 2009 meeting of the Good Club was convened by three of the
most consequential, wealthy, and powerful men in modern world history:

Bill Gates, Warren Buffett, and David Rockefeller.[3] These men had
invested heavily in Barack Obama and Joe Biden’s 2008 campaign, and the
timing of the meeting—fifteen weeks into the new administration—came at
the right time for the Good Club to capitalize on their victory.

The global financial crisis had recently ravaged much of the American
economy. As the middle and lower classes suffered more foreclosures and
bankruptcies than at any point in recent memory, the billionaires no doubt
knew that a peasant revolt may be on the horizon.

The gathering was thus a planning meeting for a public-relations stunt
called the Giving Pledge, which kicked off a massive movement of cash
from the billionaire class to charitable causes. When billionaires pledge to
give away half their wealth, this can mean that they will be transferring
billions from their pockets to the coffers of their family foundations—

through a byzantine network of tax-exempt NGOs.[4]

Only a few scant details of the meeting were anonymously leaked to the
press. The Times of London and a few other European outlets shared only a
glimpse of the inside. The Good Club members spent fifteen minutes each
outlining their proposals for an “umbrella” philanthropic cause they could

collectively prioritize.[5]

The group had much in common, beyond its members’ monumental
wealth and shared interest in philanthropy. All the members were convinced



globalists, who positioned themselves as being uniquely able to do good for
humanity.

CNN founder Ted Turner tried to dominate the meeting. Oprah Winfrey
mostly listened. Gates’s presentation impressed the other club members
greatly, and taking their cues from him, they agreed to prioritize the goal
that Gates now urged upon them: overpopulation. Gates had said at a
conference in Long Beach, California, the previous year that he believed

that the world’s population should be capped at 8.3 billion.[6]

Ironically, the Good Club’s top priority in serving humanity was to make
sure that there was less of it.

The timing was crucial because the Democrats controlled the White
House and both houses of Congress. The next eight years could determine if
the Controligarchs’ agenda would succeed or fail.

The Good Club members—particularly the Rockefellers—had already
done much to influence a major decrease in global population. Global birth
rates peaked in the 1960s and have been in steep decline ever since the
Rockefellers started plowing massive sums into the development of every
birth control measure from contraceptive devices to “the pill” to abortion—

years before the 1973 Roe v. Wade decision.[7]

Crucially, the Good Club members had, over the course of decades,
persuaded the general population that reducing birth rates was in the
planet’s best collective interest because fewer people equals less pollution.
[8]

Oprah had used her powerful platform to champion birth control and
abortion for decades. Soros, Buffett, Rockefeller, Bloomberg, and Gates had
poured more than $1.5 billion into increasing women’s access to
contraceptives and abortions—enough to fund the termination of

approximately three million unborn babies.[9]

At the time that Gates brought them all together, the Good Club
members had been acquainted, at least socially, for years or even decades,
and their philanthropic interests often overlapped.



Gates and Buffett had been close friends since Gates’s mother, Mary

Maxwell Gates, introduced them in 1991.[10] Also, before Gates and
Patricia Stonesifer combined several of Gates’s smaller charitable
endeavors into a single foundation in 1999, Gates had already begun
partnering with the Rockefellers, particularly on “population and health

research,” including the joint funding of vaccine-related initiatives.[11]

In the months and years following the Good Club meeting,
Controligarchs such as Gates and the Rockefellers developed a global
response to a hypothetical pandemic. They could not have known that
barely a decade later the world would face the first global pandemic in
nearly a century, and everyone would beg them for solutions. (Their
answers involve seismic transfers of wealth from the lower classes to the
billionaire class.)

But that is exactly the kind of power they dreamed of.
As it happened, by the time COVID-19 made worldwide headlines in

early 2020, the Good Club and its partners had already been working for
decades on medical and technological breakthroughs they hoped could cure
every human ill, from poverty to infectious diseases. COVID-19 presented
an “opportunity” to introduce these technocratic panaceas.

And Gates and the Rockefellers had key partners to urge their solutions
upon heads of state the world over. Dr. Anthony Fauci, for example, had
long been acquainted with Good Club members. The Rockefeller
Foundation, which had worked intimately with Fauci’s National Institute of
Allergy and Infectious Diseases for decades, dramatically elevated his
profile when it featured him in a December 2019 video about the
HIV/AIDS pandemic. Notably, this video was released as COVID-19 cases

began to emerge in Wuhan, China.[12]

Prior to the COVID-19 outbreak, Rockefeller and Gates had sponsored
multiple training exercises for just such a coronavirus pandemic. The
Rockefellers had nearly a century’s head start on Gates in pandemic
planning experience, having been the leading viral research entity
beginning in 1901—well before the 1918 Spanish flu pandemic.



A 2010 Rockefeller training exercise titled “Lock Step” and Gates’s
more innocuously titled “Event 201” in October 2019—just two months
before China recorded its first official case of COVID-19—were especially

prescient.[13]

The training exercises produced a long list of recommendations that
were eerily prophetic. Possible solutions included mandatory quarantines,
face masks, temperature checks, and biometric identification for all citizens.
Moreover, the exercises addressed lockdowns, enforced cooperation, and

virus surveillance programs such as contact tracing.[14]

By 2017, Rockefeller and Gates had begun their digital identification
(“digital ID”) push with an initiative called ID2020. At the time, this
initiative did not get much publicity in major outlets. But when COVID
struck the United States in early 2020, the Rockefeller Foundation sprang
into action and immediately began implementing a Lock Step–type game
plan. The foundation rolled out an international contact-tracing surveillance

operation to officially usher in a global digital ID regime.[15]

A digital ID—like a QR code in your phone’s digital wallet scanned by a
restaurant hostess—provides a point of entry for this unprecedented level of
access to personal information. In August 2021, with funding from the
Gates and Rockefeller foundations, the World Health Organization (WHO)
published its vaccine passport guidelines, which were filled with

requirements and mandates.[16]

The Rockefeller Foundation had previously committed $1 billion, not
just toward ending the pandemic but also to use the pandemic as leverage to
address climate change, social justice, and other “inequities made worse by
this virus.” Moreover, the foundation sought to “catalyze a more inclusive,
green recovery from the COVID-19 pandemic.” In the words of Rockefeller
Foundation president Rajiv Shah in October 2020:

There’s no going back to the past, to before-Covid. We need to
reimagine the future we want. To meet this moment, we must



leverage all our resources and relationships to build an equitable,
sustainable future, where everyone has the opportunity to realize
their full potential and climate disaster is avoided. The time to act
is right now to make sure vulnerable children and families are

included in the pandemic response and recovery.[17]

Gates may have convened the 2009 meeting, but the Rockefellers had
been working to curb overpopulation since before Gates was born in 1955,

which made them the obvious hosting choice.[18]

The Rockefellers did not just pioneer the Controligarch model; they
perfected it. While other dynastic billionaire families—such as the Fords,
Vanderbilts, and Carnegies—amassed fortunes, none have been able to
maintain their power and prominence across generations as have the
Rockefellers, who are still one of the world’s most powerful families in

their seventh generation.[19]

The Rockefellers found that meeting the needs of consumers is not
enough to perpetuate multigenerational wealth. For more than a century,
they kept the money flowing, and, through their charitable foundations,
shaped the beliefs, morals, and behavior of society. It gave them control.

The story of how the Rockefellers became the greatest influencers in
global health policy, and the central planners of pandemic responses, is
complex and spans over a century. It is sometimes a triumphant tale of
victory over viruses such as smallpox and polio and, at other times, a sordid
story marred by the Rockefellers’ funding of racist selective breeding and
eugenics programs, Nazi experiments, and forced sterilizations.

To say that the Rockefeller family helped build the modern world would
be an understatement. From energy to finance to education to public health
to computing, the Rockefellers had a hand in developing every major field
and industry.

By examining these Controligarch prototypes in close detail, we can
understand how their modern descendants—such as the Big Tech titans—
push authoritarianism from every angle.



The Controligarch Prototype: “A National
Menace”

John D. Rockefeller Sr., or “Senior” as he was known, may well go down in
history as the greatest businessman the world has ever seen, and rightly so.
Nearly all his heirs—more than 250 of them and counting—look up to him

with pride and gratitude, as they should.[20]

Senior is famous for creating one of the largest monopolies in American
history: Standard Oil Company, or “The Standard.” In less than two
decades, The Standard achieved control of more than 95 percent of the US
petroleum industry—from the first step in the production process, drilling
for crude oil; to the next step, refining the crude; to the transportation of the
finished product, refined oil. This was possible because Rockefeller owned
everything: the oil wells, the refineries, and the complex oil tank system

that traveled by railroad car.[21]

The Rockefeller patriarch believed that his ability to get rich was his
divine purpose. “I believe the power to make money is a gift from God,”
Senior said, and “having been endowed with the gift I possess, I believe it is
my duty to make money and still more money and to use the money I make
for the good of my fellow-man according to the dictates of my

conscience.”[22]

Within thirty years of The Standard’s founding, it had become the most
powerful conglomerate in the country and was exerting influence abroad in
ways that made even the US government jealous. For example, the
Rockefellers were influencing China a full century before President Richard
Nixon’s famous visit in the early 1970s.

To achieve The Standard’s monopoly, Senior’s soldiers spied on and
sabotaged his enemies, The Standard leveraged its massive buying power to
squeeze out smaller operators, and Rockefeller attorneys used secret
contracts and lawfare to effectively steal from The Standard’s competitors.
Senior’s tactics paid off, and the value of The Standard grew exponentially.
By 1910, as one reporter put it, “when a glass of beer cost a penny and a



loaf of bread less than a nickel, when a three-room apartment went for five
dollars a month and a good pair of shoes for a dollar, Rockefeller had assets

of over $800 million” (which is nearly $25 billion today).[23]

But there was a problem—a problem that is rarely studied or
acknowledged. The reputational costs of such success—and the ruthlessness
of the methods that Rockefeller used to achieve it—were mounting. The
Rockefellers had attained oligarch status, and as their wealth surged, the
public’s opinion of the family turned to skepticism and eventually to ire.
More importantly, the US Congress took notice of The Standard’s
monopolistic practices.

By the early 1900s, the press routinely ran hit pieces on The Standard’s
shady business practices and raked Senior over the coals. More concerning,
federal investigations began targeting The Standard for anticompetitive
tactics, and the dreaded word antitrust was percolating up through the
Justice Department.

Senior needed a trustworthy lieutenant to manage both the fabulous
wealth and the negative press that came with it.

And he knew exactly the right man for the job. Senior met Baptist
minister Frederick T. Gates (no direct relation to Bill) nearly twenty years
prior at the University of Chicago. Gates had experience leading flour
magnate George Pillsbury’s philanthropic endeavors, which impressed
Senior. Soon, the reverend was fielding all Rockefeller donation
solicitations and handling many other aspects of the Rockefeller business.

But managing such a staggering amount of wealth was no small task.
Gates famously told Senior that his fortune was “rolling up like an
avalanche!” The eldest Rockefeller needed to dole out funds faster than he
was accumulating them. “If you do not, it will crush you, and your children,

and your children’s children,” Gates warned.[24]

Gates knew that wealthy families had historically passed down their
enormous fortunes with “scandalous results to their descendants and
powerful tendencies to social demoralization.” Gates worried that his
benefactor’s good family name might be in jeopardy. “I trembled as I



witnessed the unreasoning popular resentment at Mr. Rockefeller’s riches,”
he wrote. To the public at the time, Rockefeller was a “national menace,”
and protestors would gather by the thousands to rally against the company

and vandals sabotaged The Standard’s oil tankers.[25]

Gates saw only one solution: John Sr. and John Jr. must “form a series of
great corporate philanthropies for forwarding civilization in all its elements
in this land and all lands; philanthropies, if possible, limitless in time and

amount, broad in scope, and self-perpetuating.”[26]

As Senior got older, Reverend Gates increasingly worked closely with
Junior to realize his vision for the Rockefeller fortune. The two men
operated as a tag team to steer capital toward mutually agreed upon
initiatives. Gates was the “brilliant dreamer and creator,” and Junior was the
“salesman” who was able to pitch his father at the opportune moment.

The Rockefeller philanthropic strategy, unlike The Standard’s strategy,
was a family affair from day one, and each of Senior’s heirs was taught, in

the eldest Rockefeller’s words, “the difficult art of giving.”[27]

Senior’s first frontier of charitable good: public health.

Viruses and Vaccines: A Business Model
Founded in 1901, the Rockefeller Institute for Medical Research (RIMR,
which later became Rockefeller University) would become the headquarters
for the Rockefellers’ biomedical empire. Within a decade, RIMR became
the leading incubator of infectious disease research and trained the world’s

top virologists.[28]

Before 1900, deadly diseases such as smallpox, tuberculosis, cholera,
typhus, diphtheria, and yellow fever routinely ravaged populations around
the globe. New York City was especially hazardous and before 1900 “had a
higher mortality rate than London or Paris, Boston or Philadelphia, making

it one of the most dangerous places in the western world.”[29]



One in five babies died, and of those fortunate enough to survive
childhood, 25 percent died before they reached their thirties. The only
mitigation strategy for these diseases was to quarantine the infected. The

concept of “eradication” seemed inconceivable at the time.[30]

Nearly two decades before the first global pandemic in modern history—
the 1918 Spanish flu (which Rockefeller scientists were the first to isolate)
—the Rockefellers began studying communicable diseases and seeking to

treat them.[31]

Along the way, they learned that curing diseases was hard work, but
even when they failed to eradicate a disease, they gained important
experience that led to something even more important: control. With each
successive disease they identified and sought to control, their influence and
authority over the scientific and medical communities grew—both at home
and abroad. The Rockefellers with their institutes and foundation effectively
became the global authors of public health policy.

The Rockefeller research was truly revolutionary, and that was by
design. The foundation had specifically decided to “confine itself to
projects of an important character, too large to be undertaken, or otherwise
unlikely to be undertaken, by other agencies” and to “go to the root of

individual or social ill-being and misery.”[32]

In 1905, a deadly outbreak of cerebrospinal meningitis struck New York
City. RIMR’s first director, Simon Flexner, had worked with that disease at
Johns Hopkins (a critical Rockefeller partner in academia and medical
research, particularly through the COVID pandemic) and immediately got
to work taking blood samples from the morgue to inject cultures into lab
monkeys and infect them with the disease. Flexner successfully developed a
serum to inject into the base of the spine of human patients.

“Cure Is Found for Meningitis with John D’s Aid,” read a New York
Times headline. The development put RIMR on the map. Shortly after, a
different medical institution asked Senior’s contemporary, Andrew
Carnegie, for a donation, but he refused. “That is Mr. Rockefeller’s

specialty,” Carnegie said. “Go see him.”[33]



With a major win under its belt and ample funding, RIMR set out to find
and tackle a bigger problem, and Frederick Gates sought to use “wholesale”
rather than “retail” philanthropy to address “root causes.” Hookworm—a
debilitating parasite that afflicted mostly southern US communities—fit the
bill.

The Rockefellers established their Sanitary Commission for the
Eradication of Hookworm Disease in 1909 with a five-year, one-million-
dollar pledge. The hookworm plan was simple (later becoming the blueprint
for Bill Gates’s infectious disease efforts): try to break transmission cycles
by installing sanitary outhouses and privies to prevent soil and drinking
water contamination.

The Rockefellers’ hookworm blueprint pioneered another critical tactic:
test all citizens and inspect their homes. It was the largest and most complex
public health initiative in American history to date.

Studies showed that the Rockefeller hookworm initiative helped some
but failed to eradicate the illness. Nonetheless, a century later the
Rockefellers promoted their hookworm blueprint for COVID-19. And
again, mass testing failed to prevent transmission. So why did they use the
blueprint? Simply put, it was profitable and lent itself to controlling the

population.[34]

The Rockefellers learned something very important to future global
health efforts via the hookworm campaign: the next best thing to disease
eradication (or possibly the best thing) is disease control.

The term “eradication” was quietly dropped from research proposals and
other literature in favor of “control.” Thus, instead of seeking to eliminate
diseases from the entire population, the Rockefellers opted for the more
loosely defined “disease control,” which lowered expectations and allowed
them to retain the prestige, profitability, and power that dictating public
health policies provided. The Rockefellers’ disease-control model soon

spread to more than fifty countries on six continents.[35]

In the process of developing disease-control programs, the Rockefeller
Institute’s top researcher, Flexner, began waging a fifty-year war against the



polio virus. Soon, the Rockefeller Institute built the world’s foremost polio
research center with Flexner at the helm.

The New York Times ran a glowing piece on the Rockefeller Institute’s
efforts in 1911.

“We have already discovered how to prevent infantile paralysis,” the
Times wrote. The piece suggested that polio would soon be eradicated like
typhus, smallpox, and other conquered plagues. “The achievement of a
cure, I may conservatively say, is not now far distant,” wrote the Times,

using only Flexner as its source for the grand claim.[36] But it would be
many years—with lethal mistakes made along the way—before the
Rockefellers’ polio efforts would pay off.

In the meantime, RIMR set its sights on conquering a different disease:
yellow fever. In 1914, a Rockefeller Foundation report titled “Yellow Fever:
Feasibility of Its Eradication” kicked off a forty-year attack against the

disease and resulted in not one but two Rockefeller-funded vaccines.[37]

The first yellow fever vaccine was produced at RIMR and injected into
nearly eight thousand people. A lead scientist declared success before the
results were deemed inconclusive, and the Rockefellers “quietly
discontinued its distribution” in 1926. A competing vaccine by the French
Pasteur Institute led to “neurologic reactions” that negatively affected the
injected individual’s central nervous system.

A second Rockefeller-funded yellow fever vaccine, known as the 17D
strain vaccine, took more than a decade to develop and, by 1937, was ready
for human trials. Soon, more than one million people in Brazil were
vaccinated with the Rockefeller vaccine, and it was subsequently deemed

safe enough to give to US soldiers headed off to fight in World War II.[38]

In January 1941, the US War Department worried that the Japanese were
going to unleash swarms of mosquitoes carrying yellow fever as a form of
biological warfare. The president of the Rockefeller Foundation was called
to Washington, DC, to meet with the surgeon general and the vice president.
[39] The foundation agreed to generously donate enough doses to vaccinate



“virtually all” American army recruits between January 1941 and April

1942—a staggering seven million shots.[40]

Unfortunately, the vaccines were tainted with hepatitis B and caused
widespread illness among the troops. But it took more than forty years for a
1987 study by the Veterans Administration Medical Center to determine
that the botched Rockefeller 17D vaccine had led to more than three
hundred thousand hepatitis B infections in US troops (General Joseph
“Vinegar Joe” Stilwell among them)—the largest recorded outbreak of that

kind to date.[41]

Tainted jabs notwithstanding, in 1951, the Rockefeller Foundation
appointed its top yellow fever scientist who had developed the 17D vaccine,
Dr. Max Theiler, as Director of Laboratories in New York. Later that year,
Theiler won the Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine. The foundation
boldly declared: “In all likelihood yellow fever will cease to be a public

health menace.” [42]

Throughout the process of developing the 17D vaccine, scientists
discovered that yellow fever has a “sylvatic” (from the Latin silva, meaning
forest) or “jungle” transmission cycle. A sylvatic virus can be transmitted
between human and other animals via mosquitoes and other biting insects.
The virus can then reside and replicate indefinitely throughout nonhuman

animal populations, which makes eradication all but impossible.[43]

Notably, SARS-CoV-2, the coronavirus that causes COVID-19, appears
to have a sylvatic transmission cycle, meaning that eradication, or “COVID

zero,” is a pipe dream.[44]

The yellow fever campaign was costly, and the Rockefellers sank
considerable resources to eliminate not only the virus but also the primary
transmission vector (the Aedes aegypti mosquito) that spreads the virus. In
addition to the financial cost, there were human costs to working for
Rockefeller research initiatives—including the deaths of at least six brilliant

scientists killed by yellow fever.[45]



While some diseases, such as smallpox, have been almost entirely
vanquished, yellow fever has not and likely never will be. Eventually, the
Rockefeller Foundation abandoned its mission to accomplish this goal.
Nonetheless, the Rockefeller efforts deserve credit for successfully
decreasing the prevalence of yellow fever.

Today, the 17D vaccine is the only method for controlling yellow fever,
though Rockefeller attempts to exterminate disease-carrying mosquitoes
through genetic modification have ramped up dramatically. And the
Rockefellers’ protégé, Bill Gates, has funneled at least $93 million into
controversial efforts to engineer and release roughly two billion genetically
modified mosquitoes—first in Florida and California—and then, he hopes,

everywhere.[46]

The Rockefellers’ international yellow fever efforts gave them authority.
And more importantly, the more diseases the Rockefellers tried to control,
the more power and influence they gained in the international health
community. The more influence they gained over public health, the more
they could influence people’s behavior for their own benefit. And, since
these activities were all done in the name of philanthropy, the better they
looked in the eyes of the public.

The foundation dumped even more resources into studying more
diseases. Many of the viruses that the foundation studied could not be
totally eradicated because of their sylvatic cycles. If a disease can hide out
in animal “reservoirs,” then it cannot be cured—only controlled through
treatments. And treatments are a cash cow, while cures are not.

Just as The Standard had used patents to its enormous benefit, so, too,

would the Rockefeller institutes and foundations.[47] The Rockefeller
Institute’s 1901 founding charter declared that “all discoveries and
inventions” made by Rockefeller personnel belonged to the Rockefeller
Institute to “place at the service of humanity in accordance with the
beneficent purposes of the founder.” In other words, the Rockefeller
Institute was founded with the explicit purpose to discover, invent, own,
and ultimately control its research and findings. But unlike The Standard,



the Rockefeller Foundation struggled with who should retain ultimate

control over its discoveries.[48]

For roughly fifty years, the Rockefeller directors and staff were divided
over the issue of patents. The doctors and scientists did not want to
stockpile the patents to their biomedical inventions (some scientists wanted
to share this intellectual property freely with the world), while the directors
believed that it was necessary to maintain strict control over their patents,
which were invariably linked with the production (and thus the purity) of

the products.[49]

In 1950, the Rockefeller Foundation directors finally arrived at an
official policy: “We have a policy of having no policy but to deal with each
case as it arises,” the directors boldly declared. This “flexible approach”
meant that Rockefeller entities retained their profitable intellectual property

(which was often developed with taxpayer assistance) as they saw fit.[50]

Over time, the infectious disease research of the Rockefellers’ institute
and foundation began to pay off. In addition to the virus control experience,
intellectual property, and the positive reputational dividends, the
Rockefellers had built powerful international relationships and formed

global health alliances.[51] The Rockefeller disease initiatives effectively
formed a joint venture with governments all over the world—particularly in

the resource-rich regions of Africa, Asia, and South America.[52]

Waging war on diseases with the family’s signature ruthless zeal—
particularly in underdeveloped countries—elevated the Rockefellers and
transformed their reputation from self-interested monopolists to socially
conscious oligarchs. The expansion of their international footprint allowed
them to be perceived as global saviors (which would later explain how
cutthroat oil barons could change their stripes to become darlings of the

environmental Left).[53]

And while Rockefeller drugs and treatments poured into these regions
as “charity,” energy resources flowed out. For one full century, the
Rockefellers extracted energy resources from the very governments that had



become reliant upon the foundation’s health programs. The governments
that granted the energy licenses also bought Rockefeller fuel and
agricultural products. For the family and its partners, it was a mutually
beneficial arrangement and one that future Controligarchs would replicate.
[54]

By controlling entire industries, the Rockefellers influenced the lives of
people on just about every continent.

However, just prior to the new millennium, the staff at the Rockefeller
Foundation realized that the wealth distribution in the twenty-first century
would effectively be determined by debates among intellectual-property
owners. Indeed, hoarding intellectual property through patents would soon
become the means for the Controligarchs to control everything from

medicine to energy to computer technology and even food.[55]

The power that came with trying to heal sick people was only the
beginning. Trying to control microscopic organisms and meddling with the
genetics of plants and insects was very clever, but what if the Rockefellers
could modify—and ultimately control—the genetics of humans? The
Rockefeller foray into medical research—particularly the areas of genetic
and biomedical engineering—kicked off a dark era in American history: the
period of eugenics.

Cleansing Populations through Birth Control
By the time the American eugenics movement—a sweeping effort to breed
“fit” populations and eliminate “unfit” ones—was really starting to take off,
Senior had already turned over the keys to his financial kingdom to Junior,
his only son.

Junior was by far the most outspoken Rockefeller proponent of eugenics
and the largest funder of the earliest eugenics organizations. In the
movement, he saw an opportunity to change not only the science of
reproduction but also public sentiment about family, sex, and who deserved



to live or die. If the right people came to accept birth control as normal or
even desirable, the problem of overpopulation might just take care of itself.

Starting around 1910, Junior gave more than $6 million—at least $150
million in today’s dollars—to eugenics organizations, such as the Eugenics
Record Office, the Bureau of Social Hygiene, and the American Eugenics
Society. By 1924, he saw potential in a pro-eugenics feminist who would
transform the public view of eugenics from a social necessity to a charitable

good: Margaret Sanger.[56]

Today, Sanger’s legacy organization, Planned Parenthood, is easily the
largest abortion provider in the United States and operates all over the

world.[57] Sanger dedicated her life to controlling women’s ability to give
birth—especially among the mentally disabled and in the black community

—because she viewed pregnancy as “biological slavery.”[58]

Before Roe v. Wade legalized abortions nationwide in 1973, Planned
Parenthood and its predecessor organizations focused mainly on preventing
the “unfit” from breeding—which, according to Sanger, included black
babies, babies born into poverty, and the disabled—by providing and

promoting contraceptives and sterilization.[59]

One paper that Sanger published, titled “Birth Control and the Negro,”
stated that “negroes present the great problem of the South” and have “the
greatest economic, health and social problems.” The paper outlined a birth
control strategy for African Americans, whom Sanger and her colleagues
denigrated as the “largely illiterate” who “still breed carelessly and

disastrously.”[60]

Junior and the Rockefeller’s Bureau of Social Hygiene steadily backed
Sanger’s American Birth Control League (one of Planned Parenthood’s
predecessors), as well as Sanger’s Birth Control Clinical Research Bureau
and the National Committee on Federal Legislation for Birth Control. The
Rockefellers funded more organizations run by one of Sanger’s eugenicist
colleagues, including the American Gynecological Society and the
Committee on Maternal Health.



Junior’s top advisor, Raymond Fosdick, justified the massive amounts of
largesse to Sanger’s causes since “population [growth] constitutes one of
the great perils of the future.” By 1940, Junior, his sons “JDR” III and
Nelson, and their wives were all, individually and collectively, major
funders of birth control. When the Bureau of Social Hygiene permanently
closed in 1934, the Rockefeller Foundation’s “Medical Sciences Division”

took its place as the top financier of the birth control effort.[61]

The eugenics movement was thriving in the United States, and soon the
Rockefellers decided to take it global. Adolf Hitler and the Nazis were
especially keen on exterminating so-called inferior populations while
attempting to breed a superior race. Thanks to Rockefeller support, Nazi

scientists learned directly from American eugenicists.[62]

In the 1930s, IG Farben—the manufacturer of Bayer aspirin—was
among the largest funders of Hitler’s campaign and the Nazi Party. While in
partnership with the Rockefellers, IG Farben manufactured Zyklon B, the
gas used in the genocidal concentration camps that made the
pharmaceutical giant one of the sinister profiteers of the Nazi campaigns

that exterminated millions of Jews and other minorities.[63]

According to a 1944 IG Farben memo, forming a partnership with
Rockefeller’s Standard Oil “was necessary for technical, commercial, and

financial reasons.”[64] IG Farben would later be linked to a Rockefeller-
distributed abortifacient pill called RU-486, which is still distributed by

Planned Parenthood to this day.[65]

The Rockefeller family’s decades-long funding of research and
organizations that advanced both positive eugenics (breeding the “fit”) and
negative eugenics (culling the “unfit”) is undeniable. While the Rockefeller
Foundation was searching for cures to infectious diseases in every corner of
the world, it was also bankrolling research into human fitness and a variety

of ways to control human reproduction.[66]

The Rockefellers underwrote all kinds of birth-reducing efforts. Less
controversial methods included intrauterine devices (IUDs), such as



Norplant (whose manufacturer faced a critical class-action lawsuit); the
daily hormone-based birth control pill; and the “morning after” pill. Highly
controversial methods included pregnancy terminators such as
abortifacients (RU-486) and abortions at any stage of pregnancy, even right

up until birth.[67]

Beyond the eugenic goals and outcomes, Rockefeller Inc. receives
financial benefits by retaining the distribution rights to birth control
products. They receive further financial benefits through investments in the
pharmaceutical companies that advance birth control products. The
Rockefeller Foundation has coined a term for this type of “philanthropic”
profiteering: “impact investing.” This means addressing “social and/or

environmental problems while also turning a profit.”[68]

As the Rockefellers were monetizing birth control (which their
associates successfully rebranded as “family planning” or “maternal

health,” because of the negative connotations of the word control[69]), they

pioneered a new field called sex research.[70]

As with curing humankind of infectious diseases, the Rockefellers
believed that the illnesses plaguing the human mind might be cured—or at
least controlled. Psychology and psychoanalysis—particularly surrounding
the historically taboo study of sexual intercourse—were fields that
Rockefeller scientists believed could be vastly improved, if not perfected,
by following a program that the Rockefellers were uniquely able to
prescribe.

Eliminating the consequences of sex (pregnancies) while destigmatizing
promiscuity could serve both ideological and profit motives. As the
Rockefellers increased the availability of population-reducing
contraceptives, they could simultaneously benefit by increasing the demand
for such products. A “sexual revolution” (for which the Rockefeller
Foundation proudly claims credit) could create that demand.

In 1941, an entomologist named Alfred Kinsey got his first grant from
the National Research Council (NRC)—a predominantly Rockefeller-
funded organization. Just a few years later, the NRC allotted $40,000 per



year for Kinsey’s sex project. That funding—more than $600,000 annually,

adjusted for inflation—came entirely from the Rockefeller Foundation.[71]

Between 1941 and 1954, Rockefeller-backed organizations promoted sex
research, including the Kinsey Scale—which asserts that human sexuality is
largely nonbinary—and the concept of gender fluidity. In the 1960s, the
Rockefellers’ Population Council in partnership with Planned Parenthood
proposed advancing alternative sexual preferences to “reduce fertility.” The
resultant “transgenderism” has arguably become a social contagion. It has
exploded into a $2.1 billion annual windfall for medical and pharmaceutical

companies and is expected to more than double to $5 billion by 2030.[72]

Decades later, America is still grappling with the sexual revolution’s
deleterious effects, which include massive surges in unplanned pregnancies
(and thus abortions), sexually transmitted diseases, spiking divorce rates,
and single-parent households.

Today, the Rockefeller Foundation celebrates the Kinsey Reports, which
“transformed American society by challenging American attitudes toward

sexual normalcy.”[73]

Your Body, Rockefeller’s Choice
Anticipating a surge in sexual activity, as well as the prospect of a resultant
baby boom, the Rockefellers focused on increasing access to contraceptives
and abortions. Beginning in 1952, the Rockefeller Foundation began
funding a project that endeavored to create the “Model Penal Code.” This
sweeping effort prescribed legal changes in areas that ranged from theft and
obscenity to capital punishment, and, crucially, to sex offenses and abortion.
[74]

Between 1962 (when the Rockefellers’ Model Penal Code was
published) and 1973 (when the Roe v. Wade decision took place), nineteen
states “reformed” their abortion restrictions—and some states adopted the
Model Penal Code’s abortion justifications wholesale. With a new set of



liberal laws ready to be implemented, the Rockefellers set out to reshape

public opinion on the ethics of something called “reproductive rights.”[75]

The Rockefellers not only sought to influence women’s sexual and
reproductive behavior—their ultimate goal was to rationalize even more
radical objectives. In 1969, JDR III and the Rockefeller Foundation
provided the primary funding for the first bioethics research institute, called
the Hastings Center. This facility pioneered the field of bioethics to study
such controversial topics as population control, behavioral control,
euthanasia, and genetic engineering. Within two years, the center began

publishing a journal that became the “early bible of secular bioethics.”[76]

The Hastings Center and particularly its cofounder, Daniel Callahan,
were instrumental in legalizing and normalizing abortion at a time when the
procedure was still largely taboo. The Rockefellers’ Population Council
(along with the Ford Foundation) paid for Callahan to study methods of
contraception around the world. A once-devout Catholic, Callahan
eventually renounced his faith and made strong arguments in favor of both

contraceptives and abortion.[77]

The Rockefeller efforts to bring reproductive issues into the mainstream
had a profound effect on the political will to use taxpayer monies for
population reduction. For decades, the funding for birth control–related
research came mostly from private sources, such as the Rockefeller
foundations and private drug companies.

Between 1973 and 1987, government funding for reproductive and
contraceptive research increased substantially, while private funding
decreased. During that time, the US government spent a staggering $572.6
million ($3.9 billion in today’s dollars) on population control research. The
Controligarchs (mainly the Rockefeller and Ford foundations) spent $72.2
million ($486.5 million in today’s dollars) during the same time. All told,
roughly $5 billion (adjusted) was spent on population control research in

less than fifteen years.[78]

In 1988, while abortion was going mainstream, the Rockefeller
Foundation announced that it was making strong progress on another



population control front: the development of an “antifertility vaccine” that
could block hCG, an essential hormone for fertilization. The foundation had
completed early trials in New Delhi of three versions of an antifertility
vaccine for women. The following year, the National Institutes of Health
(NIH) published a paper titled “Anti-fertility Vaccines,” which touted the
Rockefellers’ research in New Delhi and revealed that “vaccines are under

development for the control of fertility in males and females.”[79]

By 1991, international collaborative efforts to create an antifertility
vaccine were finally paying off. After eighteen years of research, the
Rockefellers and their partners at the World Bank, the UN Population Fund,
and the WHO Task Force on Vaccines for Fertility Regulation had
developed an injection that could prevent pregnancies. Much of that
research had been backed by the Rockefellers, who spent roughly $25
million—$62.2 million adjusted—on health and population grants in one

year alone (1988).[80]

“As a result of this international, collaborative effort,” the WHO task
force boasted, “a prototype anti-hCG vaccine is now undergoing clinical
testing, raising the prospect that a totally new family planning method may

be available before the end of the current decade.”[81]

Thanks to the Rockefeller-funded sexual revolution, unprotected sex in
America soared. By the mid-1990s, 57 percent of pregnancies (3.6 million)
each year were “unplanned,” according to a Washington Post analysis. Of
those 3.6 million, unplanned teenage pregnancies accounted for roughly 20
percent. During his 1992 campaign, President Bill Clinton had declared that
abortion should be “safe, legal, and rare,” but before the end of his first
term, one-third of all American pregnancies had ended in abortion—more
than in any industrialized nation. The Rockefellers’ efforts to control

population growth were working.[82]

In 1970, the year after the Hastings Center was founded, New York
governor Nelson Rockefeller (Junior’s son and David’s brother) signed a
bill, narrowly passed by the legislature, legalizing abortion with limited
restrictions. The law made New York one of the nation’s first states to allow



abortion and the only state without a residency requirement. Hundreds of
thousands of women from other states flocked to New York to abort their
unborn babies. By far the nation’s most sweeping abortion-rights law, the
New York legislation allowed abortions to be performed at a hospital or an

abortion “clinic.”[83]

In May 1972, when the New York State legislature passed legislation
overturning the proabortion law, Governor Rockefeller vetoed it, and
seemingly unaware of the obvious irony, he stated, “I do not believe it right

for one group to impose its vision of morality on an entire society.”[84]

The Hastings Center’s 1987 report titled “Guidelines on the Termination
of Life-Sustaining Treatment and the Care of the Dying” provided ethical
and legal justifications for a new human right: the “right to die,” meaning
that a patient (or the patient’s family, in the event of a patient’s vegetative
state) had the right to tell a doctor to turn off life support (affirmed by the

US Supreme Court in 1990).[85]

That same year, the center produced a report titled “Imperiled
Newborns,” which discussed the ethics surrounding terminating the lives of

newborn babies with genetic abnormalities such as Down syndrome.[86]

Several months later, in 1988, the Hastings Center published “The Ethics
of Fetal Tissue Transplants,” which found that, within limits, using aborted
fetus body parts “will not erode important ethical values” and essentially
opened the door for organizations to sell aborted fetal tissue for medical

research.[87]

In 1992, Bill Clinton was elected and immediately became the most
proabortion American president to date. Notably, Clinton’s Rockefeller
connections ran deep. In 1969, a young Bill Clinton was able to legally
dodge (or “defer”) the Vietnam War draft thanks to a connection to
Arkansas governor Winthrop Rockefeller (Junior’s son and David’s
brother). And when Clinton ran for president, the Rockefellers, so-called

lifelong Republicans, supported his campaign.[88]



The Rockefellers and the Clintons had a politically powerful mutual
friend in Planned Parenthood. The Rockefellers had been among the
abortion provider’s most prolific funders dating back to its founding by
Margaret Sanger. And Planned Parenthood became one of Bill and Hillary
Clinton’s most ardent backers. The ties between the three ran deep.

It was on his second full day in office that Clinton sealed his fate as the
most proabortion president. On January 22, 1993, Clinton issued a series of
executive orders and memoranda broadening abortion access in ways that
the United States had never seen.

With the sweep of a pen, Clinton overturned President Ronald Reagan’s
Title X regulations that banned abortion-clinic referrals by federal
employees, repealed the “Mexico City Policy” that banned US funding to
legalize or perform abortions in foreign countries, and overturned the ban
on funding fetal tissue transplants. Clinton authorized hospitals run by the
US military to perform abortions and tasked the Food and Drug
Administration (FDA) with reviewing the import ban on the abortion pill

mifepristone, or RU-486.[89]

The distribution of RU-486 in the United States would likely not have
been possible without Rockefeller efforts. Not only did the Rockefeller
institutes develop the fetus-killing drug in 1983 (with FDA approval), but
once the pill was developed and deemed safe for use, the developer granted
the Rockefellers’ Population Council the patent rights to market and sell the

abortion pill in the United States.[90]

In 1997, the Population Council transferred those rights to a shadowy
pharmaceutical start-up called Danco Laboratories. Danco had an unlisted
phone number and its only known address was “somewhere in ‘midtown

Manhattan.’ ”[91]

Transferring the rights from the nonprofit Population Council to the for-
profit Danco Labs allowed Danco’s secret investors to cash in. It took
several years to uncover the investors, but it just so happened that Good
Club members George Soros and Warren Buffett were among the lucky

Controligarchs to profit from RU-486.[92]



Clinton’s actions led to a windfall for birth control and abortion
companies. Danco was incorporated in 1995 in the Cayman Islands and
refused to name its investors and the manufacturer. More evidence that
Danco was linked to the Rockefellers came out when it was revealed that
the Rockefeller Foundation helped a Chinese manufacturer obtain an FDA

production license to manufacture RU-486 for Danco.[93]

The Hastings Center had provided research on all these topics, and while
its reports often presented the case against the federal funding of abortion,
abortifacients (i.e., RU-486), assisted suicide, and fetal tissue research,
among others, Hastings’ bioethicists also made strong ethical arguments in
favor of these controversial issues. And usually, there was little doubt in

which direction the center’s advocacy pointed.[94]

In September 2018, the NIH provided a grant to the Hastings Center to
study the ethical questions surrounding “human-animal chimera research,”
whereby scientists insert human cells into lab animals. “Many people hope
that research with chimeras will yield enormous benefits, including more

accurate models of human disease,” the Hastings Center wrote.[95]

While chimera research may “yield enormous benefits,” it also comes
with a lot of risks. In 2021, the NIH revealed that “experiments it funded
through a US-based nonprofit in 2018 and 2019 at the Wuhan Institute of
Virology (WIV) in China had the ‘unexpected result’ of creating a
coronavirus that was more infectious in mice.” Critics of chimera research
immediately jumped on the admission as proof that the NIH was funding

risky “gain of function” research in Wuhan.[96]

The Hastings Center has also provided arguments for voluntary
sterilization for women, a “plan to expand access to health care for the
undocumented uninsured” in New York City, and “gene editing in the wild”
(such as publicly releasing massive amounts of genetically modified
mosquitoes—a practice the Rockefeller institutes pioneered and Bill Gates
has advanced more recently with the Biden administration’s permission).
And when the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) finally
relented to parents’ demands to reopen schools after COVID-19 closures



had wreaked havoc on children’s mental health, the Hastings Center

president panned the move as “political and unethical.”[97]

CRISPR-Cas9 is one of the latest innovations in genetics research.
CRISPR, an acronym for “clustered regularly interspaced short palindromic
repeats,” has been described as “genetic scissors” because the technology
allows for “an efficient, simple, and cheap technology to edit the genome of
any organism.” In 2018, a Chinese scientist announced that he had used the

technology to genetically alter twin babies to be less susceptible to HIV.[98]

It should come as no surprise that Rockefeller scientists also pioneered
CRISPR technology. Rockefeller University scientist Dr. Luciano
Marraffini has been awarded more than a dozen prizes for his
groundbreaking work on the CRISPR gene-editing technology (which
began around 2008). Two of these were bestowed in 2017: the Albany
Medical Center Prize (received jointly with two future Nobel Prize–winning

CRISPR scientists) and the NIH Director’s Pioneer Award.[99]

Rockefeller involvement with the CRISPR innovation led to a dispute
with fellow Good Club members Eli and Edythe Broad, whose institute
holds several CRISPR-related patents that Rockefeller University believed
it deserved to own jointly. In early 2018, the parties reached an amicable

settlement and agreed that the Broad patents “will remain unchanged.”[100]

While the Rockefellers pioneered the research (and continue to fund it to
this day), fellow Good Club members Bill Gates and the Broads are heavily
involved in the CRISPR field, and Mark Zuckerberg’s Facebook associate
Sean Parker is on the cutting edge of gene-editing technology. CRISPR has
successfully achieved the type of eugenics that Margaret Sanger could have

only dreamed of.[101]

Today, there is a whole slew of organizations, initiatives, and public
policies that have roots in eugenics-based population control. They hide
behind euphemisms such as “family planning” and “reproductive health”
(terms that were created specifically to avoid the negative connotations of
“birth control”) or simply “studying genetics.” Also, the Rockefellers are



among the most involved philanthropists who continue to fund research into
embryonic stem cells, fetal tissue, and euthanasia.

“Stem cell” and “fetal tissue” research programs can more vividly be
described as the exploitation of human embryos and the trafficking of
unborn baby body parts, while “euthanasia” is the extermination of the
elderly and the genocide of disabled individuals, such as those with Down
syndrome.

The Club of Rome and the Vilification of
Mankind

Over the past century, the Rockefellers and their fellow Controligarchs have
spent incalculable sums seeking to reduce population growth and reshape
opinions on traditions like the nuclear family. Their efforts have been wildly
successful.

The human birth rate on planet Earth peaked in the 1960s. That was the
decade when Planned Parenthood (directed by Bill Gates Sr. at the time)
and the Rockefellers’ Population Council sponsored a proposal that became
known as the Jaffe Memo. This obscure document outlined highly
controversial ways to halt population growth, including through such
medical means as making contraceptives cheap and plentiful, encouraging
mass sterilizations, and enacting “compulsory” abortion policies. The Jaffe
Memo also recommended more bizarre methods to bring down birth rates,
such as propaganda campaigns to “alter the ideal family size,” to encourage

“women to work,” as well as to promote “increased homosexuality.”[102]

Perhaps the most alarming method proposed in the memo was to dump
“fertility control agents in the water supply.” The memo also suggested
“discouragement of private home ownership” and one proposal under the
“Economic Deterrents/Incentives” section contained just two mysterious
words: “Chronic Depression.” The Controligarch-funded memo as well as



the contemporaneous “Kissinger Report” (1974) and the World Bank’s

“Population Planning” report (1972) promoted similar methods.[103]

By 2021, the US population growth rate had nearly flatlined—the lowest
rate since the nation’s founding. The Controligarchs’ efforts to curb
population growth was so successful that the American birth rate was now

dangerously below replacement levels.[104]

These efforts would not have been so successful without the assistance
of yet another Rockefeller-linked group. One that, like the Good Club, has
been among the most secretive but influential billionaire boys clubs ever:
the Club of Rome.

Most people have never heard of this shadowy alliance, but its influence
is no less profound. The Club of Rome (CoR) began as an “informal, non-
political, multi-national group of scientists, intellectuals, educators, and
business leaders deeply concerned with” solving global “issues that

confront mankind.”[105]

Today, CoR consists of roughly one hundred members, including many
of the world’s top thought leaders in various fields as well as heads of state,
diplomats, leading scientists, and other technocrats. CoR produces
prophetic reports that steer global foreign and domestic policies throughout
the Western world—typically through CoR’s daughter organization: the
World Economic Forum (WEF).

In 1968, the Club of Rome held its inaugural meeting at the Accademia
dei Lincei on the outskirts of Rome. It was there that the club’s founders
reached a consensus on what they called “the problematique,” or “the
predicament of mankind.”

Two years later, CoR produced its first report, a “proposal” titled “The
Predicament of Mankind,” which reads like a technocratic manifesto on
how to achieve world domination by identifying terrifying existential
problems, garnering reactions to those problems, and then offering the
solutions CoR’s members have identified and hyped. According to CoR
members, the predicament of mankind is that humanity has become too
advanced for its own good. Mankind has accumulated “extraordinary



technological capital” but has failed to adopt a “global view” that would

lead to “policies requisite to an inter-dependent world.”[106]

In other words, overpopulation and pollution are too big for any one
country to solve on its own and, therefore, humanity needs a global
governance structure if it wants to survive.

Over the next few decades, CoR published a series of eerie reports
strategizing how to unite world governments around various global ills. But
in 1991, CoR published a book titled The First Global Revolution that laid
its agenda bare:

In searching for a common enemy against whom we can unite, we
came up with the idea that pollution, the threat of global warming,
water shortages, famine and the like, would fit the bill. . . . But in
designating these dangers as the enemy, we fall into the trap,
which we have already warned readers about, namely mistaking
symptoms for causes. All these dangers are caused by human
intervention in natural processes, and it is only through changed
attitudes and behaviour that they can be overcome. The real

enemy then is humanity itself (emphasis added).[107]

Indeed, the Rockefellers’ actions over the past century appear, on the
surface, to be rooted in altruism. What had begun as a way for John D.
Rockefeller Sr. to build good relations with the public had, in just two
generations, given his family an alarming amount of control over humanity.
Senior’s grandson, David Rockefeller Sr., proudly confessed that he was
part of a cabal working to destroy the interests of the United States. But the
Controligarchs are not just anti-American; they are antihuman, as their Club
of Rome reports (and their transhumanist exploits, which we will explore in
Chapter Nine) explicitly claim.

The real enemy is humanity itself.



The implications of CoR’s prophetic reports (and its founding of the
WEF) will be discussed in the next chapter, but suffice it to say, the Good
Club’s 2009 meeting on overpopulation had been decades of precedent.

And perhaps the Good Club could achieve what CoR had not yet
achieved: enough billionaires committing their wealth toward solving the
problematique. It was at the meeting of the Good Club that the so-called
Giving Pledge—the promise to transfer one’s fortunes to an ideologically

aligned nonprofit organization—was devised.[108]

Of the dozen or so billionaires who attended the Good Club meeting, all
have signed Gates’s Giving Pledge except for Soros and the notoriously
private Oprah Winfrey. When asked why, a representative for Soros said
that the veteran philanthropist was “delighted by the pledge and to learn
that others planned to join him in doing what he has done for decades,

giving away half his income. He plans to donate his entire fortune.”[109]

The current estimate of total Giving Pledge transfers is $600 billion—
notably, there are only about 150 charities in the world that are capable of
managing a hypothetical nine-figure donation, and if each of those major
charities were to receive a $200 million donation, only about 5 percent of
the total Giving Pledge total would be consumed. In other words, the
Giving Pledge endowment is more than enough to dramatically change the

world for the better, and if it fails to do so, one must wonder why.[110]

It appears that forty years of WEF attempts to control everything from
population growth to climate change were not to the Rockefellers’, Gates’s,
Buffett’s, or Soros’s liking, so they convened the Good Club in May 2009.
And after that Good Club meeting, the WEF began to prepare for a “Great
Reset” to usher in a new era of elitist authoritarian rule around the world.

All that the WEF needed was the right crisis to exploit.



O
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The Gates of Hell
It’s possible, you can never know, that the universe exists only for me. If so, it’s

sure going well for me, I must admit.[1]

—Bill Gates, January 1997

n February 7, 2020, Bill Gates laced up his white tennis shoes and
took to the clay courts for the sixth annual “Match for Africa” charity

tennis tournament in Cape Town, South Africa. Gates looked
uncharacteristically fit, albeit with hints of more characteristic atrophy, in
his sporty white-and-green tennis outfit. Beyond his physique, he appeared
as he had for decades—nerdy, with his square-frame sports lenses and
tousled, now grayish brown hair.

Gates had teamed up with Swiss tennis legend Roger Federer before to
raise money for a good cause. “Four legends, one match,” hailed the

promotional materials.[2]

Gates and Federer handily beat their opponents—number two world-
ranked tennis star Rafael Nadal and Daily Show comedian and South
African native Trevor Noah—in the celebrity doubles tournament. Gates
even won a few points (though, as expected, the exhibition match was
mostly Federer versus Nadal), and his victorious grins masked any concerns



he may have been wrestling with on the eve of the first global pandemic in

over a century.[3]

The South Africa tennis match would be one of Gates’s last public
appearances as just another normal billionaire philanthropist. Soon, Gates
would become one of the most polarizing figures on the planet. To some, he
would be revered as the benevolent billionaire hero working tirelessly to
help humanity. To others, he would be reviled as the world’s foremost
villain—the face of a “Plandemic.”

Some believe that Gates planned COVID based on his prior pandemic
predictions and his foundation’s financial interests in viruses and vaccines.
But where COVID came from, whether from a Chinese lab or nature,
matters less than how it was handled. And the response caused more
devastation than the disease. The truth is that the Controligarchs—led by
Gates—planned for a pandemic, and they were well positioned to benefit
from one.

Within a few weeks of the match, Gates was the private sector
counterpart to the public sector’s Dr. Anthony Fauci. The two men worked
as a tag team to issue flawed pandemic guidance from their respective
perches.

Once back in Seattle after the match, Gates convened his global health
brain trust. Having committed up to a whopping $100 million to steer the
coronavirus response efforts just two days prior, Gates was the first major
private financier of the bourgeoning pandemic response. But the world
would need more than money. More than anything, the world needed

guidance and a unified strategy. Gates filled the gap.[4]

Gates seemed confident that some of the anticompetitive practices he
had perfected over the years could be implemented to control—and profit
from—this chaotic virus. Microsoft had a strategy for monopolizing the

software industry called Embrace-Extend-Extinguish (or Exterminate).[5]

This strategy got Gates’s company in trouble with Clinton’s Justice
Department, but he has not yet received a similar slap on the wrist for



applying it to the infectious disease industry—which he also bought his way
into.

Gates set up his foundation in the 1990s amid Microsoft’s antitrust
controversy—much as the Rockefellers had under similar circumstances—
and the Gates Foundation soon embraced the pandemic preparedness
industry. Over the next two decades, he extended his influence over it by
donating to an increasing number of pandemic-related NGOs, initiatives,
and Big Pharma companies (like the WHO, the global vaccine alliance
[Gavi], and Pfizer, respectively). Finally, during the coronavirus pandemic,
his proposed remedies crushed the competition: nonpharmaceutical

alternatives (generics, vitamins, exercise, and sunshine).[6]

Now, Gates needed his brain trust to get on board with his ideas.
“I turned to a favorite tactic that I’ve been relying on for years: the

working dinner,” Gates recalled in his 2022 book titled How to Prevent the
Next Pandemic. Gates is the type of billionaire who solves the world’s
problems over a hot meal surrounded by his advisors. There is no agenda at
a typical Gates working dinner. He simply wines and dines “a dozen or so

smart people” and urges them to start brainstorming ideas.[7]

It is a tactic that Gates had used to great effect in the past. In fact, it was
at one of these dinners in the late 1990s that Gates met Fauci. At the time,
Gates was embroiled in a bitter antitrust battle with the Clinton Justice
Department over Microsoft’s monopolistic business practices while his

father, Bill Sr., oversaw the emerging Gates Foundation.[8]

On a separate occasion, Gates had invited renowned disease experts such
as Fauci to the house that Microsoft built: a palatial sixty-six-thousand-
square-foot Seattle-area estate dubbed Xanadu 2.0 after the fictitious

mansion in Orson Welles’s Citizen Kane.[9]

Fauci fondly recalled being pulled aside from the rest of the dinner
attendees for a secret conversation in the “amazingly beautiful” Gates
library. The younger Bill was beginning to take a more active role in
foundation affairs and wanted to discuss a mutually beneficial arrangement
with the US government’s foremost vaccine expert.



“Tony, you run the biggest infectious disease institute of the world,”
Gates said before he proposed the unofficial partnership: “I want to be sure
the money I spent is well spent.” John D. Rockefeller Sr. chose a man of
faith—a Baptist minister—to guide the Rockefeller Foundation. Bill Gates
chose the man of science.

This working dinner, where Gates first teamed up with Fauci, along with
another in 1998 dubbed “the lamb chop dinner,” when Gates pledged $750
million to develop childhood vaccinations for “killer diseases,” marked the
beginning of the end of Gates’s first career as a software monopolist. It was
the start of something much grander: his second career as a medicine

monopolist.[10]

Fauci would be an essential, legitimizing force in Gates’s reputational
transition from a cutthroat computer tycoon to a new man, a decidedly good
man—one who even his foes at the Justice Department could admire.
Indeed, one aide from the Clinton era switched teams and founded a firm

that worked closely with the expanding Gates Foundation.[11]

Twenty years later, Gates’s transition was complete. He was the most
prolific philanthropist in the world and the de facto head of global health
policy. He scheduled the coronavirus working dinner for Friday, February
14, 2020, at the Gates Foundation headquarters in Seattle. Even as Gates
was publicly telling the world to abolish meat in favor of more patentable
proteins (which will be discussed in Chapter Five), his inner circle of health
experts would be savoring beef short ribs that evening as they talked about

the virus spreading beyond Wuhan, China.[12]

Though they may not have known it at the time, Gates and his brain trust
were meeting directly at the epicenter of the American coronavirus
outbreak. While they were enjoying their short-rib dinner, the first US
coronavirus cases were incubating at a nursing home just sixteen miles

away, in Kirkland, and soon dozens of its residents would be dead.[13]

Gates went into the working dinner all but certain that the coronavirus
would require a major global response. That same day, he told a packed
crowd of America’s top scientists and bureaucrats—the ones who would be



implementing the COVID response measures—exactly what they should

do.[14]

“COVID-19 could be a once-in-a-century pandemic, but the good news
is that there are steps we can take now to slow its impact and help us
respond more effectively when the next epidemic arrives. #COVID19,”
Gates tweeted on February 28 (just twelve days before the WHO officially
declared the pandemic). His proposals sounded like a subtle declaration of
war—not just against the virus but, as it turned out, against American

freedoms.[15]

Gates hardly needed the working dinner to craft his opening salvo to
America’s top scientists. He had been preaching dire pandemic predictions
to anyone who would listen for years. “We’ve always known that the
potential for either a naturally caused or intentionally caused pandemic is
one of the few things that could disrupt health systems, economies, and
cause more than ten million excess deaths,” Gates told the packed audience
on Valentine’s Day. He spoke often about the significant resources his
foundation had spent over the years to help the world prepare for something

like this.[16]

Indeed, Gates had long feared that a global pandemic was coming, and
his foundation—currently the largest private charity in the world—had been
laser focused on pathogens since its founding decades prior, during the
Clinton administration. Most notably, Gates gave a TED Talk in 2015 with
alarming predictions—chief among them was that a global pandemic was

guaranteed, and that the world was not ready for it.[17]

Over nearly two decades, starting in 2000, Gates funneled more than $10
billion into various vaccination and antivirus efforts—including the tens of
millions that he had invested in messenger ribonucleic acid (mRNA)
technology. He called this eleven-figure outlay the “best investment” he had
ever made due to a clever accounting trick that estimated a staggering $200

billion return in ill-defined “social and economic benefits.”[18]



From the start of the COVID crisis, Gates was ahead of the curve. In an
early and widely circulated dispatch, Gates laid out the path forward:
treatments, vaccines, testing, contact tracing, and “policies for opening up.”
In addition, his unofficial partnership with Fauci seemed stronger than ever,
and along the way, he had cultivated relationships with other disease
experts, including the lesser-known face of the US government’s pandemic

response, Dr. Deborah Birx.[19]

Both Gates and Fauci had repeatedly warned that a pandemic was an
impending threat. In addition to becoming the largest individual funder of
the WHO, Gates had dumped at least $3.1 billion into various programs run
by Drs. Fauci and Birx (much of which were HIV/AIDS related).
Therefore, their pandemic response strategies had long since synced.
Simply put, they all seemed to be using the same talking points—ones that
government officials at every level regurgitated as if reading from the same

script.[20]

In April 2020, the prestigious New England Journal of Medicine
published Gates’s coronavirus response blueprint. On the standard
disclosure form that identifies whether the author has any conflicts of
interest, Gates checked the box, “Yes.” What were his conflicts of interest?

“Numerous,” he wrote.[21]

Conflicts notwithstanding, the National Institutes of Health (Fauci’s
ultimate employer) cited Gates and effectively gave his blueprint the NIH

seal of approval.[22]

The mainstream media also amplified his status as the de facto leader of
the global pandemic response. News outlets such as MSNBC (the M and S
are for Microsoft, which cofounded the network) and The Washington Post
(owned by Gates’s friend and fellow billionaire Jeff Bezos) gushed over
Gates’s pandemic prescience, hailing him as “one of the world’s most
accomplished innovators” and granting him the odd laudatory title “The
Billionaire Who Cried Pandemic.” His “science-based solutions” might just

save the world (or at least bring about a “return to normalcy”).[23]



In early 2020, Gates’s foundation poured nearly $80 million (which has
ballooned to more than $165 million since 2016) into the Imperial College
London, which published terrifying pandemic models projecting mass
deaths. According to the models, millions would die in the United States

within months without radical interventions.[24]

Lockdowns were essential, Gates implored. The extreme models that he
had funded said so. The requirements for reprieve included face masks,
social distancing, quarantines, temperature checks, and travel restrictions
(among other unnatural things). Even more unsettling was the fact that the
models were wildly inaccurate. The Imperial College London’s death
projections were later determined to be off by orders of magnitude. The
modeler resigned after he was caught flouting lockdown protocols,

ironically, but the interventions lived on.[25]

Far from being voluntary, these measures must be mandated, Gates
urged. Without these controls, he threatened, “we cannot return to the

business as usual or stop the virus.”[26]

But when can we get back to normal? the world asked. “Normalcy only
returns,” Gates declared, “when we’ve largely vaccinated the entire global
population.” Luckily, Gates’s own “normal” was never disrupted. Whenever
he needed a break, he could scamper away to a remote island on one of his

private jets. Everyone else would be a hostage to his guidance.[27]

Gates cheerfully suggested, Fauci and Birx dictated, and the world
dutifully obeyed. Almost everyone in the West stayed home hoping that it
would, as Gates assured, save lives (Grandma’s not least among them).
They struggled through ineffective remote schooling with their children—
Gates had said it was necessary. They sacrificed their families’ mental and
economic health on Gates’s altar of “nonpharmaceutical interventions.”
Most Americans believed the billionaire’s promises of a return to normalcy,
and they did their part—they wore the masks, they socially distanced, they
submitted to endless COVID testing, and they allowed their contacts to be
traced. And most obeyed Gates’s favorite pharmaceutical intervention: they
got the shots.



Vaccinate, vaccinate, vaccinate was Gates’s mantra even before the
WHO declared the coronavirus a global pandemic. The reason the world
took Gates so seriously on this subject was simple: he had accurately
predicted it. And the man famous for being the world’s richest disease
expert was exactly whom frightened citizens hoped they could trust amid
new chaos and uncertainty.

But the public’s faith soon turned into skepticism. Why was Gates
completely dismissing (or ignoring) potential COVID treatments—
especially widely available and inexpensive ones, such as zinc, vitamin C,
and vitamin D—that had virtually no downside? Why wasn’t Gates talking
about the benefits of exercise and sunshine? And most curious of all, why
was Gates pushing a vaccine that did not yet exist?

Gates of course profits from investing in vaccines. But there is another
underexamined effect: vaccines give the vaccine provider major social
control. The Rockefellers, after all, had profited immensely from taking
over entire countries’ health-care systems for purposes of “disease control.”

For Gates, vaccines play an important role in curbing population growth.
Gates believes that more vaccines mean that more children survive to
adulthood, which in turn means that parents will decide to have fewer
children. Drawing on decades of medical and social hygiene efforts
(eugenics and population control), Rockefeller, Gates, and their fellow
Good Club members had decided that overpopulation is the most important

issue facing humanity.[28]

In a 2010 TED Talk, Gates succinctly explained his rationale for funding
vaccines and birth control to curtail population growth on Earth. “The
world today has 6.8 billion people. That’s headed up to about 9 billion,”
Gates warned. “Now, if we do a really great job on new vaccines, health
care, reproductive health services, we could lower that by, perhaps, ten or

fifteen percent.”[29]



Curing the Diseased of Their Overpopulation
Ills

Crucial to Gates’s population control effort was his wife, Melinda. Bill Jr.
married Melinda French Gates in 1994. She became his partner in
philanthropy and life, and they had three children. Along with Bill Sr., the
three of them had a shared love for population reduction and vaccines. He
calls her a “truly equal partner,” adding that they are a lot alike, but she has

a better sense of humor, and “she’s better with people than I am.”[30]

Simply put, they were a power couple—arguably the most influential on
the planet. Also, having a woman co-lead the Gates Foundation allowed
them to relate to both genders and add more credibility to their women’s
health agenda—perhaps in ways that a male computer nerd never could.

Melinda was Bill Jr.’s employee at Microsoft when they went out on
their first date in 1987. From the start, they were on equal intellectual
footing. Before long, they were financial equals, and the money gave
Melinda real standing in the world. She became intimately involved in the
Gates Foundation and remained so even after their divorce in 2021—which
she claims she initiated because of Bill’s complicated friendship with

convicted sex offender Jeffrey Epstein.[31]

Melinda had valid concerns. Her husband had reportedly spent time with
Epstein on dozens of occasions, even after Epstein was found guilty of
pedophilia-related crimes. Members of Gates’s inner circle were close to
Epstein, including Boris Nikolic and Melanie Walker. Epstein met Walker

in 1992 and hired her as an advisor in 1998.[32]

The overlap between Gates’s and Epstein’s networks was significant.
Both Gates and Epstein had a deep interest in scientific breakthroughs, and
both funded gene-editing (eugenics) projects. Gates and Epstein’s mutual
contacts, which include Wuhan-linked virus hunter Nathan Wolfe, lead
directly to Gates’s pandemic efforts via an unlikely partnership with

JPMorgan.[33]



In a now-famous photo of Gates and Epstein together, the two men are
flanked by Nikolic and a JPMorgan executive with whom Gates later
established an epidemic preparedness initiative. That initiative funded
vaccine and mRNA technology before 2015. In addition to Gates and his
advisors, Epstein was also close with other Good Club members, such as
Michael Bloomberg, and Epstein even served on the board of the

Rockefellers’ university, where the Good Club met.[34]

Epstein, like Gates and other Good Club members, was concerned about
overpopulation and funded genetic tinkering and disease-related projects.
Epstein also wanted to “seed the human race” with his own DNA by
impregnating scores of women. When it came to procreation, Epstein’s

mentality seemed to be “Rules for thee, but not for me!”[35]

According to The New York Times, Epstein worried that saving lives by
curing diseases would not advance the population control agenda. But Bill
and Melinda apparently do not see it that way. While Melinda
acknowledges that saving lives to reduce the population may seem

counterintuitive, she insists that it is not.[36]

“When more children live past the age of five,” Melinda said in a 2018
interview, “and when mothers can decide if and when to have children,
population sizes don’t go up.” Crucial to this formula are the population
control efforts in which Bill and Melinda Gates pour billions of dollars:

contraceptives, pills, and abortion.[37]

The simple formula for Gates’s plan to save the world appears to be the
following: vaccines plus birth control equals sustainability. It just so
happens that Bill Gates profits from both sides of this equation.

The Product of a Corporate Attorney
When Bill Gates convened the meeting of the Good Club, he pledged to
give away half his wealth. Thirteen years later, his net worth had more than
doubled and sat at a staggering $118 billion. What makes this figure even



more remarkable is that Bill and Melinda have transferred at least $39

billion to their foundation since 1994.[38]

Generally speaking, Bill Gates has amassed at least two dollars for every
dollar that he has pledged to give away. Is it magic?

The truth about Bill Gates Jr. is far less mystical. Coming from a long
line of rich and powerful men who perfected a strategy for complete control
over generations, Gates was born to take over the world.

But it was not without struggle.
Gates rarely talks about his parents’ role in his success. The story that he

would much rather tell is the one starring a child prodigy who dropped out
of Harvard to build the world’s most successful software company by
pulling all-nighters and outsmarting everyone. All from his parents’ garage.

History tells a different, albeit less glamorous, story: Bill Gates’s father
was the true brains behind the operation. Gates Sr. was directly responsible
not only for the rise of Microsoft but also for the rise of other Seattle-based

megacorporations, such as Amazon and Starbucks.[39]

The Gates family was destined for greatness long before Bill Jr. was
born. His maternal grandfather and great-grandfather were influential West
Coast bankers (the former even became a high-ranking official at the
Federal Reserve bank in San Francisco). Bill Jr.’s paternal great-grandfather
was a gold rush prospector, and his grandfather was a wealthy businessman.
Bill Jr. is the last of four William Henry Gates’s, a dynasty with a long

lineage.[40]

Their pedigree set up the Gates family for prestige and power.
Bill Gates the youngest, William Henry Gates III (commonly known as

Bill Jr. ), was born on October 28, 1955, in Seattle, Washington. Bill Jr.
wrote his first computer program at age thirteen. By 1986, he was a
billionaire and by the mid-1990s, he was worth tens of billions and was
arguably the world’s richest man. Until the late 1990s, Bill Jr. was a mostly
private individual and “preferred to stay out of the public eye, handling
civic and philanthropic affairs indirectly through one of his

foundations.”[41]



Bill Jr.’s father, William Henry Gates II (commonly known as Bill Sr.),
was a prominent corporate attorney in Seattle, and Bill Jr.’s mother, Mary
Maxwell Gates, was an influential socialite serving on the boards of many
local and national nonprofit organizations. Their social circle was
impressive from the start. Bill Sr.’s scoutmaster went on to become the
mayor of Seattle (and later a deputy cabinet secretary in the Nixon
administration). Bill Sr. met Mary Maxwell thanks to a mutual friend who
later became a cabinet secretary in the Carter administration.

Maxwell Gates was born to be a debutante and prominent socialite. Her
high-level social connections certainly deserve a lion’s share of the credit
for her son’s rise to global tech oligarch. More than a decade before Mary
introduced the younger Bill to legendary billionaire investor Warren Buffett
in 1991, she made an even more crucial introduction to her friend John
Opel, the CEO and chairman of International Business Machines (IBM).
Without IBM’s licensing of Microsoft’s operating system, it is possible that

Microsoft would have never gotten off the ground.[42]

But Bill Sr. was perhaps even more instrumental to his son’s long-term
success than the boy’s mother was.

Bill Sr. was well on his way to becoming one of the most influential
attorneys in Seattle before Bill Jr. was born, and Bill Sr. became so by
representing powerful corporate interests. Decades before there was a Big
Tech in Silicon Valley, his first clients were technology and biomedical
companies. Through his efforts representing these interests, he became an
expert in monopolizing intellectual property, cornering markets, and using
his power to build political capital. In short, the younger Bill had the perfect
mentor.

Bill Jr. was a difficult child—always at war with his mother, who wanted
him to socialize, be punctual, and be tidy. They would get into explosive
battles over trivial things. “He was nasty,” recalled Bill’s younger sister,
Libby Armintrout (later Libby MacPhee).

One night at the dinner table, the younger Bill was being so vicious that
his typically subdued father splashed a glass of water in his adolescent son’s



face. When the younger Bill’s parents sent him to a therapist to sort out
what his problem was, Bill recalls telling the therapist, “I’m at war with my

parents over who is in control.”[43]

Bill Sr. attributed the future success of his son (whom they called Trey)
to, in part, his love for reading and competition. “Trey was so competitive
he always wanted to win [the school’s summer reading contest] and often
did,” the elder Gates wrote in his memoir. Young Trey’s favorite board
games were Monopoly and Risk, games that give players the twin thrills of

cornering the market and dominating the world.[44]

When Trey was just a toddler in 1957, Bill Sr. landed a client called
Physio-Control Corporation. Physio-Control was a Seattle-based innovator,
a fledgling biotech company, and it pioneered electronic medical-device
technology. The company struggled in its early years, but Bill Sr.’s counsel
and contacts would change all that.

Physio-Control became the world’s largest manufacturer of external
defibrillators, generating massive sums from licensing fees and royalties.
Years later, Microsoft would adopt this licensing model—along with several
other Physio-Control management strategies, including pep rally–style
corporate meetings, referring to employees as “team members” and

implementing a four-day workweek in some locations.[45]

When Gates Sr. cofounded the law firm Shidler, McBroom, and Gates in
1964, he brought Physio-Control with him, and he remained involved both
financially and legally with the defibrillator company through its initial

public stock offering (IPO) several years later.[46]

In 1966, Gates Sr. persuaded a fellow University of Washington (UW)
alum, W. Hunter Simpson, to leave his prestigious job as the head of IBM’s
Seattle division to serve as president of Physio-Control. The move surprised
the IBM executive’s friends and colleagues because Physio-Control was
struggling at the time—with just three employees and on the verge of

bankruptcy—while IBM was one of the world’s largest corporations.[47]



Under Bill Sr.’s direction and Simpson’s leadership, Physio-Control
became one of the world’s top manufacturers of defibrillators and other
heart-monitoring technology. When Eli Lilly acquired the company for

$149 million in 1980, Simpson remained at the helm.[48]

The elder Gates’s role in securing Physio-Control’s intellectual property,
licensing its products, and pulling off its subsequent IPO put Gates Sr. and
his firm on the map. He also became the president of the Seattle-King
County Bar Association in 1969 and the president of the Washington State
Bar Association in 1986. When Trey was in sixth grade, his father sent him
to Physio-Control to learn from the client for a school-paper assignment.
[49]

This valuable experience in the fledgling field of biotechnology—
particularly the mastery of manufacturing technology derived from
taxpayer-funded research, licensing that technology, monopolizing
intellectual property, and leveraging IPOs for personal benefit—would
serve the younger Gates very well. The elder Gates devised a system and

taught the younger Gates how to work that system.[50]

By the time he got to high school, Bill Jr. put the self-confidence that his
father had instilled in him to the test. He and several older classmates
formed the Lakeside Programming Group that would eventually lead to the
founding of Microsoft. Lakeside High—the most elite prep school in Seattle
—was perhaps the only academy in the country with a computer terminal
after Lakeside’s “Mothers Club” purchased it with proceeds from a

rummage sale in 1968.[51]

Bill Jr. and a classmate two years his senior named Paul Allen wanted to
use the expensive machine so often that when they often exhausted their
limits (it was costly to use the computer), Bill Jr. and Paul snuck into the
UW computer department to use the machines after hours, and their
programmer group was banned by a local computer company for exploiting

bugs in the system to get free time.[52]



The Lakeside Programming Group was essentially a for-profit venture
run by high school students. It benefited from contacts at the Gates’s alma
mater, UW, but got off to a rocky start. The elder programmers kicked
young Bill Jr. out of the club because of a lack of clientele. His departure
was short lived, however, and soon they asked him to come back—perhaps
hoping to gain client referrals from Bill Jr.’s father.

“Look, if you want me to come back you have to let me be in charge,” an
uppity Gates told his buddies. “But this is a dangerous thing,” he warned
them, “because if you put me in charge this time, I’m going to want to be in

charge forever after.”[53]

Upon his return, Bill Jr. proved his value to the Lakeside programmers
when he leveraged his father’s connection. The young programmers got a
big break when one of Bill Sr.’s law clients helped them build a device to
analyze traffic patterns. It was June 1972, and Bill Jr. and Paul Allen were
working on the primitive computer system that they called Traf-O-Data. A
local computer company called Intermec, which was fortunate to have
found Bill Sr. as one of its early investors, directors, and general counsel,
basically did much of the heavy lifting for young Bill Jr. and Paul Allen.
[54]

Gates met several of the other Traf-O-Data developers while borrowing
time on a big mainframe computer near the UW physics building (now
named Mary Gates Hall). While his résumé claims that he “designed and
put together” the traffic analyzer, the younger Bill later admitted in an
interview that he “got some guys at Intermec to build [the original Traf-O-

Data tape reader].”[55]

The Intermec example is instructive. Time and again, Bill Gates has
claimed that he invented something revolutionary and was credited thusly.
But Physio-Control, Intermec, and finally Microsoft were almost entirely
built by other developers that he or his father had hired, and the elder Bill
played the primary role securing the younger Bill’s early tech deals and

steering his businesses toward success.[56]



Around the same time that Bill Jr. and Paul Allen were sealing their fate
as lifelong business partners on the Traf-O-Data project, Bill Sr. was
working with Physio-Control colleagues on a lucrative patent transfer
scheme that would take government-subsidized intellectual property from
universities and place that technology in the hands of private corporations.
[57]

Bill Sr., Physio-Control’s Hunter Simpson, and their fellow UW alum
Tom Cable began working on the scheme in the mid-1970s, and the
resultant Washington Research Foundation (WRF) was incorporated several
years later. A tribute to Simpson after his 2006 passing describes the
scheme candidly:

In the mid-1970s, Physio-Control began manufacturing two
products derived from research done at the UW. Although the
university was known for the quality of its researchers, it had no
mechanism in place to commercialize any technology arising
from research. Hunter took the unusual step of paying voluntary
royalties to the UW for the technologies that Physio-Control
commercialized.

Hunter also took one more step toward securing revenue for
the UW from its technology. Hunter and a group of friends that
included Tom Cable, Bill Gates Sr. and others with close ties to
the UW decided to form WRF as an independent foundation to
facilitate the transfer of technology to the private sector. The WRF
was incorporated in 1981, and its patenting and licensing program
has since generated hundreds of millions of dollars in revenues.
[58]

The Washington Research Foundation immediately began filing patents
to formalize ownership of UW research. It was a brilliant plan. On average,
it took nearly twenty years for the first two patent applications to receive



approval, but since the patents were “pending,” Gates Sr. and his colleagues
were able to “immediately establish licensing agreements with dozens of
biotech and pharmaceutical companies.”

Among the first UW discoveries that Gates Sr. and WRF capitalized on
involved “diagnostic and therapeutic proteins” and the use of “yeast
technology to create vaccines.” Notably, this critical technology featuring
vaccines and fermented yeast that helped launch Bill Sr.’s early patent
transfer scheme was strikingly similar to innovations that Bill Jr. later

spearheaded.[59]

Young Trey had resented his parents for not giving him control sooner,
but by the time the younger Bill Gates, now a billionaire running the
world’s leading software conglomerate, had embarked on his journey to
become the world’s leading philanthropist, the elder Gates was clearly
proud of him and let him be his own man, albeit on the path that Bill Sr. had
laid out.

Like his father, Bill Jr. came to admire vaccines—they are a “miracle” in
his words—and he has found them immensely profitable. In May 2022, Bill

Jr. estimated that he has spent “tens of billions” on vaccination efforts.[60]

The Gates family—the elder Bill with his law firm and WRF and the
younger Bill with Microsoft—almost singlehandedly turned Seattle into a
leading biotech hub. This, in turn, increased their wealth and power, both

locally and nationally (and eventually internationally).[61]

The cross-pollination between the elder and younger Bills’ ventures was
substantial, particularly via the revolving door and mutual funding
arrangements between their respective ventures. Lawyers from Gates Sr.’s
firm went on to work for Microsoft. Funding from Microsoft and the Gates
Foundation flowed to the Gates law firm’s clients. Scientists from Gates’s
corporate clients went on to work for both Microsoft and the Gates
Foundation. This revolving door between Gates partners and affiliates

created a “Microsoft effect.”[62]



The Gates Control Strategy: Embrace-Extend-
Exterminate

In 1981, Jr.’s mother helped secure for Microsoft one of the most
consequential deals in its history. After many software companies had
submitted their bids, IBM had officially chosen Microsoft to create its

software.[63]

The deal was enormously beneficial for both IBM and Microsoft. Time
magazine reported in 1983 that within three years of engaging Microsoft,
“IBM has already captured 21% of the $7.5 billion US market for personal
computers, a staggering feat in so short a time, and is virtually tied with
pacesetter Apple Computer, which had a four-year head start.” By 1984,
Microsoft had become the most influential software company in the world.
[64]

IBM’s exclusive licensing of the Microsoft operating system meant that
Gates’s customers were growing by the millions without IBM’s having
produced (let alone marketed) a physical product. Bypassing consumers and
selling his software directly to hardware manufacturers was a novel concept
and basically eliminated the possibility of competition on an IBM computer.
This was a business model that Gates could (and would) exploit.

There was one problem, however: IBM’s machines were not the only
machines, and Apple Computers made a better product. Something would
need to be done about Apple.

Apple founder Steve Jobs knew that his company had the larger market
share—and he intended to keep it. To do so, Jobs hired Pepsi-Cola’s
president, John Sculley, and Sculley’s view toward the Microsoft-IBM
partnership was less combative than Jobs’s. Sculley did not view the
budding rivalry as “a bruising fight for market share” but saw instead that
there was room for both companies to be “major participants.” Perhaps that

is why Apple let the fox into the henhouse.[65]

Shortly after Gates got a sneak peek at his competitor’s software,
Microsoft announced its new Windows operating system, with multiple



applications that appeared to be exact copies of Apple’s software. Apple’s
CEO was enraged. Even the new Windows menu bar looked almost

identical.[66]

In March 1988, Apple sued Microsoft for copyright infringement,
alleging that at least 189 elements of Microsoft’s new operating system
were blatant copies of Apple’s Macintosh operating system. If Gates’s 1980
purchasing of the “quick and dirty” operating system, rebranding of it, and
licensing of it to IBM was a coup, then the Macintosh imitation in 1985 was

the coup de grâce.[67]

The legal battle between the biggest rivals in computing dragged on for
several years. In July 1989, a judge ruled that most of the features that
Microsoft had cribbed from Apple were covered by a previous licensing
agreement between the two companies (apparently Apple’s lawyers failed
to realize that working with Gates’s company meant that Microsoft could
legally copy Apple’s designs). Also, most of the features that were not
covered under the licensing arrangement were free for Microsoft to imitate
under something called the “merger doctrine,” which holds that ideas

cannot be copyrighted.[68]

In August 1993, Microsoft won the lawsuit, and the Supreme Court
declined to hear Apple’s final appeal in February 1995. Microsoft had
legally appropriated Apple’s innovative design. Gates later admitted that he
had pilfered Microsoft designs from Xerox and accused Jobs of having

done the same earlier.[69]

As Microsoft and Apple were battling in court, the Federal Trade
Commission (FTC) had begun to take notice of Microsoft’s possible
anticompetitive collusion with IBM and opened an investigation in 1990.
The commissioners were divided over whether to act against Microsoft’s
apparent monopolistic behavior and closed the investigation because of the

stalemate.[70]

Frustrated by the FTC’s failure to act, the Clinton Justice Department
opened its own antitrust probe in 1993, which resulted in a 1994 consent



decree—a settlement, basically—meaning that the Justice Department
would not penalize Microsoft for past behavior if Microsoft promised not to

use its dominant position to stifle competition moving forward.[71]

In 1997, the Justice Department had evidence that Microsoft was
violating the 1994 consent decree and imposed a one-million-dollar-per-day
fine on Microsoft for squelching competition, though a judge later threw
out the fines. By 1998, twenty attorneys general from various states had
joined with the Justice Department and filed suit against Microsoft for
violating antitrust laws. These officials alleged hundreds of facts and
numerous examples demonstrating how Microsoft had abused its market

dominance to stifle competition in the computing industry.[72]

In the trial, it was revealed that Microsoft executives wanted to
“extinguish” “smother,” and “cut off [a competitor’s] air supply.” In fact,
perhaps the most shocking revelation from the Microsoft antitrust trial was
that the company actually had a name for its monopolization strategy—one
that Gates continues to employ to this day: Embrace-Extend-Extinguish (or

Exterminate).[73]

Gates’s strategy worked in three phases. In the first phase, he enters an
existing market—software in the case of Microsoft—and embraces the
existing rules (or “standards”), creating a product with “cross-
compatibility.” Next, Gates extends his position and begins introducing new
features that are not compatible with his competitors’ products. Finally,
when Gates’s new features become a de facto standard, he closes the noose
and extinguishes the competitors who are unable to support his new
features.

Gates employed this strategy to crush competitors in multiple industries
and even offered “secret side payments potentially amounting to hundreds
of millions of dollars” to suffocate his competition. A Stanford professor of
e-commerce, strategic management, and economics described the strategy
simply: “We will embrace it, we will make it ours, we will apply it to our

operating system, and we will kill it.”[74]



Philanthropy as a PR Strategy
The Justice Department and the public—at home and abroad—were
outraged. They both hammered Microsoft for its monopolistic practices,
such as the Embrace-Extend-Extinguish strategy. Several notorious
troublemakers threw multiple cream pies in Bill’s face—a sneak attack—on

a street in Brussels.[75]

Throughout the trial, Microsoft’s defense was deemed laughable. In the
videotaped depositions, Gates was evasive and nonresponsive and
appeared, at times, robotic. He also came across as arrogant. Channeling his
inner Bill Clinton, who famously stated that his guilt “depends on what the
definition of the word is, is,” Gates’s defense depended on the definitions of

the words we, compete, and concerned, among others.[76]

“I have no idea what you’re talking about when you say ‘ask,’ ” Gates
said. Bloomberg News reported that Gates was so evasive and feigned
amnesia (stating “I don’t recall”) so often “that even the presiding judge had

to chuckle.”[77]

The court ruled that Microsoft was a monopoly that uses its power to
stifle competition at the expense of consumers, and on June 7, 2000,

Microsoft was ordered to break up into two separate companies.[78]

“For the first time in my life, I actively sought distraction,” Gates said.
[79]

The Apple lawsuit, the FTC investigation, and the decade-long Justice
Department antitrust saga took an undeniable toll on Gates’s reputation.
Gone was “Bill Gates: the business savvy computer whiz.” That image was
replaced by “Bill Gates: cutthroat monopolist who would do anything to get
ahead.” Much like the Rockefellers, Gates had brought the world into a new
age with tactics that made him an enemy of the people he had claimed to
help.

“There can be no doubt that the Microsoft monopoly forced consumers
to overpay, denied access to new and better products, and stifled overall



quality improvements,” said the Consumer Federation of America, calling
Microsoft’s monopolistic practices “fundamentally abhorrent to the

American consumer.”[80]

Thanks to these tactics, Gates’s wealth was accumulating so fast that,
much like Rockefeller’s avalanche, it threatened to crush him. The Gates
Foundation eventually had such a large endowment that Internal Revenue
Service (IRS) rules required Gates to give it away by the hundreds of

millions (or even billions).[81]

So, taking a page from the Rockefeller playbook (and under his father’s
savvy counsel), Gates decided to clean up his reputation the old-fashioned
way: he became a philanthropist and began buying good press (wholesale,
in the case of MSNBC).

Prior to his legal troubles, Bill Jr. was not a prolific philanthropist. In
fact, he did not care for philanthropy at all—at least not at first. When his
mother advised before her death in 1994 that he give some of his time and

enormous profits to charity, he resisted.[82]

The first charitable endeavor that bore Gates’s name was the William H.
Gates Foundation. Bill Sr. would run his son’s foundation, established in
1994, and would use the latter’s growing mountain of wealth to advance a
cause they were both passionate about: reproductive health. The elder Gates
believed that a woman’s ability to prevent or terminate a pregnancy was an

essential component of “empowering women.”[83]

Bill Sr. set the course of his son’s charitable efforts from the start, and
the Gates Foundation has remained on that course. From the outset, the
Gates Foundation’s primary focus was “family planning,” a euphemism that
Rockefeller-funded propagandists developed for abortion and other forms
of birth control.

In fact, Bill Sr. and each of the individuals he brought in to run the Gates
Foundation’s most critical programs had a long history of passing through a
revolving door of Rockefeller-backed population control efforts, including
the Rockefellers’ Population Council, Planned Parenthood, and a Seattle-
based birth control organization called Program for the Introduction and



Adaptation of Contraceptive Technology, which later rebranded itself as the

Program for Appropriate Technology in Health (PATH).[84]

Starting at the top, Bill Sr. had been a longtime director—both locally
and nationally—for Planned Parenthood. The elder Gates made perhaps the
most consequential hire for the nascent Gates charitable enterprise: a
Canadian birth control expert and Planned Parenthood director named
Gordon Perkin. Perkin began as a contraceptive salesman in the 1950s,
when birth control was still taboo.

In the 1960s and 1970s, Perkin worked with the Rockefellers’
Population Council on a joint population control project with the Ford
Foundation. This was around the time when Bill Sr. was directing Planned
Parenthood and when the Population Council and Planned Parenthood
produced the Jaffe Memo, which argued for compulsory sterilizations,
abortions, and chronic depression as means to reducing birth rates. In 1977,
Perkin and several other birth control enthusiasts in Seattle founded PATH’s

predecessor, which worked closely with Jaffe Memo participants.[85]

In the 1980s, Perkin was hired by the UN Population Fund to give tours
of Western contraceptive factories to Chinese pharmaceutical companies as
China implemented its barbaric one-child policy. He and other research
associates continued to work with Rockefeller and other Controligarch-
backed birth control initiatives through the 1990s, when Perkin joined the

Gates Foundation.[86]

The elder Gates’s priorities—ultimately, the Rockefellers’—became
young Bill Jr.’s priorities.

In addition to Perkin, Bill Sr. brought in Suzanne Cluett, another Planned
Parenthood director who happened to be his neighbor and a close friend, to

help him run his son’s early charitable endeavor.[87]

Bill Sr. has been called “the conscience of the Gates family,” and Bill Jr.
credits his father with shaping the foundation and turning it into a
philanthropic juggernaut. Perkin was the brains behind Gates’s population



control initiatives and the creation of the Global Alliance for Vaccines and

Immunization (Gavi).[88]

The population control pipeline of Rockefeller alums to Gates
Foundation leadership continues to the present day. The current president of
Global Development at the Gates Foundation, Christopher Elias, worked for
the Rockefellers’ Population Council before succeeding Perkin as president
of PATH. These decades-long relationships date back to when Bill Jr. was a
child, which means that the Gates Foundation’s priorities have always been

driven by forces larger than the whims of a tech mogul.[89]

The William H. Gates Foundation began with an endowment of $106
million. In 1999, the foundation merged with the Gates Learning
Foundation (a much smaller education-related initiative) to form the Bill &
Melinda Gates Foundation. That year, Gates poured a staggering $15 billion
into his new megafoundation, turning it into America’s largest nonprofit

almost overnight.[90]

Within a few years, Gates’s and Buffett’s tax-mitigating transfers would
balloon the Gates Foundation’s assets to over $60 billion. The more money
Gates gave to his foundation, the less he paid in taxes and the more his
investments apparently benefited. His net worth continued to climb,
particularly when he added $26 billion to his personal holdings in the first

year of the pandemic.[91]

And his public image soared. Once reviled in the mainstream press, Bill
Gates was described as a hero soon after setting up the Bill & Melinda
Gates Foundation, and by 2005, the couple were celebrated as Time

magazine’s “Persons of the Year.”[92]

The Gates business model works like this: Bill Gates personally invests
his money in some new venture. Then his foundation pours millions (or
even billions) into ensuring that his venture takes off. Occasionally, he
funnels his personal profits back into his foundation and calls it charity
while taking sizable tax refunds. It is hardly a unique business model—the
Rockefellers, George Soros, Warren Buffett, and other billionaires do the



same thing. Gates’s Giving Pledge is essentially one (legal) tax-avoidance
scheme with the added benefit of buying good publicity.

A close friend of Bill Gates Jr. since 1978, Andrew Evans had worked
with Microsoft before the company got its big break with IBM. Gates
became the godfather of all three of Evans’s children, and they remained
close friends even after Evans and his wife were convicted of swindling a
Seattle-based bank. Evans and his wife went to prison in the mid-1980s,
and when they were released, Gates hired this convicted felon to manage

his money.[93]

After his release from prison, Evans set up a company called Dominion
Income Management and began trading stocks on Gates’s behalf. Several
years before the establishment of the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation,
Dominion invested in vaccine maker Novavax. Novavax has since received
more than $100 million in grants from the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation
to develop vaccines, and its efforts to produce a COVID-19 vaccine were

highlighted on Gates’s personal blog.[94]

In May 2020, an entity called the Coalition for Epidemic Preparedness
Innovations (CEPI) extended $384 million in grants and forgivable loans to
Novavax to speed up the development of a COVID-19 vaccine. That
financial package (partially funded by taxpayers) helped Novavax produce

a vaccine and led to $476 million in revenue for 2020.[95]

Gates’s funding of Novavax’s research over the years via the Bill &
Melinda Gates Foundation demonstrates Gates’s long-term commitment to
his vaccine business model. And the taxpayer-funded financial package that
led to a nine-figure COVID windfall for Novavax showed vaccines can be a
very good business model indeed.

As previously mentioned, Gates’s foundation poured more than $10
billion into vaccination efforts, which he claimed netted the world a $200
billion return. Part of these efforts included funding collaborators on the
controversial “gain of function” virus research at the Wuhan Institute of
Virology lab (the Gates and Rockefeller foundations along with Dr. Fauci’s

agency also funded this research).[96]



Gates’s Wuhan connection is the culmination of more than a decade of
gain-of-function virus research. When a virus is genetically modified, as
with gain of function, the new Frankenstein-esque virus becomes known as
a chimera virus, named after the mythical snake-goat-lion hybrid beast.

Chimeric viruses have been under development for decades for use as
bioweapons. The Soviets were working on weaponizing smallpox in the late
1980s, and evidence suggests that work continued even after the Soviet
Union fell. The Gates Foundation has had chimeric viruses on its radar
since at least 2005 and spent more than $6 million in one year alone (2016)

to study these viruses.[97]

As it happens, scientists had been genetically modifying coronaviruses
such as SARS-CoV-1 (2002) and SARS-CoV-2 (2019) and creating
chimeric viruses for more than a decade before the COVID-19 pandemic.
President Obama banned the risky research in 2014, which forced the NIH
and others to outsource gain-of-function operations to China and other risk-

tolerant nations.[98]

EcoHealth Alliance, meanwhile, has worked with the Wuhan lab for
more than fifteen years, pulling bats out of Chinese caves and anally
swabbing them to find more coronaviruses to turn into chimeras. The
ostensible purpose of this research is to develop vaccines in preparation for

hypothetical future pandemics.[99]

Notably, Gates, Fauci, and others affiliated with the Wuhan lab and
EcoHealth sided with the Chinese government (which they repeatedly
praised for its response) on the lab leak versus natural origin debate, and
allied outlets were quick to dismiss the lab leak theory as xenophobic

conspiracy theories.[100]

Thousands of coronaviruses have been discovered since SARS, but thus
far only seven have been found to infect humans. In addition to the original
SARS virus and the newer one that causes COVID-19, other human-
afflicting coronaviruses include the Middle East Respiratory Syndrome
(MERS) virus, as well as others ranging from the mild virus that causes the



common cold to the often-fatal pneumonia virus (Gates has funded research

into these coronaviruses for well over a decade).[101]

One institute that the Gates Foundation funded was able to patent several
methods for administering coronavirus vaccines for livestock in 2014. The
institute has stated that the Gates Foundation did not fund the specific
patents, a distinction with minimal difference. And while Gates was
funneling cash into virus research, he was also funding a novel way to treat

them.[102]

CEPI became one of the channels for Gates’s decades-long interest in
viruses and vaccines. The coalition was conceived in 2015 (by at least one
scientist closely tied to Gates and EcoHealth Alliance), and soon Gates
became the key backer. In January 2017, Gates announced during his WEF
keynote speech in Davos that the coalition had secured nearly half a billion

dollars in funding.[103]

CEPI was effectively a slush fund for global vaccine development that
would provide grants, loans, and other financial incentives to large
pharmaceutical companies in order to help speed up the mass rollout of
vaccines. In addition to the Gates Foundation, CEPI’s funding partners
include the WEF, the governments of Germany and Japan, and the
Wellcome Trust, one of the world’s most influential NGOs, which describes

itself as a “biomedical research charity.”[104]

A frequent Gates partner, the Wellcome Trust is closely affiliated with
the British Royal Family, and Her Majesty the Queen officially opened its

London headquarters in late 2004.[105]

Thanks to the Gates Foundation and CEPI, it did not take years or even
months to design the Moderna and Pfizer mRNA gene therapies. It did not
even take a week. It took only a couple of days for Moderna (and just three
hours for Inovio) after learning the genetic sequence of the virus. How was
it possible to do this so quickly? The answer was provided by none other

than Bill Gates.[106]



In an April 2020 interview that was broadcast on the Microsoft-owned
LinkedIn social media platform, Gates explained that he had knowledge
that his audience could not comprehend because, unlike him, they “haven’t
spent much time on these issues.” The secret that Gates knew was that an
unproven new technology was in the works that, while risky, could

revolutionize the billion-dollar vaccine industry.[107]

In Gates’s experience, developing traditional vaccines (using a dead or
weakened form of the virus) can take a decade or more. As everyone
knows, there are many viral diseases (especially prior coronaviruses, such
as SARS, and even the common cold) for which there are no vaccines,
despite considerable funding from Gates and Rockefeller types. That is far
too long for an impatient innovator such as Gates, which is why he has
plowed billions of dollars into a new technology called mRNA gene
therapy.

Gates was proud of his effort to finance mRNA solutions to COVID-19
and told his audience so:

There’s about a hundred efforts in the world, of which about eight
to ten are very promising. And we have to back all of these. About
four of them are based on a new approach—which is RNA/DNA
—and that’s like CureVac, Moderna, BioNTech, Inovio—all of
these are people funded by the Gates Foundation because we were
going to use that platform to make vaccines for things like
malaria, and we’ve always known that investing in this both
directly and through a group we created called CEPI . . . would

get the world to be more ready for the pandemic.[108]

The speed with which the jabs were developed was bewildering. There
were no human trials for long-term safety or efficacy. Equally bizarre was
the way the jabs were developed. “On January 11, 2020, the Chinese
authorities shared the genetic sequence of the novel coronavirus,” Moderna



stated in a filing with the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC).
Within forty-eight hours, Moderna had “mobilized toward clinical
manufacture,” and Dr. Fauci’s institute within the National Institutes of

Health was ready to conduct Phase I trials.[109]

But Moderna had been working on delivering proof of concept for the
revolutionary new mRNA technology well before the pandemic even
began. Moderna’s chief medical officer explained the technology in a
December 2017 TED Talk titled “The Disease-Eradicating Potential of
Gene Editing.” Moderna’s gene therapies were “hacking the software of
life.” The ambitious goal for mRNA was to eliminate every disease from

Alzheimer’s to Zika and especially every form of cancer.[110]

In October 2019, Dr. Fauci appeared on a panel with fellow
immunologist Dr. Rick Bright to discuss the future of vaccines. Over the
course of the panel, Fauci said that traditional vaccines take too long and
pushed repeatedly for a “much better” system: mRNA. Bright, who had
previously worked on Gates-funded research (and for the CDC, Novavax,
and PATH), issued this stunning hypothetical:

It is not too crazy to think that an outbreak of a novel avian virus
could occur in China somewhere. We could get the RNA
sequence from that and beam it to a number of regional centers, if
not local, if not even in your home at some point, and print those

vaccines on a patch to be self-administered.[111]

Less than seventy-five days later, that is exactly what happened (sans the
print-at-home vaccine patches). As Moderna told its investors, the Chinese
authorities did beam the coronavirus gene sequences around the world and
the pharmaceutical companies were off to the races. The transdermal
vaccine “patches” are likely coming—Gates has made major grants to the

research and owns stakes in the corporate patent holders.[112]



In theory, the COVID-19 jabs would spread synthetic mRNA throughout
the human body to program the human cells to act like antibody factories.
As fear was spreading throughout the world in early 2020, many began to
look to Gates as a savior. The executives at Pfizer, Moderna, and other
mRNA producers were not giving highly publicized and reassuring

interviews that demystified this unproven technology. But Gates was.[113]

“You essentially turn your body into its own vaccine manufacturing
unit,” Gates explained on his blog in April 2020. “There’s a catch, though,”
he warned. “We don’t know for sure yet if RNA is a viable platform for

vaccines.” The world was about to find out.[114]

In simplified terms, mRNA is a software update for the human body. It
can encourage or discourage bodily functions by reprogramming the human
body’s response to exterior influences. Billionaire futurist Elon Musk took
the exciting promise of mRNA miracles a step further and suggested that
mRNA gene therapies could hack aging—“like a computer program,” he

said—and possibly even cure death.[115]

The Controligarchs seem to think that this miraculous medicine could, in
the words of the Gates-funded British Broadcasting Corporation (BBC),

“make us superhuman.”[116]

If it sounds like these billionaires and bureaucrats are playing God, it is

because that is exactly what they are doing.[117]

Gates’s Final Form: Programmer of Human
Genetics

Thanks in large part to his parents’ connections, Bill Gates has lived several
lives. The first life was Bill Gates, the hard-nosed capitalist and computer
monopolist. The second life was Bill Gates, the zealous billionaire
philanthropist. And the third life is Bill Gates, the population control fanatic
masquerading as a global health expert. His ruthless zeal in each of these



endeavors could be rivaled only by that of the Rockefellers (whom Gates
considered role models and mentors).

As Gates preached his vaccine evangel, few outside the very small world
of epidemiology could have fathomed that a coronavirus vaccine would be
available within a matter of months. Most existing vaccines had taken years
or even decades to develop—and even longer to test for safety and efficacy
and, finally, to manufacture.

As time went on, study after study confirmed suspicions that the mRNA
jabs could come with more than a few devastating side effects. Scientists
and doctors from leading medical institutions such as Johns Hopkins and
MIT (and even a Nobel Prize winner) linked the jabs to serious heart
problems such as myocarditis, stroke-inducing blood clots, and perhaps the
most frightening side effect of all: signs of fertility issues in both men and

women.[118]

But Gates maintained that vaccine injuries, which would have been
discovered earlier with more robust safety trials, were rare even as reports
of adverse events surged. When parliamentarians in the European Union
questioned Pfizer’s representative about the lack of safety testing, the Pfizer
rep claimed that mRNA jab manufacturers were moving “at the speed of
science.” One parliamentarian described the admissions as “shocking, even

criminal.”[119]

It turns out that vaccinating in the middle of a pandemic (rather than
before) may be futile, at best. Many viruses—especially fast-mutating
coronaviruses like the one that causes the “common cold”—have proved
impossible to vaccinate against despite billions of dollars spent over
decades of research (recall that the Rockefellers had spent forty years
attempting to eradicate yellow fever, unsuccessfully, and Gates and
company have spent roughly the same amount of time trying to create an

HIV vaccine).[120]

The tricky nature of coronaviruses and the fact that there had never been
a coronavirus vaccine make Gates’s insistence that the world vaccinate its
way out of the pandemic so bizarre. The mRNA jabs (with their seemingly



endless “booster” regimen) have been extremely profitable—Pfizer set a
revenue record by bringing in more than $100 billion in 2022. And
Moderna is now projected to become the first trillion-dollar drug company.
[121]

But was profitability the only driver behind Gates’s efforts? Surely not.
Population control is also a big motivator for Gates, especially considering
his status as a founding member of the Good Club. And in addition to
calling vaccines his greatest investment, Gates has repeatedly claimed that
inoculations help to curb population growth.

It did not take long for billionaires and multinational corporations
around the world to follow Gates’s lead and demand mRNA-jab mandates.
How were they all on the same page? One organization in Davos,
Switzerland, may hold the key.

When Gates took the stage in Davos to announce the new international
CEPI vaccine slush fund in January 2017, hardly anyone knew that the
World Economic Forum would become ground zero for all things
pandemic-related. When Gates again partnered with the WEF for a
pandemic exercise in October 2019—just weeks before the coronavirus
escaped either nature or the Wuhan lab—again, almost no one noticed.

But soon, many people recognized that higher-ups within the WEF had
more sweeping designs—not just related to international health policy but
also affecting nearly every facet of human life—that would hand more
power to men such as Bill Gates.

It was called the Great Reset.
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The Great Reset
I don’t know how it will play out in November [2020], but what we know is that
we will end up with many more unemployed. . . . So, we will see definitively a
lot of anger . . . because this crisis will be with us until we really have found a
remedy. So, we have to prepare for a more angry world. . . . I see the need for

action. I see the need for a Great Reset.[1]

—Klaus Schwab, WEF founder, July 2020

hen an exotic Chinese virus first appeared in the United States in
January 2020, most Americans were blissfully unaware of the new

contagion. Soon, however, SARS-CoV-2, and the disease that it caused,
COVID-19, would be all that anyone could think about. Some believed that
it was the next plague—capable of wiping out tens of millions of people.
Others believed that it was no worse than the common cold.

But like Bill Gates, a few Controligarchs saw it as an opportunity.
Notable among them was a man named Klaus Schwab, a little-known
German business professor for whom the arrival of COVID was a true
meeting of a man and his moment. Schwab had spent decades developing a
grand theory for reordering the world, and now, he believed, the world was
ready to embrace it.

In July 2020, six months after the first American COVID patient was
hospitalized, the global outlook was grim. There was no clear and
convincing consensus coming from such health experts as Dr. Anthony



Fauci and his colleagues about the true mortality rate of the coronavirus.
Worse than the uncertainty about COVID’s lethality, perhaps, was the
experts’ certainty that draconian control measures would work. These
measures—including lockdowns and the designation of people into
“essential” and “nonessential” categories—appeared to be taking a greater
toll than that of the virus itself. People wondered: What happens if I can’t
work? How will I feed my family?

It was at this critical moment that Schwab stepped onto the world stage.
Situated in front of a sky-blue World Economic Forum logo at a virtual

event in July 2020, the man who promised to save the world hardly seemed
an imposing figure. Schwab is an elderly man with a slight paunch, a deeply
wrinkled face, and sagging eyes that sit behind rimless spectacles. His
shaved head and thick German accent evoke a parody of a movie villain.

But Schwab is anything but funny. Indeed, people who matter—from
kings to presidents to titans of industry—take the professor and WEF
founder quite seriously. The television reporter running the interview—
CNBC’s Karen Tso—effectively surrendered the microphone to her subject.
Schwab said that he could not guess who would win the American
presidential election in a few months, but he knew that whatever the
outcome, stormy times lay ahead. He predicted massive unemployment, “so
we will see definitively a lot of anger.” Many industries, he continued, “will

have difficulties to survive.”[2]

But Schwab proposed a remedy: “I see the need for a Great Reset.”[3]

The Great Reset turned the COVID-19 chaos into an opportunity for the
Controligarchs. As Schwab put it, to “tie government aid to the green
economy” and to “revolutionize” and “digitalize” everything. He called the
virus a “call for action” to address global warming and hoped that “this
COVID crisis will create sufficient drive for each government to be more
open for global cooperation.” Schwab assured his audience that his “Great
Reset” was a way to “recreate a global framework which really is in line

with the requirements of a society in the twenty-first century.”[4]



The average person, especially in the United States, had never heard of
Schwab. But global leaders, corporate titans, and Big Tech oligarchs—
many of whom are among the more than 1,400 WEF members collectively
worth trillions of dollars and counting—feel his influence. This positions
him perfectly to steer global operations without compromising his public
image.

Schwab identified at least five major opportunities that COVID
presented to the world. First, the world could redefine the social contract to
be “more inclusive.” Second, the pandemic could be used to “decarbonize
the economy.” Third, “everything that can be digitalized must be
digitalized” under something Schwab termed the “Fourth Industrial
Revolution.” Fourth, companies could use the pandemic to rethink their
profit motive and transition to a new system he called “stakeholder
capitalism.” And finally, the Great Reset meant more global cooperation or

“global governance.”[5]

To his audience and those paying close attention, the tenets of Schwab’s
Great Reset had a ring of familiarity. That is because the WEF and its
affiliated organizations, such as the United Nations and the Club of Rome,
had been sounding such themes for years (in fact, the Club of Rome’s co-
president co-wrote an appeal for a post-pandemic green energy transition
that the WEF published before Schwab announced his book on the topic).
[6]

Evidence of the pervasiveness of Schwab’s ideas among the international
elite could be seen in then presidential candidate Joe Biden’s announcement
of a plan to “Build Back Better,” whose proposals were eerily similar to
Schwab’s Great Reset agenda. From then on, at campaign stops and on
social media, Biden insisted that Build Back Better was his plan. It was not.

Biden was not even the first world leader to utter the mantra.[7]

On May 28, 2020—forty-two days before Biden announced the new
campaign slogan—British prime minister Boris Johnson proudly announced
that “we owe it to future generations to build back better,” which he said
meant rebuilding a “fairer, greener, and more resilient global economy.” So,



Johnson used the slogan before Biden and later admitted that he had

“nicked it from someone else.”[8]

Johnson was no stranger to Schwab’s economic agenda. A decade
earlier, while mayor of London, Johnson had spoken at a WEF event for
Schwab’s Forum of Young Global Leaders, an incubator of sorts for rising

political stars.[9]

Johnson’s Davos connections could help to explain why he boasted that
his country had become the largest single donor to CEPI, the global vaccine
consortium backed by the WEF, Bill Gates’s foundation, Pfizer, Johnson &

Johnson, and the WHO, among others.[10]

Under Schwab’s leadership, the WEF has declared a bold agenda.
Among its ambitions are the abolition of private property and personal
privacy, the elimination of fossil fuels, and a global transition away from
animal protein to an insect-based food system. “You’ll own nothing,” the

WEF has famously assured, ominously adding, “and you’ll be happy.”[11]

The forum has been very open about its plans for the entire world to
eliminate cash in favor of a tightly controlled digital financial system. The
complementary digital identification regime that the WEF has long
demanded seemed like a solution in search of a problem—until COVID

created an opening for unforgeable vaccine passports.[12]

For decades, the WEF was known simply as “Davos,” after the glitzy
town in the Swiss Alps where these global elites flock for the forum’s
annual retreat. The Davos Man (the prototypical attendee) is an individual
who possesses the “Davos Spirit.” The price of attendance to schmooze
with Team Schwab is wealth, power, or prestige—or, ideally, all three. Mere
“members” pay around $65,000 for the privilege while esteemed “partners”

can pay $650,000 or more.[13]

Davos Man’s reasons for his alpine pilgrimage are many. But at its most
basic level, Davos provides a venue for worldly bureaucrats and plutocrats
to hobnob and strike deals—far from the prying eyes of their constituents
and haters—all with the stated purpose of saving the planet. Even the Davos



attendees who may not support its global governance technocratic agenda

admit that they go for a very simple reason: to wheel and deal.[14]

To people such as Schwab, the WEF, and our Good Club members from
Chapter One (most of whom help set the WEF agenda), COVID-19 was an
opportunity to help save the world from itself. We could all build back as a
stakeholder utopia, together, better than any system ever.

The Great Reset was for our own good.

The Nazi Road to World Citizenship
Like Rockefeller and Gates, Schwab had power that was not created in a
vacuum.

Klaus Martin Schwab was born on March 30, 1938, in Ravensburg,
southern Germany—roughly halfway between Munich and Zurich and
close to the Swiss border. At the time, Ravensburg was the epicenter of the
early Nazi eugenics program and became the first city to forcibly sterilize

citizens by the hundreds.[15]

Schwab’s father, Eugen Wilhelm Schwab, was the managing director of
a Zurich-based subsidiary of an engineering firm called Escher Wyss, which
was a major supplier in the Nazi war effort and one of Adolf Hitler’s

Nationalsozialistischer Musterbetrieb, or a “model” Nazi company.[16]

Eugen Schwab was, himself, a Nazi collaborator. He belonged to several
German National Socialist groups, including two of the most prominent
pro-Nazi organizations: the German Labour Front and the National Socialist
People’s Welfare. His Ravensburg branch of Escher Wyss used war prisoner

slave labor to manufacture industrial war machinery.[17]

Working for Escher Wyss, Eugen represented Swiss interests in
Germany while the engineering firm had business contracts with Nazi
mineral companies and for the manufacture of flamethrowers, presumably
for use against Allied soldiers. The firm had an impressive technological



track record and even built a turbine for a plutonium nuclear reactor—one

of the first in the world—for Nazi military use.[18]

During his father’s tenure working with the Nazis, Klaus was too young
for involvement in Hitler’s regime. But growing up in wartime Germany
almost surely left a lasting mark on the boy. It seems that he was unable to
associate his national identity with Germany amid the chaos of the failed

Nazi regime, and so instead he became a citizen of the world.[19]

Klaus Schwab followed his father’s footsteps and became an engineer.
He credited his parents for teaching him the value of education,
collaboration, and the idea that would become central to his worldview: the

“stakeholder principle.”[20]

After graduating from high school in 1957 and college in 1962 with a
degree in mechanical engineering, Schwab landed his first major gig in
1963 as a personal assistant to the managing director of the German
Machine-Building Association. He worked there until 1966 and earned a

PhD at the Swiss Federal Institute of Technology that same year.[21]

Schwab received an economics doctorate the following year at the
University of Freiburg and a master’s in public administration from
Harvard’s John F. Kennedy School of Government. It was at Harvard that
Schwab met one of his earliest and most powerful mentors: US foreign
policy author Henry Kissinger (a close friend, confidante, and handsomely

paid advisor to the Rockefellers).[22]

Soon, Schwab’s career took off. In 1967, Schwab joined the
management board of Sulzer-Escher Wyss AG, a merged successor entity of

the Nazi wartime supplier where his father worked in Zurich.[23]

While still working for the Swiss engineering firm, his former employer
—the German Machine-Building Association—commissioned Schwab to
write his first book: a manifesto on modern management techniques in
mechanical engineering. The book, published in 1971, was designed to
address management methods and their applications to competition and



opens with the following words from a member of the association’s
executive board:

No war, no strike, however long, no serious economic crisis can
restrict the development opportunities of a national industrial
sector as much as modern, more successful management methods

in the hands of the competitive industries in other countries.[24]

Schwab argued that as companies grow, they can reduce costs but warns
that similar innovation by corporate rivals “often results in fierce price
competition, which depending on the severity and duration of this
competition can squeeze profits or even cause losses.” If a company wants
to increase its market share, one of Schwab’s recommendations is the

“temporary or complete elimination of competitors.”[25]

The book also laid out the earliest version of Schwab’s “stakeholder
economy,” which is the first pillar of the Great Reset. This theory contends
that companies should be responsible not solely to shareholders but rather

to an amorphous group of “stakeholders.”[26]

Schwab described the theory in a 2010 Wall Street Journal op-ed:

Almost 40 years ago, I first developed the “stakeholder theory”
for businesses at the World Economic Forum in Davos,
Switzerland. This considers the enterprise as a community with a
number of stakeholders—in other words, social groups that are
directly and indirectly connected to the enterprise and that are
dependent on its success and prosperity. These groups include
employees, customers, suppliers, the state and especially the

society in which the enterprise is active.[27]



Schwab adapted this stakeholder concept into a brand-new economic
system he calls stakeholder capitalism. It seems like a humane idea, on its
face; after all, it is true that a business’s fortunes impact people, entities,
and communities far beyond its own corridors. But what is new, and
slightly diabolical, about Schwab’s formulation is its subtle but profound
reordering of the dynamics between business and its community
stakeholders.

Under traditional free-market capitalism, the top priority for business is
profit for itself and shareholders; and benefits to the “stakeholder
community” flow from that in the form of jobs, revenue generation, et
cetera. But if the profit motive is mitigated by the elevation of the
“community good” as a prime consideration, then someone must decide
what that is. Thus, this gave rise to a powerful new class of experts whose
prescriptions for the community good naturally reflect their own ideological
agendas.

Stakeholder capitalism looks strikingly like China’s tyrannical “state
capitalism” model (which was actually developed with the help of
Kissinger, Rockefeller, and the WEF) and is enjoying popularity among
governments worldwide, particularly in the area of a corporate social-credit
system commonly known as Environmental, Social, and Governance (or

ESG) scores. More on these later.[28]

Schwab’s work in the private sector for the Swiss engineering firm was
short lived, and although nearly fifty years would pass before Schwab
penned his next stakeholder manifesto, he spent that time building a
multinational machine—the WEF—that would become the primary driving
force for the replacement of democracy and capitalism with a far more

radical system.[29]

Schwab found a receptive audience for his vision among powerful
internationalists, including his Harvard mentor, Kissinger—a regular WEF
attendee and keynote speaker. Industry titans like the Rockefellers and Bill
Gates had already formed more secretive groups such as the Good Club, the
Trilateral Commission, the Bilderberg Group, the Council on Foreign



Relations, and the Club of Rome. These key global influencers were early

supporters of the WEF and among its first contributors.[30]

Schwab created the Davos forum in 1971 to promote his stakeholder
system and headquartered it in Geneva, Switzerland. The WEF’s self-
proclaimed mission is to “shape global, regional and industry agendas” and
does so thanks to its “unique institutional culture founded on the
stakeholder theory, which asserts that an organization is accountable to all

parts of society.”[31]

The Davos forum began as an excuse for wealthy business executives to
take “a delightful vacation on the expense account,” according to Time
magazine in 1981. But with every passing year, the forum’s cachet grew
along with the prestige of its membership, and by the 1990s, its
cheerleading for globalization earned the WEF a strongly positive
reputation among globalist decision-makers and multinational corporations

alike.[32]

Not long before Clinton made him one of America’s top diplomats,
renowned globalist Strobe Talbott declared in 1992 that “nationhood as we
know it will be obsolete; all states will recognize a single, global authority.
A phrase briefly fashionable in the mid-twentieth century—‘citizen of the
world’—will have assumed real meaning by the end of the twenty-first.”
There can be little doubt that Talbott and other supporters of a single, global
authority came to view the WEF (which Talbott later commended for its
“high-powered commission on global governance”) as the entity that could

make nationhood obsolete.[33]

For the corporate elite around the world, Davos became an opportunity
to virtue signal. Spending a few days participating in group therapy sessions
on global warming made them feel better about their private jet use each
year. New York Times reporter and Davos Man biographer Peter S.
Goodman explains the phenomenon this way:



Schwab has constructed a refuge for the outlandishly wealthy, an
exclusive zone where they are free to pursue deals and sundry
shenanigans while enjoying the cover of participating in a
virtuous undertaking. Their mere presence in Davos at the Forum

signals their empathy and sensitivity.[34]

The WEF Champions a Death to Democracy
For Americans and for much of the free world, Schwab’s stakeholder
capitalism has one major flaw that Davos Men prefer to gloss over. While
stakeholder capitalism promises a technocratic, utopian future, it is
inherently antidemocratic.

Technocracy is a form of government where the leaders are not elected
but selected based on their expertise. Therefore, technocratic leaders are not
beholden to voters. In recent years, they have mastered the use of go-to
phrases such as the increasingly popular “Trust the science,” whereby
voters are encouraged to not question the so-called experts.

The WEF does not, however, care to hide this fact. In one early 2018
post titled “It’s Time for a New Social Contract,” the WEF contributor
states rather ominously that “democracy is becoming collateral damage in a
world where global risks have been ignored or exacerbated by those with
the power to act.” The post was an oblique shot at then president Donald
Trump, and the author bemoaned the closure of borders and the “rising
wave of misogyny,” while he praised the corporate executives who
committed to the UN’s Sustainable Development Goals and Paris climate

accords (both of which the American president eschewed).[35]

In another WEF post titled “How Do People View Democracy?,” WEF-
affiliated pollsters from the Pew Research Center write favorably on
technocracy as a system “in which experts, not elected officials, make
decisions.” In addition, the WEF collaborators claim to have polling data



showing that public opinion prefers (overwhelmingly, in some cases) a

technocratic system.[36]

As the root words imply, a technocratic system relies on technical
expertise, especially in the management of systems, processes, and people.
The evolution of technology—particularly computers that can process large
data sets upon which the “experts” can base their decisions—has led to a
technocratic renaissance. It should come as no surprise that the rise of
computers tracks closely with the rise of technocratic WEF proposals and
directives.

The WEF, Rockefeller, and the Persistent
Overpopulation Myth

The WEF’s technocratic dreams began like so many of the technological
advances in the twentieth century: with Rockefeller funding.

In the 1930s, Rockefeller developed some of the first computer
technology that resulted in the Rockefeller Differential Analyzer. In 1971,
the president of the Rockefeller Brothers Fund approached a computing
pioneer, MIT systems engineer Jay Forrester, at a North Atlantic Treaty

Organization (NATO) conference and offered to fund his work directly.[37]

Forrester’s analysis led to The Limits to Growth (“Limits”), a report
published in 1972 by the Rockefeller- and WEF-linked Club of Rome. And
Schwab’s early Davos precursor, the European Management Symposium,
heavily promoted the Limits report. A decade before Bill Gates’s Microsoft
unveiled even the rawest version of the analytical Excel spreadsheet,
Forrester’s crude computer models predicted dire outcomes for the planet

unless its preconceived solutions were immediately implemented.[38]

Even though Limits was quickly and credibly refuted by independent
scientists who blasted the report for its faulty modeling techniques, the
report refused to die. Thanks to its proponents and media mouthpieces, the
report continues to serve as a tool to bludgeon laypeople into accepting



technocratic solutions to every global crisis from poverty to climate change.
[39]

Through the WEF, Schwab has repeatedly touted the Limits theses. And
his Great Reset plan marched in lockstep with the Club of Rome’s parallel
agenda. For example, when CoR called for a post-pandemic “Green
Reboot”—a mere two weeks after the pandemic began and months before
Schwab announced his Great Reset—the CoR again touted the Limits report

and completely ignored its failed predictions.[40]

Forrester’s “business as usual” model predicted that failure to implement
technocratic policies ensured dire outcomes for planet Earth—primarily a
total collapse of civilization due to the overconsumption of resources. The
“stabilized world” model was the ideal scenario—one in which global
leaders channeled the Davos Spirit (and adopted Schwab’s playbook) with a

familiar ruthless zeal.[41]

The Achilles heel of Limits’ conclusions—and all doomsday predictions
—is that its models fail to account for two things: first, discoveries of new
resources and new technologies and, second, the most valuable resource of
all: human ingenuity, which leads to adaptation. The omission of mankind’s
adaptability is a fundamental flaw that continues to plague doomsday
prophets at the WEF and CoR today.

The Limits to Growth spilled considerable ink discussing population (or
birth) control. The authors devised a formula for calculating a family’s
decision whether to have children. They assigned variables that allowed
them to estimate the “value” of a child compared with the “cost.”
According to the report:

The “value” of a child includes monetary considerations, such as
the child’s labor contribution to the family farm or business and
the eventual dependence on the child’s support when the parents
reach old age. As a country becomes industrialized, child labor
laws, compulsory education, and social security provisions all
reduce the potential monetary value of a child.



The cost of a child was determined by factors such as “financial outlays”
and the “opportunity costs of the mother’s time devoted to child care,” as
well as the “increased responsibility and decreased freedom of the family as
a whole.” If the value decreases and the (perceived) cost increases, this

reasoning held, families will have fewer children.[42]

As new resources were discovered, the idea that the overconsumption of
resources would lead to civilization’s collapse fell out of fashion. In
response, the Club of Rome promoted a new model that doubled its
previous peak resource assumptions. In the Limits updates—published
decades later—society still was predicted to collapse but not because of a

lack of resources.[43]

The new downfall was due to catastrophic “global warming”—a term
that does not appear in the 1972 Limits manifesto and only begins to surface

in obscure Controligarch-backed studies several years later.[44]

The pivot from apocalyptic resource depletion to apocalyptic global
warming was significant and enduring. Hyping pollution as a global
cataclysmic threat kicked off the “climate change” hysteria that has reached
a fever pitch in recent years. The 1991 CoR report had uttered the quiet part
aloud: “We came up with the idea that pollution, the threat of global
warming, water shortages, famine and the like, would fit the bill. . . . The

real enemy then is humanity itself.”[45]

It is much easier to generate fear about pollution than it is to persuade
the world that resources are running out. After all, starvation-level poverty
has been on a steady decline for decades, and the earth is covered in water.
Human ingenuity and adaptation, as mentioned, can solve resource
shortages with innovations in agriculture and water desalinization
technology.

Pollution as a global common enemy has the added marketing benefit of
frightening optics, such as smog-belching factories, so-called holes in the
ozone layer, starving polar bears trapped on melting icebergs, and plastic
straws stuck in the nostrils of sea turtles. And as each terrifying image
inevitably loses its shock value—new carbon scrubbers filter pollutants



emitted from smokestacks, the ozone layer appears to be fine, ice caps are
growing, the polar bear population is stable, and the massive “garbage
patch” floating in the Pacific is teeming with biodiversity—new terrors
arise.

Today’s climate alarmism relies on an endless fear-based media cycle.
Common historical weather events—such as forest fires, hurricanes, heat
waves, and even snowstorms—are used as evidence that humans cause

climate change.[46]

The Limits manifesto is conveniently updated on an ongoing basis. The
models and algorithms are tweaked to ensure that new arbitrary data sets
result in the same dire outcomes. Limits to Growth: The 30-Year Update,
published in 2004, concluded:

We do not have another 30 years to dither. Much will have to
change if the ongoing overshoot is not to be followed by collapse

during the twenty-first century.[47]

And the most recent update, in May 2022, titled The Limits to Growth
Model: Still Prescient 50 Years Later, completely whitewashed the failures
of its previous models, which were simply and innocently “recalibrated.”
Despite all the ecological progress that has been made since the original
1972 report, the 2022 authors lamented that the Club of Rome’s and WEF’s
technocratic diktats have been “ignored” and have thus left “humanity [still]
on the brink of collapse.” The “battle for humanity’s soul” will be lost if the

world does not immediately adopt the CoR-WEF agenda.[48]

The WEF agenda manifests itself as innocuous-sounding policy
prescriptions that are peddled under the aegis of the United Nations. The
UN gives a patina of legitimacy to the multinational corporations’ demands
for technocracy and implies that WEF policy prescriptions are, like the UN
itself, for the good of mankind.



The Evolving Agenda to Use Crises for
Control

The first major WEF policy prescription scheme laundered through the UN
was called Agenda 21—a 1992 plan to reset the trajectory of the twenty-
first century and included scores of action items and goals, ostensibly to

avert global catastrophes.[49]

Predictably, Agenda 21 was all about control and touched on the
following: drought control; desertification control; agriculture control;
erosion control; control of land use; chemical control; pollution and effluent
(or sewage) control; coastal erosion control; biological, physical, and
cultural control; resource control systems; oil and gas platform control;

border control; and disease control.[50]

Agenda 21 also pushed for the development of “new drugs” and robust
immunization- and vaccination-control schemes. Several years after the
1992 Agenda 21 was set, Bill Gates, a frequent WEF contributor and then
the world’s wealthiest man, would latch on to this immunization aspect of

global control with the creation of his eponymous foundation.[51]

Unlike the WEF, the UN has the authority to implement these controls
under global conventions and treaties like the “United Nations Convention
on the Law of the Sea.” While the forum does not have the power to
regulate policies such as emissions and pollution, individual governments
do. Pushing the WEF’s control measures through UN conventions is a
clever way to tie governments’ hands and push them to implement the
Davos agenda. In fact, without the UN’s imprimatur, Schwab is mostly

powerless.[52]

In 2000, the United Nations followed up Agenda 21 with the much more

streamlined “Millennium Development Goals.”[53]

The list was simple if not bromidic:

1. Eradicate extreme poverty and hunger;



2. Achieve universal primary education;

3. Promote gender equality and empower women;

4. Reduce child mortality;

5. Improve maternal health;

6. Combat HIV/AIDS, malaria, and other diseases;

7. Ensure environmental sustainability; and

8. Create a global partnership for development.

While these goals sound admirable, they are euphemisms for systems of
control. Just as the Rockefellers’ PR agents determined that birth control
should be rebranded as “maternal health,” the WEF and the United Nations
decided to rebrand food control as “ending poverty and hunger.” For the
second goal, “universal primary education” means curricula control.

“Gender equality and empower[ing] women,” “child mortality,” and
“maternal health” all fall under the birth/population-control umbrella.
“Disease eradication” (as Rockefeller discovered) means control over
global health policy. “Environmental sustainability” refers to energy
control. And “global partnership for development” is that familiar global
governance we keep hearing about.

The new goals were supposed to be implemented by the year 2015
(presumably to avert a global catastrophe), but certain factions within
countries around the world were reluctant to surrender their nation’s
autonomy to the United Nations and the interests behind it, such as the
WEF. As it happens, implementing the technocratic agenda is costly. People
love affordable fossil fuels, and not everyone loves the idea of “common
core” curricula. To many, Agenda 21 soon became synonymous with the
“New World Order” (another catchphrase that the Davos crowd abandoned

after it became toxic).[54]



Undeterred, the UN rebranded the WEF agenda once again in 2015.
Agenda 21 became Agenda 2030 and the Millennium Development Goals

became the Sustainable Development Goals.[55]

The tenets of Agenda 2030 and the Sustainable Development Goals are
nearly identical to those bromides listed above. And the millennium goals
have grown from a list of seven euphemisms for control to a list of
seventeen Sustainable Development Goals with similarly platitudinal
objectives, such as:

End poverty in all its forms everywhere;

Reduce inequality within and among countries;

Take urgent action to combat climate change and its impacts; and

Strengthen the means of implementation and revitalize the Global

Partnership for Sustainable Development.[56]

As usual, there are countless reports from the WEF, the Club of Rome,
and dozens of other allied think tanks and NGOs, a seemingly bottomless
bowl of alphabet soup acronyms that predict the same dire outcomes if their
agendas and goals are not immediately implemented. It seems as if fear is

the central component of the globalist business model.[57]

Crucially, while the branding continues to change, the solutions remain
largely the same and can be summed up simply: the entire world must adopt
Klaus Schwab’s stakeholder capitalism model and the WEF’s technocratic
global governance political structure, or we could all perish. And nearly
every Davos Man—a globalist through and through—has found his way to
benefit from the taxpayer-financed WEF agenda.

Schwab’s Great Reset manifesto distills Agenda 2030 and the
sustainable goals down to three basic categories: stakeholder capitalism,



ESG scores, and the Fourth Industrial Revolution. Each is more alarming
than the last.

Stakeholder Capitalism or Crony Fascism?
Stakeholder capitalism is the first pillar of the Great Reset. While the term
sounds innocent enough, the economic system that Schwab envisions is
neither capitalist nor accountable to any non-WEF stakeholders. Effectively,
stakeholder capitalism gives Schwab and his technocrat associates a seat on
every board, much like the state-run capitalist system in Communist China,
where party officials dictate outcomes and enforce orthodoxy. And there is
a reason why Schwab’s stakeholder capitalism model closely resembles
China’s: the WEF helped create China’s economic system nearly fifty years
ago.

Beginning in the late 1970s, Schwab and the WEF actively influenced
China’s economic reforms. The WEF’s own records tout its role in China
throughout the organization’s history, especially as China modernized its

society and the nation grew in importance.[58]

In 1979, Schwab traveled to Beijing to personally invite the new leader
of the Chinese Communist Party (CCP), Deng Xiaoping (whom Schwab
had been following “with great interest”), to speak at an early symposium in
Davos. And soon after, twenty European CEOs followed WEF to China to
develop the fledgling economy. While Deng declined to attend WEF
personally, he sent a delegation of his economic reformers, which signaled

to Schwab that the new CCP ruler was open to doing business.[59]

Beijing and Washington had been ruthless opponents in the recent
Vietnam stalemate, so business contacts were largely off-limits, but
Switzerland was a neutral zone where both sides could quietly interact.
After the Chinese delegation visited Davos, the WEF and the CCP formed a
partnership and began hosting mutual economic exchange events beginning

in 1981.[60]



Next, the WEF began exporting Western economic concepts—such as
joint-stock companies (rather than communal ones)—to China. The WEF’s
economic training in China ramped up throughout the 1980s, and in 1989,
the WEF had to decide whether to hold its annual summer event after the
CCP’s brutal murder of student activists in Tiananmen Square. In deference
to the CCP, the event “went ahead as scheduled.” So, as most of the
Western world shunned China after the Tiananmen Square slaughter, the
WEF never wavered and helped Beijing reestablish diplomatic relations

with the West.[61]

In 1997, Schwab visited China as a distinguished guest of honor, and in
2006, he opened an office in Beijing. The CCP leveraged its relationship
with the WEF to burnish its image and raise its profile in the international
community. Schwab and his forum were so instrumental in turning China
into an economic powerhouse that it might be more accurate to say that

China adopted Schwab’s model rather than the other way around.[62]

Today, China is a regular participant at Davos, despite being an
authoritarian Communist state. In addition, “Summer Davos” has been held
annually in the People’s Republic since 2007. For his part, Schwab has
received lavish praise from the Chinese Communists. And CCP leader Xi
Jinping awarded Schwab the Friendship Medal in 2018 for his outstanding

contributions in shaping China’s policies over the past four decades.[63]

Schwab’s stakeholder capitalism system not only requires world
governments to dramatically adjust their respective economies as needed
but is also a radical departure from the free-market capitalist system that
has worked well for centuries. The Controligarchs’ agenda relies instead on
a social-credit-score system for corporations called ESG.

Creeping Social Credit Scores: The Woke
Investing ESG Scheme



Out of the stakeholder capitalism model grew ESG scores—the second
pillar of the Great Reset. ESG represents the three major lines of attack that
the WEF plans to wage against companies who do not possess the Davos
Spirit—in other words, Davos Man’s competitors.

The E in ESG means that a company must comply with the WEF’s
climate change agenda. The S means compliance with the WEF’s social
agenda (rainbow flag logos during LGBTQIA+ Pride Month, for example).

However, the G (or “governance”) is a bit harder to define.[64]

Since Schwab announced the importance of ESG scores in mid-2020, the
results have been astonishing. As of June 2022, more than $35 trillion in

worldwide assets are invested in ESG-compliant companies.[65]

Less than one year after the Great Reset was announced, banks began to
“choke off” funds from fossil fuel companies (presumably those who had
not yet begun to embrace the E and pivot toward “greener” product lines).
Not only were lenders encouraged to withhold loans to oil and gas
companies, but they were also urged to leverage their “most powerful tools”
(such as interest rates) to coerce any clients engaged in nongreen activities
and force a transition to “sustainable business models,” according to a
senior director at the Environmental Defense Fund. On the consumer side,
shareholders could apply pressure to a financial institution that is either

unwilling or slow to adopt the greener model.[66]

The S in ESG has led to what some are calling “woke investing”—which
is apparently catching on and is even paying off in some cases. Following
the 2020 George Floyd riots, institutional investors (including the $250
billion California State Teachers’ Retirement System) began targeting
public corporations and pressuring them to “undergo racial equity audits”

and to “prioritize racial diversity issues.”[67]

Certain willing and clever corporate executives have learned how to
game this system. The Intercept reported that private prison corporations—
typically not the darlings of the socially conscious Left—have been using
ESG scores to their advantage by voluntarily submitting to racial equity
audits.



As structured, the ESG system ensures that companies with nonwhite,
nonmale, and LGBTQ leadership score higher in the equity audits. And
having a “diversity, equity, and inclusion” (DEI) report can also boost a
company’s ESG score. Here is how it works: receiving a favorable racial
equity audit and submitting a DEI report (with a corresponding ESG score)
can lead to more funding from Wall Street backers seeking to invest in

“socially responsible” companies.[68]

ESG scores are a test to see how well a company is complying with the
WEF’s technocratic agenda. Of the surveyed Fortune 100 corporations, 98
percent participate in the ESG scheme. Many seem to be true believers in
Schwab’s vision. Bank of America’s CEO, for example, defends ESG and

stakeholder capitalism as the prioritization of “profits and purpose.”[69]

Some corporations that may not be true adherents of Schwab’s vision
appear to be using ESG as a way to escape bad press. Companies that could
use a boost in reputation include Philip Morris, which sells 700 billion
cigarettes each year, and Coca-Cola and PepsiCo, which contribute to the
US diabetes crisis costing over $300 billion annually. A sizable portion of
major corporations (particularly energy and finance companies) seem to be
cautious about opening themselves to legal actions resulting from failure to
comply with shifting ESG requirements and the omnipresent threat of
losing favor with clients, lenders, and/or regulators. FTX is one example of
a company whose glowing ESG score may have been a reason why it was

able to avoid scrutiny.[70]

Several states across the country have taken a stand against the
implementation of ESG scores. In January 2022, New Hampshire was one
of the first to introduce a bill banning the use of ESG scores. One “Live
Free or Die” lawmaker criticized the “self-appointed financial elite” and the
“godless elites,” which he claimed had “weaponized a 30-year social
investing strategy and turned it into a tool of economic coercion similar to

China.”[71]

Since then, more than twenty-five states—including Florida, Michigan,
Tennessee, Texas, Utah, Wyoming, and West Virginia—have taken similar



steps to stymie the ESG scoring system. Efforts include drafting and
passing legislation to ban ESG scores and divesting state pension funds
from financial institutions such as BlackRock, which are pushing ESG and

are closely aligned with the WEF.[72]

Creeping Dystopia: Klaus Schwab’s “Fourth
Industrial Revolution”

The third and final pillar of the Great Reset is to unleash what Schwab calls
“the Fourth Industrial Revolution.” In his book with that title, Schwab
describes the “staggering confluence” of new technologies that will make
his new revolution possible, including “artificial intelligence (AI), robotics,
the internet of things (IoT), autonomous vehicles, 3D printing,
nanotechnology, biotechnology, materials science, energy storage and

quantum computing.”[73] These technologies could be used to supplement
increases in work-from-home arrangements, in telemedicine, as biotech
solutions to illnesses, for disease surveillance, and in digital vaccine
passports.

Schwab predicted that “the most recent biotechnology techniques using
RNA and DNA platforms make it possible to develop vaccines faster than
ever.” At the time, neither Pfizer nor Moderna nor Johnson & Johnson had
yet released a vaccine. And very few outside of the relatively tiny world of
epidemiology guessed that untested mRNA vaccines would be the solution
that technocrats such as Schwab would propose as a way to return to
normalcy.

One of the WEF’s agenda contributors on the Fourth Industrial
Revolution technology (and someone that Schwab quotes at length in The
Great Reset) is a man named Yuval Noah Harari. Schwab introduces Harari
in a section called “The Risk of Dystopia.” Realizing that his Fourth
Industrial Revolution fantasies might come across like some futuristic
dystopian television show (he specifically mentions the popular novel The



Handmaid’s Tale and the Netflix series Black Mirror), Schwab assures the
public that it does not need to “fear the grip of technology on personal
freedom.” Schwab added that WEF-minded thinkers such as Harari
carefully weigh the “fundamental choice to make between totalitarian

surveillance and citizen empowerment.”[74]

As a WEF agenda contributor, Harari has his vision of the future spelled
out across the pages of the forum’s website. He promotes innovations such
as brain microchips (Elon Musk’s Neuralink), virtual-reality existences
(Mark Zuckerberg’s metaverse), “happy pill”-style complacency drugs
(Pfizer’s Zoloft), and eugenics-style gene editing (Rockefeller’s and Gates’s

CRISPR endeavors).[75]

Like Schwab, Harari has said that the COVID-19 pandemic presented a
massive opportunity to implement technocratic solutions. Biometric
surveillance, for example, is a solution that few were begging for. But
according to Harari:

COVID is critical because this is what convinces people to accept
[and] to legitimize total biometric surveillance. If you want to stop
this epidemic, we need not just to monitor people, we need to

monitor what’s happening under their skin.[76]

But subdermal microchips are just the beginning. Harari has also said
that the entire human body can be “hacked” and that in the future, humans
may be able to purchase immortality through biotechnological upgrades.
For all human history, “death was the great equalizer,” Harari said in an
interview. But a few generations from now, there may be a new class
structure in which poor people still die but rich people “in addition to all the

other things they get, also get an exemption from death.”[77]

At a 2018 forum, Harari elaborated on his prediction that human bodies
and minds will be the commodities of the future. The identity of “the future
masters of the planet,” Harari said at Davos, “will be decided by the people



who own the data. Those who control the data control the future—not just

of humanity but the future of life itself.”[78]

It’s no wonder that those who control much of the world’s data—Bill
Gates, Google’s Sergey Brin, Facebook’s Mark Zuckerberg, and Twitter
cofounder Jack Dorsey—have all expressed an appreciation for Harari and

his writings.[79]

Harari seems particularly enthused about artificial intelligence. “We’ll
soon have the power to re-engineer our bodies and brains—whether it is
with genetic engineering or by directly connecting brains to computers or
by creating completely non-organic entities [such as] artificial intelligence,”
Harari declared, adding that “these technologies are developing at

breakneck speed.”[80]

Harari predicts that artificial intelligence and genetic engineering will
“enable parents to create smarter or more attractive children.” Harari
acknowledges that these technological advancements will potentially create
a new caste system when only the rich are able to genetically hack their
biology and create new superhumans. He concedes that “biological
inequality” could lead to more “inequality than in any previous time in

history.”[81]

Harari expects that humanity will face a crisis over what to do with non-
elites. “The biggest question maybe in economics and politics in the coming
decades will be what to do with all these useless people” (emphasis added).
[82]

These twenty-first century “useless people” are not disabled or unfit;
they are simply bored and superfluous. Not to worry, video games, TikTok,
Netflix, and drugs will be able to placate them. In fact, Harari says, that is
exactly what is happening now:

The problem is more boredom, and what to do with people, and
how will they find some sense of meaning in life when they are
basically meaningless, worthless. My best guess at present is a



combination of drugs and computer games as a solution for

most . . . It’s already happening.[83]

Another Controligarch solution to the useless-people problem is to
simply create digital existences for them, such as Facebook founder Mark
Zuckerberg’s newest invention: the virtual world that he calls “the
metaverse” (accessed with a virtual reality headset) in which the WEF is a
major partner—more on that in Chapter Nine. As an example of this
solution already in practice, Harari pointed to Japan and the phenomena of
“virtual spouses” and “people who never leave the house and just live

through computers.”[84]

Harari is not just some fringe futurist. His books have sold more than
thirty-five million copies worldwide and have been translated into sixty-five
different languages. Barack Obama has promoted Harari’s work, and
CNN’s Anderson Cooper calls Harari “one of the most popular writers and

thinkers on the planet.”[85]

In an interview with Cooper, Harari argues that AI will have no
consciousness (nor conscience) and will therefore make decisions without
the burden of human ethics. “And they will have power over us?” asked
Cooper. “They are already gaining power over us,” replied Harari. As an
example, some financial lenders use algorithms to make loans.

“It’s not just dystopian, it’s also utopian,” Harari says of biometric
surveillance, since it can “enable us to create the best health care system in
history.”

COOPER: What does Pfizer want the [biometric] data of all Israelis for?

HARARI: To develop new medicines, new treatments, you need the
medical data . . . And, of course, it’s not all bad!



Harari acknowledges that Silicon Valley’s tech oligarchs are “a bit afraid
of their own power—that they have realized the immense influence they
have over the world, over the course of evolution really[,] and I think that
spooks, at least some of them . . . And this is why they are kind of to some
extent open to listening.”

The companies with the most data will control the world, according to
Harari: “Data is worth much more than money.” Harari used Facebook’s
purchase of WhatsApp and Instagram for billions of dollars as an example.
Why would they do this? Because data is power. Biometric data is the
crown jewel, and Harari predicts that biometric data trackers will someday
be implanted beneath people’s skin.

In one lecture, Harari described a future where “Netflix tells us what to
watch, and Amazon tells us what to buy. Eventually within ten or twenty or
thirty years, such algorithms could also tell you what to study at college,
and where to work, and whom to marry, and even for whom to vote.”

Harari has said that to “hack” human beings, one must get to know them
better than they know themselves. He also said that Facebook or Amazon
can know if a teenager is gay even before that person does by analyzing his
patterns. And he added that for those citizens who live in Iran or Russia or
some other homophobic country, the police could also know if a person is
gay before she does.

“We are at the point when we need global cooperation. You cannot
regulate the explosive power of artificial intelligence on a national level.”
COVID-19 seemed to validate Harari’s view, much as it did those of

Schwab and other Controligarchs.[86]

And to any useless peasants thinking about a revolt, do not bother. As
Harari says:

We are used to thinking about the masses as powerful, but this is
basically a nineteenth-century and twentieth-century
phenomenon . . . I don’t think that the masses even if they



somehow organize themselves stand much of a chance; we are

not . . . in nineteenth-century Europe.[87]

Penetrating the World: How Schwab Grooms
Political Elites

In 2004, Klaus Schwab founded another forum under the aegis of the WEF:
the Forum of Young Global Leaders. Schwab’s Young Global Leaders were
a combination of future heads of state, industrialists, titans of business, and
tech entrepreneurs. Among the very first Young Global Leaders chosen
were US Senator John Sununu, then author Samantha Power (many years
before she became a top advisor to both Presidents Obama and Biden), and
Google cofounders Larry Page and Sergey Brin.

Within two years, Schwab had collected more than four hundred young
leaders, and he chose nearly twice as many corporate players as government
leaders for his 2006 class. And, as it turned out, the harshest mandates

during the pandemic came from Schwab’s Young Global Leaders.[88]

Schwab boasts of the WEF’s ability to infiltrate world governments (in
his words, “we penetrate the cabinets”). The WEF penetrated Canada long
before the pandemic, but its influence there was not fully apparent until
Prime Minister Justin Trudeau and his economic czar, Chrystia Freeland,
began rolling out draconian lockdowns and unilaterally abolishing basic

civil rights.[89]

In New Zealand, Prime Minister Jacinda Ardern implemented some of
the most stringent COVID-19 policies in the world, from curfews to school
lockdowns—all under the threat of brutal police physicality. Ardern was
among the first world leaders to require vaccine passports of those wishing
to participate in society. “If you’ve got a vaccine pass, you can do
everything,” Ardern said with a sinister grin. She was granted a Young

Global Leader appointment in 2022.[90]



Today, Schwab’s Young Leaders are among the most powerful people in
the world: Facebook’s Mark Zuckerberg, Palantir’s Peter Thiel (cofounder
of PayPal), Wikipedia founder Jimmy Wales, Rockefeller Foundation
president Rajiv Shah, and YouTube cofounder Chad Hurley, to name a few.
[91]

And in the United States, Schwab tapped young leaders from the
Democratic Party like former congresswoman Tulsi Gabbard, current US
transportation secretary Pete Buttigieg, and Chelsea Clinton. But Schwab
did not exclusively select Democrats; he also chose US Senator Tom
Cotton, Congressman Dan Crenshaw, and Ivanka Trump. It is not clear why
these seemingly staunch conservatives accepted Schwab’s Young Global
Leader invitation, but none of them has been a very vocal opponent of the

WEF’s globalist worldview.[92]

Schwab also tapped Obama’s surgeon general, Vivek Murthy, to be a
2015 Young Global Leader. President Trump fired Murthy in April 2017
after the “vaccine champion” refused to resign, but he was rehired by Biden
in early 2021 to serve as both surgeon general and a member of Biden’s
COVID-19 Response Team along with Dr. Anthony Fauci and Dr. Rochelle

Walensky, among others.[93]

The WEF Pandemic Prophecies
The World Economic Forum had been involved in pandemic response plans
for years. In fact, the WEF promoted two pandemic exercises in less than
two years before the Wuhan outbreak: the Clade X and Event 201.

In 2018, for example, the WEF cited the results of a pandemic
simulation hosted by Johns Hopkins. It ended in terrifying fashion. Up to
forty million Americans died from the novel virus (which had been made
more lethal using gain-of-function bioengineering) and close to one billion

died worldwide—roughly 12 percent of the global population.[94]



The October 2019 Event 201 pandemic simulation, which Johns
Hopkins conducted in partnership with the WEF and the Bill & Melinda
Gates Foundation, produced less extreme results. The novel coronavirus
used in the exercise bore much closer resemblance to the SARS-CoV-2
virus that would officially begin its march across the world just weeks later.
The pandemic planners were even preparing for the possibility of a spread
with mild symptoms, which coincidentally became a major concern with

COVID-19.[95]

The two exercises left no stone unturned in terms of eventualities in a
potential global pandemic. The exercises covered lockdowns and
quarantines, the shuttering of small businesses and mass job losses,
widespread protests and riots, and the implementation of surveillance
measures and biometric IDs.

Perhaps the most unsettling item on the agenda was the role of news and
social media companies: mass censorship to “combat mis- and
disinformation.” Event 201 especially emphasized the need to “flood”
social and mainstream news media to ensure that “authoritative messages
are prioritized and that false messages are suppressed.” The simulations
revealed a powerful drive among decision-makers toward censorship. And
during the COVID crisis, social media companies shut down many accounts

that dared to question official COVID narratives.[96]

Politicians attempted to control information flow as well. Prime Minister
Ardern admonished New Zealanders in March 2020 that the government
“will continue to be your single source of truth.” Later, she added, “Unless

you hear it from us, it is not the truth.”[97]

In July 2021, Joe Biden accused Facebook of “killing people” for not
censoring more COVID-related content. His Department of Homeland
Security (DHS) attempted to set up in April 2022 something called the
“Disinformation Governance Board” to track citizens believed to be
spreading unapproved COVID narratives, but the plan floundered after
widespread criticism alleging that the disinformation board was nothing



more than an oblique version of the sinister Ministry of Truth in George

Orwell’s Nineteen Eighty-Four.[98]

Almost predictably, its defenders alleged that the Disinformation
Governance Board was defeated by disinformation—ironically, the very
thing that the board was purportedly supposed to control. And while the
board was disbanded, the administration’s mission to stifle unapproved

narratives lived on.[99]

In addition to predicting a need for robust censorship, Event 201 foresaw
great turmoil. “The next severe pandemic will not only cause great illness
and loss of life but could also trigger major cascading economic and
societal consequences that could contribute greatly to global impact and

suffering,” the organizers presciently concluded.[100]

The implications were obvious: a global pandemic would be chaotic and
terrifying. But the Controligarchs were preparing to meet the challenges
such a crisis could present.

With so much preparation, how could the Controligarchs get the COVID
response so wrong? Why did the Controligarch-backed response seem to
benefit only the rich and powerful—more money, more power, more control
—while leaching the same from the less privileged?

Perhaps these questions answer themselves.

The COVID Fallout: Crisis Equals Control
The economic outcomes of the pandemic have been dramatic and
undeniable: the Controligarchs won, and everyone else lost. The pandemic
created a new billionaire roughly every thirty hours—many of them WEF
attendees. They profited from the pain at our expense. And worst of all,

they appear to be getting away with it.[101]

During the pandemic, global supply chains broke down, central banks
flooded the economy with cash, and inflation soared. Countries that have
adopted economic policies pushed by Schwab felt their painful effects in



less than two years. The Western world has allocated more than $977.5
billion (which they could not afford) to implement green policies. The
resultant crippling of their fuel-intensive agriculture industries (and their
inability to get gasoline) has led to predictions of massive food shortages.
[102]

Despite all of this, Joe Biden pushed his Build Back Better program,
which would turn the US away from fossil fuels toward green energy
sources. When gas prices soared in the US in 2022—after Russia invaded
Ukraine—the war between the two major gas suppliers was widely blamed.
But there was another, less-remarked-on reality in play, too: the green
transition that had begun long before the conflict. The inflationary effects of
the expensive green energy policies in Biden’s Build Back Better program
fuel inflation and thus reduce the value of currency and consumers’
purchasing power.

And the US wasn’t alone. What many fail to acknowledge is that every
country experiencing inflation today follows the same “print and spend”
approach. This profligate spending is backed by many Controligarchs—
because it benefits them at our expense.



I

4

The Power Grab
You never want a serious crisis to go to waste . . . For a long time our entire
energy policy came down to cheap oil . . . This crisis provides the

opportunity . . . to do things that you could not do before.[1]

—Rahm Emanuel, advisor to Presidents Clinton and Obama, November 2008

n the weeks and months following Klaus Schwab’s call to action for a
Great Reset, allied world leaders, NGOs, corporations, and media

conglomerates heeded the Davos rallying cry and seized on the coronavirus
opportunity to build back a better, greener economy.

In the preceding decades, the Controligarchs and their environmental
doomsayers’ steady drumbeat of apocalyptic predictions about resource
exhaustion and the limits to growth had been omnipresent. But their
warnings of a distant doom were more subdued—mostly discussed in the
halls of the UN and WEF and at Rockefeller Foundation working groups.
Much of the public had responded, for decades, with a collective shrug.

The Great Reset and the switch to a zero-carbon global energy system
(which the Davos crowd began to call “the transition”) relied on fear—not
about resource exhaustion but rather about killing the planet. The crisis was
now.

“This is Code Red,” Joe Biden declared forcefully at a September 2021
press conference in New York City, which had just been hit by Hurricane



Ida. With uncharacteristic vigor, Biden emphasized that “the storms are

going to get worse and worse and worse.”[2]

The president was wearing his signature aviator sunglasses, so people
knew that he meant business. The sleeves on his crisp, blue-and-white
striped, oxford-style shirt were rolled up. No jacket, no tie. Biden was ready
to get to work.

Citing “the scientists,” as well as the economists and even the national-
security experts, Biden expressed certainty that the world was in grave
climate peril. This claim was “not hyperbole,” he warned the crowd. “That.
Is. A. Fact.” Biden accentuated every syllable. He was practically shouting.

US senator Chuck Schumer (D-NY), New York governor Kathy Hochul,
and lame-duck mayor Bill de Blasio crowded around Biden at the podium.
Their mask-clad faces nodded in unison, signaling their agreement.

Biden insisted that the extreme weather prophecies from years (or
decades) past had finally arrived—America was “living it in real time

now.”[3] Fires, floods, diseases, devastation to transportation, supply
chains, and crops—Biden attributed all to the existential threat known as
climate change. But Biden had a solution:

When I talk about building back better . . . I mean, you can’t build
to what it was before this last storm. You’ve got to build better, so

if the storm occurred again, there would be no damage.[4]

Hurricane Ida had presented a crisis, and the president was in New York
that day, not letting that crisis go to waste. Biden took advantage of the
opportunity to promote his Build Back Better green infrastructure blueprint.

He pledged that if his plan were approved, “there would be no [storm]
damage,” and that it would even prevent fires, floods, and diseases while

creating untold numbers of jobs—“union jobs.”[5]

How could spending trillions of the taxpayers’ dollars eliminate storm
damage and prevent disasters? Biden did not elaborate. But even after he



signed the bill and began disbursing the funds, storms and disasters
proceeded unimpeded. And the Biden administration could not respond
adequately when disasters struck. America’s infrastructure (which Biden
had promised to rebuild with a separate trillion-dollar bill) continued to
crumble, which led to massive chemical disasters in America’s heartland.
Two big spending bills in two years. Numerous promises. Unacceptable
results.

Furthermore, these gargantuan bills were not even the first ones that

Biden had used to promise unlikely results.[6]

Twelve years prior, Vice President Biden proudly announced a big loan
guarantee—the first “green” outlay from the near-trillion-dollar American
Recovery and Reinvestment Act. Biden boasted of the “unprecedented
investment” in “renewable energy” as the administration gave a whopping

$535-million loan guarantee for a solar panel start-up called Solyndra.[7]

Like the promises he would make more than a decade later, Biden
claimed that the taxpayers’ handout to Solyndra would create thousands of
jobs, while Obama’s Energy secretary assured that the Solyndra
“investment” would end dependence on foreign oil and cut carbon
emissions. Roughly two years later, Solyndra went belly-up and laid off

more than one thousand workers.[8]

The taxpayers’ loss was Silicon Valley’s gain. Solyndra’s investors
happened to be major fundraisers for Obama and Biden’s campaign. The
company spent nearly $2 million on lobbying, and Solyndra’s top investor
visited the White House more than a dozen times, before and after the $535
million cash infusion was approved. Ironically, Solyndra’s largest investor

and multiple directors were major players in the fossil fuel industry.[9]

Solyndra’s billionaire backers recouped most of their investment. The
taxpayers did not. Later, Solyndra’s best assets—namely, its California real
estate and its factory adjacent to San Francisco Bay—were scooped up for a
fraction of the price by the Silicon Valley–based tech company Seagate,
which happened to be linked to Gates’s foundation and supplied hard drives
for Microsoft’s Xbox game player.



Solyndra was Obama and Biden’s first green energy handout to one of
their cronies, but it would not be their last. Following Solyndra’s collapse, a
Washington Post analysis found that the Obama-Biden administration gave
nearly $4 billion in federal grants and other funding to twenty-one green
energy cronies. A couple of years later, a separate analysis revealed that
more than $1.5 billion in taxpayer monies had been wasted on corporate
welfare to solar and other green energy companies that later went bankrupt

(or otherwise failed).[10]

The fiasco of the Solyndra case (and the other taxpayer-funded green
energy companies that swiftly failed) provided an instructive blueprint that
would be recycled a decade later: Biden’s Build Back Better plan was also
loaded with handouts to politically connected players and crony
corporations.

The Build Back Better behemoth—more than $4 trillion—initially failed
to secure enough votes in Congress, but its critical components survived
and were passed piecemeal in subsequent bills. One of these, the Inflation
Reduction Act, which Biden signed in August 2022, had among its biggest
winners Biden donors, insiders, and Democratic allies. It also had clear
losers: the middle and lower classes, who had to finance Biden’s
boondoggles. By the time the “inflation reduction” act passed, the pork-

laden act had become widely known as Biden’s “climate bill.”[11] Biden’s
climate bill was also referred to as “Biden’s health and tax bill,” even
though it was a series of energy handouts. Why? Because taxpayers and the

pharmaceutical companies were paying for it.[12]

Buried deep within the climate bill were at least half a dozen new taxes,
including a $6.5 billion natural gas tax, a $12 billion crude oil tax, and a
$1.2 billion coal tax—all of which would increase household energy bills,
gas prices, or both. There was also a $52 billion tax hike on family and
medium-sized businesses and a $74 billion stock tax, which was expected
to affect retirement plans substantially. Naturally, these taxes hit the middle

class especially hard.[13]



Perhaps the most controversial aspects of the legislation were a potential
tax on pharmaceutical companies and almost $80 billion in IRS spending to
hire nearly eighty-seven thousand federal tax agents to enforce the new tax

increases.[14]

The law was hailed by Biden’s allies as a major pre-midterm election
win for Democrats and the administration, but it was a scam.

With hundreds of billions in new green energy spending—almost
entirely paid for by the middle class—destined for Biden’s donors,
Democratic allies, and billionaire climate activists, many already-struggling
American taxpayers were alarmed at the new, heavily funded IRS, and The
Wall Street Journal’s editorial board warned that the federal tax collector

was going into “beast mode.”[15] And new IRS job postings listed “be

willing to use deadly force, if necessary” among the requirements.[16]

After much criticism, the tax agency hastily deleted the lethal-force
requirement from its posting.

But plundering the Treasury, printing trillions of dollars (thereby
accelerating the already record-high inflation rate), and dispatching armed
federal agents to pursue taxpayers were not the only concerns that citizens
had with the Build Back Better plan and “Code Red” climate change bill.
Biden and his green energy Controligarch backers’ ruthless zeal to “save
the planet” meant that sacrifices would have to be made. Every man,
woman, and child’s life would have to change.

How Oil Kings Created a Climate Panic for
Profit

Long before the war on climate change, the Rockefellers became the
undisputed kings of cheap energy and, later, green energy.

One hundred and fifty years ago, John D. Rockefeller Sr. discovered the
secret of abundant energy, and it made him one of the richest men in
history. The secret was simple: deliver the best product for the lowest price.



Most of Senior’s customers were the middle and lower classes—the
working men and women of America—and he was relentless in his quest to
deliver affordable petroleum-based products.

To dominate the market, Senior’s products had to be superior, but most
of all, oil had to be cheap. And it was. Rockefeller made lighting homes and
businesses with Standard Oil kerosene so affordable in fact that consumers
chose Rockefeller’s products over whale-based lamp oil and even the much

newer electric lighting.[17]

Along the way, Senior and his descendants learned that once they
controlled the oil supply, they had greater influence over the price. Their
unmatched market power meant that they could buy out any competitor to
ensure a near-monopoly. These tactics got Standard into trouble with
antitrust regulators. By controlling the price of energy, the Rockefellers had
outsized influence over the price of many other things—transportation,
manufacturing, and consumer utilities, for example.

After the Justice Department broke up The Standard into thirty-four
different companies in 1911, the largest became the oil giants of today,
including Exxon, Mobil, Amoco, and Chevron. After the breakup,
Rockefeller was able to own up to 25 percent of each of the resulting

companies, and became even richer.[18]

For more than fifty years, as the oil industry grew, energy costs got
cheaper; the automobile (and all the freedom that it afforded) became
ubiquitous. America flourished and the world followed.

A geologist and petroleum industry researcher named Marion King
Hubbert introduced the term “peak oil” in 1956—a prediction that oil
production would peak in the early 1970s and then begin to decline.
Hubbert was a technocrat (he cofounded the Technocracy Incorporated
movement in the early 1930s) and received the Rockefeller “Public Service
Award” in 1977. Hubbert’s alarmist energy theories ultimately proved false.
[19]

Peak-oil alarmism became a way to artificially limit the supply and
accelerate a “transition” to alternative sources of energy. When supply is



artificially restricted, profits soar.[20] As it turned out, forecasting peak oil
was decidedly a fool’s errand, and every time a peak-oil alarmist—
including executives from the largest oil companies in the world—said that
the world would run out of oil, human innovations created new
technologies to discover fresh oil fields and more ways to extract it. While

oil flows, scarcity is harder to manufacture.[21]

It was around the time that peak-oil predictions failed to materialize that
the Club of Rome and the WEF began pushing the problematique—or “the
predicament of mankind”—that kicked off the top-down environmental
movement. Eventually, Schwab and his forum helped push this idea into the
mainstream.

The Rockefellers had dominated the twentieth century with oil, and they
were positioning themselves to dominate the twenty-first century with
something cleaner. In a timely move for the new century, the Rockefeller
brothers (Senior’s offspring) began their transition to climate-friendly
investments. They called their investments in renewable energy, agriculture,
transportation, and other green technologies “impact investing,” which they

began to ramp up in the 2010s.[22]

Naturally, the Rockefeller “impact investments” were fully compliant
with the UN Sustainable Development Goals and the Davos-backed ESG
woke capital scheme. It was only after the Rockefellers began pouring more
than $200 million into climate-compliant enterprises that they fully divested

from their old friends, the fossil fuels.[23]

It seems that every time a predication fails to come to pass, the
Controligarchs ring new climate alarm bells. After all, catastrophes present
opportunities. And an impending climate apocalypse presents perhaps the
greatest opportunities of all.

The solution to a climate catastrophe, “green energy,” not only presents
opportunities for Controligarchs such as Gates—with his solar, wind, and
nuclear projects—to profit substantially but also leads to the inevitable
centralization of political power. And concerns about the size of one’s
“carbon footprint” have led to proposed solutions such as a “carbon credit



trading program” to offset one’s carbon footprint, which gives more control

to the people running the program.[24]

Green energy is an inherently more centralized system than carbon-
based energy. Generating power from solar, wind, and nuclear sources
presents near-insurmountable barriers to entry for competitive
entrepreneurs. In essence, there can be neither scrappy wildcatters nor lucky
Jedd Clampetts of the solar, wind, or nuclear power industries. Success in
each of those industries relies on good government relations. Carbon-based
power companies have been highly monopolized for a century. Green
energy and the precisely controlled “smart grids” that distribute this new
green energy can ensure monopolies for another century.

Thus, upon further examination, the green energy “revolution” begins to
look increasingly like a power grab by Controligarchs, who often
demonstrate minimal personal commitment to living a greener lifestyle,
given their energy-intensive mansions and frequent private jet travel.

To be sure, not all advocates of green energy are looking to control the
energy sector—but many do desire to change human behavior. There are
plenty of sincere advocates who believe that climate does pose an
existential and earth-ending crisis. The Rockefeller family, for example, has
publicly split with several heirs attacking Standard Oil’s legacy.

David Rockefeller’s granddaughter, Ariana, defends Exxon’s timely
pivot toward renewables, while a cousin and Senator Jay Rockefeller’s
daughter, Valerie, blasted their family’s legacy. These greener Rockefellers
promoted a campaign titled #ExxonKnew (about the company’s alleged role
in changing Earth’s climate) and have sought fraud and racketeering

charges under the RICO statute.[25]

Proving whether theories of catastrophic anthropogenic (human-caused)
climate change are entirely with or without merit exceeds the scope of this
book. But it is worth noting that each of the predictions of climate doom in
the last half century have been wrong—from the population bomb (running
out of resources) in the 1960s to global cooling in the 1970s and 1980s to
holes in the ozone layer in the 1980s and 1990s to global warming and sea-



level rise through the 2000s—or have at least been dramatically revised.
[26]

And when predictions have failed to materialize, climate scientists have
walked back the predictions and the UN’s Intergovernmental Panel on

Climate Change (IPCC) has recast its data on more than one occasion.[27]

But rather than apologize for pushing fear based on faulty data, the
scientific community rallied around the IPCC and attacked the
whistleblowers, who critics smeared as “climate change deniers.” As a
whole, green energy Controligarchs and the politicians that cater to their
interests have rarely, if ever, acknowledged the dozens of failed predictions

from the past fifty years.[28]

Predictions that made them very, very rich.

The More Pain, the More Profit
Since the second half of 2020, the timely investments made by global
political leaders, major banks, and multinational corporations have paid off
in spectacular fashion.

Jet-setting billionaires such as Bill Gates, Jeff Bezos, Michael
Bloomberg, George Soros, Mark Zuckerberg, and Elon Musk hold tens of
billions of dollars in solar and wind power companies, electric vehicle (EV)
manufacturers, rechargeable lithium battery technology, and the software

that could use green energy smart grids as a tool for behavioral control.[29]

Politicians such as Joe Biden are downstream from these massive
financial interests, and many of them are true believers in the endless
studies produced by the billionaire-funded climate change think tanks. “The
science” that Biden and the bureaucrats frequently invoke has been
effectively trademarked and weaponized.

On the 2020 campaign trail, Biden repeatedly promised to work toward
the complete elimination of fossil fuels. In fact, he “guaranteed” it. Once
president, he signed multiple executive orders that systematically



dismantled his predecessor’s “full spectrum American energy dominance”
doctrine that had launched the United States past its once-elusive goal of
energy independence to become—for the first time in a long time—a net

exporter of fuel.[30]

For the Biden administration, solving climate change was more
important than securing cheap fuel for Americans. In addition to the carrots
(trillions of dollars in corporate welfare), bureaucrats also planned to wield
more than a few sticks—mostly in the form of higher prices and taxes.

Citizens would have to start paying more to heat and cool their homes as
electrical grid regulators in multiple states raised prices and even told
residents to limit their electricity usage, which meant turning their
thermostats up or down depending on the season. For example, utility
companies in California (increasingly wind- and solar-powered) issued half
a dozen “Flex Alerts” in the summer of 2021 to motivate customers to

decrease their electricity consumption.[31]

Months earlier, during the winter, hundreds of Texans reportedly froze to
death as the power grid collapsed in the worst rolling blackout in American
history, which left more than ten million residents without power and

critical infrastructure.[32]

How could an oil-rich state such as Texas—with enough liquid gold to
power the state for decades—suffer such a catastrophe? The answer
depends on who you ask.

Climate change alarmists at the WEF were eager to blame something
called “Arctic warming” for the freezing Texas temperatures. The unproven
theory is that global warming had caused a “ripple” effect that carried
freezing winds from the North Pole to Texas and thus overwhelmed the

power grid.[33]

The Texas freeze was possibly the most expensive energy disaster in
Texas history and resulted in nearly $200 billion in damages. The utility
companies charged up to $9,000 per megawatt hour (wholesale) during the
surge—up from just $22 per megawatt hour on average. That meant that



consumers’ home utility bills skyrocketed, with multiple customers

reporting a $5,000 charge for just five days of service.[34]

The Texas power grid operator had been touting the green energy
transition for nearly a decade, but it was still unable to prevent the
blackouts. After the crisis, six of its board members and all three public-
utility commissioners resigned amid allegations of incompetence or

unethical practices with utility investors.[35]

In addition to paying higher electricity rates, the green “transition”
meant that automobile travel could become far less convenient. Rising fuel
prices would make road trips a luxury for anyone who could not afford a

new electric vehicle.[36]

“The more pain we are all experiencing from the high price of gas, the
more benefit there is for those who can access electric vehicles,” Biden’s
transportation secretary Pete Buttigieg blurted out in a moment of candor in

July 2022.[37]

Climate change meant sweating it out in the summer and maintaining a
chilly home in the winter. At one point, Biden proposed taxing gas-powered
automobile owners for every mile they drove, and in one of his more
extreme proposals, he even suggested that throwing fossil fuel executives in

jail might be a solution to combat pollution or climate change.[38]

Fuel price increases—especially artificial ones such as Biden’s per-mile
gas tax—are something that Bill Gates likes to call “green premiums.” He
defines the term as “the difference in cost between a product that involves
emitting carbon and an alternative that doesn’t.” Gates compared the
average price of standard jet fuel with the average price of biofuels (the
latter carries a 140 percent “green premium”).

Gates acknowledges that customers would “balk” at resulting airfare
increases, so his solution is to “find ways to either make [biofuels] cheaper
or make jet fuel more expensive”—or perhaps some combination of the

two. Calculating green premiums is not an exact science, Gates admits.[39]



Gates also suggests that green premiums are a way to reduce emissions
in the most carbon-heavy sectors, including electricity production,
agriculture, manufacturing, heating and air-conditioning, and transportation.
In other words, every facet of human existence must become more
expensive to achieve the WEF and UN’s Agenda 2030 emission reductions.
As Buttigieg said, the simplest way to view green premiums is more pain

equals more benefit.[40]

The United Nations and its affiliates (such as the IPCC) allege that “in
order to avert the worst impacts of climate change and preserve a livable
planet, global temperature increase needs to be limited to 1.5° [Celsius]
above pre-industrial levels.”

The UN claims that the earth has warmed about 1.1 degrees Celsius
since the late 1800s, when the Second Industrial Revolution was taking
place, meaning that a further 0.4-degree increase would make planet Earth
unlivable. To avoid this, it claims, humans must reduce global carbon
emissions by 45 percent by the year 2030 and completely eliminate them by

2050.[41]

In other words, there is no time to wait and see if the UN’s hypothesis is
correct. The only option is to do exactly what the UN says immediately.

Gates’s Big Green Payday
One November day in 2021, at a UN event in Glasgow, Scotland, Bill Gates
took to the podium to announce his third career: he was now a revolutionary
(and a climatologist).

Beginning in the summer of 2022, he sought to leverage the rapidly
increasing carbon-based energy prices and get a piece of the green premium
action. Gates’s proposed system offered potential to control human

behavior.[42]

“Together, we must build a green industrial revolution—one that stops
climate change, protects vulnerable communities, and puts the world on a



path to progress,” Gates said. The populist bromides were tactical. Invoking

“vulnerable communities” personalized the issue.[43]

Gates’s climate revolution began to materialize less than one year later
with the implementation of Biden’s climate bill—the third installment in his
multitrillion-dollar Build Back Better plan. The Democrats controlled
Congress, but only barely, and one pesky senator from carbon-rich West

Virginia was anything but a sure vote.[44]

Throughout the summer of 2022, Gates feverishly called lawmakers,
pressuring them to pass Biden’s pricey climate bill (which was eventually
called the Inflation Reduction Act—a not-so-clever misnomer at a time

when inflation was surging).[45]

Senate majority leader Chuck Schumer commiserated with Gates over
the fact that the deciding vote—Senator Joe Manchin (D-WV)—might be a
problem. But Gates is more powerful than any lobbyist and is a master of
backroom deals. Multiple times before the final vote in August 2022, Gates
picked up the phone and lobbied the West Virginia senator. Recordings
published by Bloomberg News revealed that Gates came away from the call
feeling optimistic. The mainstream media coverage of moments such as this
one—a billionaire calling a US senator and pressuring him to pass a
controversial piece of legislation—might have been critical twenty years

ago. But those days were over.[46] Instead, Bloomberg News called it the

“Secret Push to Save Biden’s Climate Bill.”[47]

Gates and his foundation have spent billions of dollars hyping the threat
of climate change for decades—more than $4.1 billion since 2021 alone.
The climate bill presented a timely opportunity to realize a return on that
investment. So, what did Gates and his billionaire buddies get from the
climate bill?

Consider the case of Gates’s Seattle-area nuclear energy start-up
TerraPower, which endeavors to put small modular reactors in towns and
homes across America. The solution to climate change is the elimination of



traditional carbon-based fuels. What will replace fossil fuels? Nuclear, in
addition to wind and solar, energy.

On top of the benefits provided by Gates’s investments and the grants
from his tax-exempt foundation, TerraPower also benefits from direct
taxpayer cash infusions in the form of Department of Energy grants. In June
2018, TerraPower and its partners won a combined $4.8 million from the
department for nuclear projects in North Carolina and New York. In
October 2020, the Department of Energy again awarded TerraPower
taxpayer money—this time a staggering $80 million in initial funding to

build a nuclear reactor.[48]

In November 2021, TerraPower announced that it would be building an
advanced nuclear reactor in Wyoming. The plant had a stunning $4 billion
price tag, and while TerraPower would be funding half of it, American
taxpayers would be picking up the other half of the tab. If and when
completed, the plant will be operated by a subsidiary of Warren Buffett’s
Berkshire Hathaway, where Gates served as a board member for more than

a decade.[49]

Five months prior to TerraPower’s announcement, Buffett funneled over
$3.2 billion to the Gates Foundation, where he had served as a trustee for
fifteen years (Buffett once pledged more than $30 billion to the Gates
Foundation, which was the largest charitable pledge in history). Buffett’s
whopping multibillion-dollar donation to the Gates Foundation was
announced as he resigned as trustee. In March 2022, TerraPower landed
another taxpayer-funded grant. This one was for $8.55 million and was the
largest in a package of eleven grants announced by Biden’s energy secretary

Jennifer Granholm.[50]

Later that year, in November 2022, Granholm participated in a “fireside
chat” with TerraPower’s president and CEO at the UN’s climate summit
called COP27. And at that event, Biden climate envoy John Kerry
announced a new effort called Project Phoenix. Standing beside
TerraPower’s president and CEO and the Ukrainian energy minister, Kerry
stated that Project Phoenix would “provide direct US support” for a coal-to-



nuclear transition across Central and Eastern Europe. American taxpayers
would be funding Europe’s clean energy transition, and Gates’s nuclear

power company boasted of its involvement.[51]

Gates’s green energy gambit illustrates the Controligarch business
model: profit mightily through corporate welfare while avoiding taxes.
Green Controligarchs such as Elon Musk, George Soros, Warren Buffett,
Michael Bloomberg, and Jeff Bezos—among others—profit while paying
minimal income taxes. They, like Gates, do so by moving their personal

funds to their tax-exempt foundations.[52]

Like the Rockefellers, generosity plays a marginal role in the modern
Controligarchs’ legal tax-avoidance schemes. Their billionaire lifestyles
endure, no matter how much they transfer to tax-exempt foundations.
Further, their foundations serve their own financial interests as vehicles to
promote their for-profit endeavors. The profit cycle comes full circle when
the Controligarchs finance seminars and white papers that supply talking
points to political operatives, which, in turn, pressure governments to
subsidize these business interests with taxpayer funds.

With hundreds of billions earmarked for green energy, Biden’s 2022
climate bill had the potential to make TerraPower’s previous federal awards
look like pocket change. Eight days after the Senate passed Biden’s climate
bill, TerraPower announced that it had received $750 million in new private

funding.[53]

Gates’s investment in America’s second-largest waste management
company, Republic Services, is another example of how Gates, his
foundation, and the federal government work to enrich him—at the expense
of others. In 2007, Gates, his foundation, and his vehicle, Cascade
Investment, purchased tens of millions of shares in Republic Services.
Since then, the company has engaged in a variety of antiworker behaviors,
including charging customers to not have their trash collected during an

employee labor strike.[54]

Since 1998, Republic Services had used diesel vehicles for their waste
management operations. But following Gates’s investment, Republic



Services began exploring taxpayer-funded opportunities to replace their
fleet with trucks that use cleaner fuel. In 2009, President Obama signed the
American Recovery and Reinvestment Act, which provided nearly $1
trillion in stimulus funds for progressive priorities, and Republic Services

was an early beneficiary.[55]

On June 17, 2014, Cascade purchased 205,300 shares in the waste
management company for just over $7.5 million. Less than two months
later, the Obama Department of Energy announced that Republic Services
had been accepted into the National Clean Fleets Partnership, which would
provide Gates’s investment with taxpayer-funded refueling assistance,
route-mapping services, “specialized resources,” and “other technical

assistance.”[56]

Gates has pushed for policies such as carbon taxes that would
dramatically hurt his competitors. This is the “extinguish” phase of the
Embrace-Extend-Extinguish strategy akin to taxing non-Microsoft
operating systems or banning competing apps from a Gates-controlled

platform.[57]

In 2018, one of Republic Services’ competitors filed a lawsuit stating
that the Gates-funded company had “aggressively abused their position”
and had been doing it for years “behind the scenes.” Six months later, the
competitor declared bankruptcy, leaving many customers “in the dark.”
Since 2008, Republic Services has been repeatedly sued for unethical
business practices and various forms of contamination, including improper
handling of hazardous waste, among other things. Republic Services has
been ordered to pay more than $10 million to settle various claims against
the company and a major class-action lawsuit filed in 2022 remains

ongoing.[58]

But not all of Gates’s green energy projects are winners. Sapphire
Energy, which endeavored to make biofuel from plant algae, is another one
of Gates’s green energy ventures that secured federal funding. In September
2008, Gates joined the Rockefellers’ investment vehicle, Venrock, and other
big backers (Wellcome Trust and ARCH Venture Partners) to funnel $100



million into Sapphire Energy. The following year, the Agriculture
Department approved a $54.5 million federal loan guarantee for the

company.[59]

The Department of Energy touted Sapphire Energy as a “success story”
in 2014, and the company insinuated that it could be producing five
thousand barrels of biofuel per day within a few years. In 2017, the
Department of Energy announced another $8 million for Sapphire Energy
and two other algae-based-fuel companies (though any update on the
promises to be producing thousands of barrels of biofuel per day was

noticeably absent).[60]

Like most pie-in-the-sky green energy fantasies, Gates’s dream of
replacing oil with algae eventually crashed into reality. By 2019, Sapphire
Energy had abandoned its biofuel efforts and sold off its biorefinery to a
company making livestock feed, and it appears that the company is now
defunct. There is no evidence that American taxpayers were ever

reimbursed for their investment in Gates’s algae company.[61]

Climate Saviors: The Gas, Coal, and Oil Men
behind the Curtain

Michael Bloomberg is another climate profiteer concerned about
overpopulation. One of New York City’s longest-serving mayors,
Bloomberg is also among the largest billionaire backers of the energy
control agenda. With a net worth exceeding $90 billion—up from his pre-
pandemic valuation of $48 billion—Bloomberg is the ninth-richest man in

the world.[62]

Bloomberg has portrayed himself as a climate savior for decades, and his
efforts to implement emission control measures in New York City were
undeniable. In June 2019, Bloomberg pledged $500 million to wage war on
coal and later claimed that his crusade as mayor to reduce coal power



consumption helped “cut New York City’s carbon footprint twice as much

as [that of] the rest of the country.”[63]

But like most billionaire climate activists, Bloomberg held investments

in the greener energy systems that he was pushing.[64]

In November 2019, Bloomberg announced that he was running for
president. But the climate plan that he presented ahead of the 2020
campaign was not good enough for his constituents. It simply was not
sufficiently punitive on fossil fuels and fracking. He also criticized
controversial plans such as the Green New Deal. As a result, Greenpeace
USA ranked Bloomberg’s plan last among the Democratic hopefuls, and a
spokesperson for the environmental organization stated that Bloomberg had

“committed to doing less than other candidates in the race.”[65]

Then, his campaign fell apart. As a 2020 presidential candidate,
Bloomberg was required to disclose all his investments, but he was able to
evade disclosure long enough to drop out, and the disclosure requirement
became moot. According to the watchdog group Center for Public Integrity,

Bloomberg essentially “ran out the clock on transparency.”[66]

One reason that Bloomberg may not have wanted to reveal his holdings
is that he owned sizable investments in natural gas, which had become the
most viable alternative to coal. “We are natural gas bulls,” a senior
investment manager at Bloomberg’s personal and philanthropic wealth
management company (Willett Advisors) told a trade publication in 2013.
[67]

As Bloomberg was waging war on coal, his company was investing in
fracking companies such as Oklahoma oil and gas producer White Star
Petroleum, and another investment manager stated in 2015 that
Bloomberg’s company invested in “North Dakota and other places like

that.”[68]

Bloomberg was profiting from fossil fuels while pushing green energy
policies that would disproportionately affect the family budgets of the lower
and middle classes—hardly a unique feature among the Controligarchs.



Climate activist billionaires are frequently accused of holding double
standards—such as when they fly around on private jets between their
power-sucking mansions—but that rarely stops them from pushing coercive
energy policies on others. But this time Bloomberg’s hypocrisy was
impossible to hide, crashing his presidential ambitions.

Bloomberg’s failed campaign taught a crucial lesson: climate activist
billionaires will have more luck winning energy control from a private
perch.

Currency speculator and national bank breaker George Soros is the type
of billionaire who does not need to run for president. He wields power and
exerts control behind the scenes.

Soros invests in far more than mere commodities. Like Klaus Schwab,
Soros invests in powerful people and concepts—such as “open societies”
and “social justice”—and that word that many politicians like to throw

around: democracy.[69]

For much of his life, Soros had been conspicuously quiet on the issue of
climate change. Naturally, that was when he made the most money on fossil
fuels. But as Soros began investing in cleaner energy sources, his support

for green energy grew louder.[70]

Soros helped the Obama-Biden administration crush the coal industry.
Their war on coal appeared passionately ideological, but Soros’s motives
were unmistakably profit driven: he shorted coal stocks as the
administration smashed the industry. Soros then grabbed the coal stocks for
pennies on the dollar. A Forbes financial analyst stated, “I think George
Soros used the government like a blunt object to beat down coal stocks and

make money shorting them.”[71]

Soros poured his money into green energy projects (pledging a $1 billion
investment) around the same time when the Obama-Biden administration

was rolling out its stimulus program.[72]

By 2016, Soros was investing hundreds of millions in solar projects and
bailed out Elon Musk’s floundering Tesla-charging solar company,



SolarCity, in a financing deal worth more than $300 million.[73]

That year, Musk was worth just north of $10.5 billion, making him the
thirty-fourth-richest person in the world. Over the next six years, Musk’s
net worth skyrocketed by roughly 1,800 percent (mostly during COVID) to

around $200 billion: the world’s richest person.[74]

After Soros began investing in massive green energy projects, he ramped
up his green politicking. Soros pushed policies that benefited his financial
interests. He plunged $1.1 billion into environmentalist think tanks, such as
Friends of the Earth, Alliance for Climate Protection, Earthjustice, the Earth
Island Institute, Green for All, and the Natural Resources Defense Council,

which effectively exist to ring the alarm bells on climate change.[75]

The Center for American Progress, founded by Clinton operative John
Podesta with funding from Soros, aggressively sought to take down fossil
fuels. At the January 2020 World Economic Forum in Davos, Soros gave a
keynote address wherein he committed an additional $1 billion to start a

global university to fight climate change, among other things.[76]

“Taking into account the climate emergency and worldwide unrest,”
Soros predicted that the next few years would determine “the fate of the
world.” He, of course, had advanced (and likely helped devise) some of the
UN’s Sustainable Development Goals and was a major backer of ESG

scores.[77]

Days before Biden signed the Inflation Reduction Act, Soros spent more
than $20 million on 29,883 Tesla shares. The tech-heavy stock exchange

Nasdaq declared Tesla “the biggest winner” of the Biden climate deal.[78]

California governor Gavin Newsom, who has received money from
Soros, implemented numerous coercive steps that would enrich climate

billionaires like Soros and Musk at the expense of average citizens.[79]

As Soros, Musk, Gates, and other Controligarchs increased funding for
EV manufacturers and charging stations, Newsom was preparing to ban the
competition.



On August 25, 2022, California officials unanimously voted to do away
with gas-powered vehicles. “Our kids are going to act like it’s a rotary
phone, or changing the channel on a television,” Governor Newsom said of
gas-powered vehicles. California plans to phase out the sale of new gas-

powered vehicles by the year 2035.[80]

In an ironic twist just twenty-four hours later, California’s grid operator
announced a warning to its customers: charging electric vehicles—or even
just running the home air-conditioning—would place too much strain on the

increasingly green power grid.[81]

Teslas and Technocracy: Beneath Elon Musk’s
Freedom-Loving Exterior

When Biden announced his $2 trillion infrastructure spending bill in March
2021, analysts immediately began predicting the winners and losers.
Controligarch-backed green technology and electric vehicle companies
were expected to benefit greatly, and America’s largest EV manufacturer,

Tesla, was projected to be one of the biggest winners.[82]

But Tesla’s CEO came out against Biden’s plan, which was loaded with
rebates and tax credits that would have dramatically increased Tesla’s
profits. Why? A likely reason is that Tesla’s competitors would also qualify
for the rebates and Tesla, having already hit a two-hundred-thousand-
vehicle cap placed on EV manufacturers under previous legislation, might

not.[83]

“We don’t need the $7,500 tax credit. . . . I would just can this whole
bill. Don’t pass it,” Musk said in December 2021 about Biden’s
infrastructure bill. “Not obvious how this serves American taxpayers,” the
Tesla CEO said about a subsequent Biden proposal to expand tax credits for
EVs built using union labor. “This is written by Ford/UAW lobbyists,”



Musk said, while also criticizing his competitors for outsourcing parts of

their operations to Mexico.[84]

Musk has always been a bit of an enigma. With one foot in the
libertarian camp and the other foot firmly planted in the green energy
futurism camp, Musk is politically hard to pin down. But since he
denounced the Biden administration and ascended as a free-speech warrior
as Twitter’s new owner, he has been widely praised and almost deified by

his die-hard fans—the “Musketeers.”[85]

Ultimately, though, Musk’s wealth is tied to the green energy revolution
and surges when climate change becomes a government spending priority.
As with many other Controligarchs, Musk relies on corporate welfare—
taxpayer subsidies and government contracts—to get rich.

In addition to his more famous projects, such as Tesla and space tourism
company SpaceX, Musk has founded numerous ventures that range from a
microsatellite global internet provider (Starlink) to an underground-
highway-tunneling venture (The Boring Company) to an artificial
intelligence project (OpenAI, which partnered with Microsoft to create
ChatGPT) to perhaps the most controversial: a brain-microchipping

company (Neuralink).[86]

Musk has cultivated a reputation as a man of the people—and it costs a
lot of money to maintain. He was the CEO of digital payment service
PayPal in the company’s early days and has been a major advocate for
cryptocurrencies—a decentralized form of money—which proponents
claim will decrease the power of governments and central banks around the

world.[87]

Musk differs in a few key ways from Bill Gates and other Controligarch
tech billionaires. He promotes open-source technologies and promised in

2014 that he will not patent his Tesla inventions.[88]

Musk appears to be a climate change realist and has stated that without
continued oil and gas usage for the immediate future, “civilization will
crumble.” And while other billionaires, such as Gates, seek to decrease



global birth rates, Musk (a father of at least eight children) has warned that

current rates are dangerously and unsustainably low.[89]

On the other hand, Musk is cut from the same cloth as Gates and the
other Controligarchs: government contracts and subsidies helped launch
and propel his businesses into the stratosphere. And like the others, Musk
has a clear technocratic streak. His brain-microchip and AI companies
present potential opportunities for totalitarians seeking to control human
thoughts and behaviors. These are dangers that, to his credit, Musk’s

occasional business partner Soros has denounced.[90]

Musk is a tri-citizen—a South African by birth who immigrated to the
United States via Canada thanks to his mother’s Canadian citizenship. Thus,
like Schwab, Soros, and other rootless technocrats, Musk is somewhat of a
citizen of the world.

His greatest influence may have come from his maternal grandfather.
“My parents were very famous,” Elon’s mother, Maye Musk, said, while
clarifying that they were “never snobs.” Her father was a Canadian public

figure named Joshua Haldeman.[91]

Haldeman was born in 1902. His father, John Elon, was the Tesla scion’s
namesake, and his mother was one of Canada’s first chiropractors.
Haldeman followed in his mother’s footsteps, and his influence in the
medical community translated into political power. From 1936 until 1941,
Haldeman was a leader of Technocracy Incorporated in Canada. He was
also the national chairman of Canada’s Social Credit Party, which

endeavored to create its own utopia.[92]

Musk’s grandfather and his technocratic comrades hoped to replace
democracy with a new form of government ruled by scientists with
autocratic decision-making power. They fought to replace capitalism and
the dollar by issuing a new form of universal currency based on energy

measurements called ergs.[93]

The Canadian government saw the technocracy movement as a radical
threat to democracy and began to crack down on its leaders. Elon’s



grandfather was arrested on October 13, 1940, for his radical beliefs, and

eventually, he and his family fled Canada for South Africa.[94]

Today, Musk seems to follow in his grandfather’s footsteps, who held
that human behavior can be calculated and ultimately controlled.

Indeed, Musk often presents technocratic solutions to present-day
dreams—from colonizing Mars to microchipping the human brain.

During the pandemic, Musk’s net worth surged mostly because of
Tesla’s exploding stock price. In May 2019, Tesla was trading at
approximately $200 per share, and Musk was worth just $22.3 billion that

year.[95]

In July 2020, Tesla’s share price was around $100 per share. Tesla’s
share price rebounded and surged higher and higher through 2020 and 2021
after Biden had begun to deliver on his campaign promise to use EV

subsidies to help “end fossil fuels.”[96]

Beyond the Great Reset and Biden’s energy policies, Musk benefited
from the pandemic in another unexpected way: Tesla’s main plant in
California was forced to shut down for a couple of months, but that was not

the case for its new plant in Shanghai, China.[97]

By 2021, Tesla had decided to make Shanghai its new “export hub”
(replacing the hub in Fremont, California) because of China’s lack of
coronavirus lockdowns at the time, cheaper labor and material costs, and no
import tariffs. In short, Musk became the world’s richest man in 2021
largely because of a sweetheart deal with China, which he has praised for its

authoritarianism.[98]

Like his deals with Communist China, Musk’s political spending is
opportunistic and favors whoever can best assist his business, as is most
political spending by the billionaire class. In 2014, Musk spent up to
$445,000 lobbying and contributing to state legislators who could help fund
a Texas launchpad for SpaceX. Musk’s return on investment was significant
—the same Texas lawmakers who Musk donated to secured him “a $15

million budget rider” for SpaceX.[99]



But unlike most Controligarchs, Musk seems to prefer Republican
leadership. He reportedly hangs out with top House Republican Kevin
McCarthy and has publicly denounced the Biden administration on multiple

occasions.[100]

When Biden announced his 2022 climate bill, Musk was unusually quiet.
He tweeted a lukewarm criticism of the bill’s nearly $80 billion earmarked
IRS expansion—“seems high,” he wrote. But beyond that, Musk said little
of the bill expected to dramatically boost the EV industry. Musk had
previously blasted the Biden White House for snubbing Tesla on more than
one occasion. Counterintuitively, Musk once criticized EV tax credits, and
favored a coercive “carbon tax” approach to addressing climate change.
[101]

But soon it became clear that Tesla would be a huge winner of the
Inflation Reduction Act, which removed the cap on tax credits, and Biden’s
climate bill also allowed Musk to launch a new line of electric semitrucks.
[102]

As we will see in later chapters, Musk has done admirable work to give
control back to average citizens over their lives—especially with his
takeover of Twitter, which broke a Big Tech information stranglehold. But
he has also advanced major Controligarch priorities, and the green energy
power grab is among the most critical of those priorities. However, Musk is
not the only billionaire seeking to capitalize on EVs.

Conflicts of Interest: Putting the “EV” in
Revolving Door

In January 2021, as gas prices surged skyward, Biden and his officials
repeatedly told Americans that the solution to pain at the pump was to buy

an EV.[103]



Transportation Secretary Pete Buttigieg, Energy Secretary Jennifer
Granholm, and others were slammed as being “out of touch” for telling
increasingly cash-strapped consumers to buy vehicles with an average price

tag near $56,000.[104]

In his confirmation disclosure, Buttigieg said that COVID was an
opportunity to “build back better.” It is also worth noting that prior to
becoming transportation secretary, Buttigieg ran for president in 2020 and
capitalized on the spotlight to rake in large book and media payments—
$800,000 to $1,800,000 over a two-year period—according to his financial

disclosures.[105]

While it is the most popular, Tesla is not the only EV company making a
mint off climate change hysteria. Major vehicle manufacturers such as Ford,
Cadillac, and General Motors (GM), among others, have raced to get into
the market and grab the taxpayer funds that subsidize EVs. Tesla’s success
is undeniable, while other EVs have been underwhelming at best and
worse: dangerous disasters.

When GM announced an EV called the Chevrolet (Chevy) Volt to rival
Tesla, opponents of gas-powered vehicles were thrilled. Soon after, the
Obama-Biden administration began funneling gigantic sums—ultimately
some $50 billion—to bail out GM. With the taxpayers’ money in hand, GM

needed to deliver on the promises of an EV future.[106]

The Detroit-based auto manufacturer received nearly $130 million in
taxpayer funds as part of the administration’s green energy stimulus. GM
was praised by the Obama-Biden administration for putting its corporate
welfare toward solving climate change. Everyone celebrated the Chevy Volt
—from Jennifer Granholm (then governor of Michigan) to Biden’s top
climate advisor (previously Obama’s Environmental Protection Agency

head) to even Biden himself.[107]

The Chevy Volt was immediately awarded MotorTrend’s “Car of the
Year” in 2011 and received other prestigious awards—some before it even
hit the road. (MotorTrend later commented, “In the 61-year history of the



Car of the Year award, there have been few contenders as hyped—or as

controversial—as the Chevrolet Volt.”)[108]

The car flopped with consumers owing to its $41,000 price tag ($33,500
with a federal EV tax credit) and an abysmal battery life that could only
take drivers forty miles before requiring its gas-powered generator to kick
in. But a pitiful battery life was only the beginning of the Volt’s woes.
Eventually, the Volt was scrapped, and Chevy began promoting a new EV:

the Bolt.[109]

After touting the failed Volt, Biden, a self-described “car guy,” hyped the
new Bolt. Less than two months later, GM recalled the Bolt for spontaneous
combustion—a problem that has led to at least four other companies
recalling their EVs. GM tried to fix the Bolt’s exploding battery problem

but discontinued it after multiple smoke-inhalation injuries.[110]

After Granholm hyped the doomed Chevy Volt as Michigan governor,
she weaved through the revolving door and joined the board of an EV
company called Proterra in 2017. At Proterra, Granholm received $5
million in vested stock options and 61,042 unvested stock options with a
value that was “not readily ascertainable.” She kept her Proterra stocks
when she became energy secretary—a controversial decision as the
administration began boosting the company. One week after Biden
promoted the company with a virtual tour in April 2021, a leading
Republican called for an investigation into Granholm’s potential conflict of

interest.[111]

The energy secretary sold her Proterra stocks in May 2021 but did so
only after Biden had promoted the company. Further, Granholm had
promised to recuse herself from any matters relating to Proterra, but later
that year, both Vice President Harris and Granholm announced $127 million

in grants and subsidies while at a Proterra event.[112]

For its part, Proterra spent at least $680,000 lobbying Granholm’s
agency and others on issues, such as Biden’s climate bill, in the first two



years of his administration. In August 2023, Proterra filed for bankruptcy.
[113]

Other car manufacturers have tried (and failed) to capitalize on the
global effort to reduce emissions. Volkswagen created a device that tricked
consumers into thinking that their carbon footprint was lower than it
actually was. After the elaborate ruse was exposed, the US Department of
Justice charged the German automaker’s former board chairman with
conspiracy and wire fraud in 2018 for the long-running emissions reduction

scheme.[114]

Controligarchs such as George Soros and Jeff Bezos (through his
Amazon online retailer) invested in another EV start-up called Rivian. After
Bezos was blasted for buying twenty thousand fossil fuel–powered
vehicles, he announced that Amazon would buy one hundred thousand
electric delivery vans. The 2019 announcement put Rivian on the map and
provided much-needed credibility. Subsequent news of Amazon’s rollout of

the electric trucks caused Rivian’s stock price to surge.[115]

Soros bought twenty million Rivian shares in late 2021 for
approximately $2 billion, and the EV start-up became the largest single

holding in his portfolio (Amazon was his second largest).[116]

In early 2022, Soros bought six hundred thousand shares in another EV
start-up, Silicon Valley–based Lucid Motors, which was developed by a
former Tesla engineer and backed by the Rockefellers’ Venrock fund. At the
same time, Soros bought roughly one hundred million shares of Chinese EV

start-up Nio.[117]

Soon, however, reality caught up with all the EV hype. The share prices
of Rivian, Lucid, Nio, and many other EVs plummeted throughout 2022.
The high price tags and low battery ranges amid a looming recession (along
with lower-than-expected deliveries) sunk Nio’s and Lucid’s share prices by
more than half. Rivian’s cratered, losing more than 75 percent. By May,
Soros had lost a projected $1.5 billion. In August 2022, he dumped millions



of Rivian shares to stanch the bleeding and continued to decrease his

exposure into 2023.[118]

As the billionaire backers of EV companies were losing their shirts in
2022, Gavin Newsom announced his plan to phase out gas-powered vehicle
sales by 2035. Earlier that year, Newsom granted a staggering $10 billion

EV handout.[119]

Just days after Newsom declared the gas vehicle plan, California energy
officials warned residents not to charge their electric vehicles during Labor
Day weekend. More outrageously, residents had to stop cooling their homes
to their desired temperatures. This was all part of another “Flex Alert” from
the grid operator, which told Newsom’s constituents to raise home

temperatures to “78 degrees or higher” (emphasis added).[120]

Adding insult to injury, Newsom wore a fleece coat and a baseball cap
(in the height of summer) in his own chilly indoor environment as he

lectured California residents about indoor temperatures.[121]

Newsom and others blamed climate change for the discomfort that
Californians now had to endure. The truth is that California’s power grid
did not have the power that consumers needed, in part because it was too
green.

Smart Homes, Smart Cities, and the Internet
of (Controlled) Things

Fourteen months before California’s power grid began to fail in August
2022, some residents in the Houston, Texas, area were faced with an even
scarier loss of personal control: the utility companies remotely adjusted
their air-conditioning. Utilities can now override some customers’ home
thermostats, change the temperature in their homes, and force unsuspecting

residents to wake up drenched in sweat.[122]



Also that summer, tens of thousands of Coloradans found themselves in
a similar situation when their utility company restricted thermostat usage
during an “energy emergency.” These customers, according to the energy
company, had agreed to be part of a rewards program that allowed it to
control their smart thermostats remotely in exchange for discounts on their
energy bills. Still, many customers said they had always been able to
override the system. Now, some customers reported, there was nothing they
could do as their thermostats locked at 78 or 79 degrees and the temperature

in some homes rose into the eighties.[123]

How is this possible? the residents wondered.
The answer is that smart thermostats, while attractive on the surface for

their convenience, come with more significant risks and potential
drawbacks than advertised. Oligarch-run companies like Amazon and
Google are selling their digital, Wi-Fi-enabled smart thermostats as an
innovative way to change home temperatures remotely, and utilities across
the United States are offering discounts and rebates for those who get them
installed. The pitch goes like this: “Did you forget to turn off your A/C
before you left the house, or do you want to return from work to a cool

home? Set your smart thermostat from the road or office!”[124]

But the programs that enable a utility company to remotely adjust smart
thermostats during heat waves seem not to have been clearly advertised, nor
were the hacking risks, even though the Federal Bureau of Investigation
(FBI) and various security researchers have raised concerns. If the real cost
of smart devices like these were more clear, many residents likely would
never have installed them. And thermostats are not the only smart devices
the Controligarchs are pushing: entire homes can now be “smart.” Most
people hear “smart home” and think of their Google Nest or Amazon Echo
or Apple HomePod, when they can speak the words “Okay, Google, what’s
the weather like today?” and then a robotic voice that sounds uncannily
human will inform them that it is the second-hottest day on record. After
that, one could say, “Hello Siri, I’m too warm,” and the air-conditioning

would kick on.[125]



Smart homes can also be equipped with lighting, heating, and electronic
devices that can be controlled remotely by smartphone or computer. So it
should come as no surprise that Bill Gates has long been a big fan of smart
homes and “smart cities.” In 2017, he dropped $80 million on nearly 25,000
acres outside Phoenix, Arizona. He planned to build a smart city that would

be called Belmont.[126]

From the start, Belmont would be planned from the top down to be a
utopia. In addition to smart homes and smart businesses, Belmont would
have driverless smart cars and maybe even smart ice-cream trucks.
Approximately 4,300 acres have been set aside for commercial purposes,

retail space, offices, and public schools.[127]

While Belmont has not yet been built, Gates and Microsoft are
committed to turning every city into a smart city. Today there are more than

one thousand (and counting) smart-city projects around the world.[128]

As it happens, the technologies that make homes “smart” are major
priorities for Schwab and his Great Reset—digital ID, contactless
payments, and the “Internet of Things” (IoT). “In its simplest form,”
Schwab says, IoT “can be described as a relationship between things
(products, services, places, etc.) and people that is made possible by

connected technologies and various platforms.”[129]

The IoT is, in other words, a fun way to refer to “smart devices” that are
connected to the internet. From your refrigerator to your washing machine
to your keychain to even your pet cat—all those things can now be internet-
enabled devices.

“Hey, Alexa! Where’s Mittens?” you ask your smart watch. “Mittens is
asleep on top of Pocket Lint [the name of your smart washing machine],”
your smart watch chirps back. That little rascal, you chuckle.

IoT feels innocent—certainly convenient—and it may even help to save
the planet, its proponents say. You can monitor everything you own (this
author just got a notification that the litter box is full). But the IoT also
gives Controligarchs increasing amounts of control over the operation and
content of those connected things. In May 2023, for example, an Amazon



customer claimed that he was locked out of his account and Alexa-enabled
smart home devices after a delivery driver falsely accused him of hurling a
racist slur through a smart doorbell intercom. (Bezos’s company had
acquired its own smart doorbell camera, Ring, for more than $1.2 billion in

2018.)[130]

Now imagine this potential digital suffocation on the scale of an entire
smart city, connected and run by Microsoft, Amazon, Google, and the like.

Perhaps even more concerning than these billionaires’ controlling
transportation or home energy consumption is their growing investment in
the agriculture and food production industries—under the guise of “saving
the planet,” naturally.
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The War on Farmers
But we can cut down on meat eating while still enjoying the taste of meat. One
option is plant-based meat: plant products that have been processed in various
ways to mimic the taste of meat. I’ve been an investor in two companies that
have plant-based meat products on the market right now—Beyond Meat and
Impossible Foods—so I’m biased, but I have to say that artificial meat is pretty

good.[1]

—Bill Gates, How to Avoid a Climate Disaster, 2021

n the summer of 2022, farmers around the world formed angry mobs to
protest new emissions restrictions targeting their fertilizer usage and

livestock waste. The fertilizer restrictions were the result of the latest
Agenda 2030 priority concocted by the World Economic Forum, the United
Nations, and the Controligarchs, who wield increasing power over global
food production through their aggressive plans to ameliorate climate

change.[2]

The Controligarchs insisted that humanity had little chance of surviving
unless it embraced the Sustainable Development Goals of the United
Nations and the WEF, which would allow the world to avoid climate crisis
if implemented by the target year of 2030. “Goals” become dictates when
they are imposed by governments, which is precisely what began to happen

around the world.[3]



So when in June 2022 the Dutch government implemented its plan to cut
agriculture emissions by as much as 70 percent before 2030, agriculture
workers erupted into widespread protests that wreaked havoc on the

country’s infrastructure.[4]

The Dutch farmers stopped deliveries to grocery stores and formed
tractor convoys that stretched for miles, using hay bales and other objects to
gridlock highways. Dairymen brought their cows to government buildings,
threatening to slaughter the livestock in front of parliament, while others

flung cow manure at the minister of agriculture’s private residence.[5]

Not typically known for their political activism, the Dutch farmers had
finally had enough of the Great Reset (or as their government now called it,
an “unavoidable transition” to a greener economy).

As one of the most productive and densely farmed countries in the
world, the Netherlands was a rich target for attempts at controlling
emissions in agriculture. The country’s looming fertilizer reduction was, by
far, the most extreme of all Western countries, but plans for similar cuts had

been rolling out elsewhere for months.[6]

Canadian prime minister Justin Trudeau—one of the WEF’s Young
Global Leaders—followed suit and put in place similar restrictions on
fertilizer usage, demanding a 30 percent restriction by the year 2030.
Farmers across Canada staged protests despite Trudeau’s brutal crackdown

on a Canadian trucker convoy a few months prior.[7]

In November 2021, the government in Ireland had announced a plan to
reduce emissions by up to 30 percent. Irish farmers formed long tractor
convoys and disrupted traffic in Dublin’s city center. The farmers said that
the government promised financial support, but instead it was “legislating
us out of the sector.” These workers feared the impending death of family
farms and warned that emissions cuts were putting small-scale farming at

risk of extinction.[8]

There was a reason that governments around the world set the deadline
for their new fertilizer emission targets for the year 2030: the



Controligarchs wanted it that way.[9]

The Rockefeller Foundation and a consortium of other billionaire-
backed foundations declared that solving the world’s most critical problems
via Agenda 2030 would not be possible without an immense influx of cash
(they estimated trillions of dollars) and put up at least $60 million of their
own money in March 2019 to fund “promising new ventures that help close

the SDG funding gap.”[10]

Following the Rockefeller imperative, in June 2019, the WEF’s Klaus
Schwab and the UN’s secretary general, António Guterres, signed a
memorandum of understanding pledging a strategic partnership between
their two organizations. The goal: accelerate the implementation of Agenda
2030 by, among other things, providing the funding that the Rockefeller

consortium had called for.[11]

And when Schwab announced the Great Reset’s green priorities,
governments around the world began to fall in line.

Key players in the Davos crowd applauded the new urgency behind
Agenda 2030 and committed to help it along. The Rockefeller Foundation,
for example, hailed the “incredible energy being mobilized” amid the Great

Reset and the opportunity that it provided for Agenda 2030’s success.[12]

The UN’s food and agriculture subagency had specifically identified
“excessive use of nitrogen fertilizer” as “a major cause of water pollution
and greenhouse gas emissions.” For independent farmers who are not
Davos Men, this was bad news. It meant that their entire business model

was about to be turned upside down.[13]

Slashing fertilizer usage meant either smaller crop yields, increased
input costs for newer fertilization technologies, or both. Cutting methane
emissions from livestock did not seem to have an easy solution. Agenda
2030 was and is directly harming the lives and livelihoods of agricultural
workers (and food consumers) around the world.

Farmers everywhere worried whether Agenda 2030’s climate change
restrictions would force them to allow their fields to go fallow and slaughter



their livestock. Meanwhile, Controligarchs such as Bill Gates and WEF-
aligned conglomerates—historically some of the worst polluters on the
planet—had been looking for ways to contribute to, and profit off of, the

climate-friendly revolution in agricultural techniques.[14]

The food of the future is already patented.[15]

A bitter irony is that some of the same Controligarchs who profit from
Agenda 2030–compliant farming techniques had previously profited from
the “dirty” agricultural technologies that they now decry. For decades,
Rockefeller interests had secured dozens of patents relating to nitrogen

fertilizer production. But those patents had expired.[16]

Dutch multinational chemical giant Royal DSM was one company that
seemed well positioned to profit from the 2030 goals. Royal DSM—which
the Gates Foundation frequently partnered with and had once invested
millions in—had prepared for nitrogen reductions with new synthetic
fertilizers, developed alternative proteins from canola, and even patented a

solution to cow flatulence.[17]

Unlike the protesting farmers, Royal DSM was a WEF partner and an

advocate of Agenda 2030.[18]

German multinational pharmaceutical conglomerate Bayer AG (a WEF
partner) was also ready to capitalize on the new fertilizer and emissions
reductions. Several years before the Great Reset, Bayer began acquiring the
notorious seed designer Monsanto in hope of harnessing the latter’s
CRISPR gene-edited crop technology. Next, Bayer teamed up with a Gates-
funded biotech company to genetically modify plants and turn them into
self-fertilizing crops. This was the kind of patented breakthrough that could

disrupt the livelihoods of independent farmers everywhere.[19]

The Controligarchs also began purchasing farms that could rapidly
integrate the new fertilizers and so-called sustainable agricultural
technologies. Several billionaires—particularly Good Club members Ted
Turner and Bill Gates along with Jeff Bezos—had been quietly and



systematically amassing millions of acres of prime ranchland and farmland

in the United States.[20]

In addition to investing in new forms of synthetic fertilizers and
purchasing massive quantities of arable American acreage, climate
alarmists are also funding a variety of alternative proteins to replace more
conventional forms of food. These range from synthetic (meaning lab-
grown or plant-based) beef, pork, and chicken to fermented fungi and, most
disturbingly, insects and maggots. Livestock such as pigs and cows are
allegedly major emitters of methane, which the United Nations and
Controligarchs consider a harmful greenhouse gas. So, naturally, Gates-
funded substitutes must be provided.

As Gates and other billionaires, particularly from the Big Tech industry,
secured sizable investments in the food and agriculture sectors, they began
aggressively hyping the “transition” to greener agriculture and fake meats.
[21]

The Rockefellers’ Food Takeover Playbook
The takeover of the food system, like so many other control schemes
described in this book, began with the Rockefellers and was advanced by
Bill Gates. As with most of their monopolies—from oil to software and
eventually to biotechnology—Controligarchs secure increasing amounts of
control over the intellectual property of food production through
trademarks, copyrights, and patents.

Food production (on any scale) used to be relatively simple: farmers
grow crops and raise livestock. Natural disasters such as droughts and
plagues of insects have periodically destroyed crops and caused famines.
But then the UN and the WEF declared that “man-made” problems could
only be solved with systemic, Controligarch-backed solutions. Their
interventions threaten to replace what had worked for millennia: family-
owned farms.



Decades ago, starting in the 1940s, the Rockefellers initiated a project
called the “Green Revolution” to respond to the very real crises of poverty
and starvation. The agricultural advances made possible by Rockefeller-
funded research and design deserve credit and helped to feed millions of
starving people as the global population rapidly increased. But the side
effects also poisoned both people and resources (such as soil and water).
[22]

Crucially, the Green Revolution upended mankind’s most ancient
vocation—working the land—and created a new system of corporate-
controlled farming that made independent farmers dependent on
multinational corporations for genetically modified organisms (GMOs),
mostly seeds, toxic pesticides, and synthetic chemical fertilizers.

GMO seeds gave the Rockefellers and their allies control over the GMO
seed patents, which, in turn, gave them control over the crops. An added
benefit was controlling the types of conditions under which those seeds
could flourish—primarily heavy usage of toxic pesticides such as DDT and

chemical fertilizers.[23]

The program started in Mexico shortly after World War II, and at first
the results seemed wonderful. Crop yields increased dramatically. But the
program led to a consolidation of farm ownership—so independent farms
shrank, and corporate-controlled farms got bigger. The Rockefeller seeds
and pesticides ultimately hurt independent farmers, and after a decades-long
campaign, Mexico banned GMO seeds and began to phase out the

controversial pesticide glyphosate.[24]

The negative effects of the Green Revolution in Mexico eventually
spilled over into the United States. Over time, the Rockefellers’
revolutionary package of seeds, fertilizers, and pesticides allowed Mexico
to increase its food exports, and that helped to drive down revenues for
American farmers to unsustainable levels. In 1977, farmers went on strike
and began protesting nationwide. They formed an angry convoy of five
thousand tractors (sound familiar?) and drove all the way to Washington,

DC. At one point, things got violent.[25]



Farmers demanded a “country of origin” label and some passionate
protesting farmers were tear-gassed and jailed by authorities. “We were sick
and tired of the double standard,” one such American farmer recalled.
“Mexico was sending their produce across the border treated with DDT and

other chemicals that we weren’t allowed to use,” he said.[26]

Ultimately, the Green Revolution’s assault on small-scale farming in
Mexico, among many other problems there, forced mass migration north of
the border into the United States, where wages would be meager but better.
Today, nearly 73 percent of American farm laborers are undocumented

immigrants, mostly from south of the border.[27]

Claiming to have solved the crises of low crop yields and poverty in
Mexico, the Rockefellers then set their sights on the famine crisis in India.
As in Mexico, the Rockefeller package of seeds, pesticides, and fertilizers
were effective. Strains of “miracle rice” and “golden wheat” helped solve
the hunger crisis. But as in Mexico, there were huge negative consequences.
[28]

“At first, the Green Revolution was wonderful,” admitted Indian
agricultural geneticist and environmentalist Suman Sahai. But the miracle
crops required an unsustainable amount of water and caused long-term
toxic contamination of some of the earth’s best farmland and its water

supply, “and it should have ended long before it did,” Sahai lamented.[29]

Africa was the next continent that the Rockefellers set their sights on for
a Green Revolution. This time, Bill Gates would help them.

Gates’s War on Small Farmers
After Gates set up his foundation, he became a champion of not only human
eugenics (via vaccines, abortions, and CRISPR technology) but also crop
eugenics. Gates began funding research and development of genetically



modified foods in 2005, seeking to pump bananas, rice, and other staples

full of “micronutrients.”[30]

The following year, 2006, the Gates Foundation partnered with the
Rockefeller Foundation to reboot the Green Revolution—which had
focused its efforts primarily in Asia and Latin America—calling the joint
venture the Alliance for a Green Revolution in Africa (AGRA). They
tapped former UN secretary general Kofi Annan to serve as AGRA’s first

chairman.[31]

Gates and the Rockefellers funneled nearly $1 billion into AGRA with
the explicit goals “to develop and deliver better seeds, increase yields,
improve soil fertility, upgrade storage facilities, improve market
information systems, strengthen farmers’ associations, expand access to
credit for farmers and suppliers, and advocate for national policies that
benefit smallholder farmers.” Gates and the Rockefellers claim that AGRA
helped the independent African farmers, but many farmers disagree. Some
accuse AGRA of being a ploy for the corporate takeover of independent

farms.[32]

AGRA’s private sector partners include the usual WEF-allied
multinational corporations, such as Mastercard, Microsoft, Monsanto

(Bayer), Nestlé, and Syngenta.[33]

By partnering with the veteran agriculture NGOs such as the Rockefeller
Foundation and its affiliated food research institutes, Gates asserted that he
could help ameliorate hunger in Africa. This crisis offered Gates an opening
to begin investing in food technology companies that could supplant
independent producers. Hunger was the problem; the African governments’
reaction was to let Gates and the Rockefellers take over their agriculture
policies to implement their solution: yet another Controligarch takeover of

small-scale farming.[34]

Just as Gates did with his funding of the World Health Organization to
consolidate control over global COVID policy, he also sought to
consolidate control over global food policy under one organization: the



Rockefeller-founded global seed bank called Consultative Group on
International Agricultural Research (CGIAR). The UN and the WEF were
also partners in this quest to solve both world hunger and climate change.
[35]

In June 2019, the WEF and the United Nations formed their strategic
partnership to accelerate Agenda 2030, and three months later, in
September 2019, the Gates Foundation teamed up with the World Bank and
several European governments to provide more than $650 million in

funding to the CGIAR seed bank.[36]

The donation from Gates and his allies was part of “a broader
commitment of more than US $790 million to address the impact of climate

change on food and agriculture.”[37]

In January 2020, Gates announced a new venture, Bill & Melinda Gates
Agricultural Innovations, nicknamed Gates Ag One. Its stated purpose was
to “provide smallholder farmers in developing countries, many of whom are
women, with access to the affordable tools and innovations they need to
sustainably improve crop productivity and adapt to the effects of climate

change.”[38]

Gates chose a seed engineer named Joe Cornelius to be the leader of
Gates Ag One. Cornelius was previously the director of the Global Growth
and Opportunity division at the Gates Foundation, and before that he
worked on “cutting edge life-science research and development” for

Monsanto, Bayer, and Pfizer.[39]

As a signal that Gates Ag One planned to retain control over its crop
innovations, the venture had its own in-house “patent agent” (registered
with the US Patent and Trademark Office) ready to stake Gates’s claims.
[40]

Once again, the fallout of the COVID pandemic gave Gates and his
associates the opportunity to consolidate control over major industries like
agriculture. Just a few months into the pandemic, Gates and the technocrats
at the WEF and the United Nations sought to unite more than a dozen



“legally independent” crop research centers and seed banks under the
CGIAR in a plan called One CGIAR. Predictably, the need to consolidate
control of agriculture was urgent, Gates and his allies claimed, due to
climate change and the supposed need for a fundamental reset presented by

COVID.[41]

A progressive organization called the International Panel of Experts on
Sustainable Food Systems noticed the obvious, criticizing the plan as
“coercive” and warning that it risked “exacerbating power imbalances” with
too many wealthy white men from the Global North effectively

recolonizing the Global South.[42]

In addition to financing the development of genetically modified seeds
and the CGIAR consolidation, Gates and his allies have funded something
called the Crop Trust, which has stockpiled a staggering 1.1 million seed
varieties in a “vast ‘doomsday’ vault” located on an archipelago in the

Arctic Ocean.[43]

The Green Revolution was simultaneous proof that problems such as
poverty and famine could be solved through human innovation and that the
solutions, such as pesticide-resistant GMO crops, can present new
problems, such as pollution, resource exhaustion, and the consolidation of
small-scale and family-owned farms into giant corporate-controlled farms.
But rather than take responsibility, the Rockefellers hyped the crop
abundance while blaming the new problems on the convenient scapegoat of

climate change.[44]

Now the Controligarchs claim they can solve the climate crisis with new
patented miracle products, which also just happen to make themselves even
richer and, once again, at the expense of independent farmers.

Embrace Farming, Extend Corporate
Ownership, and Extinguish Family Farms



Gates has never been shy about his passion for the “magical innovation” of
fertilizer. He credits fertilizer with saving millions of lives and lifting
millions more out of poverty, famously claiming that “two out of every five
people on Earth today owe their lives to [fertilizer].” Gates would be a
leading figure in the push for new synthetic fertilizers, and he had powerful

partners.[45]

In addition to his philanthropic efforts in Africa, Gates has personally
invested hundreds of millions in the fertilizer industry, but he learned early
on that he would need to back companies with less baggage than some of
the world’s largest agrichemical giants whose past dirty deeds could present

a public-relations headache.[46]

For example, when Gates invested $23 million in Monsanto in 2010, the
media backlash was immediate. “The Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation’s
investments in Monsanto . . . have come under heavy criticism,” The
Guardian declared before asking, “Is it time for the foundation to come

clean on its visions for agriculture in developing countries?”[47]

Shortly thereafter, Gates divested his stock holdings in Monsanto—one
of the world’s most powerful agrichemical companies and manufacturers of

controversial agents such as DDT and glyphosate.[48]

However, he continued to profit from the Monsanto relationship through
a genetically modified fertilizer joint venture. His foundation continued to
partner with the agrichemical giant, and Gates has publicly criticized
Monsanto’s competition: “organic” fruits and vegetables, which use less
pesticides. Gates has derided organic foods for failing to reduce climate
change and claimed that growing produce organically requires too much

land.[49]

When Monsanto sold out to Bayer AG for $63 billion in 2018, it was the
largest merger and acquisition deal in Germany’s postwar history. The deal
brought together two corporations whose products, intentionally or not,
were some of the deadliest in world history: Bayer, as part of IG Farben,
manufactured the poisonous Zyklon B used in Nazi gas chambers, and



Agent Orange–manufacturer Monsanto, which Greenpeace has called

“perhaps the world’s most reviled environmental villain.”[50]

The merger with Monsanto allowed Bayer to pioneer and patent new
genetic-modification technologies, and soon the chemical company formed
a joint venture with a Gates-backed start-up called Joyn Bio. This venture
sought to genetically modify crops to require less traditional synthetic
fertilizer. But Gates had learned not to put all his eggs in Monsanto’s much-

loathed basket.[51]

Between 2010 and 2020, Gates and his co-investors poured more than
$1.6 billion into various synthetic fertilizer start-ups, such as Joyn Bio,
Pivot Bio, Ginkgo Bioworks, and Allonnia, which held fresh patents on
genetic-modification technologies. And Gates and his allies invested at least
$40 million into researching feces- and urine-based commercial fertilizers.
[52]

In a 2018 event titled the “Reinvented Toilet Expo,” in Beijing, Gates
praised Xi Jinping’s “Toilet Revolution” and proceeded to list all the ways
that China’s sanitation efforts could change the world. Gates boasted of his
and his partners’ efforts to “develop a small-scale treatment plant to process
fecal sludge and biosolids from pit latrines, septic tanks, and sewers.” He
and his partners created the Omni Processor, which “converts the resulting
materials into products with potential commercial value—like clean water,

electricity, and fertilizer.”[53]

Through its agricultural projects in Africa, Gates’s foundation formed
powerful relationships with fertilizer interest groups, in the United States
and around the world, which would be his allies in the push for choking off
the air supply to traditional fertilizer competitors. The Fertilizer Institute,
for example, is an American advocacy organization based in Washington,

DC, which aligns itself with Gates’s goals and methods.[54]

In addition to being a big fan of Bill Gates, the Fertilizer Institute is
ideologically in sync with the Controligarchs and proudly supports the
UN’s Sustainable Development Goals. The institute has multiple associates



working to train fertilizer companies in how to navigate the ESG corporate
social-credit-score system and has pushed for the restrictions on traditional
fertilizers that now have farmers up in arms. Over the past decade, the
Fertilizer Institute has spent a total of $1.1 million to influence US

agriculture policy.[55]

Internationally, Gates has partnered with a multinational fertilizer
conglomerate called Yara for more than a decade. Yara is a major sponsor
of the Gates- and Rockefeller-backed African Green Revolution Forum (as
are other crop and agrichemical giants such as Monsanto, Syngenta, and the
CGIAR seed bank). Along with the Gates and Rockefeller foundations,
Yara has been among the largest funders of the African Green Revolution.
[56]

Purported environmentalists have lauded Yara for its new “green”
fertilizer efforts, but it has long been accused by watchdog organizations of
causing devastating pollution and fueling a “climate catastrophe.” The
WEF, for example, extols Yara’s virtues on its website despite Yara’s sordid
history, which includes massive worldwide pollution and bribing officials in
countries such as Libya, Russia, and India. According to the WEF, the
Gates-allied multinational fertilizer company “delivers solutions for
sustainable agriculture and is guided by the ambition to grow a nature-

positive food future.”[57]

In 2021, Biden’s “climate czar” John Kerry honored Yara as one of the
founding members of something called the First Movers Coalition, which is
a group of over twenty-five multinational corporations—including
numerous WEF partners—committed to the UN’s “net zero” emission goals

and marching in lockstep to the 2030 agenda.[58]

Why? Because Yara has bought into the 2030 agenda, net zero, and has
even patented new “greenhouse gas reducing” technologies. And now that
Yara is well positioned to profit from Agenda 2030, a subsidiary of the
Norway-based conglomerate is pouring money into the US political system.
Since 2015, Yara North America Inc. has spent more than $1 million



lobbying American officials on fertilizer issues, including for favorable

“regulatory treatment of fertilizer” and “sustainable agriculture.”[59]

Gates’s other fertilizer partners—Monsanto and Bayer—have
consistently been the largest lobbying spenders in the United States,
spending a whopping $120 million in just ten years (leading up to their
merger). They, too, benefit from the new Agenda 2030 fertilizer restrictions.
[60]

By partnering with the agrichemical companies that had wreaked havoc
on the environment in the first place, Gates became one of the world’s
preeminent experts and most high-profile investors in the new fertilizers—
those that would supposedly fix the problems that companies such as Yara
and Monsanto had created.

Gates’s investment in and takeover of the fertilizer market was the
agricultural version of Microsoft’s Embrace-Extend-Extinguish strategy.

Gates’s Great American Land Grab
For more than a decade, as Bill Gates has been targeting the fertilizer
industry, he has also been quietly buying up large swaths of American
farmland. In June 2022, he hit his first speed bump on his journey to
become America’s largest farmland owner. Residents across the state of
North Dakota were “livid” when they learned that the billionaire had
purchased Campbell Farms, which owned 2,100 acres of prime farmland,
for $13.5 million in late 2021. They demanded that their attorney general
intervene.

The state attorney general, having gotten a “big earful” from his fellow
Dakotans, sent a letter to Gates’s holding company, Red River Trust. He
wanted to know what the purpose of Gates’s purchase was and whether the
sale complied with an anticorporate farming law supposedly in place to
prohibit exactly the type of takeover that Gates had just initiated.



The North Dakota governor was noticeably silent on the controversy,
which some of his constituents attributed to his history as a former
Microsoft executive and recipient of $100,000 in campaign cash from his
former employer. Ultimately, the North Dakota attorney general found that
Gates’s purchase of the Campbell family farm fell into a legal loophole, and

the deal was approved.[61]

The loophole was instructive: while Gates would not have been allowed
to purchase the farm with his holding company for its own agricultural
purposes, his company was allowed to own the land if it planned to lease it.
Gates’s holding company confirmed that it would be the landowner and that

the Campbell family would lease the land they previously owned.[62]

The North Dakota land grab was only the latest in a long line of Gates-
backed takeovers of American farmland that saw Gates’s agriculture
holdings surge from negligible acreage in 2011 to at least 270,000 acres in
2022. Spread across eighteen states, Gates’s land now makes up a combined

chunk of America larger than the area of New York City.[63]

Gates began his farmland buying spree in December 2012—nearly one
decade prior to the Campbell farm takeover in North Dakota. Gates’s
holding company completed the purchases of Georgia-based Coggins and
Stanley Farms in 2013 and 2014, respectively. “The investment in the farm
is not a foundation investment and doesn’t have anything to do with
foundation work,” said Christopher Williams, Gates Foundation

spokesman.[64]

In 2016, the two farms (both third-generation family-run operations)
merged to form Generation Farms and combined their thousands of acres
across Florida and Georgia. The following year, Gates achieved his largest
land purchase yet when he snapped up sixty-one properties in one fell

swoop (dropping more than half a billion dollars in the deal).[65]

Today, Gates’s largest farmland holdings are in northern Louisiana,
where his companies own nearly 70,000 acres growing corn, cotton, rice,
and soybeans. Gates’s second-largest agricultural holding is in Arkansas



with approximately 47,000 acres. In Nebraska, Gates’s companies grow

soybeans and other crops across roughly 20,000 acres.[66]

And in Gates’s home state of Washington, his 14,500-acre potato farm—
called 100 Circles Farm—is visible from space and pulls between one
thousand and two thousand tons of potatoes out of the ground every day.
Gates bought the massive potato farm—a major supplier for fast-food
leader McDonald’s and previously run by Conagra—for $171 million in

2018.[67]

All told, Gates has spent over $1 billion on farm acquisitions and the
Agenda 2030–compliant technologies his farms now employ (not including
the $850 million in John Deere stock holdings he transferred to Melinda
Gates in May 2021 amid their divorce negotiations). Gates’s total funding

toward his global food and agriculture agenda tops $11.7 billion.[68]

Gates has remained mostly silent on his farmland acquisitions. He was
asked, “Why are you buying so much farmland?” on the internet forum
Reddit, and his response was cryptic:

My investment group chose to do this. It is not connected to
climate. The agriculture sector is important. With more productive
seeds we can avoid deforestation and help Africa deal with the
climate difficulty they already face. It is unclear how cheap
biofuels can be but if they are cheap, it can solve the aviation and

truck emissions [problem].[69]

Gates’s response to his alleged takeover of American farmlands
appeared contradictory. He claimed that his farmland purchases were not
his decisions and that the purchases were “not connected to climate” (his
professed passion), but then proceeded to give his reasons why the
agricultural sectors that he does invest in (seeds, biofuels) are important for
dealing with “climate difficulty” and solving emissions. And while Gates
was publicly advocating for a Green Revolution, he was quietly grabbing



the farmland from family-run farms that have found it increasingly difficult

to survive.[70]

Gates and his affiliates already control the commercial inputs (and
intellectual property) of agriculture—the genetically modified seeds, the

fertilizers, and the herbicides and pesticides. Now he wants the land.[71]

When Gates buys tens of thousands of acres, he is not just buying the
land—he is also buying the rights to water below the ground. In addition to
farms (and irrigation) and fertilizer, Gates has been hunting for sizable
interests in water and water treatment—a crucial component of the

agriculture industry.[72]

Gates first bought a large chunk of food-services conglomerate Ecolab in
2008. Taking a 25 percent ownership stake in the multibillion-dollar
company—which has commercial, residential, and agricultural operations

—required board approval.[73]

Ecolab’s board approved Gates’s purchase, and he has continued to
purchase huge numbers of Ecolab stocks since then—both personally
(through Cascade Investment) and through the Bill & Melinda Gates
Foundation Trust. Notably, Gates investment guru Michael Larson has been

on the Ecolab board since 2012.[74]

Ecolab is another multinational conglomerate and WEF partner that
pollutes the environment but purchases absolution from Davos through
ESG commitments. Since 2008, Ecolab and its subsidiaries have spent more
than $15.6 million lobbying for favorable treatment on issues such as
climate change, pesticides, fertilizers, and “sustainability.” Ecolab provides
water treatment services to both farms and the food industry, so Gates’s
interest in the company—valued at more than $6 billion—appears to

complement his fertilizer and farmland endeavors.[75]

In 2012, Gates also began buying up pristine farmland land atop
Florida’s legendary aquifer. By 2014, Gates had spent nearly $30 million
buying up almost five thousand acres. A subsidiary of Gates’s Cascade
Investment vehicle, called Lakeland Sands, pumps twenty million gallons



of groundwater out of Florida’s aquifer every single day and is, in the words
of a Florida Springs councilman, “compromising the health and welfare of

North Florida.”[76]

Gates (or his investment group) chose folksy and benign-sounding
names for his agriculture landholding companies (such as Oak River,
Midwest, Suwannee, and Generation Farms and Red River Trust, Mt.
Lemmon Holdings, and Cottonwood Ag Management), but his intentions
appear anything but benign.

In 2020, a nonprofit agricultural consortium called Leading Harvest
revealed what Gates and his partners had in store. According to the press
release:

Today, Earth Day, a group of forward-looking farmers,
conservationists, landowners, managers and investors are
launching Leading Harvest, an agriculture sustainability venture
providing the first scalable, industry-wide solution to urgent
issues facing us—from climate change and biodiversity to the
resilience of our croplands and communities.

Farmers and the supply chain for too long have had to manage
a complex landscape of sustainability platforms, each using
different data tools, metrics and scorecards to address a single
crop, issue area, or stakeholder interest. Instead of improving
outcomes, this approach has both discouraged participation in
critical sustainability efforts and underperformed consumer
expectations for tangible assurances of proper stewardship of our
agricultural lands.

Leading Harvest resolves this stubborn barrier to sustainability
with a universal standard that can be applied across all crops and
geographies while addressing a uniquely broad spectrum of

societal interests.[77]



Gates’s Cottonwood Ag Management was one of the inaugural members
in Leading Harvest’s effort to create a “sustainability standard,” and Gates’s
Oak River Farms properties are committed participants. The Leading
Harvest standard lists thirteen “Sustainability Principles” that look

suspiciously similar to the UN’s Sustainable Development Goals.[78]

Creating a “standard” is a critical component in step one of the Embrace-
Extend-Extinguish strategy that the Justice Department accused Microsoft
of using to exterminate its competitors. Leading Harvest began as a
voluntary sustainability pledge and eventually formalized this pledge by
adopting what it calls the Leading Harvest Farmland Management

Standard.[79]

According to this standard, Leading Harvest would next extend its reach
within the agricultural industry and encourage farms not owned by Gates
to “share and adopt better practices now,” which means committing to the

Leading Harvest standard.[80]

Leading Harvest now appears to have reached the Extend phase as it
boasts more than two million acres (and counting) committed to its
standard. For a sense of what the Extinguish phase might look like, just ask

the Dutch farmers.[81]

Meanwhile, Microsoft’s angel investor, IBM, is creating a network
called Food Trust that endeavors to use AI to track and control the global

food supply.[82]

Gates has funded another produce preservative company called Apeel,
which manufactures a fatty, waxy, and edible coating that allows fruits and
vegetables to look fresh for longer. The FDA accepted Apeel’s application
for a “Generally Recognized as Safe” classification, but some still have
concerns about consuming the coating, which they say cannot be washed

off.[83]

And if that does not seem like enough playing with the food you eat, in
2013, Gates boldly declared that the “future of food” was fake meat and

dairy.[84]



Fake Dairy, Fake Eggs, and Fake Breast Milk
The Controligarchs have been working on revolutionizing dairy products
for decades.

In 1993, the FDA approved Monsanto’s artificial growth hormone,
Posilac, which was used to increase cow milk production by approximately
one gallon per cow per day. The synthetic hormone was controversial for its

feared link to diseases in both cows and humans.[85]

As consumers grew wise to the effects of artificial growth hormones in
their dairy products, grocery stores began selling “hormone free” options,

and Monsanto sold the artificial Posilac hormone to Eli Lilly.[86]

Consumers’ rejection of cow milk pumped full of Monsanto’s artificial
hormones also led to the rise of alternative dairy products like soy-based
and nut-based milk alternatives. The Silk brand of soy milk traces its roots
to the late 1970s, but the concept of soy milk really took off among vegans
and the lactose intolerant in the late 1990s. The company’s revenue more
than doubled in a single year—from $29.6 million in 2000 to an astonishing

$81 million in 2001.[87]

The following year, America’s largest dairy conglomerate, Dean Foods,
acquired the Silk producer for a combined investment topping $200 million.
[88] And in 2016, the France-based multinational food conglomerate

Danone purchased the Silk brand in a deal that exceeded $10 billion.[89]

Danone is a major WEF partner and has spent more than $3.5 million in
the last five years lobbying American politicians for favorable legislation
on topics like “sustainable agriculture.” The Controligarch-aligned foreign
food conglomerate continues to roll out new, patented fake milks, such as

Silk Nextmilk, which was released in January 2022.[90]

While soy- and nut-based dairy alternatives like Silk have been around
for decades, egg alternatives are relatively new. In 2011, an entrepreneur
and former UN-affiliated activist named Josh Tetrick founded a company



that hoped to flip the egg industry upside down. Gates was an early

investor.[91]

Tetrick’s Hampton Creek became embroiled in scandal when allegations
surfaced that the company had been buying its own product en masse to
boost sales numbers. In a crushing blow, Target removed the fake egg

products from its shelves because of safety concerns.[92]

Hampton Creek’s Controligarch investors—such as Bill Gates and Peter
Thiel—were left with (fake) egg on their faces.

But it’s not just your protein sources that Bill Gates is trying to disrupt.
He wants to change the diet of babies, too. In 2020, Gates’s climate
change–focused investment firm, Breakthrough Energy Ventures, became
one of the first investors (leading a $3.5 million funding round) in a
company called Biomilq, which was described by CNBC as “a North
Carolina-based start-up that’s targeting infant nutrition by attempting to

reproduce mother’s breast milk in a lab.”[93]

Biomilq’s CEO and cofounder is a Gates Foundation alum and former
food scientist at the General Mills conglomerate. As partners in Gates’s
Breakthrough Energy Venture, other Good Club members and WEF-aligned
billionaires such as Jeff Bezos, Mark Zuckerberg, Richard Branson, and

Michael Bloomberg backed the mother’s milk substitute.[94]

Gates’s investment in Biomilq made headlines in 2022 when a
devastating baby formula shortage struck the United States and the
synthetic baby food company was seen as a beneficiary of the crisis. The
culprit for the shortage was Biden’s FDA—which had shut down the largest
formula production plant in the United States—for what was effectively a
false contamination alarm. Biomilq hadn’t even hit the market yet.
Nonetheless, the fiasco raised the profile of Gates’s synthetic breast milk

investment and, as they say, there is no such thing as bad press.[95]

At this point, it was clear that Bill Gates was leading the investments
into alternative proteins—including things like edible insects and lab-grown



“meats.” But other Controligarchs wanted to bring lab-grown meats to
market as well.

The Rise of Alternative Proteins and Lab-
Grown Meats

In an obscure 1931 Strand Magazine editorial, British prime minister
Winston Churchill predicted the rise of lab-grown meats. Though he did not
mention the word lab, Churchill anticipated that meats such as chicken
breasts would be produced in “a suitable medium.” In the piece, titled
“Fifty Years Hence,” Churchill wrote:

With a greater knowledge of what are called hormones, i.e., the
chemical messengers in our blood, it will be possible to control
growth. We shall escape the absurdity of growing a whole chicken
in order to eat the breast or wing, by growing these parts

separately under a suitable medium.[96]

Though lab-grown meats were not quite ready by the 1980s as Churchill
predicted, he was not far off. A prisoner-of-war camp survivor named
Willem van Eelen reimagined the idea of lab-grown meat after spending
time in a Japanese internment camp and, fifty years later, applied for the
first lab-grown meat patent in 1994. In 2017, the Eat Just fake-egg company
purchased the patent from Eelen’s estate and named his daughter, Ira, an

advisor.[97]

Decades after Churchill’s prediction, Google’s Sergey Brin was perhaps
the first Controligarch to bring synthetic meat to fruition, after he quietly
spent $330,000 to grow the world’s first “hamburger” in a Dutch lab.
Scientists created the synthetic beef by harvesting stem cells from cows and



growing them in a similar way to how stem cells are used for growing

human organs.[98]

The BBC described the petri dish–to-plate process thusly:

[Professor Mark Post] starts with stem cells extracted from cow
muscle tissue. In the laboratory, these are cultured with nutrients
and growth-promoting chemicals to help them develop and
multiply. Three weeks later, there are more than a million stem
cells, which are put into smaller dishes where they coalesce into
small strips of muscle about a centimetre long and a few

millimetres thick.[99]

The initial result was small white “beef” pellets, which were collected,
smooshed, and placed into a freezer to be cooked at a later date. The white
color of the fake beef—made with something called “fetal bovine serum”
harvested from baby cows—was decidedly unpalatable, so the scientists

dyed the “meat” red with beetroot juice. PETA was thrilled.[100]

The Maastricht University scientist who developed the burger, Mark
Post, went on to cofound a company called Mosa Meat and promised that
the price of the synthetic burger would come down. Post was a
distinguished speaker at the WEF’s Annual Meeting of the New Champions
2015, where he hyped the crowd on lab-grown meats. Despite nearly $100
million in funding and adding celebrities such as Leonardo DiCaprio to its
board, thus far, Mosa has found that its patented lab-grown meat has been

difficult to scale.[101]

One of the problems with lab-grown meat (beyond its ludicrous price) is
its unnatural flavor. But recent studies have shown that the ingredients in
animal blood—primarily myoglobin and hemoglobin—can be harvested
from cows, horses, and even wild boars to give fake meat a more real taste.
Additionally, the “heme protein” in soy and other plants (including tobacco)

can be added to the lab beef to produce a more meat-y taste.[102]



In 2018, Gates and other wealthy investors—including Kimbal Musk
(Elon Musk’s brother), Virgin Group billionaire Richard Branson, and
General Electric’s former CEO Jack Welch—poured $17 million into a
company called Memphis Meats. The company engineered a unique form
of climate-friendly synthetic meat and boasted the creation of the “world’s
first clean meatball” and the world’s first “clean poultry” in 2016 and 2017,

respectively.[103]

In January 2020, Gates, Branson, Musk, and other investors joined with
food behemoths Cargill and Tyson Foods to provide Memphis Meats an
additional $161 million in funding. Like other synthetic-meat companies
that Gates had invested in, Upside Foods—the new name for Memphis

Meats—holds numerous patents.[104]

Upside Foods and other companies hoping to grow meat in a lab—like
Mosa Meat—have had trouble making their synthetic meats cost-effective.
In 2016, the Upside Foods CEO admitted that the company’s fake ground
beef costs approximately $3,300 per gram. This would mean that one
average-sized meatball would cost nearly $375,000, and a plate of spaghetti

with four meatballs could cost over $1 million.[105]

The Upside CEO claimed that within three years (i.e., by 2019) the cost
would plummet to just five dollars per gram, and by 2021, Upside’s fake
beef would be two cents per gram. “That has yet to happen,” Business
Insider reported in 2021.

That same year, two of Upside’s top executives—including its chief
science officer and cofounder as well as the vice president and co-inventor
of the synthetic technology behind some of Upside’s products—left the
company, dealing Upside a major blow. It seems that lab-grown meats have
yet to prove as popular and viable as early investors (and inventors) had

hoped.[106]

Still, the US Department of Agriculture and the FDA have agreed to
legitimize the market for lab-grown meat, and financial analysts have



projected lab-grown meats to balloon into a half-billion-dollar per year

industry by the year 2030.[107]

The World Economic Forum is fully behind lab-grown foods and has
promoted a company called Modern Meadow, which has taken the lab-
grown concept a step further by biofabricating, or 3D-printing, meat (based

on its 3D-printed human organ concept).[108] Around the same time
Ginkgo Bioworks was founded, another genetically modified food

company, called Beyond Meat, started up as well.[109]

And Gates soon enlisted them in fighting the good fight. Since 2013,
Gates had been casually discussing replacing “very inefficient” natural meat
with meat alternatives and teased “alternatives to meat.” But as he locked in
ownership stakes in at least half a dozen synthetic-meat companies, he
decided that it was time to pressure the world into making his investments

more profitable.[110]

In an interview with MIT Technology Review promoting his 2021 book,
How to Avoid a Climate Disaster, Gates made the shocking claim that “all
rich countries should move to 100% synthetic beef.” Anticipating pushback,
Gates assured that people will “get used to the taste difference,” before
promising that attempts to “make it taste even better over time” were

underway.[111]

“Impossible and Beyond have a road map, a quality road map and a cost
road map, that makes them totally competitive,” said Gates, referring to the
fake-meat companies in which he had invested. “As for scale today, they
don’t represent 1% of the meat in the world, but they’re on their way,”
Gates said. “Eventually, that green premium is modest enough that you can
sort of change the [behavior of] people or use regulation to totally shift the
demand,” Gates said. “So, for meat in the middle-income-and-above

countries, I do think it’s possible.”[112]

Beyond Meat and Impossible Foods, both of which were founded in
2011, were lucky enough to count Bill Gates as an angel investor. Now they
are two of the world’s largest plant-based meat companies.



Beyond Meat was incorporated on April 8, 2011, and Gates first invested
in the company on January 10, 2012. The Beyond Meat founder was so
broke that he could not afford a hotel room when Gates first met with him.
As Beyond Meat secured dozens of trademarks and patents, Gates
continued to up his investment and even began publishing recipes for
Beyond “chicken” tikka masala and grilled “chicken” salad. The Beyond

Meat founder is now a multimillionaire.[113]

And Gates timed his investment almost perfectly: he quietly dumped
millions of dollars in Beyond Meat stock just before the company had an

“epic crash.”[114]

Shortly after its May 6, 2019, initial public stock offering, Beyond
Meat’s stock peaked at $234.90 per share. The month of its peak (July
2019), according to documents filed with the SEC on July 31, 2019, Gates
owned 1,688,971 shares, putting his total investment at $396,739,288.
Gates sold 128,737 shares, pulling a potential $30 million out of the

company.[115]

While not an exhaustive sell-off, it indicated a bearish view of the
stock’s future. And it was well-timed. Fast-food partners McDonald’s,
Dunkin’ Donuts, Panda Express, Taco Bell, and others eventually dropped
their Beyond Meat products because of low enthusiasm. Beyond Meat’s
stock tumbled more than 50 percent and led to layoffs in August 2022.
Some analysts called it a “zombie stock” that could drop to zero,

bankrupting the company.[116]

Impossible Foods is also failing with consumers. Burger King started
offering the Impossible Burger in 2019. Less than two years later, sales
dropped precipitously, and Burger King was forced to drastically cut the
price. The company also faced legal troubles, suing rival Motif FoodWorks,
which had implored the US Patent and Trademark Office to revoke an

Impossible Foods patent.[117]

It turns out, fake foods are not popular with consumers. The billionaire-
backed alternative proteins (fake dairy, fake eggs, and fake meats) are either



genetically engineered, genetically modified, or heavily processed (or some

combination of all three). And foods designed in a lab taste unnatural.[118]

One of Beyond Meat’s first investors was Big Tech mogul and vegan
activist Christopher Isaac “Biz” Stone (who had cofounded Twitter with
Jack Dorsey and held a senior position at Google). In May 2013, Beyond
Meat announced a new wave of funds, and by 2014 Bill Gates had joined
the Twitter cofounder, becoming one of Beyond Meat’s earliest and largest

investors.[119]

Just over a year later, Gates increased his Beyond Meat investment. The
total funding amount was undisclosed. Filings with the SEC indicate Gates
held at least 650,000 shares by October 2018. The following year, Beyond
Meat’s initial public offering caused Gates’s investment to nearly triple.
[120]

Impossible Foods was founded the same year as Beyond Meat with the
audacious goal of using genetically modified yeast to create a vegan burger
that tastes (and even “bleeds”) like meat. Impossible filed its first patent on
July 12, 2013, and just four days later, Gates became one of the first major
investors in a $25 million funding round. Impossible received its first patent
in July 2017 and that same month, Gates poured in more money in a $75

million funding round.[121]

Impossible has secured more than two dozen patents for its fake meat
(and fake dairy) products and has more than one hundred patents pending.
[122]

Around the time Gates was considering cashing in some of his Beyond
Meat stock, he began investing in yet another fake-meat competitor, Ginkgo
Bioworks. Ginkgo (which had created the Joyn Bio partnership with Bayer
to genetically modify crops that could produce their own nitrogen fertilizer)

spun out another company called Motif FoodWorks in 2019.[123]

Motif FoodWorks quickly raised nearly $350 million and would soon
become a rival to other fake-meat companies. Gates’s Breakthrough Energy
Ventures—a coalition of the usual Controligarch suspects including Bezos,



Bloomberg, Branson, Zuckerberg, and others—funded Motif FoodWorks,
and the company added the BlackRock financial behemoth (and WEF

darling) to this high-profile list of backers.[124]

In 2022, Gates continued to promote his Motif investment (even as
Motif was engaged in a bitter legal battle with the other Gates-backed fake-
meat producer, Impossible Foods). Motif publicly thanked Gates for his

support.[125]

Eat the Maggots, Peasants!
Other oligarchs rushed to get a piece of the action. Billionaires Zuckerberg
(and his sister), Bloomberg, Branson, and others have, like Gates, invested
millions in alternative proteins. While plant-based and lab-grown meats
have received the bulk of the attention, new alternative proteins have

captured the Controligarchs’ attention: microbes and maggots.[126]

Amazon billionaire Jeff Bezos and former vice president Al Gore (both
climate activists) joined forces with Bill Gates to fund a microbe-based
protein company called Nature’s Fynd (which the company says could be

“planet-saving”).[127]

Nature’s Fynd microbes are technically fungi but are nothing like an
average portobello mushroom. Rather, Fy, a protein whose name is an
acronym for the fusaria of Yellowstone National Park, are closer to bacteria,

and they thrive in Yellowstone’s volcanic hot springs.[128]

Despite all the talk about saving the planet, the bottom line for Gates’s
investment team is obviously money. “We think the Nature’s Fynd model
can undercut costs of traditional protein sources,” a spokesperson said.

“That’s what really sold us on this opportunity.”[129]

As if microbe-based and lab-grown meats and dairy products were not
unappetizing enough, the United Nations, the WEF, Bill Gates, and other
ideologically aligned climate capitalists decided to take their



environmentally friendly food offerings a step further: they began pushing

insect-based foods.[130]

In 2013, a 201-page UN report titled Edible Insects—Future Prospects
for Food and Feed Security concluded that more conventional protein
farming (such as beef, pork, poultry, and dairy) will “destroy the planet”

and must be replaced by alternative and insect-based proteins.[131]

Just over a year later, in 2015, The Late Late Show host James Corden,
actress Anna Farris (famous for starring in the Scary Movie franchise and
the highly rated sitcom, Mom), and Unbreakable Kimmy Schmidt actor
Tituss Burgess made headlines for sampling a smattering of gourmet bug-
based snacks.

The late-night show segment was entirely bug positive, and the second-
tier celebrities (minus Burgess) were praised for being “more than willing
to chomp on the alternative to the classic [ants-on-a-log] kids’ snack as

soon as they heard [that real] ants ‘increase sexual vigor.’ ”[132]

In 2018, Vanity Fair produced a video titled Nicole Kidman Eats Bugs as
part of a series about Hollywood celebrities’ “secret talents.” Kidman
seductively ate a four-course meal of all maggots, grubs, and grasshoppers.
“Mm, extraordinary,” the actress gushed, licking the hornworms from her
chopsticks. “Two billion people in the world eat bugs, and I am one of
them,” Kidman said, before diving into course two (mealworms), which had
a “fruity taste.” She said, “I’d recommend it,” multiple times in the bizarre

video.[133]

Apparently, Vanity Fair thought that the “sex sells” marketing strategy
would work on insects, though the comments on the YouTube video suggest

otherwise.[134]

The actress Angelina Jolie revealed that she and her children regularly
eat insects. Justin Timberlake partnered with American Express (a major
WEF partner) for his Man of the Woods album-release party. On the menu?
Ants and grasshoppers. Numerous other celebs have likewise put out

favorable videos attempting to normalize eating bugs.[135]



In concert with Davos, the media seems to be pushing maggots as a food
source. The WEF and the billionaire-backed Economist magazine (and
many others) have produced an unending stream of content extolling the
future of insect-based foods, and most mainstream media outlets have

likewise issued pro-bug propaganda.[136]

After the Super Bowl in February 2021, Iron Man actor Robert Downey
Jr. went on late-night television’s The Late Show with Stephen Colbert to
promote a company into which he had put a staggering $224 million:

Ÿnsect, an insect-based protein and fertilizer company.[137]

“What is this . . . You’re not just getting me to eat dirt?,” the late-night
host asked after taking a deep whiff of the brown powder–filled jar. “Nah,
man, I wouldn’t play you, bro,” replied the actor and boasted that it had just
been approved in the European Union for human consumption.

“I could put this in a smoothie?” Colbert asked. “I’m tellin’ ya—yup—
and they’re going to be making all kinds of stuff out of it,” Downey Jr.
replied, before touting the amount of agriculture emissions insect powder

could dramatically reduce.[138]

The WEF had tapped Ÿnsect to join the Forum’s “Global Innovators”
program one month before Colbert’s Super Bowl special, and the WEF
quickly began publishing pro-Ÿnsect propaganda. Ÿnsect had raised $435

million and pledged to build “a more sustainable future.”[139]

“With climate change and increasing populations worldwide, we need to
produce more food with less available land and fewer resources,” said
Ÿnsect’s cofounder, president, and CEO, who was “thrilled” to receive the
WEF’s “prestigious” invitation and proud to become a contributor to the

Davos agenda.[140]

The Gates Foundation, as usual, was ahead of the curve vis-à-vis insect-
based food sources and awarded two grants to a maggot-based protein

company called AgriProtein.[141]

AgriProtein grows maggots from black soldier flies, which eat organic
food waste from restaurants and breweries and can reduce human



excrement called fecal sludge. The Gates-backed company won an award
from the United Nations in 2013 and hopes to feed its “MagMeal” product

to livestock and house pets alike.[142]

Insect-based protein companies are facing some pushback as consumers
grow increasingly wary of the motives of Gates, the UN, and the WEF for
pushing alternative proteins. “Everybody thinks that we’re working for Bill
Gates—somehow we’re all Bill Gates conspiracy theorists,” said one

cricket-based protein powder producer.[143]

The War on Farmers Is a War on You
The UN and WEF’s acceleration of Agenda 2030 and the Sustainable
Development Goals in the name of “reducing climate change” amounts to a
war on family-run farms. In typical Schwabian fashion, the emission
restrictions followed the familiar problem-reaction-solution playbook.

The problem, 2030 agenda setters declared, is that agriculture in its
current form consumes too many resources while producing too many
emissions (in the form of dirty fertilizers, methane from cow flatulence, and
carbon dioxide from heavy farm equipment). Their solution seems to be to
revolutionize agriculture into a patented system of control.

And it should come as no surprise that while the peasants are expected to
eat fermented fungal patties, lab-grown meats, and maggot milkshakes, the
Controligarchs—with their private chefs—have no intention of doing the
same if recent behavior is any indicator.

Bill Gates and Warren Buffett famously love eating beef burgers and
steaks when Gates visits his mentor in Omaha. Mark Zuckerberg likes
smoking beef brisket and grilling pork ribs (from real cows and pigs) and
says meats taste “doubly better when you hunt an animal for

yourself.”[144]

Jeff Bezos loves real beef burgers so much that he tasked an Amazon
executive with developing something he called the “single-cow burger”



purely out of curiosity, wondering if a beef burger tasted better if it came

from a single cow. In this case, a one-cow Wagyu burger, it did.[145]

In 2021, Bezos donated a “surprise” $100 million to a charity run by
world-famous chef José Andrés, whose Bazaar Meat steakhouses—with
locations in Los Angeles, Chicago, and Las Vegas—sell the finest Kobe
beefsteaks for more than $65 per ounce. Ironically, or perhaps
unsurprisingly, the beef merchant used the $100 million to fight climate

change.[146]

The good news is that the novelty of fake-protein products seems to be
wearing off, and consumers are buying less and less of it. The bad news is
that the UN, the WEF, Gates, and other Controligarchs seem committed to
pushing them on us anyway. After all, the Controligarchs have a lot of

money riding on these creepy cuisines.[147]

Billionaire George Soros is yet another Controligarch who, like Bill
Gates and Jeff Bezos, has invested heavily in the food and agriculture
industries. But instead of waging war on farmers, Soros wages silent
ideological and financial wars on entire countries.
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The Open Society Scheme
I fancied myself as some kind of god . . . If truth be known, I carried some rather
potent messianic fantasies with me from childhood, which I felt I had to
control . . . It is a sort of disease when you consider yourself some kind of god,
the creator of everything, but I feel comfortable about it now since I began to

live it out.[1]

—George Soros, as quoted in the Los Angeles Times, October 2004

ne cool afternoon in May 2022, global financial speculator George
Soros took the stage at the annual World Economic Forum confab to

deliver an alarming address.[2]

Soros, then into his nineties and showing it, wanted to address a world
on fire—a fire that, as we will see, he had helped build, kindle, and douse

with gasoline.[3]

“Since the last Davos meeting the course of history has changed
dramatically,” Soros began. “Russia invaded Ukraine,” he added, and this
development had “shaken Europe to its core.” There would be no coming
back from this new crisis, according to Soros. A new normal was taking
shape.

“The invasion may have been the beginning of the Third World War,”
Soros declared, “and our civilization may not survive it.” This would be the



subject of his address. The Davos Men and Women in his audience
chuckled, nervously.

Russia’s invasion of its sistering land, Ukraine, did not “come out of the
blue,” Soros admitted. This conflict had been long in the making. In a way,
Soros had played a role. It was no secret that Soros was Russia’s public
enemy number one, and he and his philanthropic outfits were famously
banished from that country. Soros had done more, perhaps, than any one
person (including President Obama’s “point man” on Ukraine, then vice
president Biden) to steer Ukraine away from Russia and toward the

neoliberal Western establishment.[4]

In Davos, Soros acknowledged that the West—particularly the European
Union—had failed in its design to keep peace across Europe. In a way, it
was an admission of his own failures. Soros, along with the WEF, had been
instrumental in helping establish the European Union (or EU, which he

regarded as the embodiment of what he calls “an open society”).[5]

And when the United Kingdom had threatened the EU with a British exit
(or “Brexit”), Soros leaped to the EU’s defense, vocally and financially,

seeking to thwart those efforts.[6]

The Russia-Ukraine conflict of 2022 was the culmination of many
failures, not just the EU’s, especially for a globalist such as Soros. Not only
had he worked tirelessly for decades on EU expansion, but he had also been

a staunch defender of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO).[7]

NATO, Soros once wrote in the early 1990s, was critical to his (and

others’) plans for what they called a “New World Order.”[8]

The New World Order was a name that Soros and other Western thought
leaders coined to describe the state of the world after the Soviet Union fell
in the early 1990s. After a half century of dueling superpowers between the
United States and the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, the United States

defeated the Soviets to become the world’s first “hyperpower.”[9]

After World War II, the world order was called the “liberal world order,”
the “liberal international order,” and the “international rules-based order”—



all names that returned in recent years after “New World Order” fell out of

favor.[10]

For Soros, the New World Order was not a term invented to describe a
world in which the United States would be dominant. Rather, the New
World Order was to be the transition to a global governance system that
now looks a lot like Klaus Schwab’s World Economic Forum with its
revolutionary stakeholder capitalism ambitions.

For the New World Order to succeed, there could be no hyperpowers.
The United States’s role would have to change, substantially. As we will
see, Soros has worked very hard to see to that.

Soros’s speech to the WEF revealed that he was not like most other
Davos Men. Unlike Klaus Schwab and Bill Gates, Soros rarely talks about
controlling human behaviors directly. In fact, he often indicates his desire to
do the opposite. He criticized what he termed “instruments of control”
made possible by the pandemic and technology such as artificial

intelligence. He said lockdowns had “disastrous consequences.”[11]

To his credit, Soros has been very vocal against repressive regimes. He
was critical of not only Vladimir Putin’s Russia but also the CCP. He has
also criticized the Big Tech companies’ capacity for manipulation and
control. These statements make Soros appear to be an old-school liberal and

a borderline sympathetic character.[12]

But don’t be fooled: Soros craves power just as much as the rest of his
Controligarch peers do.

Soros is not the type of billionaire who seeks to forcibly inject a
population with a new drug or tell people what types of foods they can eat.
In fact, his statements indicate he wants maximum freedom for the

individual and is opposed to such heavy-handed mandates.[13] Instead of
forcing behavior, Soros wants to change hearts and minds.

In order to accomplish this, he has for decades engaged in what he calls
“political philanthropy.” This form of philanthropy is a familiar method of



self-enrichment and tax mitigation with the added benefit of purchasing

good press.[14]

Just like Bill Gates (and the Rockefellers before him), Soros receives
exponentially more in intangible and fringe benefits for every dollar he
gives away. Soros then uses some of his proceeds to reinvest in his
philanthropy and other proceeds to invest in political decision-makers (who
happen to make him more money).

But Soros seems to be more than a simple profit-motivated capitalist like
Gates or even the Rockefellers. Soros is a true believer. His intentions
behind pouring money into his social justice initiatives, such as Black Lives
Matter or electing soft-on-crime prosecutors, are philanthropic. He says that
racial grievances have not been fully aired out and that the disparate impact
that law enforcement has on minority communities must be rectified by

emptying the prisons.[15]

But despite the good intentions woven into his carefully crafted
statements, the consequences of Soros’s actions and funding cannot be
ignored. And those consequences are bigger than the advancing
“instruments of control” such as pandemic lockdowns or limiting food
preferences. Soros’s instruments of control are changing attitudes and
behaviors at the societal level—imposing his political will and bending the

will of the people to fit his demands.[16]

For decades, Soros has spent his money on initiatives such as
influencing society’s attitudes on birth control, gun control, drug
legalization, criminal justice, the nuclear family, and parents’ role in
childhood education. If a society comports with Soros’s preferences, he
declares it “an open society.” If it does not, he declares it a “closed society”

and seeks to reform it.[17]

Entire books have been written on Soros’s role as the global “man
behind the curtain,” but none have revealed the true extent of his influence
on American culture and around the world. The best most can do is
speculate about global conspiracies and secret networks. But the facts tell a
more nuanced story about his strategies for leveraging crises, his grand



vision for society, and the way in which he has amassed global influence
and personal wealth for himself and his heirs.

Funding America’s Decline
In the United States, Soros has been the single-biggest financier of political
causes for decades. In 2022, Soros poured $178.5 million into federal
campaigns ($0 went to Republicans), which made him by far the biggest

campaign contributor in that cycle.[18] His seemingly endless stream of
dark money—flowing through a network of political nonprofit
organizations—is unmatched even by the likes of wealthier billionaires like
Bill Gates and the Rockefeller family.

In Soros’s 1993 speech on the future of NATO, he declared that the
United Nations had failed as an organization that could assume control over

US troops.[19] Soros was not a fan of “American supremacy.” The very
idea of American exceptionalism needed to be watered down, and NATO
could be the means to do so. Top bureaucrats such as Clinton’s secretary of
state, Strobe Talbott, agreed with Soros. Talbott believed that “events in our
own wondrous and terrible century” had already clinched “the case for

world government.”[20]

Soros pioneered political philanthropy, creating a new form of political
dark money fifty years ago, and has furthered it with tax-exempt entities
such as his Open Society Foundations. Ironically, the societies that he
builds and shapes are sometimes the most closed of all. Eastern Europe and
Asia became the breeding grounds for the radical left-wing activism,
regime-changing Color Revolutions, and repressive governance tactics now

spreading like a cancer across the West.[21]

To many, Soros’s open society—without conflict and without borders—
appears admirable. But that is not how any of the societies in which Soros
and his allies who have made the rules concerning justice, ethics, morality,
and acceptable speech have turned out.



So how does Soros make the rules concerning justice, ethics, morality,
and acceptable speech? He partners with the institutions and installs the
decision-makers who will implement the requisite changes.

For decades, Soros’s foundations have partnered with some of the most
powerful public and private organizations in the world—including the
World Bank; the WHO; the United Nations; the European Commission; the
US State Department (and the British, Swedish, Canadian, Dutch, Swiss,
German, and Austrian equivalents); and the Rockefeller, Ford, Carnegie,

and Gates foundations, among many others.[22]

Soros also funds some of the most powerful global NGOs that monitor
corruption around the world, including Human Rights Watch, the
International Crisis Group, Global Witness, Transparency International,
Médecins Sans Frontières (also known as Doctors Without Borders), the
Brennan Center for Justice, the Media Development Investment Fund, and

many others.[23]

These organizations all have missions that, on their face, sound
beneficial to society. But they pursue their missions selectively, only
enforcing Soros’s vision of social progress and attacking those who oppose
that vision.

The Man behind the Curtain
Any doubter of Soros’s role as the most notable political financier in
modern history would have to account for his circuitous and comingled
political contributions—a vast web of dark money—that are intentionally
designed to influence elections and avoid public scrutiny. The staggering
amount of known donations, with strings attached, along with his shadowy
funding machinations have led some of his critics to call him the man
behind the curtain.

In an open society, do the citizens have a right to know who is funding
their politicians?



According to OpenSecrets.org, a research organization that tracks money
in politics (which happens to be funded by Soros’s Open Society
Foundations), Soros Fund Management was by far the largest single
contributor in the 2022 midterm elections. The fund ranked first out of
30,777 contributor organizations, with a known war chest of more than
$178 million. Not a single dollar went to a Republican candidate.

The political research group noted that organizations like Soros Fund
Management cannot legally contribute directly to candidates or party
committees. Instead, the fund funneled cash to political affiliates, the largest
being an entity innocuously titled Democracy PAC II. The super PAC’s
Federal Election Commission (FEC) filing lists Michael Vachon as its

treasurer.[24]

Vachon has served on boards of left-wing organizations tied to Soros’s
Open Society Foundations, such as NYC Partners, Democracy Alliance,
and Catalist. George Soros’s son, Alexander, is the super PAC’s president.
[25]

To be sure, Republican billionaires use similar methods of manipulating
how their dark money flows, but Soros’s dizzying political financing
network is unparalleled. Other Democracy PAC II affiliates include Color
of Change, DNC Services, Justice & Public Safety, Democratic Senatorial
Campaign Committee, Democracy PAC, and Forward Majority Action, to

name just a few (each with multimillion-dollar budgets).[26]

Notably, the first iteration of Democracy PAC funneled more than $80
million to Democratic groups and candidates in the 2020 election cycle. In a
statement to Politico, Soros said the massive spend was necessary for
“strengthening the infrastructure of American democracy: voting rights and

civic participation, civil rights and liberties, and the rule of law.”[27]

But Soros is undermining—rather than protecting—those core
democratic institutions by advancing a political regime where American
democracy is only “open” for his favored groups. What could be more
antidemocratic?



Historically, the ninety-three-year-old billionaire megadonor has been
remarkably transparent about his political intentions. In a 1995 interview
with PBS, Soros explained: “I like to influence policy. I was not able to get
to George [H. W.] Bush. But now I think I have succeeded with my
influence . . . I do now have great access in [the Clinton] administration.

There is no question about this. We actually work together as a team.”[28]

The same could not be said during President George W. Bush’s first term
in office. Soros became so distraught about Bush’s leadership that he
declared the “central focus” of his life was to defeat Bush in his reelection
bid. Soros addressed the National Press Club in Washington, DC, weeks
before the 2004 election, saying, “I have never been heavily involved in

partisan politics . . . but these are not normal times.”[29]

Normal times or no, Soros makes his unparalleled political donations
that could save democracy in a manner that, not coincidentally, furthers his
own vision, fortune, and influence. If laws were broken (Soros has an
insider trading conviction and his dark money organizations have paid hefty
fines for assorted campaign finance violations) or innocent people harmed
(many allege they have been) or, indeed, if actual democracy is subverted to

achieve a Soros-controlled “open society,” so be it.[30]

Incidentally, the Soros-linked America Coming Together political action
committee was slapped with the third-largest fine in the FEC’s history,
following the unsuccessful bid to defeat Bush in 2004 and install Senator
John Kerry (D-MA) in the White House.

The group’s $137 million election effort spanned ninety offices in
seventeen states and employed more than twenty-five thousand
neighborhood canvassers and election staff members. The FEC
unanimously approved a $775,000 fine for using unregulated “soft money”
to elect Democrats. The penalty was a pittance of accountability compared
to the amount spent, though America Coming Together shuttered operations

in 2005.[31]

Soros had also given millions to the progressive MoveOn.org Voter Fund
to run television ads attacking President Bush. The FEC fined MoveOn.org



$150,000.[32]

The progressive megadonor was an early supporter of Barack Obama. In
2004, Soros held a fundraiser in his New York City home for the
community organizer from Chicago and his successful US Senate bid in
Illinois. Soros—the smart money in the 2008 Democratic presidential

primary—would go on to back Obama over Hillary Clinton.[33]

Ironically, Soros would later say that President Obama was his “greatest
disappointment.” Why? It was not because Obama failed to deliver on
Soros’s progressive priorities, but rather because Obama, in Soros’s view,
“closed the door” on him and left Soros to operate outside the president’s
inner circle. In a 2018 New York Times interview, Soros lamented, “He
made one phone call thanking me for my support, which was meant to last
for five minutes, and I engaged him, and he had to spend another three

minutes with me, so I dragged it out to eight minutes,” he said.[34]

In 2016, Soros threw his full weight behind Hillary Clinton, and against
Donald Trump, by pouring millions into her presidential election run. FEC
filings in the summer of 2016 showed that Soros had personally donated or

committed more than $25 million—mostly for her benefit.[35]

But dovetailing his financial interests and Clinton’s then-unfathomable
electoral defeat would prove expensive. According to The Wall Street
Journal, Soros lost nearly $1 billion in the aftermath of Trump’s stunning
election victory as he assumed the progressive political catastrophe was

also going to be a market catastrophe.[36]

He was wrong.
“Mr. Soros was cautious about the market going into November and

became more bearish immediately after Mr. Trump’s election,” The Wall
Street Journal reported. “The stance proved a mistake—the stock market
has risen over the past two months on expectations that Mr. Trump’s
proposed economic policies will boost corporate earnings and the overall

economy.”[37]



Upon Trump’s election, the Soros mission turned to getting rid of the
forty-fifth duly elected president of the United States. How that jibed with

any honest notion of democracy is anyone’s guess.[38]

Framing President Trump as a Russian agent guilty of colluding with
Vladimir Putin to cheat Hillary Clinton out of the White House was a
Clinton-campaign smear. The associated Steele Dossier, named for the
former British spy and Fusion GPS opposition research operative

Christopher Steele, was laundered through the law firm Perkins Coie.[39]

According to The Washington Post, Perkins Coie represented “the
national Democratic Party, its governors, almost all of its members of

Congress, and its campaign and fundraising apparatus.”[40]

The firm’s “Democratic superlawyer” Marc Elias was the Clinton
campaign’s general counsel. Elias was not only involved in the Steele
Dossier fiasco—which the FBI used to obtain a surveillance warrant for the
Trump campaign and led to subsequent Foreign Intelligence Surveillance
Act (FISA) warrant renewals to spy on the Trump presidency—but was
simultaneously paid by George Soros to knock down election integrity laws

in swing states.[41]

“Soros has given $5 million to the trust that funds the litigation,”
Michael Vachon told The Washington Post, and “Elias said he has picked
his shots with an eye toward ‘protecting the Obama coalition’ of African

Americans, Latinos, and young people.”[42]

The thrust of the bogus Russia collusion allegations and the subsequent
Mueller probe, named for former FBI director Robert Mueller, helped the
Democratic Party take the House of Representatives in the 2018 midterm
elections. After the investigation fizzled amid a lackluster final report and
an aging Mueller’s testimony before Congress—Mueller apparently did not

even know what Fusion GPS was—a new line of attack opened.[43]

Flash forward to the 2019 impeachment of President Trump, and Soros
surfaced again through his Open Society Foundations’ ties to Ukraine and



the so-called whistleblower at the center of the controversy, identified by

independent media reports as Eric Ciaramella.[44]

Breitbart journalist Aaron Klein found that Ciaramella was reportedly
receiving email communications from a top director at Soros’s Open
Society Foundations:

The emails informed Ciaramella and a handful of other Obama
administration foreign policy officials about Soros’s whereabouts,
the contents of Soros’s private meetings about Ukraine, and a
future meeting the billionaire activist was holding with the prime
minister of Ukraine.

A primary recipient of the Open Society emails along with
Ciaramella was then-Assistant Secretary of State for European
Affairs Victoria Nuland, who played a central role in the anti-
Trump dossier affair. Nuland, with whom Ciaramella worked
closely, received updates on Ukraine issues from dossier author
Christopher Steele in addition to her direct role in facilitating the

dossier within the Obama administration.[45]

Klein also noted that the Soros-funded Center for Public Integrity was
selectively releasing documents to fuel the impeachment narrative that
President Trump acted improperly by withholding military aid to Ukraine in
exchange for evidence of former vice president Joe Biden’s alleged

corruption.[46]

Corporate media outlets with a collective loathing for President Trump
used the Soros-backed group’s assertions to substantiate Democratic House
Speaker Nancy Pelosi’s impeachment effort. Trump was indeed impeached

and later acquitted by the Senate.[47]

Just as in previous elections, Soros reportedly told a group at the WEF in
Davos that the 2020 election would determine the “fate of the world.” He
said Trump was “a con man and a narcissist, who wants the world to



revolve around him.” Previously at the WEF, Soros claimed Trump was

“doing the work of ISIS.”[48]

Soros spent $52 million in the 2020 presidential election cycle,
according to the FEC filings. But there is no way to know how much dark
money and influence originated from the billionaire activist, whether

directly or indirectly, via his Open Society Foundations.[49]

Pandemic election changes contributed to a 2020 victory that had been a
long time in the making for Soros. After the staggering upset in 2016 that
might have quelled someone else, Soros redoubled his efforts to influence
political outcomes. He continues to expend immense sums of money to
reshape American politics in a way that has profound implications for the
state of democracy.

Nightmare from the Third Reich
George Soros uses his vast fortune to exert political leverage and to
fundamentally transform America, and indeed the world, in his own image.
But the source of his billions is not just a wildly successful investing career.
It is also the internal drive of the man himself. And to understand that
requires delving into one of the darkest periods in human history.

George Soros was born György Schwartz on August 12, 1930. His
parents were prosperous, nonobservant Jews living in Budapest, in what
was then the kingdom of Hungary. His father, Tivadar, was a lawyer who
had previously escaped Russia during World War I after being taken
prisoner by the Red Army. Tivadar Schwartz was also an author and editor
of Literatura Mondo, a literary magazine written in Esperanto. The esoteric
language, which he taught young György, was intended as a global common

language to unite all nations.[50]

As the horror of World War I passed, a new horror was just beginning.
Nazi Germany and the evils of anti-Semitism were on the rise. Tivadar



Schwartz changed the family name to Soros, a palindrome meaning

“designated successor” in Hungarian and “to soar” in Esperanto.[51]

Hitler’s Third Reich eventually occupied Hungary. It was a period of
unimaginable suffering, when innocent civilians had nowhere to run and
terrible choices to make. In 1944, a thirteen-year-old George Soros was
tasked with handing out Nazi summonses to Jews.

“I took this piece of paper to my father,” Soros recalled in an interview
fifty years later. “He instantly recognized it . . . This was a list of Hungarian
Jewish lawyers. He said, ‘You deliver the slips of paper and tell the people
that if they report they will be deported.’ I’m not sure to what extent he
knew they were going to be gassed. I did what my father said.”

George did as he was told. He delivered the notices and urged the
recipients not to obey. One man, he later recounted, said, “I am a law-

abiding citizen, and I am not going to start breaking the law now.”[52]

After his father obtained false documents identifying the family as
Christians, George Soros worked for a Nazi collaborator—a “godfather”
figure and Tivadar’s friend. Young George assumed the name Sandor Kiss
and his job was to create inventories of confiscated Jewish property.

In a 60 Minutes interview centering on Soros’s 1990s juggernaut Wall
Street success, journalist Steve Kroft asked the billionaire investor if his
formative experience as a Nazi tagalong was difficult. “I mean, that’s—that
sounds like an experience that would send lots of people to the psychiatric

couch for many, many years,” Kroft said.[53]

Soros responded: “Not at all. Maybe as a child you don’t see the
connection. But it was—it created no—no problem at all.”

“I could be on the other side, or I could be the one from whom the thing
is being taken away,” he continued. “But there was no sense that I shouldn’t
be there, because that was—well actually in a funny way, it’s just like in
markets—that if I weren’t there—of course, I wasn’t doing it, but

somebody else would be taking it away anyhow.”[54]

Soros seems to be saying, “If I’m not profiting from harm, someone else
will.” His apparent failure to grasp the troublesome implications of this type



of reasoning is unsettling. Now imagine this amoral logic applied at scale.
Soros immigrated to England in 1947. He found his way to the London

School of Economics and finished with three degrees. Not long after, he
embarked on a new journey, this time, setting out for a fabled land far from
Europe and known for offering immigrants the twin dreams of freedom and

prosperity.[55]

He landed in New York City and became an American citizen in 1961.
After dabbling in foreign securities and spending three years developing his
market philosophy, Soros took a job with the investment company Arnhold
and S. Bleichroeder. In 1967, Soros and the firm’s chairman, Henry
Arnhold, established the First Eagle Fund NV. In 1969, he established the
Double Eagle Fund, which was worth $12 million by 1973 and eventually

became the Soros Fund. [56]

The Soros Fund became the Quantum Fund in 1978 and was worth
approximately $103 million. It was then that Soros founded his first

philanthropic foundation, the Open Society Fund.[57]

By 1987, the Quantum Fund had $21.5 billion in assets, and George
Soros had amassed $100 million in personal wealth. But it wasn’t enough.
Because, for him, it seems that there is never enough power, money, and

control.[58]

A year later, Soros was caught buying and selling ninety-five thousand
shares of Société Générale, a Paris-based multinational bank, after receiving
information of a planned corporate raid. He was found guilty of insider
trading and became a convicted felon in France. Despite his vast fortune
and high-priced lawyers, the highest court in France declined to drop the

“felon” designation from his record in 2006.[59]

In 1992, Soros and his Quantum Fund were credited with breaking the
Bank of England. He took an enormous short-selling position against the
British pound, betting that it would be devalued as the UK raised interest
rates. Soros encouraged his chief portfolio manager, Stan Druckenmiller, to



“go for the jugular,” and they sold pound sterling to anyone who would buy

it.[60]

On what came to be known as Black Wednesday, Soros won the siege
and netted over $1 billion. The British government could no longer support
its currency amid the Soros-driven takedown, and the pound sterling was
successfully devalued. The British people, however, lost. “Retirees on fixed
incomes saw their pensions diminished and their savings wiped out,”

attested journalist Stefan Kanfer.[61]

Soros was fully aware of his actions, later recalling, “I was in effect
taking money out of the pockets of British taxpayers. But if I had tried to
take social consequences into account, it would have thrown off my risk-

reward calculation, and my profits would’ve been refused.”[62]

By the close of the decade, Soros was a well-known vulture-capitalist
trendsetter. Despite his burgeoning progressive philanthropic profile, the
paradoxical harm he was inflicting was not lost on some of the more elitist
left-wing personalities.

In 1999, Paul Krugman, the Nobel Prize–winning economist and
perennial New York Times firebrand, described Soros: “Nobody who has
read a business magazine in the last few years can be unaware that these
days there really are investors who not only move money in anticipation of
a currency crisis, but actually do their best to trigger that crisis for fun and
profit. These new actors on the scene do not yet have a standard name; my

proposed term is ‘Soroi.’ ”[63]

Soros closed his legendary hedge fund, Soros Fund Management, after
the US government passed the omnibus Dodd-Frank financial regulation in
2010. The Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act,
as it was formally known, was a response to the 2008 financial crisis, the
worst since the Great Depression.

Complying with Dodd-Frank meant submitting to new hedge-fund
transparency rules related to registration and disclosure requirements.



Instead, Soros created a “family office” (worth $24.5 billion), which

allowed him to avoid the regulation’s intended scrutiny.[64]

In 2017, he made a record $18 billion personal gift to his own nonprofit
the Open Society Foundations. Forbes had recently ranked Soros the
twentieth richest man in the world, while the Open Society Foundations
was rated one of the least transparent philanthropic think tanks in the world.
[65]

By that time, the Open Society Foundations had become highly
controversial. Critics accused Soros of funding and orchestrating mass
chaos in America and across the globe through his NGO network. The
stunning $18 billion wealth transfer was to ensure the mission would far
outlast George Soros’s earthly years. But whom could he trust to manage
such vast resources and globalist, Esperanto-level goals? His heirs.

George Soros sired three children with his first wife Annaliese Witschak
—Robert, Andrea, and Jonathan—and two more children, Alexander and
Gregory, with his second wife, Susan Weber. He married his third wife,
Tamiko Bolton, at age eighty-three. She was forty-one and has not borne
him any new heirs.

Soros’s five adult children are critical to his mission and have run his
various enterprises—both for-profit and nonprofit—for decades. And they
personally donate to the causes their father is passionate about, such as
Planned Parenthood, the Center for Reproductive Rights, and the Brennan

Center for Justice.[66]

Alexander “Alex” Soros, born in 1985, is perhaps the most politically
ambitious family member aside from his father, George. He joined the Open
Society Foundations’ board of directors at age twenty-six and currently
serves as the globalist organization’s deputy chairman. A proud WEF
member, Alex founded the Alexander Soros Foundation while working on
his PhD at the University of California at Berkley. He has bemoaned his
own privilege while also earning his reputation as a progressive megadonor
in his own right.



In June 2023, the elder Soros confirmed that he would be handing
control of his $25 billion empire to his son, Alex, who described himself as
“more political” than his father and promised to use the family money to

increase funding for elections and abortions.[67]

If Alex Soros lives to the age of his father and makes no erratic financial
decisions (i.e., if he simply allows compound interest to grow the Soros nest
egg), the Soros family will have tens of billions to enact their anti-American
agenda through the year 2075.

The Soros Justice Warriors
George Soros spends millions to elect radical progressive prosecutors. Does
that mean he effectively controls the rule of law in the associated
jurisdictions? It is a question worth considering given the explosion of
Soros-backed prosecutors and their collective trademark: selective
enforcement of the law. Thus, Soros has amassed stunning influence over
the criminal justice machines in large cities such as New York, Chicago, St.
Louis, and Los Angeles, as well as Orlando, Florida, and Contra Costa,
California.

Whereas local district attorney races were traditionally small-dollar
affairs that went mostly unnoticed, Soros has spent millions blanketing
local political landscapes to replace center-left Democrat candidates with
far-left “reform” legal insurgents. The result is surging crime and chaos
amid backdoor criminal justice policies that allow criminals to terrorize and

destabilize communities.[68]

Consider, for instance, Manhattan district attorney Alvin Bragg. Soros
gave $1 million to the Color of Change political action committee, which in
turn spent the funds to elect Bragg in November 2021. Upon taking office,
Bragg announced that the Manhattan District Attorney’s Office would no
longer seek pretrial detention or prison sentences for offenses other than
homicide, public corruption, and major economic crimes as well as a list of



other “extraordinary circumstances.” In an early memo titled “Achieving
Fairness and Safety,” Bragg said, “Data, and my personal experiences,
show that reserving incarceration for matters involving significant harm will
make us safer.” And while Bragg was emptying Manhattan prisons of truly
violent criminals, he also used his prosecutorial power to harass nonviolent
political opponents. On April 4, 2023, Bragg announced an eye-popping
thirty-four-count felony indictment of President Trump for an issue that
federal prosecutors had previously investigated and effectively dismissed.
[69]

Soros’s justice warrior has manufactured a Trump trial and put it on a
collision course with the 2024 election.

Open Society Indoctrination
Ancient philosophers knew that those who educate a society’s youth would
exert a massive influence on the future of that society. “Train up a child in
the way he should go, and when he is old, he will not depart from it,” King
Solomon wrote in the Book of Proverbs. Teach them to think, and they will.
Indoctrinate them, and they will destroy. The concept is not lost on tyrants
and despots. Mao Zedong created Communist reeducation camps during the
largely student-led Chinese Cultural Revolution, where high school and
university students were organized into “Red Guards to attack all traditional
values.” Vladimir Lenin, leader of the early Soviet Union, put it this way:
“Give me just one generation of youth, and I’ll transform the whole world.”

While George Soros is no Communist despot, his commitment to
influencing higher education, and by extension the future, is ideological. He
has given hundreds of millions of dollars to ostensibly support the goals of
human rights, academic freedom, and “open societies.” In reality, the Soros
education model only allows for his vision of control.

Soros’s first foray into higher education came with a grand strategy of
churning out waves of ideological recruits in the heart of Europe—namely,



the Central European University, based in his birth country of Hungary.
Soros founded the university in 1991, after the fall of the Berlin Wall two
years earlier. The implosion of European Communism was a gift to
humanity, to be sure. But Soros leaped at the opportunity to fill the vacuum.

Previously, he had been committed to changing institutions from within.
“After the fall of the Berlin Wall, I changed my mind,” he said years later.
“A revolution needs new institutions to sustain the ideas that motivated it, I
argued with myself. I overcame my aversion toward institutions and yielded

to the clamor for a Central European University.”[70]

Soros seeded the project with $25 million over its first five years. The
“independent” university planned to offer graduate degrees in social
sciences and retain campuses in Warsaw, Poland, and Prague, Czech
Republic, while being headquartered in Budapest, Hungary. Soros would
later leave an endowment of $880 million, making the Central European
University one of the wealthiest universities in Europe on a per-student

basis.[71]

According to the university’s website: “His vision was to recruit
professors and students from around the world to build a unique institution,
one that would train future generations of scholars, professionals,
politicians, and civil society leaders to contribute to building open and
democratic societies that respect human rights and adhere to the rule of

law.”[72]

The nod to democracy and human rights is classic Soros. With that
framing, any disagreement with his objectives is neatly blunted. And
whereas he himself is antidemocratic and closed to differing viewpoints, his
influence networks and political allies work diligently in his defense.

Soros served as Central European University’s chairman of the board
until 2007, when Bard College president Leo Botstein became his

successor.[73]

The university ran into trouble, however, when the Hungarian
government moved to curtail the left-wing school’s adversarial influence
aimed at undermining its host country and its prime minister, Viktor Orbán.



Orbán, an oft-maligned conservative and antiglobalist, accused Soros and
the university of subverting Hungarian sovereignty and breaking domestic

law.[74]

European liberals, American progressives, and Soros himself blasted
Orbán for heavy-handed tactics that shut down the university. In 2018,
Central European University relocated its degree programs from Budapest

to Vienna, Austria.[75]

Despite howls from mainstream media, US ambassador to Hungary
David Cornstein said that he saw no hint that Orbán’s government infringed

on civil liberties or human rights.[76]

For decades, Soros spent lavishly to influence higher education. Most of
the estimated $400 million he donated through his Open Society
Foundations had gone to Central European University and Bard College,
though he is also credited with funding thousands of targeted scholarships
and directing over $1 million each to at least nineteen American colleges.

Recipients of Soros’s largesse include elite universities such as Harvard
and Georgetown, as well as state-university programs such as Ohio State’s
Kirwan Institute, dedicated to race and ethnicity, and the University of

Connecticut’s Human Rights Institute.[77]

In 2020, Soros laid bare his plan for global reeducation. Speaking at the
WEF, he at once touted the Central European University and decried its
limitations. “CEU is not strong enough by itself to become the educational
institution the world needs. That requires a new kind of global educational
network,” he said.

While announcing a new $1 billion funding commitment in Davos, he
explained that the nexus of Central European University and Bard College
in the United States serves as a building block for a scalable international
university system, which he claimed was already underway. “It will be
called the Open Society University Network or OSUN for short,” he said.

“To demonstrate our commitment to OSUN, we are contributing one
billion dollars to it,” Soros continued. “But we can’t build a global network
on our own; we will need partner institutions and supporters from all



around the world to join us in this enterprise . . . I consider OSUN the most
important and enduring project of my life and I should like to see it

implemented while I am still around.”[78]

The “Color Revolution” Playbook
George Soros has been associated with revolutions in one way or another
for decades. News reports and open-source documents have tied Soros to
the Polish Solidarity movement in the 1980s, the Velvet Revolution in
Czechoslovakia in 1989, the Rose Revolution in Georgia in 2003, the
Orange Revolution in Ukraine in 2004, the Arab Spring in 2011, and
another revolution in Ukraine in 2014. Today, he is funding a revolutionary

vanguard in America.[79]

Many of the so-called Color Revolutions have uncanny similarities.
They typically are not waged by a formal military force. Instead, Color
Revolutions question a regime’s legitimacy through mass protests, acts of
civil disobedience, and, more recently, through enticing favorable coverage
in the Western press with social media stunts.

The playbook was first used during the Cold War, when destabilizing
Soviet-bloc European governments was an imperative of US foreign policy.
And whenever Soros could insert himself, he was sure to bring his profit
motive. During a 1989 news interview cofeaturing none other than then
senator Joe Biden (D-DE), Soros advocated for the “radical reorganization
of the Polish economy,” wherein he was the perfect consultant. All that was
needed was a massive taxpayer-funded “aid” program and the backing of
the US government.

“Do you think the US should back such a package of that magnitude this

weekend?” PBS anchor Robert MacNeil asked Senator Biden.[80]

“I think the United States has to back a package of that magnitude, and I
think the United States has to use its influence at the G7 meeting in order to
be able to not miss what is right now an historic opportunity,” Biden



declared. “You have a gentleman [Soros] on the program with me here who
knows more about [Polish] Solidarity than I’m going to ever know, but the
fact that seems to me is that Solidarity now has a stake in the outcome of
the Polish economy and the outcome of the political process.”

“You’re a student of the Polish economy as well as the Hungarian. What
do you say to that?” the PBS anchor asked Soros.

With a buy-low, sell-high grin and the public backing of a key US
senator, Soros replied, “In Poland, the political will is now there—and in a
strange way, the very bad condition of the Polish economy is an
opportunity.” Because the Polish economy was “spinning out of control”
and “the [Polish] standard of living is very low,” Soros said, grinning wider
still, “the resources that would be needed to turn it around were actually

quite modest.”[81]

Soros called the economic reorganization “a kind of macroeconomic
debt-for-equity swap.” That is a fancy way of saying taking control of a
struggling nation’s economy by shackling the nation’s population with debt.
[82]

The economic reorganization plan was instituted in 1990 and caused
immediate hyperinflation. From the safety of Wall Street, Soros shrugged
off the mass suffering while admitting the fallout was “very tough on the
population, but people were willing to take a lot of pain in order to see real

change.”[83]

Soros had operated in both Russia and Ukraine before their post-Soviet
separation. His Open Society Foundations and vast network of affiliated

NGOs had infiltrated both countries during the Soviet era prior to 1990.[84]

In 1992, Russian president Boris Yeltsin signed off on a similar post–
Soviet Union economic reorganization, which sent inflation skyrocketing
2,500 percent and led to a handful of connected oligarchs amassing
unimaginable wealth by taking control of Russian state assets. Speaking to
The New Republic in 1994 about his involvement in Russia’s economic
transition, Soros said, “Just write that the former Soviet Empire is now
called the Soros Empire.”



Soros was not shy about his engagement in the vulture capitalism that
occurred amid popular confusion and insecurity that came with toppled
governments. In fact, he was brazen about his destabilization and profit
activities. In 1995, he told The New Yorker that fomenting civil unrest
meant wearing “masks.” “I would say one thing in one country and another

thing in another country,” he chuckled.[85] For example, in 2004, Soros
initially denied any involvement in the toppling of Georgia’s government
after the country’s Rose Revolution. But months later, he bragged to the Los
Angeles Times, “I’m delighted by what happened in Georgia, and I take

great pride in having contributed to it.”[86]

For crisis profiteers such as George Soros, there are always opportunities
in chaos.
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7

Follow the Money
Behaviors are going to have to change. . . . You have to force behaviors [to

change,] and at BlackRock we are forcing behaviors [to change].[1]

—Larry Fink, CEO and founder of BlackRock, November 2017

n the summer of 2020, as Klaus Schwab was making the rounds across
various corporate media outlets, one of the more critical imperatives

described in his Great Reset book went largely unnoticed. Schwab and his
Davos cronies—including the heads of some of the largest financial
institutions in the world, such as BlackRock—began pushing a new system
of financial control by eliminating cash and instituting a centralized digital
currency system.

“The world must act jointly and swiftly to revamp all aspects of our
societies and economies, from education to social contracts and working
conditions,” Schwab wrote in a WEF blog post. “We must build entirely

new foundations for our economic and social systems,” he added.[2]

Schwab’s imperative appeared, on its face, to be a reference to his
stakeholder capitalism system, but there were still many lingering
questions. Questions such as: How might this new stakeholder system
work? How would Schwab’s stakeholder capitalism differ from free-market
capitalism? Was there a connection between Schwab’s stakeholder



capitalism and WEF’s push for this new thing called a “digital currency,”
and, if so, how would a centralized digital currency network affect other
national currencies?

Most countries around the world have central banks that issue physical
currency (i.e., cash). That cash is stored in private banks that allow for
account holders to make electronic payments and electronic transfers. A
central bank digital currency (CBDC) works much like electronic payments
with physical currencies. The difference, however, is that if a central bank
transitions to a CBDC and stops issuing physical currency, that society

essentially becomes “cashless.”[3]

A cashless society presents several problems and concerns that will be
discussed throughout this chapter—the biggest threats that CBDCs and
“going cashless” pose to freedom is that purchasers’ privacy evaporates,
surveillance (and social engineering) by authoritarians can surge, and the
ability to financially “cancel” (or “de-bank”) an entity or individual can

become widespread.[4]

The current global financial system, which is built upon an exchange
network of national currencies backed by their respective governments,
seems to work well. Why would one central entity need to control
currency? The reason, as with many other Controligarch schemes, is that a
centralized digital currency also is put forward as the solution to many
nonfinancial problems— from climate change to cyberattacks to the rise of
so-called disinformation.

Approximately six months after Schwab revealed the Great Reset and
the mandate to “digitalize” everything, the WEF released a short, cryptic,
and ominous video titled “A Cyber-attack with COVID-like
Characteristics?” The purpose of the video appeared to be a call to action
for all the Davos Men and Women to create a new digital financial system
that could be controlled with omnipotence and precision. Stakeholder
capitalism needed a financial backbone, and CBDCs could provide that

backbone.[5]



In the video, the WEF narrator warned that a digital virus (perhaps
targeting the financial system) could spread further and faster than any
biological virus—perhaps ten times faster than COVID-19—and the
number of infected devices would multiply rapidly. In this scenario, the
entire world—from humans to hospitals to metro lines to banks—would be
infected with a cyber virus within a matter of days. From such a theoretical
crisis came another theoretical opportunity.

The only way to slow the spread of a COVID-like cyber virus would be
to lock down the entire internet—and, thus, the entire global financial
system. To flatten this curve, every device would have to be disconnected,
which would cause untold sums in economic damages and, in the case of
infected critical infrastructure like transportation and medicine, could
potentially result in injuries or death.

Would the WEF’s proposed digital cure be worse than the digital
disease?

“COVID-19 was known as an anticipated risk,” the WEF narrator stated
plainly, and “so is the digital equivalent.” Digital apocalypse might be
imminent, the WEF narrator said in closing, so everyone should start

preparing. “The time is now.”[6]

It seemed counterintuitive: If a digital apocalypse might be imminent,
why would digitalizing currency be a solution? The answer, it seemed, was
that by digitalizing and centralizing financial systems, the people, and
banks in control of this new system would be better prepared to stave off

the hypothetical digital apocalypse.[7]

The “cyber pandemic” video has since been hidden on WEF’s YouTube
channel—its visibility is set to “unlisted,” which means that you cannot find
it by searching for it—but the problems (and solutions) appear to be
adapted from a previous Schwab prophecy when, a year earlier and prior to
COVID in 2019, the WEF sponsored a virtual wargame, with a variety of

cybersecurity experts, dubbed “Cyber Polygon.”[8]

The WEF’s 2020 page about Cyber Polygon has also been removed, but
a Wayback Machine archive of the page reveals that the WEF’s partners in



the Cyber Polygon initiative were Interpol, IBM, the World Wide Web’s
coordinator (called ICANN), a Russian bank (now-sanctioned SberBank), a
Russian developer of cybersecurity solutions, and one of the oldest and

largest banks in the world (Banco Santander).[9]

Cyber Polygon’s website shows that the financial sector was well
represented (along with a surprising number of Russian conglomerates). As
the keynote speaker at the second Cyber Polygon forum, Schwab warned
that a digital pandemic poses one of the greatest challenges to humanity

since World War II.[10]

“Masks are not sufficient; we need vaccines to immunize ourselves,”
Schwab said in a video address to Cyber Polygon as he made a seamless
pivot to cyberattacks: “We have to move from simple protection to
immunization,” Schwab continued, concluding, “We need to build IT
infrastructures that have digital antibodies built in, inherently, to protect

themselves.”[11]

The so-called cyber pandemic threats flew under the radar in most of the
Great Reset media coverage, but they were no less alarming. Schwab’s
digitalization agenda signaled the beginning of a tectonic shift in global
financial policy—the rise of CBDCs and the push toward a global cashless
society kicked into hyperdrive. Just as energy and agriculture officials
mentioned in previous chapters had marched to the WEF drumbeat, Cyber
Polygon’s attendees—banking, finance, and Big Tech executives—sprang

into action upon Schwab’s command.[12]

The “Cyber Pandemic” Wargame
Not long after Schwab and his forum began signaling the cyber pandemic
threats, top banking officials from ten countries participated in yet another
cyber wargame called “Collective Strength” in December 2021. This
exercise occurred as the Omicron variant was bringing COVID-19 infection
rates to new heights. And few outside the world of high finance were likely



focused on anything beyond their own exposures—both health and financial

—to the coronavirus pandemic, let alone a cyber pandemic.[13]

The WEF prepared not only for health pandemics (like the Event 201
coronavirus simulation) but also for financial ones. Coincidentally, its
solutions to both health and cyber pandemics ceded more power to the
Controligarchs at the expense of the citizens.

The purpose of the Collective Strength simulation was to predict the next
financial contagion (such as the ones that Schwab and the WEF had been
warning about) and determine how the financial markets, central banks, and
governments in some of the world’s richest countries might respond. The
ten-day exercise was originally scheduled to take place in the United Arab
Emirates, but it was relocated to the Finance Ministry in Jerusalem because
of an Omicron surge in the Arab country.

Treasury officials, finance ministers, and other banking experts from the
United States, Switzerland, Israel, Italy, Germany, and other nations
practiced hypothetical scenarios in which sophisticated hackers or
malevolent state actors attacked the global financial infrastructure.

One scenario envisioned cyberattacks against the foreign currency
exchange system. Another could-be digital breach led to massive troves of
sensitive financial data leaked on the “dark web.” Perhaps the most
unsettling scenario these high-level officials were preparing for was,
according to Reuters, “chaos in global [financial] markets” and a “run on
banks” caused by a faceless villain that, in recent years, had become
democracy’s biggest foe: so-called fake news.

“The banks are appealing for emergency liquidity assistance in a
multitude of currencies to put a halt to the chaos as counterparties withdraw
their funds and limit access to liquidity, leaving the banks in disarray and
ruin,” warned the Collective Strength narrator (who remained nameless). In
the exercise, fake news subscribers caused a run on banks that contributed
to the collapse of the global financial system.

“Attackers are ten steps ahead of the defender,” said one participating
financial cyber manager. Proactive measures would be needed to deal with



these threats. Schwab and his WEF members had already been preparing
for these scenarios. For WEF members, the Collective Strength solutions
were familiar: more control for cyber pandemic planners and corresponding
crackdowns on the financial freedoms of those blissfully unaware of such

cyber wargames.[14]

More than a decade after “too big to fail” entered the global lexicon, the
financial officials and big bankers—almost all of whom are WEF members
or sponsors and the types to attend Cyber Polygon and Collective Strength
—decided to make themselves a whole lot bigger and less likely to fail.

The global central banks like the Federal Reserve bank (or the “Fed”)
are effectively owned and controlled by well-known financial titans such as
BlackRock, JPMorgan Chase, Citigroup, and Bank of America. These big
institutions—“member banks” as they are called—effectively decide how
money is created and retracted via complex policies dealing with currency
issuance and interest rates. All of these entities and even some lesser-known
behemoths like the Vanguard Group and State Street Corporation—which
along with BlackRock manage a staggering $22 trillion—have the power to
affect or control the financial well-being of almost everyone.

Competition is all but illusory among those sacred banks deemed too big
to fail—their arrangement is more like a gentleman’s game of golf than the
gladiator fights that small businesses such as restaurants and building
contractors wage every day. Many of the too-big-to-fail banks have
histories dating back decades or even centuries and they have long been
committed to protecting their power, even if it means implementing new
financial systems.

The most essential and alarming solution to address the simulated
cyberthreats is the unilateral authority to de-bank enemies of the WEF and
its supranational members (including the central banks). Citizens’ abilities
to withdraw their own money from the system’s banks must be thwarted. To
do this, banks must be given more power in the short term, and in the longer

term, centralized digital currencies must be implemented worldwide.[15]



Central Bank Digital Currency vs.
Decentralized Cryptocurrency

The WEF’s Cyber Polygon exercises and the subsequent Collective
Strength wargame revealed the battle lines in the financial Controligarchs’
coming war over the future of digital currency. The WEF favors a
centralized digital currency, while many people favor a decentralized

digital currency.[16]

Centralized digital currencies have a command-and-control structure: the
central banks, such as the Fed, which is led by its chairman. Decentralized
digital currencies—typically known as cryptocurrencies, such as Bitcoin—
do not. This type of currency is only governed by the digital ledger, which
its users maintain. A centralized digital currency eliminates privacy; a
decentralized one guarantees privacy.

This ledger is encrypted and distributed across the entire network of
users—called the blockchain—and if a bad actor such as a hacker took out
one or ten (or one million) users’ computers, the ledger would be preserved.
There remains some debate over how many users would need to be wiped
out to crash the system, but it would have to be at least 51 percent of the
estimated one billion cryptocurrency users worldwide (as of 2022). For this
reason, decentralized cryptocurrencies are largely regarded as ironclad, and
some experts describe the blockchain itself as “unhackable.”

The WEF has acknowledged that decentralized cryptocurrencies have
the benefit of “[generating] a lot of public interest” in digital currencies,
generally, but they also “pose unprecedented challenges for financial and
tax authorities, capital market regulators and the business community.” In
other words, cryptocurrencies are useful to the global banking
establishment only insofar as they drive enthusiasm for the concept of
digital currency. However, decentralized cryptos are hard to track, regulate,

and control, so ultimately the WEF sees them as a threat.[17]

The Controligarchs’ war on decentralized cryptocurrencies hit a
breakthrough when the world’s most famous crypto exchange, FTX,



imploded in November 2022. FTX had been a marketplace to purchase
cryptocurrencies like Bitcoin, and its collapse had a domino effect across
the entire industry, crippling or even bankrupting numerous decentralized
finance companies overnight.

The FTX implosion was caused not by the decentralized nature of its
offerings but rather by mismanagement. Nonetheless, the FTX collapse led
to mass skepticism over the stability of decentralized cryptocurrencies and
provided a convenient opportunity for opponents of crypto to call for
stricter regulation over the industry, including from Biden treasury secretary

Janet Yellen.[18]

BlackRock CEO Laurence “Larry” Fink, whose firm invested $24
million in FTX, appeared unfazed by the spectacular downfall. At a New
York Times DealBook event, Fink casually suggested that the FTX debacle
meant that most crypto-related companies were headed for bankruptcy—
they “are not going to be around,” Fink said. It was a shocking suggestion
with massive implications for the hundreds of billions of dollars in
cryptocurrencies held by retail investors. The FTX collapse wiped out the

holdings of nearly ten million investors almost overnight.[19]

FTX’s founder, a thirty-year-old billionaire named Sam Bankman-Fried,
has close connections to lawmakers and financial regulators. These include
Maxine Waters (D-CA), then chairwoman of the House Financial Services
Committee, and SEC chairman Gary Gensler, who runs the agency

responsible for regulating cryptocurrencies.[20]

Bankman-Fried’s parents are both high-profile attorneys with deep ties
to Democrat powerbrokers. His father, Joseph Bankman, helped Senator
Elizabeth Warren (D-MA) draft tax policy legislation in 2016, and his
mother, Barbara Fried, cofounded a Silicon Valley–based Democratic dark
money group called Mind the Gap. Bankman-Fried’s aunt, Linda Fried, is
on the WEF’s Global Agenda Council on Ageing and has strong US
political connections, including as an elected member of the Council on

Foreign Relations.[21]



For his part, Sam Bankman-Fried was the second-largest donor to
Democrats (after George Soros) during the 2022 midterm election cycle.
Bankman-Fried and his fellow executives funneled more than $70 million
to legislators, including the very legislators on high-profile committees that

should be investigating him.[22] For example, rather than investigate
Bankman-Fried, the House Financial Services Committee chairwoman
praised the FTX founder. Months earlier, a widely circulated image showed

Waters appearing chummy with Bankman-Fried at an FTX conference.[23]

Unlike George Soros, the FTX executives also donated at least $20
million to political entities run by top Republicans such as Representative
Kevin McCarthy (R-CA) and Senator Mitch McConnell (R-KY). Bankman-
Fried had been dumping investors’ money by the billions into his shady
side business called Alameda Research, which prosecutors allege was a
criminal and fraudulent diversion of FTX clients’ funds—a potential major
crime. Bankman-Fried has claimed that he “didn’t knowingly commingle

funds” or that he “wasn’t trying to commingle funds.”[24]

While most independent observers called Bankman-Fried’s FTX disaster
an egregious fraud and a Ponzi scheme—perhaps worse than Bernie
Madoff’s notorious scam—Bankman-Fried’s Controligarch allies sought to
make the story go away. Instead of bashing FTX, BlackRock’s CEO glossed
over Bankman-Fried’s alleged crimes—more than a dozen counts ranging
from fraud to money laundering to bribing foreign officials—and
mainstream media outlets such as The New York Times downplayed the
debacle. The newspaper allowed Bankman-Fried the opportunity to
whitewash his mistakes on its DealBook platform. Bankman-Fried (who
has pleaded not guilty) faces more than one hundred years in prison if
convicted and sentenced to the maximum penalties. The FTX trial is set for

late 2023.[25]

But how did Bankman-Fried get away with it for so long? As all
Controligarchs do: by establishing himself as a world-class do-gooder.

Bankman-Fried advocated a philosophy called “effective altruism.”
Effective altruism is an approach to philanthropy that seeks to do “the most



good for the most people” and is something that Bill Gates, Elon Musk,
Warren Buffett, and Mark Zuckerberg have all been affiliated with. But it
has become quite clear that this form of so-called altruism helps these
philanthropic opportunists the most, and Bankman-Fried admitted that his
ethical posture was “mostly a front.”

Preaching about ethics and “doing good” is a “dumb game we woke
westerners play where we say all the right shiboleths [sic] and so everyone
likes us,” and supporting regulation of his industry was “pretty much just
PR,” he admitted in a November 2022 interview as his FTX empire was

crumbling around him.[26]

The FTX fiasco dealt a major blow to decentralized digital currencies
and was a boon for the WEF’s preferred form: CBDCs. This WEF-favored
centralized digital currency model is much different than the decentralized
model that Bankman-Fried tarnished, perhaps irreparably. Under the
centralized model (CBDCs), central banks would have total control over
every aspect of the digital currency and therefore the economy—much as
they do now, but far more absolute. They could turn the money supply on or
off to an entire city, to an individual business, or even to an individual
person.

The WEF’s push to leverage access to banks and the global financial
system in order to control behaviors reveals shocking potential for
authoritarian abuse. The full possibilities for this level of financial power
have become more apparent since the COVID pandemic began.

At a national level, a federal government can de-bank any business or
individual deemed a threat to the established regime. In February 2022, the
“Freedom Convoy” trucker protests in Canada revealed the raw
authoritarian power that the Trudeau government had to not only
unilaterally freeze or suspend the bank accounts of dissident businesses and

individuals but also suspend the insurance coverage on the vehicles.[27]

At the international level, WEF members can de-bank an entire country.
Starting in March 2022, the global banking system proved that the
consortium of international central bankers can almost completely cut out a



defiant nation like Russia from the system by blacklisting it from the Swift

wire-transfer network.[28]

Nongovernment actors are also using their financial power to control
behaviors. One of the world’s largest online fundraising services,
GoFundMe, has shut down at least five fundraising campaigns for
apparently political reasons—especially campaigns against COVID-19
mandates. GoFundMe’s top Silicon Valley investors, Accel and Greylock

Partners, are both WEF partners and agenda contributors.[29]

In another instance of multinational financial companies using
authoritarian tactics, the world’s largest credit card and payment processors
Visa, Mastercard, and American Express (all major WEF partners and
agenda contributors) announced plans in September 2022 to closely track
firearm purchases, at the urging of gun-control advocates. The move—
reportedly paused in March 2023 after fierce pushback from gun-rights
advocates—seemed to track with a politically motivated desire to create a

nationwide database of gun owners.[30]

In recent years, digital payment processor PayPal acknowledged that it
routinely flagged, restricted, or closed the accounts of individuals and
businesses at the behest of left-wing activist organizations such as the

Southern Poverty Law Center and the Anti-Defamation League.[31]

In October 2022, PayPal quietly implemented a policy to slap $2,500
fines on any users who spread “misinformation,” further highlighting the
power of financial conglomerates to control individuals’ speech if they
possess the wrong political beliefs. PayPal’s stock price plummeted
following the public backlash that led users to close their PayPal accounts.
In addition, the company’s former president strongly criticized the policy in
a tweet. Amid this pressure, PayPal walked back the controversial policy

and, to save face, said that it was sent in error.[32]

Later that month, leaked documents from the Department of Homeland
Security showed that one of the world’s largest banks, JPMorgan Chase,
was working with government officials and Big Tech companies to target



political enemies that they accused of spreading false information. This
low-profile initiative sought to “curb speech” and “misinformation” and, to

this day, remains largely unknown to the American public.[33]

BlackRock Pushes Digital Currency and
Digital ID

Of all the big banks, BlackRock has become the biggest. But few people
know what this institution actually does. Those who have heard of
BlackRock know it as an asset manager with a variety of funds diversified
across the stock market, which pension and retirement account managers
invest in. On paper, BlackRock is a rather boring company. But its
unparalleled holdings, which surpassed $10 trillion in assets under
management in early 2022, make it the largest asset manager in the world,

much bigger than Goldman Sachs.[34]

But behind the scenes, BlackRock is so much more than an ordinary
asset manager. It has been called “the fourth branch of government” and
“almost a shadow government.” It is also the “most powerful institution in
the financial system,” according to German investigative journalist Heike
Buchter. And it has deep ties to the WEF, playing a central role in the

latter’s push for digital ID and currency.[35]

BlackRock has enjoyed an unusually cozy relationship with the Federal
Reserve for many years. The megabank employs former central bankers
who, in 2019, proposed taking the Fed’s monetary powers to a whole new
level. In addition to the more than $10 trillion in assets that BlackRock
directly controls, it also manages at least $20 trillion through its Aladdin

risk-monitoring platform.[36]

BlackRock CEO Larry Fink is an enigma. For more than a decade, he
has been one of the world’s most influential people, but his meteoric rise is
largely undocumented.



Born in 1952, Fink was raised in Van Nuys, California, by his mother,

who was a professor, and his father, who owned a shoe shop.[37]

Fink received his BA in political science and his MBA in real estate in
the mid-1970s—both from UCLA. In 1976, fresh out of business school,
Fink got his first banking job working for First Boston Corporation, a
Rockefeller-backed investment firm based in New York. At First Boston,
Fink became one of the industry’s first traders in mortgage-backed
securities and later became the cohead of the First Boston division
responsible for trading and distributing government bonds, mortgage-

backed securities, and corporate securities.[38]

In 1988, Swiss bankers at Credit Suisse purchased First Boston, and that
same year, Fink founded BlackRock Incorporated as a subsidiary of the
Blackstone Group (another massive asset manager). Within a year, The Wall
Street Journal identified Fink (in his mid-thirties) as one of the potential

“business leaders of tomorrow.”[39]

Fink has outsized influence at the WEF and has served in several
leadership and governance roles, including as a member of the WEF’s
Board of Trustees, as a member of the WEF’s International Business
Council, and as a WEF agenda contributor. Fink does not “identify as
powerful,” so his ascent to become the head of the world’s most powerful

financial corporation remains somewhat of a mystery.[40]

Two weeks into the pandemic, the Federal Reserve tapped BlackRock to
head its coronavirus response financial program, which the company
benefited from. Today, BlackRock shares a close relationship with the
Biden administration and pushes policies congruent with the

administration’s goals.[41]

Fink and his central-banker buddies would be instrumental in another

oligarch-backed control scheme: digital ID.[42]

Digital ID: Tracking Your Every Move



Crucial to the Great Reset was Schwab’s ambition—shared by Gates and
the Rockefellers, among others—to “digitalize” everything. That would
include currencies and identities. When implemented together, digital
currency and digital ID would create a global, interoperable system that
allows WEF-allied central banks—the ruling class—to track, trace, surveil,
and ultimately control how people spend their money.

Digital currency and digital ID are closely related; the former
necessitates the latter—that is, to have a digital currency (or a cashless
society), every transaction must be conducted between digitally identifiable
and trackable persons and entities. But most people, especially Americans,

do not want their entire identity digitalized.[43]

Digital ID is a major component of the move to a cashless society using
central bank digital currencies. Much like digitalizing currency, digitalizing
identification systems such as driver’s licenses and passports creates a
centralized method for tracking the movements of every person on the
planet. These technologies could potentially be used to turn off a person’s
access to the goods and services in society, a level of control without
precedent in human history. So it should come as no surprise that entities
such as the United Nations and the World Economic Forum along with
oligarchs such as the Rockefellers, George Soros, and Bill Gates, have been
working very hard (and have supplied at least $200 million) to create a

global digital ID system.[44]

The digital ID initiative falls under the UN’s Sustainable Development
Goal number sixteen, which the benevolent globalist elites assure is to
promote “peaceful and inclusive societies” for sustainable development,
provide “access to justice for all,” and build “effective, accountable and

inclusive institutions at all levels.” [45]

To achieve peace, inclusivity, and justice, according to the UN’s Agenda
2030, is as simple as providing a “legal identity for all.” The UN’s plan for
this digital ID utopia involves the use of biometric identity verification,
which means that a digital ID will be directly tied to a person’s biology—

their DNA, fingerprints, faceprint, or retinal scan.[46]



The WHO and the UN’s Population Fund (a longtime Rockefeller
Foundation partner on population reduction projects) are the leading
supranational organizations working on digital ID. In the private sector, the
Rockefeller Foundation, the Gates Foundation and Microsoft, George
Soros’s Open Society Foundations, Mark Zuckerberg and Facebook, the
Omidyar Network, BlackRock, Bloomberg, and Google have been building
a digital ID system since 2015. The name of this Controligarch system is

ID2020.[47]

The pandemic presented a major opportunity for the ID2020 effort via
the new concept of mandatory vaccine passports. Vaccine passports appear
to have been an interrelated goal with digital ID all along—years before the
COVID-19 pandemic—as evidenced by one of ID2020’s major partners:
the Gates-founded (and -funded) Global Alliance for Vaccines and
Immunization (Gavi). One year before the pandemic, the Gates Foundation
spent at least $4.5 million studying digital ID and digital currency

infrastructure.[48]

Just months before the COVID-19 outbreak, in September 2019, Gavi
and the government of Bangladesh announced a digital vaccine
identification program at the annual ID2020 summit in New York. One
month later, the Gates Foundation and the WEF held the Event 201
coronavirus pandemic exercise after which Gavi and CEPI were listed as

recommended collaborators for a future pandemic response.[49]

The fact that several Gates- and WEF-funded efforts to bring about
digital ID alongside vaccine passports does not indicate some sinister
conspiracy, but it does indicate that their efforts predated Schwab’s Great
Reset “opportunity” brought about by the COVID pandemic—a gift that
keeps on giving.

While the vaccine passport agenda has lost steam as the virus has waned,
at least one executive has admitted that there is a push for passports to
become permanent. The founder and CEO of a biometric digital ID
company called iProov confirmed to Forbes that vaccine passports are the
method for implementing digital ID. “The evolution of vaccine certificates



will actually drive the whole field of digital identity in the future,” he said,
adding, “So, therefore, this is not just about COVID, this is about

something even bigger.”[50]

As countries around the world began mandating synthetic mRNA
injections, they also began requiring various forms of verification. Europe
and Israel used something called a “green pass.” While the United States
did not implement a nationwide system, various states implemented their
own versions of Europe’s green pass. New York had the “Excelsior Pass,”

and Hawaii had the “Safe Travels Hawaii” pass.[51]

The mRNA mandates and the digital ID systems became self-reinforcing
and were sold to citizens as tools for “safety” and “convenience.” People
were strongly encouraged that they must get the vaccine for safety and the
corresponding vaccine passport digital ID for convenience. Resistance to
either the vaccine or the digital passport was beyond inconvenient—and in
countries such as Australia, New Zealand, and Canada, any pushback
effectively turned dissenters into second-class citizens.

Canada did the world a favor when it revealed the relationship between
digital ID and digital currency. Canadians rose in protest of the vaccine
mandates and digital identification, which were some of the most restrictive
in the world. The Canadian Freedom Convoy was an organized effort to
protest these new mandates. The Trudeau government saw the danger of
letting the truckers and other dissidents rise up, and it cracked down with an
iron fist.

And when Canadian authorities froze the financial assets of the convoy
protestors in Ottawa, they also froze the assets of convoy supporters who
may not have even attended the protests. More shocking, the Trudeau
government did this by invoking never before used emergency powers.

The Canadian finance minister, WEF acolyte Chrystia Freeland, took
immediate steps to cut off the truckers and other protestors from the digital
finance system. Financial companies like GoFundMe put up little (if any)
resistance to government demands to shut down protestors’ accounts. The
government closed the dissidents’ bank accounts, financial corporations



paralyzed their fundraising apparatus, and the mainstream media named and
shamed the dissidents’ donors. The protests ended when the Trudeau
government mandated that they do so. The Canadian uprising against
vaccines and digital ID was crushed by digital currency and its WEF-
aligned advocates.

Throughout the pandemic, other protests around the world sought to
dismantle the vaccine passport regimes and digital ID went underground for
a time as COVID-19 was thought to be defeated. But 2022 began with a
new COVID-19 variant, and an updated mRNA jab hinted that fresh
mandates may be just around the corner.

Even as the COVID-19 pandemic began to fade in the latter half of 2022
(and the vaccine mandate pushers suggested “pandemic amnesty” for their
past authoritarian impulses), government officials along with the WEF
announced a new digital ID pilot program that would be mandated as a
vaccine passport.

In November 2022, world leaders from the top twenty countries
assembled in Bali, Indonesia, for the G20 summit. There, the global leaders
revealed that digital ID via a mandatory vaccine passport would be
implemented before the “next pandemic.” The WEF has long considered a
vaccine passport as a de facto form of digital ID. “These [vaccine] passports
by nature serve as a form of digital identity,” according to a February 2022
WEF report on how to advance digital solutions, including the

implementation of digital ID.[52]

The health minister of Indonesia was insistent: “Let’s have a digital
health certificate acknowledged by WHO—if you have been vaccinated or

tested properly—then you can move around.”[53]

At the same G20 summit, Canada’s Justin Trudeau committed $80
million for global health systems, most of which was allotted for pandemic
response. That same month, the government of New Zealand tapped a

Microsoft partner, JNCTN, to begin rolling out a digital ID program.[54]

JNCTN, a Kiwi digital identity and credential management company,
had been the government contractor managing and tracking digital



credentials such as the proof of vaccinations for Prime Minister Jacinda
Ardern’s controversial military-run Managed Isolation and Quarantine
(MIQ) program. Microsoft and JNCTN would begin by implementing the
new digital ID regime for MIQ workers across the country, but they also

expected to expand the program to include New Zealand job seekers.[55]

Earlier that year, in February 2022, the WHO tapped a subsidiary of
Germany’s Deutsche Telekom (a longtime partner of WEF, Microsoft, and
other Controligarch entities) to build a global system for vaccine passports.
[56]

In the United States, attempts to implement digital ID and CBDCs have,
until very recently, met strong resistance. Americans’ deep concerns over
their privacy with respect to government snooping—particularly their
digital privacy—have historically been a major obstacle to going cashless.
Until recently, these pro-privacy preferences indicated that cash (and all the
anonymity it provides) would remain a dominant feature of American life

for the foreseeable future.[57]

And while Americans’ trust in their government has been plummeting
for many years, their wariness toward an increasingly cashless economy has
dwindled because of perceived convenience. The pandemic led to increased
adoption, voluntarily or otherwise, of “cashless” transactions in favor of
more sanitary “contactless” payments. Likewise, digital ID systems have
crept into numerous states, including California, New York, and Hawaii,
under the guise of pandemic safety.

The potential downsides of centralized digital currencies and digital ID
systems are vastly underreported by mainstream media. And no wonder: as
we will see in the next chapter, most of the press is Controligarch owned
and operated.
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Mainstream Mind Control
[The president] could have undermined the [media] messaging so much that he

can actually control exactly what people think, and that is our job.[1]

—Mika Brzezinski, MSNBC cohost, February 2017

ne spring day in April 2022, former president Barack Obama was in
Palo Alto, California, to deliver an important keynote lecture on his

billion-dollar foundation’s latest crusade. Obama was at Stanford University
to deliver a tirade against not racism or climate change but rather an even
more faceless villain, “disinformation,” which he declared “a threat to our

democracy.”[2]

The Stanford University students in the audience roared with approval as
Obama strutted onto the stage. The forty-fourth president, now in his early
sixties, was beginning to show his age. His crown was more salt than
pepper, and his face bore the wrinkles that any man’s would after serving
two contentious terms as leader of the free world (only to be succeeded by a

mortal enemy, hell-bent on dismantling the Obama legacy).[3]

But Obama’s characteristic swagger was still unmistakable. He wore a
crisp white button-down, open-collar shirt and a black sport coat—he was
cool and confident. He beamed, his eyes glinting, as he soaked in the



applause for a few moments before he gestured toward the crowd to calm

down—“Everybody have a seat, thank you,” he said in his casual drawl.[4]

Obama began his lecture by lambasting Russian president Vladimir
Putin and his “brutal invasion of Ukraine.” He quickly pivoted to blasting
his domestic political opponents, stating, “Democratic backsliding isn’t
restricted to distant lands,” and “Right here in the United States of America,
we just saw a sitting president deny the clear results of an election and help

incite a violent insurrection at the nation’s capital.”[5]

Obama waxed eloquent on the dangers of so-called disinformation (and
its less menacing cousin, “misinformation”) for more than an hour. The
lecture was riddled with platitudes as he invoked the buzzword du jour
“democracy” more than twenty times. Ironically, Obama disseminated
plenty of his own misinformation throughout the sermon as he accused his
political opponents of “violent insurrection” and claimed that his opponents
desired to disenfranchise voters by “making it easier to overturn the will of

the people in states where [his opponents] hold power.”[6]

Obama lamented that misinformation was now so dangerous that it was
killing people, because “despite the fact that we’ve now, essentially
clinically tested the vaccine on billions of people worldwide, around 1 in 5
Americans is still willing to put themselves at risk and put their families at
risk rather than get vaccinated.” Obama and the global health experts like
Bill Gates still have not explained how an unvaccinated individual puts

others at risk.[7]

The crux of the problem, Obama implied, was that information had
become harder to control. In the good old days, according to Obama, a
news consumer could count the number of information propagators on one
hand:

If you were watching TV here in the United States between about
1960 and 1990 . . . chances are you were watching one of the big
three networks. And this had its own problems, particularly the



ways in which programming often excluded voices and
perspectives of women and people of color and other folks outside
of the mainstream. But it did fortify a sense of shared culture and
when it came to the news, at least, citizens across the political
spectrum tended to operate using a shared set of facts, what they
saw, what they heard from Walter Cronkite or David Brinkley or

others.[8]

Today, there are limitless propagators—both good and bad—of
information. And while traditional media outlets still generate “some of the
most outrageous content on the Web,” Obama conceded, he blamed social-
media companies for accelerating what he called the “decline of
newspapers and other traditional news sources” (though Obama credited
some legacy media companies such as left-wing darling National Public
Radio [NPR] with still “maintaining the highest standards of journalistic

integrity”).[9]

About halfway through his speech, Obama said the quiet part out loud:
the First Amendment is all but obsolete in today’s corporate-controlled
information era. “[The First Amendment] doesn’t apply to private
companies like Facebook or Twitter, any more than it applies to editorial
decisions made by The New York Times or Fox News,” and “it never has,”
Obama said. If the private media outlets and platforms could eliminate free
speech irrespective of the First Amendment, the government would not
need to censor, Obama argued. But in reality mounting evidence indicated
that the Biden administration had been secretly leaning on media
corporations to push propaganda, receive more “favorable” news coverage,

and censor unapproved narratives.[10]

Obama then emphasized private companies’ obligation to perform
“content moderation” (a new Orwellian euphemism for mass censorship)
and use their algorithms and other tools to “slow the spread” of bad content.
But while tackling the supply side of disinformation was important to



Obama, so was addressing the demand side: “It starts with breaking through

our information bubbles.”[11]

How did Obama suggest breaking through information bubbles? He
cited a study where researchers paid regular Fox News viewers to watch
CNN exclusively for one month. The former president revealed that the
results were promising:

And what the researchers found was that, at the end of the month,
people’s views on certain issues, like whether voting by mail
should be allowed or whether electing Joe Biden would lead to
more violence against police, on some of these issues, their views

are changed by five, eight, ten points.[12]

The problem with Obama’s “solutions” is that they address a fake
problem, casting politically contrary speech as “disinformation.” Further,
his solutions are all top-down instead of bottom-up. Obama, and people like
him, often push for information to be tightly controlled by elite institutions
through strict regulation.

Throughout his speech, Obama touted Controligarch-funded outfits
committed to activism, the training of journalists, and controlling
information, including a Soros-funded NGO called the K-Monitor
Association and the MIT Center for Constructive Communication (which
receives funding from the Bezos and Gates foundations, Comcast, Google,

and a bevy of World Economic Forum partners and sponsors).[13]

Obama also touted the News Literacy Project, which is funded by
billionaire foundations, multinational corporations, WEF partners, and
mainstream media titans such as Comcast and The Washington Post (along
with News Corp, Bloomberg News, The New York Times, and many others).
[14]

The News Literacy Project has created digital tools that public schools
use to train students on how to recognize misinformation and



disinformation, conspiracy theories, and online hoaxes. In 2017, the tax-
exempt organization cofounded another information gatekeeper called the
News Integrity Initiative. Controligarchs such as Mark Zuckerberg and
partisan Craigslist’s founder Craig Newmark, among others, provided

funding for the News Integrity Initiative.[15]

Lest there be any doubt over the clear political objectives of these
billionaire-backed “grass roots” news integrity and literacy initiatives, the
press release stated their partisan impetus:

In the aftermath of the bitterly divisive 2016 presidential
campaign, which featured daily assaults on truth and partisan
attacks on the news media, the world learned hard lessons about
the prevalence and power of online hoaxes and conspiracy
theories. For us, the need to extend news literacy to the general
population suddenly took on far greater urgency, since the
bedrock of a healthy democracy is an informed and engaged

electorate.[16]

Obama’s top-down solutions, like increased censorship via “content
moderation” and selective fact-checking, were ideas that Obama’s
billionaire friends such as George Soros and Laurene Powell Jobs
supported. Soros and Powell Jobs had poured at least $1.71 billion into
various efforts to control the mainstream narrative dating back more than a

decade.[17]

Powell Jobs is the widow of Apple tycoon Steve Jobs and has become a
major financier of left-wing causes since her husband passed away in 2011.
Her largesse has earned her the nickname “the New Soros” by media critic
Alexander Marlow. In fact, the billionaire heiress “had the former
president’s ear” and hosted Obama at her headquarters just prior to his April
2022 speech, helping to launch his foundation’s crusade against

disinformation.[18]



Inside Philanthropy named Powell Jobs the “least transparent mega-
giver” in 2019 because of her murky Emerson Collective investment
vehicle. The Emerson Collective is a nonprofit and for-profit hybrid entity
with opaque finances. It is a major partner of the Obama Foundation and
committed $56 million to an Obama education initiative called My

Brother’s Keeper in the mid-2010s.[19]

Obama kicked off his crusade against so-called disinformation following
meetings with the billionaire heiress, who had been waging her own
information war by investing more than $100 million in a variety of major
media companies, including The Atlantic (purchasing a majority stake in
2017), Axios, Mother Jones, the now-defunct Ozy Media (Powell Jobs
distanced herself after Ozy Media was revealed as a massive fraud), and
ProPublica, among other major magazines, podcast producers, start-ups,

and media companies.[20]

In addition to her influence over legacy media and national outlets,
Powell Jobs has funded a network of “local” and “grass roots” news sites
that push left-wing propaganda (a tactic also known as “astroturfing,”

which was coined and mastered by Democratic political strategists).[21]

The fake-news network is called the Courier Newsroom, which was
owned by an entity called ACRONYM that, in turn, was reportedly
bankrolled by Powell Jobs. ACRONYM was instrumental in the 2020
election cycle by funding a controversial vote tabulation app ominously
called Shadow, which came under fire for causing chaos in the Iowa caucus.
During the 2020 campaign, ACRONYM launched a $100 million attack-ad
spree—one of the largest digital operations that cycle—against Trump.

Courier’s ads were “not considered political by Facebook.”[22]

Soon, an FEC complaint was filed against the company for its lack of
transparency (Biden’s FEC waited until March 2022 before dismissing the
complaint). In October 2021, the Courier “news” network was transferred
to a new shadowy entity: Good Information. The price of the transaction



was undisclosed, and the Powell Jobs PR agents pushed back on claims that

she was an investor in the Good Information venture.[23]

Good Information—thus, Courier—is backed by Good Club member
George Soros, along with tech billionaire (and previous ACRONYM
funder) Reid Hoffman—both men were major Obama and Biden donors.
The Courier Newsroom is so controversial that even The Washington Post
and Politico published criticism that questioned the network’s ethics and
transparency, calling it a “clandestine political operation” at best, and

“hyperlocal partisan propaganda” at worst.[24]

But the irony of tech billionaires funding astroturf propaganda
operations (while claiming to be grassroots purveyors of truth) did not end
with Obama’s lecture on disinformation. In fact, Obama seems to have his
own record of spreading disinformation. For example, Obama’s most
famous whopper—“If you like your health care plan, you can keep it”—
was named the “Lie of the Year” by PolitiFact.

Another keynote speaker at the event was Ben Rhodes, Obama’s former
national-security advisor. In 2016, Rhodes admitted that the controversial
2015 Iran nuclear deal was the result of an “echo chamber” that the
administration had created. He claimed that he “largely manufactured” the
details of the deal, which were then validated by Obama allies in the

mainstream media.[25]

The Stanford event and the Obama Foundation’s new crusade were just
the latest examples of raising the alarm over disinformation in a trend of
projection by ruling-class propagandists. After all, Obama and his major
donors (such as Soros and Powell Jobs) and the mainstream press were the
ones who pushed the Trump-Russia collusion hoax and foisted it upon the

world for years before it was thoroughly debunked.[26]

The number of misinformation and disinformation (or simply,
propaganda) operations perpetrated by the very people warning about the
threats to our democracy are myriad.

The pandemic misinformation (or disinformation) coming from people
such as Anthony Fauci and Bill Gates could fill a separate volume, but one



of the highlights included the repeated falsehood that the mRNA jabs
prevent both spread and infection. The Clintons, Obama, and virtually every
other political elite tweeted essentially the same message after they
inevitably caught COVID. The script read something along the lines of “I
am experiencing mild symptoms and am so glad that I was double
vaccinated and boosted.”

And when the 2022 midterm elections were once again marred by
irregularities, CNN was quick to remind its viewers not to go reading
information elsewhere:

Trust your local officials, trust us here [at CNN], trust a news
source that you know and trust to be honest about this—they’re

doing their jobs, they’re doing it right.[27]

Trust the experts, trust the science, and trust CNN. The News Literacy
Project likewise ran partisan interference against questions over election

irregularities.[28]

The most troubling aspect of propaganda is not that it exists, but that it
works. Governments have long understood this and have used propaganda
to control information and manipulate public opinion accordingly. Why?
Because legitimate power is derived from the support of the people. The
more information that is controlled, the more people can be influenced, the
more support is amassed, and the more powerful the propagandists become.
And when rulers and regimes lose that support, revolutions often follow.

Consider the modern CCP. This ruling class has no intention of
relinquishing power, despite monumental failures and shocking abuses of
human rights. So, the CCP lies to its subjects—the Chinese people—
through incessant mass-media messaging and denies the abuses to the rest
of the world. All of this adds up to the CCP being terrified of losing its grip
on power and information. This is because a populist revolt of even a tiny

fraction of China’s 1.4 billion citizens would be “an existential threat.”[29]



It is no coincidence that the more authoritarian a society, the more tightly
controlled and manipulated the mass-communication systems become. And
it should come as no surprise that the Controligarchs have poured
unfathomable sums—easily totaling more than $67.4 billion—into efforts to

control information and promote themselves over the years.[30]

For example, Bill Gates and his various entities have spent at least $45.9
billion on media-related deals. Gates’s earliest media projects include the
1990s-era Microsoft Network and the Microsoft-NBC joint venture,
MSNBC, which sold to Comcast for $300 million in 2012. More recently,
Microsoft spent more than $26 billion to acquire the networking and social
media website LinkedIn, which Gates has used as a platform to promote

himself and his ideas.[31]

Additionally, Gates and his foundation have funneled over $300 million
into news initiatives and mainstream media “partnerships” with a multitude

of foreign and domestic media outfits.[32]

Other billionaires also have significant media interests: Michael
Bloomberg has Bloomberg News, Oprah has the Oprah Winfrey Network,
George Soros has major financial relationships with dozens of media outlets
ranging from NPR to the Pulitzer Prize–winning ProPublica organization,
Ted Turner largely built his empire with the Turner Broadcasting System
and CNN, and the Rockefellers have had deep connections to major media

companies for several decades.[33]

Other billionaires have purchased large or even controlling stakes in
mainstream media outlets, as Jeff Bezos did with The Washington Post in
2013 and Mexican oligarch Carlos Slim did with The New York Times in

2015.[34]

While major media outlets have long been dominated by the wealthy—
such as press baron William Randolph Hearst, Arthur Ochs Sulzberger with
The New York Times, Otis Chandler with the Los Angeles Times, and Robert
McCormick’s Chicago Tribune, to name a few—people trusted the legacy



press. Now the modern media landscape is different—namely, in that fewer
and fewer citizens rely on Big Media.

Controligarch-run media outlets, where the citizenry gets its news, have
cratered public trust in the objectivity of “the news” and are perhaps the

largest threats facing free societies around the world.[35]

But these outlets’ reputational downfall notwithstanding, the corporate
press continues to push destructive narratives.

Propaganda Drives the War Machine
America’s Founding Fathers understood that a free press was crucial for a
free society. Thus, they enshrined the First Amendment right to free speech
and a free press in the Constitution. Most Americans believe that honest,
independent individuals should pressure government officials for factual
information and hold them accountable. The press has been called the
“fourth estate,” meaning a necessary check-and-balance system for the
three government estates: the legislative, executive, and judicial branches.
[36]

Adherence to these foundational ideals determines what direction society
will follow and how free (or controlled) it will be. Public trust in the
corporate media is at a record low, which raises the question, Is the
mainstream media a free press or a propaganda and misinformation
machine?

Most people would agree that politicians (of every stripe) skillfully
spread innuendo and falsehoods against their political opponents to advance
their personal ambitions. Likewise, corporations have sold lethal and
egregious lies to consumers ranging from cigarettes are “healthy” to opioid
painkillers are “not highly addictive.” The purpose of propaganda is often

linked to power, money, or both.[37]

The failure to expose political and corporate misinformation extends
beyond mere bias. It is a dereliction of duty by a dysfunctional press.



Further, when the press itself engages in propaganda—especially corporate-
sponsored, progovernment, antidissent propaganda—the melding of

political, corporate, and media interests crystallizes authoritarianism.[38]

The US corporate media model is not the same as the state-sponsored
media in China or in the former Soviet Union. There are certainly more
diverse viewpoints expressed. But in some ways, the billionaire-backed US
media model—in which just six multinational corporations own the
majority of the major media outlets—is more insidious. The reach and
scope of its control over public opinion is massive—extending beyond
borders—but unlike state-owned media, there is a semblance of
independence (and thus legitimacy). And historically, the US corporate
press has even emulated state-owned media by working hand in glove with
the government to achieve state objectives, while the public remains largely

unaware until long after those objectives have been achieved.[39]

Pushing the public to support war is a common and recurring theme. In
the 1890s, newspaper barons William Randolph Hearst and Joseph Pulitzer
helped the US government galvanize the public into supporting the
Spanish-American War. Historians consider this conflict the nation’s first
“media war,” because of extreme bias, hyperbole, and outright falsehoods
plastered across daily newspapers with the aim of manipulating America
into war with Spain. Powerful forces within the government wanted war
and the spoils that would come with victory (i.e., Cuba’s independence as
well as US sovereignty over Guam, Puerto Rico, the Philippines, and
Hawaii). In the meantime, Hearst and Pulitzer had vested interests in hyping
the conflict to sell newspapers, increase their national profiles and garner

government favors.[40]

And willfully dishonest reporters, for whom the term “yellow
journalism” was invented, also pursued vested interests. Rather than report
the unvarnished truth, they spun false and misleading narratives that fueled
the government-media war agenda. Their incentives were clear: write what
their publishers wanted and build their personal reporting brands.



A PBS account on the origins of yellow journalism put it this way:
“Hearst’s star reporters wrote stories designed to tug at the heartstrings of
Americans. Horrific tales described the situation in Cuba—female
prisoners, executions, valiant rebels fighting, and starving women and

children figured in many of the stories that filled the newspapers.”[41]

Of course, there was just one problem: the stories were not true.
Most wars since the Spanish-American War have gained (and lost)

popular support because of media coverage—which was later revealed as
propaganda—including the World Wars I and II, the Vietnam War, the Iraq

War, and the global war on terror.[42]

New York Times reporters Michael Gordon and Judith Miller (citing
unnamed “American officials”) and many other mainstream reporters
pushed the latter Bush administration’s unsubstantiated narrative that
Saddam Hussein was harboring Al Qaeda terrorists and hiding weapons of
mass destruction (WMDs)—essential justifications for the invasion of Iraq.
[43]

Miller remained adamant that her job was not to be an independent
analyst, but rather to “tell readers of The New York Times what the
government thought about Iraq’s arsenal” (in other words, to push
government propaganda). A 2021 Brown University study found that the
global war on terror had cost American taxpayers $8 trillion since the
September 11, 2001, attacks on US soil and led to the death of nearly one

million people worldwide.[44]

More than a century after Hearst’s and Pulitzer’s Spanish-American War
coverage and two decades after the WMD debacle, the Information Age has
created a vastly superior (and still growing) reach of digital media and
highly targeted social media. Is there any wonder that the government and
corporate news monopolies have led the world to the brink of yet another
world war?

In 2022, the mainstream Western press—particularly Rupert Murdoch’s
media properties—promoted a hoax called the “Ghost of Kyiv.” The story
was that a legendary Ukrainian fighter pilot shot down at least forty Russian



planes in the first months of the war between those nations. Songs were

written about his bravery. But he did not exist.[45]

Another feel-good tale from corporate media was about the Ukrainian
“heroes of Snake Island,” who remained defiant to their valiant deaths at the
hands of a merciless Russian warship. “Russian warship, go fuck yourself!”
was their widely reported rallying cry shortly before they were attacked and

killed. In truth, they had surrendered and were found “alive and well.”[46]

Were these corporate media propaganda campaigns an effort to ratchet
up Western support for the war in Ukraine? If so, they were effective, if by
no other metric than the number of “Ghost of Kyiv,” “Take a Stand Snake
Island,” and “Fight Like [a] Ukrainian” T-shirts and other merchandise
created and sold. But the biggest Western care package came in the form of
cash and weapons from American taxpayers: $196 billion (and counting) in

less than a year.[47]

Encouraging a global conflict with a nuclear-armed state, such as Russia,
is dangerous, but as Abraham Lincoln famously said, American destruction
will not come from abroad—that danger “must spring up amongst us.”
Thus, domestic propaganda designed to confuse, divide, and steer the public
is perhaps even deadlier to the American way of life than global conflict is.
In other words, Controligarch media is a major threat to freedom and must
be dealt with if Americans are to enjoy the free exchange of ideas and

opinions that is their birthright.[48]

The permanent political class in Washington, DC—the administrative
state that has no intention of relinquishing control—has combined forces
with the Controligarchs. Together, they wield policy and propaganda to
persuade much of the public that the bureaucrats’ and billionaires’ enemies
are middle-class America’s enemies.

This unholy alliance of state and media power has had devastating real-
life consequences for millions of innocent Americans. For example, the
permanent political class and the media oligarchs have spent considerable
time, money, and effort trying to paint roughly half of the American people



as racists or Russian agents or insurrectionists—a “basket of deplorables,”
some might say.

These smears led to immense civil liberties abuses that have only gotten
worse in recent years. In less extreme cases, American citizens have been
censored, “shadow banned,” and excommunicated by friends and family; in
more extreme cases, they have been harassed by law enforcement and even
thrown in jail. In particular, the level of media propaganda that resulted in
civil rights violations reached previously unimaginable heights during the
COVID-19 pandemic.

Censors Lied, People Died
In August 2022, less than three years after the pandemic began, former New
York Times journalist Alex Berenson reported that the Biden administration
was working directly with Twitter to eliminate dissent. And pandemic
censorship aligned with the views and interests of Pfizer, Moderna, and

other Big Pharma companies.[49]

COVID origin? Censored. Mask ineffectiveness? Censored.
Hydroxychloroquine? Censored. Ivermectin? Censored. Vaccine side
effects? Censored. Preventative treatments? Censored. Most of the thought
policing came from Big Tech’s social media monopolies—namely, Twitter,
Facebook, Instagram, Google, and YouTube. People noticed that videos
were taken down, posts were slapped with warning labels or outright

deleted, and users were suspended en masse.[50]

As it turned out, the pharmaceutical companies were coordinating with
the tech giants. Big Pharma operatives were specifically concerned about
their patents and an activist movement that sought to make the vaccines free
to all. They contacted Twitter employees requesting an intervention. Twitter
then shielded Big Pharma accounts, including Pfizer’s and Moderna’s, from
negative posts and stifled a viral campaign promoting a #PeoplesVaccine,

which would effectively remove the patent.[51]



Many in the media, government, and health industries made a total
about-face after the death of George Floyd in spring 2020. With law-
abiding citizens obediently locked down and small businesses shuttered
across the country, suddenly many talking heads claimed it was medically
sound to support giant protest gatherings.

“We should always evaluate the risks and benefits of efforts to control
the virus,” Jennifer Nuzzo, a Johns Hopkins epidemiologist, tweeted in June
2020 along with the following: “In this moment the public health risks of
not protesting to demand an end to systemic racism greatly exceed the

harms of the virus.”[52]

“While I have voiced concerns that protests risk creating more
outbreaks, the status quo wasn’t going to stop #covid19 either,” wrote
Abraar Karan, a Brigham and Women’s Hospital physician, on Twitter a

couple of days earlier.[53]

With a blind eye to violence amid nationwide riots, corporate news
narratives included headlines such as, “Blaming Protesters for COVID-19
Spread Ignores the Bigger Threats to Health” and “Public Health Experts

Say the Pandemic Is Exactly Why Protests Must Continue.”[54]

Tom Frieden, director of the CDC under President Obama, penned an
authoritative pro-lockdown op-ed in The Washington Post at the outset of
the pandemic, only to support the close-contact political protests as the

election neared.[55]

And when Biden was declared the 2020 election winner, his massive
victory parties seemed to indicate that the social distancing criticisms
rigorously applied to Trump’s campaign rallies had magically vanished. The
hypocrisy and double standards were hard to ignore.

What was going on? Why did Big Pharma and social media oligarchs all
seem to be on the same page?

Where propaganda is the front-facing side of controlling the public
through manipulated information, censorship is about eliminating or
obfuscating ideas that threaten to undermine official narratives. This is
achieved by criminalizing alleged “hate speech,” which appears to be



speech that censors do not like; classifying absurd amounts of government
documents that do not warrant the designation and ensuring that these never
see the light of day; “deplatforming” journalists who dare to report on
topics outside the approved discourse, such as Berenson and undercover
video maker James O’Keefe (and many others); and accusing people of
misinformation or disinformation for political gain, among other tactics.

What made Berenson’s situation so important is that he obtained
answers, albeit long after the election. He was a leading source of
mainstream dissident information, either for those who had suspicions
about the administration’s COVID policies and media blackouts or for those
who were curious about his alternative reporting. He amassed hundreds of
thousands of followers in the process until one day, in August 2021, he was
gone. De-platformed.

Berenson sued Twitter in December 2021, and where others had failed,
he got the goods. A smoking-gun exchange definitively proved that the
Biden White House was working with the social media giant to censor
individuals and information in what appeared to be a gross violation of the

spirit, if not the letter, of the First Amendment.[56]

Berenson was further vindicated after Elon Musk took control of Twitter
in late October 2022. Musk began releasing the “Twitter Files,” which
confirmed that the FBI and the Biden administration had indeed been
pressuring the tech company to censor inconvenient information. Had the
Constitution been violated? We may never know. Naturally, there was a
near-complete media blackout surrounding the Twitter Files in the
Controligarch press.

“They had one really tough question about why Alex Berenson hasn’t
been kicked off the platform,” a Twitter employee wrote in an internal

communication.[57]

“They really wanted to know about Alex Berenson. Andy Slavitt
suggested they had seen data viz [visualization] that had showed he was the
epicenter of disinfo that radiated outwards to the persuadable public,” wrote

another Twitter employee.[58]



Andy Slavitt was President Biden’s White House COVID advisor during
the period. Berenson claimed on his Substack account, “Unreported
Truths,” that in addition to government pressure, repressive journalists had
also pressured the social media giant to silence him. But it was not until
President Biden publicly accused Facebook of “killing people” in July 2021

for allowing “misinformation” that Berenson was censored.[59]

“A few hours after Biden’s comment, Twitter suspended my account for
the first time,” Berenson said. A month later, he was permanently
suspended. The irony of his removal is that he was banned for good-faith
reporting, not for spreading disinformation. The offending August 2021
tweet that led to his suspension alleged that the COVID-19 vaccines did not
stop infection or transmission—a fact that the health experts have since

quietly admitted, though they likely knew it early on.[60]

“It doesn’t stop infection. Or transmission. Don’t think of it as a
vaccine,” Berenson wrote. “Think of it—at best—as a therapeutic with a
limited window of efficacy and terrible side effect profile that must be
dosed IN ADVANCE OF ILLNESS. And we want to mandate it?

Insanity.”[61]

Mainstream Media Consolidation = Corporate
Mind Control

In 1983, fifty companies owned 90 percent of the US media. If that were to
be spread evenly, that distribution would amount to one media company per
state. The number of market players and the level of competition were
vastly more diverse than in the decades that followed, especially compared
with today’s media landscape.

By 2012, just six companies controlled 90 percent of the US media,
meaning that almost everything that Americans read, watched, or listened to
ran through the corporate media giants of General Electric (GE), News



Corp, Disney, Viacom, Time Warner, and CBS—and the 232 media

executives who led them.[62]

Much has transpired in the intervening decade—namely, the explosion
of digital media, streaming services, and cable news, as well as
unprecedented ways of both distributing and consuming content. The
internet boom was democratizing information, or so the mantra went. More
than a decade into this historic transition, roughly the same six companies
controlled mass media.

As of 2023, the six companies that control almost all the media are:

AT&T (which acquired Time Warner in 2018 and rebranded it as
WarnerMedia);

Comcast (which partnered with GE in 2011 to purchase
NBCUniversal before Comcast acquired GE’s 49 percent ownership
stake in NBCUniversal in 2013);

Disney (which owns ABC and multiple news, media, and theme-
park operations, as well as the massive ESPN Wide World of Sports
Complex);

News Corp (which owns Fox News, The Wall Street Journal, the
New York Post, and other major media properties);

Paramount Global (formerly ViacomCBS after the 2019 “remerger”
of Viacom and CBS); and

Sony (which owns several major film studios).

Each of these six companies is a publicly traded corporation, which
means that none of them are wholly owned by our Controligarchs (though
BlackRock, Vanguard, and State Street are typically their largest
shareholders and many Controligarchs own media stocks). However, all six



media conglomerates are WEF partners, and their executives certainly

possess the Davos Spirit.[63]

It is breathtaking to consider that even through the hyperproliferation of
mass media in the modern era, areas such as entertainment, news, and
information are more tightly controlled and consolidated in corporate hands
than ever. And that does not even include the vast reaches of the so-called
FAANGs: Facebook, Apple, Amazon, Netflix, and Google, which are not
considered traditional media companies but have perhaps more power to
poison the information well.

These media empires are not just too big to fail, they are also too big to
avoid or escape. Want to take your viewing dollars somewhere other than
Disney because of the corporation’s political leanings? Good luck. You
would have to avoid the ABC broadcast network; ESPN; Pixar; Marvel;
Lucasfilm; Disney+; ESPN+; Hulu; multiple other cable networks;
magazines; publishing companies; music record labels; cruise lines; resorts;
fourteen theme parks; lucrative “woke” corporate sports partnerships with
the National Basketball Association, the Major League Baseball, the
National Football League, the National Collegiate Athletic Association; and
more. Even if you managed to steer clear, the few other media

conglomerates offer similar vortexes with few viewpoint alternatives.[64]

Change the channel from slanted ABC News coverage or ESPN’s
bizarre daytime race-baiting sports programming, and one might land on a
Warner Bros. Discovery property. The megamedia corporation—now
majorly owned by AT&T—houses multiple cable networks, including HBO
and Discovery Channel; Warner’s film studios, which include DC Comics
and New Line Cinema; a trove of international television programming; the

Discovery+ streaming service; and HBO Max.[65]

Warner Bros. Discovery also owns CNN. The cable-news network—
launched by media mogul Ted Turner in 1980—damaged its reputation in
recent years by veering into extreme bias, outright propaganda, and
disgraceful backroom dealings. The network has since tried to regain some



of its credibility—and more importantly, halt the hemorrhaging of its
viewers—by cleaning house.

Notably, CNN’s former star anchor Chris Cuomo was fired in December
2021 after evidence emerged that he was advising New York governor
Andrew Cuomo, his brother, on how to dodge sexual harassment
accusations—which ultimately contributed to Andrew Cuomo’s resignation.
[66]

Chris Cuomo regularly interviewed his powerful brother, and the
network covered the disgraced governor in glowing terms, all under the
auspices of former CNN president Jeff Zucker. As part of the
housecleaning, Zucker himself was forced to resign after an affair came to
light during the Chris Cuomo investigation. Zucker’s paramour, Allison
Gollust, was CNN’s marketing chief and had previously worked at NBC

and as Andrew Cuomo’s communications director.[67]

The ouster of CNN’s top brass did little to help remedy public perception
of the network. But no matter how swampy, misleading, and poorly rated
CNN becomes, the network remains safely embedded into a giant media
corporation where it is insulated from the consequences of failure and
financial losses. This is because the real value of the network is not in
journalism, but in its capacity to broadcast narratives and influence minds
across the globe.

As of 2021, Comcast is the second-largest broadcasting and cable
television company in the world by revenue. It is also the largest pay TV
and home internet service provider in the United States and the largest pay
TV provider in Europe. The colossal media and telecommunications
conglomerate is vertically integrated from production to distribution, and its

CEO Brian Roberts has golfed with Barack Obama.[68]

The media properties that fall under Comcast’s umbrella span the globe
and have numerous foreign-language spinoffs. As the parent company of
NBCUniversal, Comcast’s list of assets could run for pages. Notable
domestic holdings include broadcast networks NBC, MSNBC, CNBC, USA
Network, NBCSN, Bravo, E!, and Telemundo; the film studio Universal



Pictures; the streaming service Peacock; and the animation studios

DreamWorks, Illumination, and Universal Animation Studios.[69]

Other Comcast-owned ventures include English- and Spanish-language
TV-news affiliates in large-, medium-, and small-sized cities across the
country; dozens of sports channels, networks, and stand-alone properties,
such as the Golf Channel and NBC Olympics. NBCUniversal operates in
every habitable continent: Africa, Asia, Australia, Europe, North America,

and South America.[70]

NBCUniversal is headquartered at Rockefeller Center (30 Rockefeller
Plaza) in Midtown Manhattan, which is the site of an earlier media
transition that was spearheaded by one of the most consequential oligarch
families in American history.

John D. Rockefeller Jr., son of the legendary and oft-reviled Standard
Oil robber baron John D. Rockefeller, constructed what is commonly
known today as “30 Rock” or “the Rock” between 1931 and 1933. With
massive wealth at Rockefeller Jr.’s disposal, and all the connections that
money could buy, he set out to dominate media in the Great Depression era
—and, of course, beyond.

Radio was the main medium of the day, and Rockefeller built a city
inside America’s most powerful media market to headquarter his new
empire; that is, Radio City in Midtown Manhattan (though at first it was
popularly known as Rockefeller City). At the time, NBC was owned by the
Radio Corporation of America (RCA), and Rockefeller landed NBC—
America’s oldest major broadcaster and the crown jewel of radio—as his

principal tenant.[71]

Rockefeller Jr. courted additional tenants to fill out the sprawling
complex, which included many foreign companies attracted to the
Rockefeller name. Political perks soon followed. David Rockefeller,
grandson of the Radio City founder, recalled in his 2002 memoir, “Congress
agreed to special legislation that provided duty-free status for goods
imported by firms taking space in the Center, and a number of foreign firms

took long-term leases in some of the smaller buildings.”[72]



Interestingly enough, RCA formed NBC in 1926, while RCA itself was
co-owned by some of the biggest media players of recent years: General
Electric, AT&T, and Westinghouse (which effectively merged with the CBS
Corporation in the mid-1990s, was then acquired by Viacom in 1999, and
ultimately reorganized into Paramount Global in 2022). In 1932, GE was
forced to sell its RCA (and thus NBC) stake because of antitrust charges,
only to reacquire it in 1986, or during the initial upswing of the mass

information consolidation.[73]

And when Comcast bought out GE in 2013 by purchasing a controlling
interest in NBCUniversal, Comcast secured its place at the top of the media
food chain. For its part, the Rockefeller Center helped to launch point-to-
mass radio, transitioned the nation to ubiquitous television programming,
and now penetrates households and smartphones around the globe through
digital broadcasting. Amazingly, the Rock consists of twenty-two acres of
some of the most expensive land in the world and remains a thriving city
within a city.

Media consolidation of such magnitude represents a threat to the
republic, but perhaps even worse than the increasing lack of competition in
the fourth estate is that foxes are guarding the henhouse.

The CIA, the FBI, and the TV Spies Who Lie
In recent years, former senior intelligence officials directly involved in
alleged high-profile political and civil liberties abuses were featured
uncritically in television news, even as elite media organizations claimed
adherence to journalistic integrity. In early 2017, “Democracy Dies in
Darkness,” became The Washington Post’s above-the-fold motto as it
turned a blind eye to the overt integration of the intelligence community
into the US media.

Officials such as John Brennan, the former director of the Central
Intelligence Agency (CIA); James Clapper, the former director of National



Intelligence; and Andrew McCabe, the former deputy director of the FBI—
among others—made regular appearances on CNN, MSNBC, network
news, and Sunday-morning news shows to air manipulated versions of
events in which they and their agencies were involved, including election
interference, political espionage, and leaking classified information during
the Trump era.

Brennan, Clapper, McCabe, and ex-FBI director James Comey were
among the figures being investigated by the Justice Department’s inspector
general (IG) Michael Horowitz, an Obama appointee, and Special Counsel
John Durham, while their media hosts provided nationwide platforms to
justify their activities and spin like-minded narratives. McCabe was even
hired by CNN in 2019 to promote shared interests and distribute FBI

talking points in what could only be considered misinformation, at best.[74]

In one instance, Jonathan Turley, a prominent legal analyst and professor
at George Washington University Law School, sounded the alarm in 2020
for what he called “a new twist on echo journalism.” Writing on his popular
legal blog, Turley cited a CNN interview in which McCabe made “utterly
absurd and untrue” statements about legal developments involving retired
general Michael Flynn, whom McCabe himself allegedly snared in a so-
called perjury trap in early 2017. Flynn then faced years of subsequent
prosecutorial harassment and media character assassination because of

McCabe’s actions. Flynn even sold his home to pay for his legal bills.[75]

“Not only was McCabe not challenged on the statements, it was never
mentioned that he was fired after being found by career investigators to
have lied to them (the very charge against Flynn),” Turley wrote. “Despite
the fact that his false statements were related to this very case, it was not
deemed relevant to raise by CNN with CNN’s senior analyst. McCabe
however displayed the very bias and maliciousness documented by career
investigators before he was fired.” McCabe, of course, denies any

wrongdoing.[76]

The “news” being offered was a complete scam that was delivered
through a matrix of highly abusive politics, oligarchic platform control, and



coordinated messaging—the type that currently dominates America’s
modern information landscape and is by no means limited to CNN.

As Turley noted, CNN allowed McCabe to push “utterly absurd and
untrue” statements to its viewers without disclosing that he had been fired
from the FBI for lying to internal investigators at the Department of Justice
(DOJ). Turley’s analysis echoed IG Horowitz’s previous findings. Horowitz
had referred McCabe for criminal prosecution for multiple instances where
McCabe “lacked candor,” or lied, during an investigation into an
unauthorized leak to the media. Horowitz wrote in a 2018 IG report that
McCabe’s actions were “designed to advance his personal interests at the
expense of Department leadership” and “violated the FBI’s and the

Department’s media policy and constituted misconduct.”[77]

But CNN ignored all of that misconduct as it sought to benefit from
McCabe’s media profile. And as is so often the case, DOJ leadership
declined to prosecute McCabe, despite the department’s internal watchdog’s
own criminal referral. In fact, not only did he escape accountability but he
also received enormous benefits at the taxpayers’ expense. These included
the restoration of his pension and more than $500,000 in legal bills paid.
McCabe even had his personnel file scrubbed of all indicators of his

termination for cause.[78]

Intelligence community involvement in the US media is not new. The
FBI, the CIA, and other intel agencies have leaked information to the news
media for decades. Usually, the motives boil down to an “I’ll scratch your
back if you scratch mine” approach that advances both sides’ political
agendas and personal gains.

“Deep Throat,” the man who was the source for Washington Post
journalists Bob Woodward and Carl Bernstein in the early 1970s during
Watergate, is a prime example. Deep Throat’s name was W. Mark Felt, and
he, like Andrew McCabe, was the FBI’s deputy director. The Washington
Post and the mainstream media detested President Nixon, as did Felt. By
leaking, Felt exacted revenge against Nixon for not appointing him to the



FBI’s newly opened directorship following the death of longtime FBI

director J. Edgar Hoover.[79]

This tactic of presidential sabotage via leaks to the press would resurface
in the 2016, 2020, and 2024 election cycles. Such leaks are just one of the
“six ways from Sunday” that Senator Chuck Schumer warned that the
intelligence community could get back at Trump. The Trump-hating media
has been eager to publish and amplify the leaks.

While Americans may generally assume that intel officials leak to the
media, they may not realize how incestuous the relationship actually is.

The Controligarchs and the Mockingbirds
During the course of the Watergate investigations in the mid-1970s,
troubling revelations surfaced about executive branch and intelligence
agency domestic surveillance programs. Shortly after, famed investigative
journalist Seymour Hersh reported that the CIA had been violating its
charter by spying on American citizens during the Vietnam War. Amid
public outcry, Congress convened the Church Committee, named for
Senator Frank Church (D-ID), the committee’s chairman, and stunning

discoveries of widespread news media involvement came to light.[80]

Although the Church Committee was careful to balance the institutional
integrity of the CIA with the incredible abuses that it was tasked with
addressing—always leaning on protecting “sources and methods” to
obfuscate undesirable disclosures—Operation Mockingbird would
eventually be revealed by none other than Watergate crusader Carl

Bernstein.[81]

Put simply, Operation Mockingbird was a CIA program that secretly
recruited leading American journalists and corporate media oligarchs. The
practice went beyond the scope of the Watergate scandal and involved
embedding intel assets within the media. The purpose was to manipulate the



American public, and it had repercussions that arguably continue to this
day.

The Church Committee held 126 full meetings and 40 subcommittee
hearings, while interviewing roughly 800 witnesses and admitting 110,000
documents, though most of these activities and records were kept from
public view. According to the official US Senate record, the committee
published a report in 1976 that carefully highlighted a few selected cases of
“unlawful or improper conduct,” despite resistance from the institutional

subjects of the investigations.[82]

“These hearings examined a CIA biological agents program, a White
House domestic surveillance program, IRS intelligence activities, and the
FBI’s program to disrupt the civil rights and anti-Vietnam War
movements,” the Senate record states.

“Despite these numerous challenges, the Church Committee investigated
and identified a wide range of intelligence abuses by federal agencies,
including the CIA, FBI, IRS, and National Security Agency. In the course
of their work, investigators identified programs that had never before been
known to the American public, including NSA’s Projects SHAMROCK and
MINARET, programs which monitored wire communications to and from
the United States and shared some of that data with other intelligence

agencies,” the Senate record continues.[83]

The Church Committee also confirmed that the intelligence community
had cultivated relationships within the press. Without identifying names, the
committee found approximately fifty journalists who had secret ties to the
CIA. However, Bernstein expanded on the Church Committee’s findings in
his groundbreaking 1977 article “The CIA and the Media.” Bernstein
exposed Operation Mockingbird and attested that hundreds of journalists,

publishers, and editors were carrying out CIA assignments.[84]

Bernstein cited Joseph Alsop, a leading syndicated columnist, as one of
more than four hundred American journalists who had secretly worked for
the CIA. “Some of these journalists’ relationships with the Agency were
tacit; some were explicit. There was cooperation, accommodation, and



overlap. . . . Reporters shared their notebooks with the CIA. Editors shared
their staffs,” Bernstein wrote.

But it was not just reporters and editors. It was also their employers
working together as a united front to influence media narratives.

“Among the executives who lent their cooperation to the Agency were
William Paley of the Columbia Broadcasting System, Henry Luce of Time
Inc., [and] Arthur Hays Sulzberger of The New York Times,” Bernstein
wrote. “Other organizations which cooperated with the CIA include the
American Broadcasting Company, the National Broadcasting Company, the
Associated Press, United Press International, Reuters, Hearst Newspapers,
Scripps-Howard, Newsweek magazine, the Mutual Broadcasting System,
The Miami Herald and the old Saturday Evening Post and New York

Herald-Tribune.”[85]

As a result of the stunning abuses highlighted through the Watergate
investigations, the Church Committee, and intrepid reporting—the sort that
has been censored in recent years—Congress approved legislation to rein in
the intelligence community.

The Senate approved Senate Resolution 400 in 1976, establishing the
Senate Select Committee on Intelligence. The committee’s mandate was,
and is, to provide “vigilant legislative oversight over the intelligence
activities of the United States to assure that such activities are in conformity
with the Constitution and laws of the United States.” Congress also
approved, and President Jimmy Carter signed into law, the Foreign
Intelligence Surveillance Act in 1978, “requiring the executive branch to
request warrants for wiretapping and surveillance purposes from a newly

formed FISA Court.”[86]

In 2016, FISA played a key role in a disinformation operation that
undermined a US presidential candidate (and later president). Obama’s FBI
and DOJ obtained FISA warrants targeting Trump and his advisors; they
spied on his campaign, and then they selectively leaked bits and pieces of
Team Trump’s communications to the press. A 2018 DOJ IG report blasted
the cozy and unprecedented relationships between Obama intelligence



officials and corporate media reporters (but recommended no criminal

charges).[87]

The mainstream press, particularly David Ignatius of the Bezos-owned
Washington Post, David Corn of the Laurene Powell Jobs–funded Mother
Jones, and Michael Isikoff of Yahoo! News (which Verizon agreed to
purchase in 2016), peddled the narrative that the Obama administration in

effect told them to publish: Donald Trump was an agent of Russia.[88]

This kind of propaganda peddling and media corruption is so staggering
that it should have been criminal. Instead, many reporters earned Pulitzers.
[89]

Deep State Disinformation and Creeping
Dystopia

But perhaps the most egregious disinformation operation in recent years is
the Hunter Biden laptop cover-up. It exemplifies the widespread corruption
in the intelligence community that spills over into the mainstream media.

When the New York Post obtained a copy of Hunter Biden’s abandoned
laptop from a computer repair shop just a few weeks before the 2020
election, “Deep State” operatives, the corporate media, and the Big Tech
oligarchs sprang into action to defend Joe Biden and help make the story go
away. More than fifty former US senior intelligence officials signed an open
letter falsely stating that the laptop was a “Russian disinformation”

operation.[90]

Mainstream outlets pushed the letter far and wide. Finally, social media
oligarchs like Mark Zuckerberg at Facebook and the obscurantists at Twitter
censored the New York Post’s article and banned its accounts. The result
was a total media blackout of the Biden laptop story (other than regurgitated
reports dismissing the laptop revelations with the all-too-familiar label of
“Russian disinformation”).



The widespread censorship of the Biden laptop story influenced the 2020
election. Multiple polls and surveys have indicated that citizens would have
voted differently—half of the respondents in one survey—if they had been
permitted to know the truth about the Biden family’s foreign business
dealings. And the unholy alliance is already making its presence felt ahead
of the 2024 presidential election, too. Mainstream media rejoiced after
receiving news of the FBI’s raid on Trump’s home ahead of the former

president’s unprecedented indictment.[91]

The US intelligence community’s feeding information to the corporate
media and Big Tech to stifle the Biden laptop story and influence the 2020
election is only just the beginning. Big Tech oligarchs’ desire for
domination extends far beyond controlling the flow of information.
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The Dystopian Present
I have over 4,000 emails, pictures, addresses, SNS . . . People just submitted it. I

don’t know why. They “trust me.” Dumb fucks.[1]

—Mark Zuckerberg, Meta Platforms founder and CEO, 2004

ne late October day in 2021, one of the richest and most powerful
men in the world, Mark Zuckerberg, hosted a virtual event where he

revealed the future of his companies, which, he hoped, also happened to be
the future of the known universe. It was a few days before Halloween, and
Zuckerberg had treats to share with the world and even a few tricks up his
sleeve. Zuckerberg’s jovial demeanor indicated that he thought his
announcement would be fun, but more than a few people found his vision

for the future terrifying.[2]

The event was Facebook’s annual “Connect” conference, where
Zuckerberg and other personnel show off the newest features coming to the
Facebook family of companies, which includes Threads (a Twitter-like
platform launched in 2023), as well as the Instagram photo-sharing platform
and the WhatsApp instant-messaging platform.

Zuckerberg, or “Zuck” as he is known, began the address while sitting in
his living room. He was wearing all black—perhaps because he likes the
color, or perhaps as an homage to Apple founder Steve Jobs’s signature



look, or perhaps because he wanted to look like a cartoon villain. After all,
he had once boasted that his employees “lovingly” call him the “Eye of
Sauron,” after the evil force depicted as a blazing all-seeing eye in the Lord

of the Rings saga.[3]

As Zuck meandered about his palatial abode, he walked virtual attendees
through a quick history of online life, from his perspective. “Back when I
started Facebook, that mostly meant text that we typed on computers,” Zuck
began. “Then we all got phones with cameras, and the internet became
much more visual”—from desktop computers forty years ago to pocket
computers, smartphones, today. “But this isn’t the end of the line,” the

Facebook founder teased.[4]

Zuck spoke with his usual awkward cadence and a forced folksy
sincerity that sounded robotic. In Zuck’s future, which he called the
metaverse, digital life would be even more immersive than the perpetual
newsfeed scrolling of today. He called his vision an “embodied internet,”

where his users are in the experience and “not just looking at it.”[5]

As the billionaire wandered around his mansion—it appeared to be a
virtual rendering of his 1,500-acre Hawaiian estate on the scenic island of
Kauai—he settled in front of the floor-to-ceiling panoramic windows
looking out at the tropical horizon of his oceanfront view. It was here that

Zuck decided to demonstrate an even cooler reality: Facebook Horizon.[6]

Facebook Horizon was Zuck’s contribution to the metaverse, which is
actually not a Zuck product. Rather, the metaverse is the purported future of
the internet, and Facebook Horizon is Zuck’s corner of it.

As he stared out at paradise, the virtual reality flickered on. A cartoon
version (or avatar) of Zuck appeared in a skeleton onesie Halloween
costume. He swiped through outfits for his avatar until he found his all-
black cartoon villain look and zoomed off to a virtual space station where

several of his virtual friends were playing virtual poker.[7]

As Zuck continued the metaverse tour, suddenly a piece of three-
dimensional graffiti appeared. One of his friends in the real world was



checking out a street art exhibit in SoHo and sent him a link. The real-life
street art was designed in “augmented reality” (which means half in the real
world, half in the metaverse). “This is stunning . . . awesome . . . amazing!”
Zuck and his metaverse friends were impressed. “Wait, it’s disappearing,”

said Zuck as the 3D graffiti started to fade away.[8]

“Hold on, I’ll tip the artist, and they’ll extend it,” said the friend who
was physically in SoHo at the virtual street art exhibit. It appeared that

digital artwork could be infinitely monetized.[9]

There are limitless ways to spend money on intangible items and virtual
upgrades in Zuck’s virtual world. In addition to an infinite number of digital
products that do not exist in the real world, there will also be real products
for sale. One of the first virtual shops in the metaverse, for example, was a

cannabis store.[10]

In addition to selling physical products such as marijuana, the metaverse
would create whole new consumer product offerings—including physical
and biotechnological upgrades for the human body.

Zuck had already filed a patent for bionic eyeballs so that metaverse
users could one day bring their virtual reality with them everywhere and
never have to leave. Bionic eyeball technology (technically called a
“cortical visual prosthesis”) was at least a decade old, and other attempts
had left terrified users in the dark from time to time. But Zuck had other
brand-new technologies that he was tinkering with, including a synthetic
skin prototype called ReSkin or pneumatic haptic gloves, so that users

could literally feel and grasp the metaverse.[11]

Innovators were even developing scent blasters that shoot chemical mist
at a user’s nose to allow them to “smell” the metaverse. In addition to basic
scents like chocolate and strawberry (and even “beach”), there are more

nuanced fragrances such as “fascinate,” “annihilate,” and “carouse.”[12]

More than five hundred major corporations are also helping to build the

metaverse.[13]



In May 2022, one of the world’s largest beverage companies, Coca-Cola,
released a new “pixel-flavored soda” that was “born in the metaverse.”
More companies are working on changing the flavor of your drink “with a
swipe” and one company, called Taste the TV, devised a method to place
flavoring strips over its television-shaped device. Users literally licked the

screen to “taste the metaverse.”[14]

Zuck has proven to be a master of capturing attention spans, and the
metaverse could dominate all five of your senses for eternity, not to mention
your wallet.

In his virtual event, Zuck revealed that unique virtual items and digital
art could be bought, sold, and uniquely owned via a nonfungible token
(NFT). NFTs had become the latest investment fad among so-called crypto
bros and other millennial geeks who invest in things like meme stocks, of
which GameStop and AMC Theaters were memorable examples.

The most popular NFTs had been colorful cartoons of drowsy-looking
primates—called Bored Apes—which were inspired by the term for
millennial meme stock investors. As the fad became a craze, one Bored Ape
digital drawing sold for $3.4 million at a Sotheby’s auction. As it turns out,

this happened just a few days before Zuck’s virtual event.[15]

Traditional investors were baffled by NFTs, given how easily digital art
can be reproduced. Why would anyone pay for an NFT if someone else
could just copy and paste or take a screenshot of it? Zuck had the answer:
social media entrepreneurs could now sell exclusive virtual products (such
as clothes, paintings, and even candles) for you to accessorize your
metaverse avatar and decorate its digital dwelling. In theory, Facebook
would not allow these to be “stolen” or reproduced.

“You could also drop an exclusive product in the metaverse where [it is]
only available to your most ardent fans who paid a special access to get that
product,” Zuck’s metaverse architect said excitedly. “That’s dope,” a digital
candlemaker said. “Commerce is going to be a big part of the metaverse,”

the architect promised.[16]



Suddenly, they were transported to a “magical” place that the architect
called “The Butterfly Effect.” It was unclear if the irony of the name—
which refers to the idea that tiny changes on one side of the world can result
in catastrophic consequences on the other—was lost on the architect.

As technicolored butterflies floated in and out of digital picture frames,
the digital candlemaker explained (seemingly via telepathy) what the
metaverse meant to her: “I just feel like this is, like, endless possibilities of

my imagination.”[17]

The metaverse architect agreed with her. “I can’t even begin to imagine
how meaningful the metaverse will be, thanks to creators like you,” he said.
[18]

Some observers remarked that the whole thing felt scripted, cultlike, and

“super weird.”[19]

The Final Revolution
When most people envision a dystopian future, they often imagine some
postapocalyptic world—cities reduced to ash heaps, perhaps with hordes of
marauding zombies—completely unrecognizable from the current world.
They typically do not think of a dystopia in the present. But Zuck and his
fellow Controligarchs, whether they know it or not, are building a dystopia,
digital brick by digital brick.

WEF thought leader Yuval Noah Harari’s vision of the future, filled with
useless humans, seems to mirror that of Aldous Huxley, whose fictional
drug “Soma” in Brave New World made citizens love their servitude while
placated by a relentless stream of entertainment and pornography. At a 1961
San Francisco symposium titled “Man and Civilization: Control of the
Mind,” Huxley elaborated on what he called “The Final Revolution”:



There will be in the next generation or so a pharmacological
method of making people love their servitude and producing
dictatorship without tears, so to speak. Producing a kind of
painless concentration camp for entire societies so that people will
in fact have their liberties taken away from them but will rather
enjoy it, because they will be distracted from any desire to rebel
by propaganda, or brainwashing, or brainwashing enhanced by
pharmacological methods. And this seems to be the final

revolution.[20]

Huxley did not necessarily look forward to these possibilities with
delight. It is worth noting, however, that his family did much to normalize
and advance the causes of technocracy, depopulation, eugenics, and the
obliteration of religion in favor of “scientism.” Aldous’s grandfather,
Thomas Huxley, coined the term “agnosticism” and was known as Charles
Darwin’s “bulldog” for his relentless support of Darwinian evolution as a
means to end Christianity. The elder Huxley formed something called the X
Club, which was like a nineteenth-century version of the Good Club: it
advocated rule by a scientific elite and had strong Malthusian views on

overpopulation and sought to curb it.[21]

Aldous’s brother, Julian Huxley, was agnostic—or a “secular humanist,”
as he called the belief system—and highly influential in the international
eugenics movement. Rockefeller’s biographers described him as “a friend

of Margaret Sanger and a population propagandist since 1926.”[22]

“Unrestrained breeding, for man and animals alike, whether they are
mice, lemmings, locusts, Italians, Hindoos, or Chinamen, is biologically a
thoroughly evil thing,” Julian Huxley wrote in a book with his grandfather’s

protégé, English writer H. G. Wells, and the latter’s son, G. P. Wells.[23]

H. G. Wells gained fame as the author of The War of the Worlds (1898),
but his lesser-known books—The Open Conspiracy (1928) and The New
World Order (1940)—were among the earliest socialist manifestos that



advocated for the abolition of nations, the formation of a “world

commonwealth,” and total control of the human population.[24]

H. G. Wells’s writings inspired the UN’s Universal Declaration of
Human Rights, and while critics found Wells’s manifestos antidemocratic
and elitist, admirers say that Wells boosted the progressive “civil society”
for modern-day groups such as Greenpeace and Amnesty International

(both well-funded by the Controligarchs).[25]

In his book New Bottles for New Wine (1957), Julian Huxley coined the
term “transhumanism,” which is still used today as the all-encompassing
term for the merger of man with machine. Another term that overlaps with
“transhumanism” is “the Singularity.” Ray Kurzweil, an AI visionary who
worked for Google, advanced the term and projected that the Singularity—
the man-machine merger—would occur by 2045. Controligarch thinkers
like Kurzweil dream of one day achieving the age-old quest for immortality,
which he predicts could be attained as early as 2030. And considering
Zuckerberg’s virtual event (and his own life-extension ambitions), it
appears that the metaverse ultimately endeavors to make accommodations

for transhumanism and the Singularity.[26]

Many people think of techno-slavery as a nightmare version of the
future, but it is not that far off. In fact, we are already living in a dystopian
present. Simply put, there is perhaps no better description of the metaverse
than a painless transhumanist concentration camp, as Aldous Huxley
predicted nearly six decades ago.

A Transhuman Hellscape
Mark Zuckerberg’s vision for the metaverse—to which he has devoted more
than $36 billion—has drawn the attention of Klaus Schwab and the other
Controligarchs of the WEF. There are no competitors (in the conventional
sense) at the control level of the metaverse, only partners and stakeholders.
Facebook (Meta), Microsoft, and Google, for example, not only are



building competing virtual and augmented reality products but are also in

business with one another.[27]

The WEF website has thousands of pages that mention the metaverse.
With a newly formed 2022 WEF initiative titled “Defining and Building the
Metaverse” and positive headlines such as “71% of Executives Say the
Metaverse Will Be Good for Business. Here’s Why,” “Younger Generations
Expect to Spend a Lot More Time in the Metaverse,” and “Who Will
Govern the Metaverse.” Apparently, the WEF is positioning itself as the

arbiter of “best practices” for this new digital world.[28]

The WEF considers the metaverse to be part of the Fourth Industrial
Revolution, which Schwab has said will lead to “a fusion of our physical,

our digital, and our biological identities.”[29] It was a Davos keynote
lecture in 1999 that first popularized the term the “Internet of Things”—
things like smart cities, smart homes, smart appliances, and wearable tech,
like smart watches—discussed in Chapter Three. Transhumanists such as
Schwab and Harari and the Controligarchs building the metaverse have

spoken of merging man with machine into an “Internet of Bodies.”[30]

Indeed, the WEF has already stated its intention to draft metaverse

“governance frameworks.”[31]

The world’s largest corporations followed Meta’s lead and have also
begun staking out their corners of the metaverse. Bill Gates, in particular,
saw the COVID pandemic as a massive opportunity to catapult humanity

into the virtual world.[32]

“The last two years have led to monumental leaps forward in how we
use technology, accelerating changes that would’ve taken years—if not a
decade or longer—otherwise,” Gates wrote on his blog in December 2021,
the height of the pandemic. “I’m really excited about the potential for
experimentation,” Gates went on, referring to what digitalization and the

metaverse could do for worker productivity.[33]

Naturally, Microsoft—along with the FAANGs—would be playing a
major role in constructing the metaverse.



In January 2022, Microsoft announced its plan to purchase one of the
world’s top video game developers, Activision Blizzard, for nearly $69
billion. Microsoft’s goal with the Activision takeover was to add to its Xbox
video game console empire and use the developer to assemble the “building
blocks for the metaverse,” according to Microsoft’s press release. Video

games, the WEF said, would be the key to mass metaverse adoption.[34]

If completed, the merger would make Microsoft the world’s third-largest
video game developer behind China’s Tencent and PlayStation
manufacturer Sony. The deal hit a speed bump in December 2022 when the
FTC announced its intention to block the takeover. However, Microsoft
intends to wage war against the FTC in order to complete the merger, and a
former Justice Department deputy who had helped expose Gates’s
Embrace-Extend-Extinguish strategy during the Microsoft antitrust case in

the 1990s called the FTC strategy “nutty.”[35]

After announcing its intentions to use video games to build the
metaverse, Microsoft revealed the “cornerstones for securing” the
metaverse in March 2022. Managing digital identities would be a top
concern. Gates was still working on the digital ID issue, as we learned in
Chapter Seven, but the Microsoft outline indicated that the company was
positioning itself to coordinate (and possibly manage) the privatized digital

security forces in the metaverse.[36]

In early 2022, the company was also working to make its augmented
reality glasses, called HoloLens, more affordable. The $3,500 Microsoft
augmented reality (or “mixed reality”) lenses would allow users to visit the
metaverse without completely obfuscating the real world around them,
unlike Zuckerberg’s sub-$1,000 Oculus Quest virtual reality (VR) headset,
which completely blacks out the wearer’s vision, leading to a deluge of
“VR Fail” videos of users breaking items in their homes and striking family

members in the face.[37]

Google’s “Project Iris” also endeavors to bring mixed-reality glasses to
the market. Some Wall Street investors predicted that the dominance of
Meta’s Oculus VR headset would “erode” once Apple’s secret mixed-reality



project was unveiled. Even Disney has plans to make its corner of this new

virtual world “the happiest place in the metaverse.”[38]

Perhaps the greatest indicator of the Controligarchs’ investment in the
metaverse is that the big banks are fully behind it. BlackRock has launched
multiple metaverse-focused investment funds to boost capital to developers
(while profiting from the patents and intellectual property). “Step into the
metaverse,” BlackRock beckoned to investors on one of the multiple

promotional pages on its website.[39]

Less than six months after Zuckerberg’s Halloween Horizons tour, in
February 2022, JPMorgan became the first Wall Street bank to stake its
claim in the metaverse. JPMorgan opened the “Onyx Lounge” in
Decentraland—a virtual world within the metaverse—and hung a framed
digital portrait of the bank’s CEO, Jamie Dimon, on its digital wall. On the
first “floor” of the Onyx Lounge, a cartoon tiger wandered past the
pixelated portrait of Dimon. On the second “floor,” visitors could

experience crypto seminars from financial experts.[40]

In 2022, the bank predicted that the metaverse would “infiltrate” every
sector in human life “in the coming years” and generate $1 trillion in annual
revenues. JPMorgan analysts projected that digital real estate would be a
growing sector within the metaverse, and they were not wrong. In February
2022, a wealthy metaverse visitor spent $450,000 for a single digital
property next door to famous rapper Snoop Dogg’s virtual mansion. That
same month, a larger parcel sold for more than $2 million—for one piece of

digital land.[41]

Around the same time, metaverse data analysts and investors revealed
that more than $500 million changed hands for digital real estate in 2021
and projected that that amount would likely double in 2022. In fact, it

almost tripled.[42]

Like JPMorgan, Bank of America has predicted that the metaverse will
be a lucrative financial opportunity—particularly for digital currencies.
Goldman Sachs forecasted that the metaverse will be even bigger than



JPMorgan’s trillion-dollar prediction: potentially $8 trillion in revenues and

monetization, according to one Goldman analyst.[43]

A leaked 2014 Goldman Sachs internal memo had previously revealed
that the massive bank had “dreams of oligopoly.” In Goldman’s dream, “too
big to fail” became systemic. According to the memo:

There is a natural pull toward consolidation among mature or
maturing industries. An oligopolistic market structure can turn a
cut-throat commodity industry into a highly profitable one.
Oligopolistic markets are powerful because they simultaneously
satisfy multiple critical components of sustainable competitive
advantage—a smaller set of relevant peers faces lower
competitive intensity, greater stickiness and pricing power with
customers due to reduced choice, scale cost benefits including
stronger leverage over suppliers, and higher barriers to new

entrants all at once.[44]

The consolidation of the metaverse industry (the Microsoft-Activision
merger, for example) inevitably leads to less intense competition and
greater price-gouging power because of reduced consumer choices. In other
words, having fewer market options will force consumers to pay more. In

effect, it can put a paywall around your entire life.[45]

Market consolidation leads to fewer and fewer cell phone manufacturers
dominating the market (Apple or Samsung?); fewer and fewer internet
service providers (Comcast or Comcast?); fewer and fewer wireless carriers
(AT&T or Verizon?); and even fewer and fewer airlines (American or
Delta?). This means that your rates will go up, your internet speeds will go
down unless you pay more, and your privacy options will decrease, as will
your legroom and in-flight food and beverage options. And there is not
much that you can do about it.



Other than useless scraps of intangible computer code called NFTs, in
the metaverse you truly own nothing. But will you be happy?

The big banks will be happy. For Goldman Sachs, the Controligarch-
dominated metaverse—with its relatively few architects and gatekeepers,

such as Apple and Meta—could be a dream come true.[46]

Elon Musk has said that virtual worlds like the metaverse should be
accessed directly, without the need for devices or peripherals such as VR or
mixed-reality headsets. Musk’s company, Neuralink, has been testing
brand-new microchips that inject digital data straight into the human brain
without the need for a cumbersome headset.

On November 30, 2022, Musk announced that a lab monkey with a
Neuralink brain chip could telepathically “type” on a computer (Musk had
already played a telepathic video game with another lab monkey in 2021).
Musk pointed to the fact that the primate at the computer was not restrained
as evidence that it enjoyed the brain chip—“they get the banana smoothie,”

he said—before laughing off concerns about animal welfare.[47]

But there were reasons to be concerned about the welfare of Musk’s test
subjects given that Neuralink-enabled lab monkeys were allegedly
subjected to “extreme suffering.” There was evidence that after having their
skulls drilled into and the Neuralink electrodes implanted, some hapless
monkeys experienced so much pain that at least one began gasping and
vomiting relentlessly until it collapsed from exhaustion and had to be
euthanized.

Another monkey was apparently found with some missing fingers and
toes, possibly because it chewed them off after painful suffering or
experiencing trauma. This animal was also euthanized. Neuralink “has
killed about 1,500 animals, including more than 280 sheep, pigs, and
monkeys, following experiments since 2018,” according to a Reuters

investigation published in December 2022.[48]

Despite these obvious red flags, Musk has imminent plans to begin
Neuralink human trials after Biden’s FDA gave his company the green light
in May 2023. “We are excited to share that we have received the FDA’s



approval to launch our first-in-human clinical study!” Neuralink tweeted.
Musk celebrated the news and continues to emphasize the purported
treatment applications for neurological conditions and injuries such as

paralysis.[49]

Would Musk’s human test subjects also be treated to banana smoothies?
Musk has stated that Neuralink’s “brain-machine interface” could one

day “store your memories as a backup, and restore the memories” and
claims to have uploaded his own brain to an online cloud. In December
2022, Bezos and Gates backed a $75 million funding round for a brain-
computer interface start-up called Synchron, which has Neuralink-like

ambitions.[50]

In 2021, conservative billionaire futurist Peter Thiel—an early Facebook
investor and PayPal cofounder with Musk—invested $10 million in a
company called Blackrock Neurotech and received an undisclosed number
of shares. Blackrock Neurotech has claimed that its scientists have already
successfully implanted dozens of humans with its brain-computer interface.
[51]

The Controligarchs will not need pharmacological methods to control
people in the future if they can persuade everyone to live a virtual existence
and even microchip their own brains. And it seems that an increasing
number of people will amble (or perhaps even sprint) into the virtual
equivalent of Huxley’s “painless concentration camp.”

After selling his company to Facebook for $2 billion in 2014, the creator
of the Oculus VR headset has sought to “make VR porn better with nerve
implants.” The bourgeoning VR-porn industry got a major boost—up to 30
percent—thanks to the pandemic. At least one Microsoft executive seems to
be a VR porn fan, according to complaints made by horrified coworkers.
More recently, the Oculus creator has “raise[d] the stakes to the maximum
level” by rigging a VR headset prototype with explosives so that if a player

dies in the game, they die in real life.[52]

Meanwhile, tech bloggers report excitedly on the prospect of sending
and receiving telepathic text messages via Musk’s Neuralink. And a



stunning poll by Pew Research Center recently found that nearly six out of
ten Americans would consider getting a computer chip implanted in their
brains, provided that they could turn it off.

“This speaks to control,” said Pew’s deputy director of research of the
poll results, which meant to him that Americans believed that “if I can

control this technology, then I’m more open to it.”[53]

With the ability to beam highly addictive VR porn and video games
directly into human eyeballs already a reality and the ability to beam it
directly into the human brain well on its way, tech addiction appears primed
to get much, much worse.

Exploiting Tech Addiction
Since its beginning in the 2000s, Facebook’s primary business model has
relied on obliterating privacy and monetizing people’s interactions. In a
revealing exchange from the earliest days of Facebook, Zuckerberg
privately admitted what he thought of his platform’s users:

ZUCK: Yeah so if you ever need info about anyone at Harvard. Just ask. I
have over 4,000 emails, pictures, addresses, SNS.

[REDACTED]: What? How’d you manage that one?

ZUCK: People just submitted it. I don’t know why. They “trust me.”

Dumb fucks.[54]

Is this the type of person who should be in control of the datasets that
contain the expression of our deepest thoughts and desires?

And as it turned out, selling its users’ privacy to the highest bidder was
not even Facebook’s biggest problem. Just weeks prior to the metaverse



tour, former Facebook employee Frances Haugen blew the whistle on the

destructive pattern of controlling users through addiction.[55]

Facebook’s founding president, Sean Parker, described the addiction
process in 2017. He called it a “social-validation feedback loop,” in which
every time a Facebook (or Instagram) user hears the phone chime with a
notification, the brain emits a feel-good chemical called dopamine, and the
user gets a rush or high. Dopamine is like the other pleasure chemicals
called endorphins; it is a neurotransmitter that is released when endorphins
reach the brain’s reward centers, or opioid receptors. Dopamine is also the
beating heart of addiction (whether it is drugs, food, gambling, sex, etc.).

The “little dopamine hit,” as Parker described it, sucks Facebook (or
Instagram) users back into the app to consume as much of their time and
attention as possible. Everything from the colors within the app, to the
sound of the notifications, to the addition of features such as the “Like”

button are designed to keep users addicted.[56]

Just days after Parker made his comments, another ex-Facebook
executive expressed his own regret over Facebook’s addiction-based
business model. In fact, former vice president Chamath Palihapitiya took
Parker’s concerns a step further:

I think we have created tools that are ripping apart the social
fabric of how society works. . . . The short-term, dopamine-driven
feedback loops that we have created are destroying how society
works. No civil discourse, no cooperation, misinformation,
mistruth . . . It is eroding the core foundations of how people

behave by and between each other.[57]

In essence, social media platforms like Facebook and Instagram are like
Huxley’s “Soma” or that painless concentration camp that he imagined.

Zuckerberg’s metaverse architect, Vishal Shah, began working as a
developer for Instagram in 2015 (three years after Facebook acquired the



photo-sharing app). Before becoming the metaverse architect, Shah was a
top developer working on an “Instagram for kids” platform. In March 2021,
Shah described the effort as “building a version of Instagram that allows
people under the age of 13 to safely use Instagram for the first time.” It also
meant that billions of dollars could be generated by selling the eyeballs of

young children to advertisers.[58] A 2019 study found that depression and
suicidal tendencies are rising among teens, and they pointed to social media

use as a possible culprit.[59]

Children’s advocacy organizations were outraged by the project.
“Facebook is going back to its old tricks, offering another product designed
to get kids hooked when they are the most vulnerable,” said the head of an
organization called Common Sense. The Campaign for a Commercial-Free
Childhood cited several studies to conclude the following:

Research demonstrates that excessive use of digital devices and
social media is linked to a number of risks for children and
adolescents, including obesity, lower psychological wellbeing,
increased risk of depression, and increases in suicide-related

outcomes.[60]

The project was scrapped after widespread public outcry.[61]

Zuckerberg’s coming-out party for Facebook Horizon in the metaverse
coincided with a massive rebranding effort among his family of companies.
The new umbrella corporation would be called Meta Platforms (replacing
the Facebook umbrella).

The makeover was well-timed. Facebook was declining in popularity.
Scientific studies indicated that depression and suicide were way up
(particularly among teenage girls). Studies showed that these alarming
trends were in part attributable to Facebook and Instagram’s addictive

business model.[62]



Meta Platforms (or simply “Meta” with a new ticker symbol $MVRS,
later $META) was a convenient way for Zuckerberg to distance the

company from the bad press.[63]

But does rebranding Facebook as a metaverse company assuage
concerns over tech addiction, or does it make those concerns more
pronounced?

Ghosts in the Machine
After the 2020 election, the Facebook founder came under more fire for
perceived interference. Zuckerberg poured unprecedented sums—more than
$400 million—into at least two benign-sounding outfits: the Center for
Tech and Civic Life as well as the Center for Election Innovation and
Research. These two entities used Zuckerberg’s hundreds of millions to
effectively run the election precincts in key battleground locations.
Zuckerberg’s money strategically funded controversial universal mail-in
ballots, unmonitored ballot drop boxes, and other election procedures that

were disproportionately favorable to Democrats.[64]

For obvious reasons, Democrats—who typically decry dark money in
politics—were largely silent on the Facebook billionaire’s massive spending
on election infrastructure. And on the rare occasions when they did address
the so-called 2020 “Zuckerbucks,” the Democrats and many in the
mainstream media provided air cover for Zuck, chalking up any criticism of
his election activities to “conspiracy theories.”

And when Zuckerberg confirmed on an August 2022 Joe Rogan podcast
that Facebook had censored news stories that were unflattering to then
candidate Joe Biden during the 2020 election, Zuckerberg laid the blame at

the feet of the FBI.[65]

But as it turned out, Facebook was all too willing to take the word of
intelligence community operatives. In fact, Facebook had been working on
new “misinformation” control tools since the 2016 election. Facebook has



hired more than one hundred intelligence officials—thirty-eight from the
DHS, thirty-seven from the FBI, twenty-three from the National Security
Agency (NSA), and seventeen from the CIA. Why? To curate how people

perceived political realities.[66]

For example, Facebook’s head of misinformation policy, Aaron Berman,
spent more than fifteen years at the CIA before moving into the Big Tech
sector. The former spook calls Facebook’s content moderation strategy
“Remove, Reduce, Inform.” “Remove” and “reduce” mean either
eliminating the content completely or dramatically throttling its reach.
“Inform” means adding warning labels to content Facebook deems

inaccurate.[67]

Berman touts Facebook’s efforts to influence conversations about
climate change, the Russia-Ukraine conflict, COVID origins, vaccines, and
other pandemic-related content. He revealed that Facebook works with a
“global network of more than eighty fact-checking organizations” to
moderate content, and he has boasted of Facebook’s attempts to “combat
misinformation” in at least three national elections (those of the United

States, the Philippines, and Brazil).[68]

In October 2022, Musk purchased Twitter, announcing his hope for “a
common digital town square” and taking the company private. Free speech

advocates cheered the move.[69]

True to his word, Musk rescinded some of Twitter’s censorial policies
and even restored accounts that the previous leadership had banned, like
that of Donald Trump. Twitter cofounder Jack Dorsey, to his credit,
acknowledged that banning the president of the United States “sets a
precedent I feel is dangerous: the power an individual or corporation has

over a part of the global public conversation.”[70]

Musk’s critics—mostly political-establishment operatives and left-
leaning individuals—were apoplectic and treated his control over the global
town square as an existential threat.



In December 2022, Musk began releasing what became known as the
Twitter Files—the internal documents and communications that proved
what many had long suspected: that Twitter censored crucial information
about the Biden family that influenced the outcome of the 2020 US

election.[71]

But the Twitter Files revealed so much more than just the company’s
content moderation abuses. They also revealed an unholy alliance: Big Tech
Controligarchs were colluding with the mainstream media and government
intelligence and security services to control global narratives surrounding
such critical topics as COVID, climate change, and international conflicts

like the one in Ukraine.[72]

Much of the media coverage of the Twitter Files focused on the pressure
that American intelligence services applied on the Big Tech companies to
intervene in the 2020 election and to engage in politically motivated
censorship and propaganda. But the reality is that the relationship between
the Controligarch-run tech companies and the American national-security
state is far more complicated.

Some believe that the Controligarchs in Silicon Valley are solely
responsible for the propaganda and censorship that occur on their platforms
—that the buck stops with them. Others believe that the American
intelligence and security services—the Deep State—have foisted this
information-control regime upon the private tech companies that would
prefer to simply remain neutral. Zuckerberg would have you believe that it

is the latter—that he is effectively just following orders.[73]

The truth is that it is not an “either-or,” but a “both-and” situation. The
Controligarchs in Silicon Valley and in Washington, DC, both seek to set
political narratives because maintaining control over what people can say,
hear, read, write, and even think is critical to a ruling class’s perceived
legitimacy. As progressive investigative journalist Glenn Greenwald puts it,
the Controligarchs and the national-security state are “in bed together.” And

they have been for a long time.[74]



Like the earliest version of the internet, the Big Tech corporations—
Alphabet (Google and YouTube), Amazon, Apple, Meta (Facebook,
Instagram, and Threads), and Microsoft—have deep ties to the American
national-security state. And those relationships—which are highly
profitable for the Big Tech companies—are likely to get deeper with the
imminent expansion of the Fourth Industrial Revolution, the digitalization
of everything from currencies to identities, and the metaverse.

Democracy’s Death by Fortification
The Twitter Files revealed that the Zuck-funded effort to influence—or
“fortify,” as Controligarch-friendly media termed it—the 2020 election and
thereby oust Donald Trump from office began even before the WHO

declared a global COVID pandemic.[75]

In January 2020, veteran media executive Vivian Schiller was tapped by
a neoliberal think tank called the Aspen Institute to head up its digital
division. Schiller was the perfect candidate to help build the bridge between
Big Tech and Big Media. Just months before the 2020 election, Schiller
would organize Aspen strategy sessions aimed at swinging the election in

Joe Biden’s favor.[76]

The Aspen Institute is a smaller-scale version of the WEF and puts on an
annual confab in the swanky town of Aspen, Colorado, that has been called

a “Davos-wannabe.”[77]

The institute receives the bulk of its funding from billionaires, the US
government, foreign governments such as Saudi Arabia and the United
Arab Emirates, big banks such as BlackRock, and assorted Controligarchs.
[78]

The Rockefeller Foundation, for example, has given more than $5
million to the Aspen Institute since 2015, and more than $2.15 million of

that money came between the 2016 and the 2020 election cycles.[79]



The Gates Foundation is one of the largest funders of the Aspen Institute
and has poured $123.8 million since 2002—nearly half of which ($61.4

million) came during the 2016 and 2020 election cycles.[80]

The eponymous foundation of Gates’s former Harvard roommate and
longtime Microsoft CEO, Steve Ballmer, also supports the Aspen Institute
and has funneled more than $58.9 million into various control schemes and
other left-wing political priorities (ranging from election-related efforts to

crime and gun control to vaccines and COVID mandates).[81]

Media Controligarchs Craig Newmark and Pierre Omidyar, who
bankroll many other misinformation-control initiatives, are also big Aspen

Institute funders.[82] Like Powell, the Omidyar Network founder is a
Soros- and Obama-aligned Controligarch and has committed at least $550

million to controlling the narrative.[83]

The Bezos family has given “substantial funding” (undisclosed amounts)
to the institute, as well, and Jeff Bezos’s father serves as a trustee alongside
powerful politicos such as Madeleine Albright and Condoleezza Rice and

mainstream media talent such as Katie Couric.[84]

Facebook’s deep ties to the Aspen Institute came to light in 2021 when
New York Times writer David Brooks was forced to resign from the think
tank because of a conflict-of-interest controversy. Brooks failed to inform
the newspaper’s readers that he had financial ties to a joint Facebook–
Aspen Institute initiative called Weave: “The Social Fabric Project,” which
he promoted repeatedly in his columns. The Weave project received more

than $500,000 from Facebook and Bezos’s father in 2018.[85]

Schiller was the ultimate Controligarch media insider. She got her start
working for Ted Turner’s media empire, where she eventually became the
head of CNN’s documentary division. In 2002, she joined The New York
Times and soon ran its digital division and worked with Big Tech
companies such as Facebook and Twitter to boost the newspaper’s reach.
While serving as the News Literacy Project’s first chairperson, Schiller



became the president and CEO of NPR in 2009 and dramatically increased

its digital presence.[86]

Schiller left NPR following a Project Veritas sting that revealed
anticonservative bias, and she was swiftly hired by NBC News to run its
digital division and oversee the acquisition of MSNBC’s digital division
from Microsoft and NBC, whose joint venture dated back to the earliest
days of the internet. She left NBC for an executive role at Twitter, where
she was tasked with expanding the platform’s relationships with mainstream

media organizations.[87]

Schiller left Twitter to be a private media consultant while serving as a
member of the Council on Foreign Relations and as a director at the trust
that owns The Guardian news outlet in the United Kingdom. It soon
became clear that when the Aspen Institute hired Schiller in January 2020,
she would be coordinating the efforts of Big Tech and Big Media to counter

election “misinformation” with the help of the FBI and the DHS.[88]

In July 2020, the FBI proposed granting temporary security clearances to
some Twitter employees so that they could receive top-secret briefings
about foreign influence operations. The bureau claimed that a “hack and

leak operation” of Biden–related material was imminent.[89]

In September 2020, the institute hosted a tabletop exercise called the
Aspen Digital Hack-and-Dump Working Group. Schiller organized the
exercise, which was attended by the Big Tech executives colluding with
security service operatives.

This Hack-and-Dump Working Group was the election version of the
Event 201 coronavirus pandemic wargame and the Collective Strength
central bank cyberthreat wargame mentioned in previous chapters. Just like
the Event 201 and other pandemic wargame scenarios, controlling the
narrative was an essential aspect of the Aspen exercise.

With the imprimatur of the intelligence agencies’ briefings, the Aspen
Institute’s prestige, and Schiller’s deep experience and expertise, the
September 2020 sessions prepared the media content moderators in



attendance for an imminent release of Hunter Biden’s documents and

emails.[90]

One obvious reason that the organizers chose a “hack-and-dump”
scenario is that social media policies prohibit the dissemination of hacked

materials but not of legitimately obtained materials.[91]

Together, the multi-sector attendees manufactured and weaponized a
fiction: a hostile foreign government had hacked Hunter Biden’s laptop and,
if leaked, the social and mainstream media companies must shut it down.
The talking points had been finalized. They were all on the same page.

And then the month of the “hack” arrived: October 2020. The month of
preelection surprises.

Back in the real world, the New York Post was preparing to release the
first emails—which, crucially, were legitimately obtained—from Hunter
Biden’s laptop. But prior to this lawful release of information, the social
media content moderators received another briefing. The FBI special agent
overseeing Silicon Valley from the field office in San Francisco, Elvis
Chan, contacted Twitter’s Yoel Roth on October 14, 2020—just hours
before the New York Post story dropped—to pressure the company to

censor.[92]

And when the New York Post piece was published, the social media
companies stuck with the plan developed in the Aspen strategy sessions.
Twitter suspended the newspaper’s account. It vaporized the story,
disappearing it from the platform. It also suspended any account that
mentioned the Hunter Biden laptop story, including that of Trump campaign
spokeswoman Kayleigh McEnany—an unprecedented move. It even
blocked users from sharing the story via direct message—a censorship
tactic previously reserved only for preventing the sharing of child

pornography.[93]

After the 2020 election, Vivian Schiller was promoted to head of the
Aspen Institute’s newly formed and Orwellian-sounding Commission on

Information Disorder.[94]



This private-sector thought-police force assembled key Controligarch
operatives from Meta, Microsoft, Google, Mozilla, several large
foundations such as the Ford Foundation, academic institutions like
Harvard and Johns Hopkins universities, and mainstream media outlets

such as Jeff Bezos’s Washington Post.[95]

With this commission, the Aspen Institute began laying the groundwork
for their next information operations. And these commissions and alliances,
among other tactics, are how unelected billionaires and bureaucrats
continue to advance their global agenda to control information and
obliterate free speech.

The Metaverse, Digital ID, and Human
Livestock on the Blockchain

Where is all this headed?
A patent filed by Microsoft in early 2020 reveals how the company

envisions the transhumanist revolution. The patent, numbered
WO2020060606 (a coincidence that led Microsoft hawks to dub it the “666
patent”), endeavors to turn the human body into a cryptocurrency mining
machine.

“Human body activity associated with a task provided to a user may be
used in a mining process of a cryptocurrency system,” reads the patent
abstract. “Mining” is the term for generating cryptocurrency by lending
computer-processing power to the crypto network, or blockchain, which
acts as a secure ledger of all the transactions distributed across the network.
[96]

Working-class folks with gumption could accomplish tasks such as
“viewing an advertisement” while generating cryptocurrency on the
blockchain. These tech-savvy entrepreneurs, with the help of either
wearable tech like a smart watch, or a brain-computer interface like Musk’s
Neuralink or the Gates- and Bezos-backed Synchron or the Thiel-backed



Blackrock Neurotech, could earn and spend their digital currency with their
bodies “communicatively coupled to the [cloud] server,” in the words of the

666 patent. A brave new world indeed.[97]

In addition to turning humans into crypto-mining livestock on the
blockchain, Gates is funding research into a technology that could brand
them using something called “biocompatible near-infrared quantum dots.”
Two years before the pandemic, the ID2020 project that Gates, Zuckerberg,
and their fellow Controligarchs funded specifically identified vaccines as an

“entry point” to push digital ID on the world.[98]

In December 2019, as COVID was just beginning to spread, Scientific
American published a glowing piece about a revolutionary Gates-funded
technology that could solve the “problem” of tracking children’s
vaccination status:

Along with the vaccine, a child would be injected with a bit of
dye that is invisible to the naked eye but easily seen with a special
cell-phone filter, combined with an app that shines near-infrared
light onto the skin. The dye would be expected to last up to five
years, according to tests on pig and rat skin and human skin in a

dish.[99]

“Eventually we will have some digital certificates to show who has
recovered or been tested recently, or . . . who has received [the vaccine],”

Gates wrote in a post just days into the pandemic.[100]

Gates and his affiliates have poured more than $10 billion into digital ID
and vaccine technologies. In February 2023, Zuckerberg announced
Facebook’s own attempt to create a digital ID: “Meta Verified.” Meanwhile,
the Controligarchs have invested more than $4.5 billion in blockchain
technologies—with Microsoft among the most prolific, having invested at

least $477 million.[101]

So, what do vaccines and digital ID have to do with the blockchain?



The blockchain, according to the WEF, is going to “redistribute power in
society” and will “serve as the operating system for the new economy.” The
WEF and its partners are working tirelessly to “identify gaps in governance
that are impeding the adoption of this technology” and assure that they will
prioritize the blockchain’s “potential for financial inclusion” and “facilitate

the use of the technology for social benefit.”[102]

Translation: unless Klaus Schwab and the benevolent oligarchs in Davos
are going to surrender their own wealth, they seem to believe that the
blockchain can be used to further erode the middle class by “redistributing”
Westerners’ wealth to impoverished nations. Is it because they care about
enriching indigenous persons in Malawi and marginalized groups in ghettos
around the world? Or are they seeking to bring more bodies into the
metaverse? Or are they aiming to turn more humans into crypto-mining
cattle? Time will tell.

Using conservative figures, the Controligarchs have pumped staggering
amounts—more than $50 billion—into increasingly terrifying and
borderline hellish technologies. They are creating a dystopia, right before
our eyes. Worse, they are doing so while aligned with America’s greatest
adversary: China.

Their end game, it seems, is to achieve total control by exporting
American wealth and jobs to China while importing a form of Communism
and corruption that spells doom for the rest of the world.
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The End Game
And if all others accepted the lie which the Party imposed—if all records told the
same tale—then the lie passed into history and became truth. “Who controls the
past,” ran the Party slogan, “controls the future: who controls the present
controls the past.” . . . Whatever was true now was true from everlasting to
everlasting. It was quite simple. All that was needed was an unending series of
victories over your own memory. “Reality control,” they called it: in Newspeak,

“doublethink.”[1]

—George Orwell, Nineteen Eighty-Four, 1949

n a balmy Thursday evening, the first of September 2022, the city of
Philadelphia once again played host to a critical moment in American

history. This time, however, liberty was not on the agenda. Quite the
opposite. This event demonstrated that a darkness had crept into America’s

most hallowed halls.[2]

The coronavirus was not China’s only recent nefarious export to the rest
of the world. China has also exported communist-style authoritarianism and
corruption. Joe Biden’s unimpeded ascent to the US presidency was perhaps
the greatest evidence that Chinese influence over American institutions was
on the rise. The Biden family had been compromised by Chinese
intelligence long before Joe became America’s commander in chief.

But the Controligarchs and even the US’s national-security state seemed
not to care about the security concerns that a compromised American



president posed (in fact, they appeared to welcome him). And now, those
chickens were coming home to roost. Biden was set to announce that
America would become a lot more like the nation of his family’s
benefactors.

The setting was Independence Hall—the birthplace of the United States
and the cradle of the American constitutional republic. The occasion was an
official presidential address. The subject was “the continued battle for the
soul of the nation.” Its purpose? To declare war on Biden’s and the
Controligarchs’ collective enemies: tens of millions of patriotic American

citizens.[3]

The bell that sat where the iconic cracked Liberty Bell once sat over
Independence Hall clanged eight times as the clock struck prime time. The
teleprompters flickered on, and Joe Biden carefully descended the steps to
the lectern alongside First Lady Jill Biden. The mood immediately shifted
as Biden ambled into view. The white lights dimmed, and ominous bright

blood-red lighting soaked the brick-wall backdrop. It was showtime.[4]

Two marines, standing at attention in their formal “dress blues,” flanked
Biden as he launched into an angry tirade against his enemies, whom he
called “MAGA Republicans”—the same kind of people whom the previous
Democratic presidential nominee, Hillary Clinton, had called “deplorables”
and whom Barack Obama had dismissed as the kind that “cling to guns or

religion.”[5]

These perennial enemies of Obama, Clinton, and now Biden (and, often,
the Controligarchs) include antivaccine “conspiracy theorists,” treacherous
“election deniers,” gas-guzzling “climate deniers,” and bigoted perpetrators
of “hate speech,” as well as the loyal American citizens slandered as
“traitors,” Putin’s “puppets,” and “agents of Russia” for merely questioning
a seemingly endless stream of billion-dollar checks to the corrupt

Zelenskyy regime.[6]

These are the kind of people who might also be described as pro-
freedom and anti-Controligarch.



With ruthless zeal, Biden invoked fear-inducing words such as
“violence,” “extremism,” and “insurrection,” roughly three dozen times in
the fervent address. He attached that violent rhetoric to his political
opposition (roughly half the American people) more than thirty times—
every minute or so. The signal that Biden sent to anyone watching or
listening was unmistakable: his opposition does not deserve a voice. They
must be “unpersoned,” as Orwell put it. “Canceled.”

It was a short speech—less than half an hour—and the entire rant had a
dual purpose: to hijack the narrative ahead of the 2022 midterm elections
(which many expected the Democrats to lose badly) and to cast Biden’s
opponents as a threat. In short, the speech was classic demagoguery:
identify a “problem,” get the public to react, and implement “solutions.”

The message was clear: Biden’s adversaries are dangerous, and
dangerous people must be stopped by any means necessary.

Some reporters in the Biden-friendly mainstream media criticized the
speech, particularly the use of marines as “props,” but generally the
corporate press covered the event positively. Some left-wing outlets did not

believe that Biden was harsh enough.[7]

Independent- and right-leaning media commentators were outraged.
They saw dictatorial themes reminiscent of Soviet dictator Joseph Stalin,
CCP chairman Mao Zedong, and even Nazi leader Adolf Hitler, who used
similar dark and militaristic imagery. They called Biden’s “Red Sermon”—
drenched in its sanguineous lighting—a declaration of war on half the

country.[8]

Within twenty-four hours of the pugilistic address, Biden walked back
his major claim. “I don’t consider any Trump supporter to be a threat.” It
was a total reversal and a tacit admission that his Red Sermon was too

extreme.[9]

But the signal had gone out; the damage was already done. Following
Biden’s address, lawmakers such as Senate Intelligence Committee
chairman Mark Warner (D-VA) reemphasized past comparisons of so-called
MAGA Republicans to the September 11 terrorists. On the 9/11



anniversary, Vice President Kamala Harris—who had previously compared
the January 6 protest to the Pearl Harbor attack—reiterated Biden’s

incendiary rhetoric about domestic extremists.[10]

The Big Tech companies had already been deplatforming Biden’s
opponents for at least two years—even before the 2020 election. Within
days of Biden’s speech, these companies implemented more robust
censorship regimes with fresh deplatforming of right-wing accounts under

the guise of “content moderation.”[11]

The Controligarch-owned mainstream media outlets, such as Laurene
Powell Jobs’s Atlantic and Jeff Bezos’s Washington Post, vehemently
supported increased content moderation (read: censorship). They reported
favorably on Biden’s speech, as well as on efforts to thwart pro-free-speech

legislation.[12]

Think tanks and political activism organizations such as the Poynter
Institute and the Center for American Progress—robustly funded by
Controligarch entities such as Microsoft, Meta, Google, Amazon, the
Omidyar Network, or Soros’s Open Society Foundations—helped peddle

fear over MAGA Republicans in the wake of Biden’s address.[13]

Also, within days of the speech, the FBI raided the homes and offices of
dozens of members of Biden’s opposition who typically happened to be
staunch opponents of the WEF and Klaus Schwab’s Great Reset. These
raids were likely facilitated by Big Tech companies, whose private
customer data is available to the FBI—with (and sometimes without) a

warrant.[14]

Opposition to Biden and the oligarchs who set his agenda, it seemed,

could now be a criminal offense.[15]

The MAGA purge was well underway in time for the 2022 midterm
elections, and Biden’s speech was an admission that the White House
supported the Controligarchs’ ongoing efforts to stifle populist dissent.
Following the midterms, one of the most popular MAGA Republican
candidates, Arizona gubernatorial hopeful Kari Lake, claimed that her race



had been stolen via a combination of irregularities at voting precincts and

Big Tech interventions on behalf of her opponent.[16]

She learned, as Trump had, that there is minimal recourse for candidates

who believe that their elections have been rigged or stolen.[17]

At best, Biden’s speech had been a partisan campaign event that was
classified as a presidential address, meaning that Biden’s venom had
effectively become the official policy of the entire US federal government.
At worst, it was a harbinger of darker things to come.

Zero-COVID: Communism through the Back
Door

The leader of the free world’s Red Sermon and the Controligarch-funded
amplification of Biden’s demonization of half the country were only the
latest indicators that the Western world was slipping deeper into a quasi-
communist system. Stakeholder capitalism, as this new system would
apparently be called, was rolling out everywhere—without a single
democratic vote.

Schwab’s declaration of a Great Reset highlights what many Americans
felt throughout the pandemic: something fishy was going on. The COVID
response was not making any sense. The reactions and solutions coming
down from the ruling class were not matching the problem: a flu-like virus

that was, for many, not much worse than the common cold.[18]

So less than three years after the WHO declared a global pandemic,
Biden’s threatening address was more proof that Americans’ concerns about

the direction that the world was headed were not unfounded.[19]

Tectonic shifts in wealth and power dynamics were becoming apparent,

and Schwab’s “angrier world” prediction was coming true.[20]

But the protesting truckers in Canada and the farmers in the Netherlands
were not the only ones getting angry that the global rulers were gaining



powers at staggering speeds at the expense of the ruled. Citizens around the
world were rising up because of oppressive pandemic lockdowns, the
resultant deteriorating economic conditions, and rising costs due to inflation

fueled by big COVID relief spending.[21]

Undeterred by mass international protests, Schwab and the Davos Men

were moving fast to seize control over key industries and technologies.[22]

Indeed, a heist was in progress throughout the early 2020s. What was
being stolen? The autonomy, personal freedom, businesses, wealth,
education, and sanity of citizens. In essence, citizens were losing control
over their very lives.

There was perhaps no other nation where the ruling class was amassing
more control at the expense of its citizens than in the People’s Republic of
China. From the very first days of the pandemic, alarming videos emerged
from the Communist country showing CCP thugs forcibly quarantining
their massive population—snatching individuals, tossing them into tiny
metal boxes with bars over the windows, and welding the doors shut on

apartment complexes with residents inside.[23]

China had already implemented most of the control measures
documented throughout this book that are creeping into the Western world.
Enforcing mandatory COVID vaccinations seemed like a cakewalk for the
CCP compared to its prior efforts to rip millions of babies from their

mothers’ wombs under the infanticidal one- and two-child policies.[24]

China was already well on its way to becoming a nation of serfs,
climate-controlled renters, and forced mass-transit commuters. The
Communists have a social-credit-score app and a centralized digital
currency. Surveillance cameras with facial recognition are everywhere (as it
happened, one of Hunter Biden’s Chinese investment deals involved a facial
recognition company that Beijing had used to target ethnic minorities). And
the state-run media and tech companies are nothing more than tools for pro-

CCP propaganda and censorship.[25]



From the very outset of the pandemic, Dr. Fauci, Bill Gates, and the
other creators of global COVID policy admired China’s authoritarian
approach. They “did a lot of things right,” according to Gates. Fauci’s
internal government emails revealed that Fauci had dispatched one of his
deputies in February 2020 to learn about the virus and observe the CCP’s
pandemic response. The deputy informed Fauci that China’s approach—a
decidedly brutal one, according to most neutral observers—was worthy of
consideration or even implementation. According to Fauci:

[My deputy] was very impressed about how, from a clinical public
health standpoint, the Chinese were handling the isolation, the
contact tracing, the building of facilities to take care of people,
and that’s what I believed he meant when he said [they] were

managing this in a very structured, organized way.[26]

A February 2020 email from Fauci’s deputy stated that “China has
demonstrated this infection can be controlled, albeit at great cost.” When
asked about the email and whether he believed that all of society must
undergo extreme social distancing (i.e., lockdowns) as in China, Fauci
confirmed that lockdowns would indeed need to “involve essentially the

entire community.”[27]

But as it turns out, Fauci and his deputy were wrong. Nearly three years
after the world first learned about COVID, China’s brutal approach and
“Zero-COVID policy” had not gotten China any closer to controlling the

rates of infection.[28]

By November 2022, Shanghai—China’s most populous city with
roughly twenty-five million residents—had become what some political

observers described as “the largest prison camp in human history.”[29]

Chilling videos surfaced of furious Shanghai citizens, who had been
imprisoned in their homes, screaming out their windows, and in an arbitrary
demonstration of the CCP’s senseless cruelty, household pets were being



rounded up and euthanized—it was a puppy massacre with no apparent

public health benefits.[30]

The brutal Zero-COVID lockdowns were taking a heavy toll.[31]

And when thousands of Chinese workers took to the streets to protest the
inhumane COVID policies and the deterioration of already terrible working
conditions, the clenched fist of the Chinese Communists in power came
down and pounded them. Throughout 2022, CCP tanks rolled into cities and
towns across China. Citizens were not allowed to withdraw their money
from the state-run banks. Protestors were rounded up by the thousands,
arrested, and forced back into their homes or to unsanitary “quarantine

camps.”[32]

Human rights advocates around the world were horrified and issued a
joint statement in December 2022—but not the Controligarchs. They had
actively helped to cover up the CCP’s atrocities in the past and were still

willing to do so then.[33]

The world’s richest corporation, Apple, had for years acquiesced to the
CCP and tailored its products’ privacy settings to appease the repressive

regime (Apple’s frenemy, Microsoft, had done likewise).[34]

Continuing this pattern, Apple leaped to the Communists’ defense in
November 2022 by quietly disabling a feature that had been critical to

grassroots protestors trying to spread their message.[35]

Chinese dissidents had been using the iPhone’s AirDrop function, which
transmits data via Bluetooth rather than by the CCP-controlled wireless
networks, in order to bypass the Communists’ stranglehold on digital
dissent by directly “dropping” antiregime messages to the phones of fellow
passengers on the subway, for example. But Apple removed key AirDrop

functions in a software update that only affected iPhone users in China.[36]

Apple’s CEO Tim Cook has been a CCP apologist for a long time, and
the company itself has been in cahoots with the Communists for even
longer, reaping the massive financial benefits of Chinese slave-like labor at
iPhone builder Foxconn’s “sweatshops.” Working conditions were so



miserable that the company had to install “body-catching nets” on the

buildings after numerous suicides.[37]

However, secretly removing the dissidents’ communication tool to help
the Communist regime thwart antilockdown protests in late 2022 was a new
low for the company.

Controligarchs, such as the Good Club members and the Big Tech titans,
with very few exceptions, are CCP apologists too. Zuckerberg has a strange
infatuation with dictator Xi Jinping, keeping Xi’s book on his desk and even
going so far as to ask the CCP chairman to name his firstborn in Mandarin.
Much of Bezos’s Amazon fortune was made in China and even built upon
the backs of slave laborers. And Musk has significant dealings with the
CCP after opening a huge Tesla manufacturing plant in Shanghai.

Musk loves cheap Chinese labor. “They won’t just be burning the
midnight oil, they will be burning the 3 a.m. oil,” he said of his Shanghai
workforce. “They won’t even leave the factory type of thing,” Musk gushed

before bashing the work ethic of American workers.[38]

Not only do the Controligarchs ignore or outright dismiss human rights
abuses but, in some cases, they also praise the CCP’s authoritarianism.
Why? Many believe that the global elites’ softness on China is due to their
financial interests there, and that is certainly true. Good Club members such
as Gates, Bloomberg, the Rockefellers, the Big Tech oligarchs, and many
others do conduct substantial business there. But there is actually more to

this than the riches gained from trading with China.[39]

The CCP is the Controligarchs’ prototype for a global regime of total
population control. The Rockefellers, their wealthy allies, their political
grantees like Henry Kissinger and his protégé Klaus Schwab, and their
ideological kin like Bill Gates, in effect, had a hand in this feat: creating a
state-run capitalism powerhouse in a Communist country. This is not a

secret; they boast about it.[40]



The Naked Communists
The Rockefellers have, for more than 150 years, seen China for what most
Western capitalists see it as today: a gigantic business opportunity. John D.
Rockefeller Sr. sold his first oil to China in 1863—decades before the
founding of the CCP and more than a century before Mao’s bloody Cultural
Revolution. The Rockefeller Foundation opened a “flagship” location in
China in 1921 and funded hundreds of institutions and thousands of

Chinese scholars over the twentieth century.[41]

After World War II, the Rockefeller Foundation worked closely with
Chinese state officials to access postwar funding available from the UN’s
Relief and Rehabilitation Administration, which the foundation effectively
controlled under the aegis of a four-country committee (the United States,
Great Britain, China, and the Soviet Union). With Rockefeller assistance,
China scored at least $535 million in postwar commitments from the UN

relief agency.[42]

Since that time, the Communists in China have collaborated with the
United Nations to advance many of the goals embraced by Controligarchs

such as the Rockefellers.[43]

In 1958, former FBI investigator W. Cleon Skousen published a book
titled The Naked Communist that identified a list of “Current Communist
Goals,” which were immortalized in the US Congressional Record in 1963.
[44]

Twenty of the Communists’ forty-five goals are worth reprinting to
demonstrate just how much the global movement has achieved:

1. Infiltrate and gain control of big business and unions.

2. Emphasize the need to raise children away from the negative
influence of parents.



3. Discredit the family as an institution. Encourage promiscuity and
easy divorce.

4. Present homosexuality, degeneracy, and promiscuity as “normal,
natural, and healthy.”

5. Infiltrate the churches and replace revealed religion with “social”
religion.

6. Discredit the American founding fathers as selfish aristocrats [and
racists].

7. Discredit the American Constitution by calling it inadequate and old-
fashioned.

8. Capture one or both of the political parties in the United States.

9. Get control of the schools and teachers’ associations. Soften the
curriculum.

10. Gain control of all student newspapers.

11. Infiltrate the press.

12. Gain control of key positions in radio, TV, and pictures.

13. Eliminate all laws governing obscenity by calling them “censorship”
and a violation of free speech and press.

14. Break down cultural standards of morality by promoting
pornography and obscenity in the media.

15. Eliminate prayer or any phase of religious expression in the schools
on the grounds that it violates the principle of “separation of church and
state.”

16. Belittle American culture and discourage the teaching of American
history.



17. Discredit and eventually dismantle the FBI.

18. Transfer some of the powers of arrest from the police to social
agencies. Treat all behavioral problems as mental health or social
problems.

19. Repeal the Connally Reservation, allowing the World Court
jurisdiction over nations and individuals alike.

20. Grant recognition of Red China and its admission to the UN.

How is it possible that a fringe movement that most Americans
vehemently oppose achieved so much? These goals—particularly the ones
relating to the elevation of “Red China” and the United Nations—reveal
that the Communists and the Controligarchs were using different means to
achieve the same ends. Their greatest shared objective was to pull off a
global revolution, which they call the New World Order.

The United Nations—the unofficial governing body of the New World
Order—has been a Controligarch-backed operation from the beginning.
John D. Rockefeller Jr. donated the land for the UN’s headquarters, right
through the turn of the century, when CNN’s Ted Turner spent $1 billion to
create the depopulation-focused UN Foundation. The Rockefellers
frequently hosted the UN’s top brass for strategy sessions and dinner parties

at the private Pocantico estate.[45]

Rockefeller confidant Henry Kissinger was the political operative who
did the most to create a relationship with Communist China. Nelson
Rockefeller and Kissinger first met in 1955 and quickly formed a lifelong
relationship. Rockefeller appointed Kissinger director of his “Special
Studies Project,” and he remained on Rockefeller’s payroll until 1968, when
he joined the Nixon administration and began the clandestine push to

normalize relations with Communist China.[46]

After Kissinger made his secret trip to China in 1971 that led to Nixon’s
famous trip in 1972, The New York Times reported that Kissinger had



received undisclosed “gifts” totaling at least $50,000—a scandalous amount
at the time—from Rockefeller. This was revealed in October 1974, or less
than two months into President Gerald Ford’s administration. In fact,

Nelson Rockefeller was vice president–designate to Ford at the time.[47]

Far from criticizing the Communists in China, Rockefeller and Kissinger
elevated them. In a 1973 editorial published by The New York Times, David
Rockefeller stated that “the social experiment in China under Chairman
Mao’s leadership is one of the most important and successful in human
history.” This was after Mao had killed untold millions of his own Chinese

people.[48]

And Kissinger repeatedly praised Mao and the Chinese Communists,
telling Nixon that “no other world leaders have the sweep and imagination
of Mao and Chou [Zhou] nor the capacity and will to pursue a long-range
policy.” He would go on to establish Kissinger Associates, and he made
millions advising Western businesses on how to cash in on trade with

China.[49]

In the 1960s, Kissinger led a CIA-funded program at Harvard University
that attracted a young German student named Klaus Schwab, and the two
became lifelong friends.

Substantial evidence links Kissinger and other American Controligarchs
to Schwab’s 1971 founding of the European Management Symposium,
which became the WEF. In fact, it was Kissinger who preceded Schwab and

the WEF in getting into bed with the Chinese Communists.[50]

As detailed in Chapter Three, the WEF boasts of Schwab’s efforts to
open the Chinese economy, which began in 1979, when their gross
domestic product was a mere $149.5 billion—a small fraction of the

multitrillion-dollar US economy at that time.[51]

Controligarchs and power brokers such as Rockefeller, Kissinger, and
Schwab intentionally coupled the American (and global) economy to the
Chinese economy and apparently have no regrets.



Why? Schwab’s Young Global Leader in Canada, Justin Trudeau, once
let slip one reason that he admires China: because its “basic dictatorship is

allowing them to actually turn their economy around on a dime.”[52]

In November 2022, Schwab echoed Trudeau’s shocking sentiment and
even went a step further in an interview with Chinese state-run television
outlet CGTN. When asked about the recent G20 meeting (which was
discussed in Chapter Seven regarding the aggressive push for digital IDs)
and what direction the world was headed, Schwab replied, “We have to
construct the world of tomorrow—it’s a systemic transformation of the
world.”

Schwab was apparently referring to the Great Reset and offered a
pathway for the transformation: “I respect China’s achievements which are
tremendous . . . I think it’s a role model for many countries.” Schwab then
implied that adopting the Chinese model should be a “choice,” before
closing with a strong endorsement to the CCP interviewer: “The Chinese

model is suddenly a very attractive model.”[53]

The Chinese Communists presented one of their most prestigious awards
to the WEF founder for his help turning their economy into a global
juggernaut.

China’s One-Child Policy Was a Controligarch
Priority

On the issue of the CCP’s human-rights abuses, the Controligarchs remain
largely silent for the same reason that they are largely silent about the
waves of illegal migrants flowing across the southern border: the
Controligarchs benefit from cheap labor, and their allied supranational
organizations such as the WEF, the UN, the WHO, and others benefit from

the erosion of nationalism and American primacy.[54]

Furthermore, the “basic dictatorship” hybrid governance model of the
CCP—part Communism and part capitalism—appears to be the system that



the Controligarchs favor and are working to implement globally. Substantial
evidence confirms their role in building this hybrid model dating back
decades.

There is evidence that the Club of Rome’s Malthusian imperatives
influenced China’s barbaric one-child program in the 1970s and 1980s. The
Rockefellers’ biographers wrote that in the first half of the twentieth
century, “Communist countries were opposed to any programs of action in
the population field” and that it took a number of years before Rockefeller
efforts made “enough of an impact to stir Malthusian fears of a ‘population

explosion’ in the public mind.”[55]

The Rockefellers and Schwab were integral to the funding and
promoting of the Club of Rome’s Limits to Growth research. Malthusian
Good Club member Ted Turner was fond of China’s one-child policy,
which resulted in forced sterilizations and the slaughter of countless

Chinese babies through forced abortions.[56]

Turner worked to implement similar population control objectives in the
West through his UN foundation and even suggested that the poor could sell

their “fertility rights.”[57]

For his part, Bill Gates tapped one of the key advisors to the CCP’s
“family planning” regime, a population control expert named Dr. Gordon
Perkin, to be the first global health program director of the Gates
Foundation. Like Bill Gates Sr., Perkin had worked for Planned Parenthood
and was a major birth-control and abortion advocate concerned with
overpopulation. It was Perkin who helped to steer the Gates Foundation’s
unprecedented efforts to tackle population growth and helped to create a

global mass child vaccination program.[58]

Wall Street and the CCP
Controligarch financial firms such as Goldman Sachs (with its “dreams of
oligopoly”), the Blackstone Group (which is gobbling up residential



housing and turning America into a nation of renters), and BlackRock (with
its powerful backing of the ESG social-credit-score system) are driving the
United States toward a more plutocratic system. Coincidentally, these Wall
Street monsters are all huge fans and beneficiaries—to the tune of tens of

billions of dollars—of China’s repressive regime.[59]

Goldman Sachs’s John Thornton presided over Wall Street’s cozying up
to the CCP and was personal friends with a Shanghai mayor named Jiang
Zemin in the 1980s—before Zemin became general secretary of the CCP
and president of China. Thornton said that the rise of China is the “single

most important thing to happen in our lifetime.”[60]

Thornton has been awarded a medal of friendship by the CCP and was
put on the payroll of the CCP-backed Tsinghua University, which is
cofinanced by another Wall Street titan: Blackstone’s Stephen Schwarzman,

who has called Chairman Xi Jinping a “great guy.”[61]

BlackRock’s Larry Fink downplays the fact that, in his words, “some
elements of [China’s] society may have less rights” than others and has
praised the CCP, saying that Beijing has “one of the best leadership teams

in the world.”[62]

George Soros, to his credit, has long been something of a China hawk—
a rarity among Wall Street financier types. He has rebuked both the Party
and its leader, Chairman Xi, on multiple occasions. Soros has criticized, in
addition to the CCP, Western corporations that are in league with the CCP.
For example, Soros lambasted BlackRock in 2021 for being on the “wrong
side” of the West’s “life and death” conflict with China and said that
BlackRock’s efforts “will damage the national security interests of the US

and other democracies.”[63]

But was Soros critical of China because of his strong moral convictions,
or was it because the country had banned him from investing in its
economy? Soros’s similar history with Russia suggests that it may be the
latter and that he has a pattern of selectively criticizing repressive countries
depending on whether he is allowed to operate there or not.



Soros had, for example, invested and operated his shadowy network of
NGOs in post-Soviet Russia for more than two decades—even after he
helped cause a ruble crash in the late 1990s—until Putin banned him and
his NGOs in 2013. It was only after Soros had been banned from Russia
that he began funding a proxy war in Ukraine. The Soros-backed Orange
Revolution led to the overthrow of Ukraine’s Russia-friendly government,
which ultimately resulted in the rise of the Volodymyr Zelenskyy regime

and has put the world on the brink of a nuclear World War III.[64]

Soros and his foundations say nothing, of course, when the Zelenskyy
government enacts antidemocratic policies such as criminalizing dissent,
banning opposing parties, stifling religious freedom, and creating a state-

run propaganda and censorship media monopoly.[65]

Soros had operated his NGOs in China since the mid-1980s. But when
he tried to plunder Chinese interests, China sent him packing. In 1997, in
the same way that he broke the Bank of England and crashed the ruble,
Soros took down the Malaysian and Thai economies by shorting their

currencies.[66]

The following year, Soros set his sights on crushing the Hong Kong
dollar and attempted to short the currency. But Beijing spent billions on a
stock-and-futures buying spree that propped up the currency and ended
Soros’s speculative binge in the region. Beijing beat Soros, who lost a

potential killing and has been sour about it ever since.[67]

And for all Soros’s recent criticism of China, he agrees with the rest of
the Controligarchs that China will be essential to the creation of a New
World Order and the removal of the US dollar as the world’s reserve
currency. In a 2009 interview with the Financial Times’s Chrystia Freeland
(Schwab’s Young Global Leader and WEF acolyte who now serves as
Trudeau’s finance minister), Soros commented on the Obama-Biden
administration’s overtures to China:



I think this would be time [to strike a deal with China] because
you really need to bring China into the creation of a new world
order, a financial world order. They are kind of reluctant members
of the [International Monetary Fund] . . . So I think you need a
new world order that China has to be part of the process of
creating it and they have to buy in. They have to own it the same
way as, let’s say, the United States owns the Washington
consensus, the current order, and I think this would be a more

stable one where you would have coordinated policies.[68]

Soros went on to dismiss concerns that replacing the US dollar as the
world’s reserve currency might weaken the economy, stating that it was
“not necessarily in our interests to have the dollar as the sole world
currency,” and he effectively admitted that China would help to end the
world’s dependence on the US in a “healthy, if painful, adjustment that the

world has to go through.” [69]

Notably, BlackRock declared in its 2023 Global Outlook report that the
New World Order had finally been achieved. “We’ve entered into a new
world order,” begins the report attributed to longtime Biden operative
Thomas Donilon, who now chairs the BlackRock Investment Institute. The
“fraught global environment”—which has been exacerbated by BlackRock
and its cronies at the WEF—will lead to a “new regime of greater . . .
market volatility” and “persistently higher inflation.” Indeed, BlackRock

predicts a global recession with more volatility than ever before.[70]

BlackRock’s New World Order declaration meant that the effects of the
pandemic had become permanent, and the Great Reset was, at this point,
unavoidable. Trillions of dollars had been transferred from the middle
classes around the world into the pockets of the Controligarchs. The minds
and bodies of the masses were controlled. Their food and shelter were

controlled. There could be no escape.[71]



Scattered protests have popped up from time to time, but these seemed to
be easily quashed and forgotten (or did not receive widespread media
coverage). And when WEF-aligned leaders in countries were ousted
(sometimes via violent protest), other WEF-approved leaders soon found
their way back into power. Schwab’s advisor Yuval Noah Harari was

correct when he warned that peasant uprisings were a thing of the past.[72]

The Controligarchs have fully penetrated the top governments around
the world, including pretty much every government in the West. Even
Russia’s and China’s leaders were aligned with the oligarchs (despite the

occasional saber rattling).[73]

Over the years, citizens have feared that dystopia was just a few decades
away. Now dystopia had finally arrived. Children are being openly
brainwashed with sexual and racial propaganda. Students are being
chemically castrated; teenage girls (the ones who are not suicidal from too
much Instagram and TikTok usage) are getting double mastectomies and

changing their genders.[74]

Capitalists and Communists Make Sinister
Bedfellows

In December 2022, a group of Girl Scouts and their mothers traveled to
Radio City Music Hall at Rockefeller Center in Manhattan for the annual
Christmas Spectacular show featuring the Rockettes, a famous dance troupe
whose benefactor, John D. Rockefeller Jr., once claimed was a reminder
that “the only way we can find success in any walk of life is in working for

the group and not for personal aggrandizement.”[75]

One scout’s mother was denied entry to the complex and was forced to
wait outside after security guards were alerted by a facial recognition
system that had identified her and her employer. Was she employed by a
drug cartel or some other criminal outfit? No, the mother worked for a law



firm in a different state that happened to be involved in litigation against the

Radio City Music Hall’s landlord.[76]

To recap: an American Girl Scout’s mother had her biometric data
harvested and analyzed and then she was banned from entering a public
building—all for simply doing her job. It suddenly felt as if China’s social-
credit-score system and surveillance state tactics were being rolled out in
the United States at an alarming rate.

The evidence that the capitalist Controligarchs are in bed with the
Chinese Communists was everywhere. It was not merely that they had both
covered up the coronavirus origins—that was to be expected. It was that the
entire Western establishment—from Big Tech to Big Academia to Big
Finance to Big Media to, especially, Big Pharma and even its
personification, Dr. Anthony Fauci, who claimed to embody science itself
—endorsed the CCP’s cover-up. Everyone from Klaus Schwab to
billionaires such as Bill Gates was praising the authoritarian lockdowns
happening in China. They seemed to love the tyrannical CCP system.

And then the lockdowns spread—from China’s neighbors in Australia
and New Zealand to its top trading partner in Europe (Italy) to the rest of
Europe and, much closer to home, Canada. Eventually, lockdowns and
mandates came to the United States (mostly in Democrat-run states).

The common denominator among the most oppressive decision-makers
was not their allegiance to the CCP, however. It was membership in
Schwab’s Young Global Leaders program and allegiance to the WEF
(which, as it happened, had taught the CCP how to merge capitalism with
Communism decades prior).

As it turned out, the pandemic response had clear winners and losers.
The undeniable winners were the Controligarchs, who simultaneously
grabbed more than $1 trillion over the course of the pandemic (while
locked-down middle-class workers and small-business owners lost
approximately the same amount).

One of the biggest winners was Joe Biden. COVID mandates upended
the 2020 presidential election process. The pandemic lockdowns resulted in



widespread election rule changes (implemented without ratification of state

legislatures as prescribed by the US Constitution).[77]

Massive ballot harvesting, ballot drop boxes (funded by oligarchs such
as Mark Zuckerberg), new social media rules to crush so-called
misinformation and disinformation relating to the pandemic, and, most
egregious of all, tens of millions of unsolicited mail-in ballots meant that

this was a presidential election unlike any other.[78]

President Trump complained about the election rule changes and Big
Tech censorship in real time, but all anyone heard about was the number of
senior citizens he had killed with his failed pandemic response. If he wanted
to hold a rally (a staple of his campaigns), he was called a mass murderer.
[79]

Meanwhile, the twice-failed presidential candidate, Joe Biden, was able
to spend almost the entire campaign in his sterile basement. He did not need
to leave, and no one really expected him to. Once Biden was elected, it
became clear: the real winners of the pandemic election were his handlers
and benefactors—the nameless and faceless leviathan running his cabinet,
writing his speeches, and drafting his dictates and executive orders—and
the Controligarchs. It was clear that Biden was purely a figurehead.

The End Game: A Republic on the Brink of
Extinction

As Biden was preparing to deliver his Red Sermon, a lawsuit filed jointly
by the attorneys general in Missouri and Louisiana revealed that the
Controligarch billionaires and bureaucrats had essentially obliterated free
speech in America using Orwellian concepts such as “malinformation,”

misinformation, and disinformation.[80]

The setting for Biden’s angry address was intentional. Independence
Hall was where the Founding Fathers embarked on the greatest journey in



world history on July 4, 1776. The great American experiment had been the

most audacious disavowal of rule by controlling oligarchs to date.[81]

Outside Independence Hall, during Biden’s speech, a protester with a
bullhorn could be heard heckling and shouting, “Fuck Joe Biden!” Perhaps
at that very corner outside the landmark, more than two centuries prior, an
early Pennsylvanian colonist asked legendary founder Benjamin Franklin
whether this new country would be monarchy or a republic. “A republic, if

you can keep it,” Franklin ominously replied.[82]

Nearly two centuries later, another famous patriotic American leader
echoed Franklin’s warning. “Freedom is a fragile thing,” Ronald Reagan
said, and it is “never more than one generation away from extinction.”
Reagan’s fear may yet be fulfilled within his children’s lifetime—roughly

two generations after his prescient speech.[83]

Freedom in America has held strong through five generations of
Rockefeller dominance, four generations of Federal Reserve–driven booms
and busts, three generations of UN global governance, and two generations
of WEF corporatism.

But now, as the world hurtles closer to the year 2030, one generation of
Controligarchs, technocrats, and transhumanists in partnership with the
CCP has brought their collective end game—the extinction of freedom—
closer to fruition than at any point in modern history.
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Epilogue

oday, the top 0.05 percent of Americans (fewer than two hundred
thousand citizens) own more than does the bottom 90 percent—about

three hundred million citizens that make up the dwindling middle class and
the swelling lower class.

The Controligarchs are accelerating the managed decline of this country
and of the entire world. With the help of the corporate media (which they
own), the Controligarchs coerced us into lockdowns, mandated what are
still considered experimental injections with unknown long-term effects,
plundered our businesses, and robbed our children of nearly two years of
socialization and education. These are crimes against humanity.

Many people still believe that COVID-19 is the cause of the economic
suffering that continues to plague us to this day, bringing tragedies that
range from overwhelmed small businesses to joblessness to crippling
inflation to high gas prices to supply-chain shortages and more. But this
virus that escaped from Wuhan, China—and which we now know may be
no more lethal than seasonal influenza—did not itself do any of that. The
Great Reset did.

Using the COVID-19 crisis as a pretext for plans that were long in the
works, the billionaires and their bureaucrats shut down economies
worldwide, hobbled the oil and gas industries, printed record amounts of
new money, and tightened their control across virtually every sector of our
lives.

The pandemic was a new form of warfare—one that George Orwell
knew all too well. In Nineteen Eighty-Four, Orwell wrote:



The economy of many countries was allowed to stagnate, land
went out of cultivation, capital equipment was not added to, great
blocks of the population were prevented from working and kept
half alive by State charity.

“The essential act of war is destruction,” Orwell concluded. But not the
destruction of human life; rather, the destruction of infrastructure and other
things that humans build (and must then rebuild). It is a way of destroying
—“shattering to pieces, or pouring into the stratosphere, or sinking in the
depths of the sea”—the products of human labor that can “make the masses

too comfortable, and hence, in the long run, too intelligent.”[1]

In other words, war—be it against a rogue nation or a tiny virus—is a
way to control the masses.

The United States of America’s founders fought and died to create a
nation free from monarchy, oligarchy, and tyranny. Their descendants today
find themselves called to a new fight for freedom. But today’s war for
independence is different from the founders’ struggle.

So, how do we take back control? It is easier said than done. The
Controligarchs have created products that make life easier, more
convenient, and even downright fun. But we have become addicted
(literally, in the case of dopamine-driven social media), and we must fight
the addiction immediately.

At a time of extreme polarization in America, most people—regardless
of political persuasion—still agree on two fundamental values:

1. Corruption is wrong, no matter who is guilty of it.

2. No one should be above the law.

We will need the help of our elected representatives—the few who
remain outside the control of the billionaires and bureaucrats—to uphold
these critical values. Our lawmakers must throw sand in the gears of the



Controligarchy and enact legislation that works for the well-being of all
Americans, not just the elite.

Here are seven legislative fixes that Congress must enact before it is too
late:

1. End all funding to the Controligarchs’ supranational elite
organizations, such as the World Health Organization, the International
Monetary Fund, the World Bank, and the United Nations.

2. Eliminate all taxpayer assistance to public-private partnerships that
benefit Controligarch-funded organizations.

3. Promote the pro-America agenda, and redirect foreign aid toward
domestic reforms.

4. Enact pro-family policies that advance the middle class, and reform
primary, secondary, and higher education.

5. Ban (or strictly regulate) mind-melting apps for children, especially
the CCP-linked TikTok, which has been called “digital fentanyl.”

6. Reform both the tax code and the IRS now! The tax code, its
loopholes, and the write-offs have run amok and are directly responsible
for the Controligarchs’ continued rise while bleeding the middle class
dry.

7. Lift the heavy hand of government off the throats of small businesses.

But the most important unit of government is the smallest: ourselves. We
must first guard ourselves, then guard our families, and be cognizant of
what we are putting into our minds, bodies, and souls.

Here are seven steps that we can take today:



1. Exercise, eat healthily, and keep our heads clear of physical and
digital drugs.

2. Practice pro–middle-class and pro-family policies.

3. Take a more active role in our children’s upbringing and education.

4. Stop funding our enemies, and jealously guard our data and our
wallets.

5. Cancel as many subscriptions to Controligarch services as we can.

6. Monitor and decrease both our own and our family’s screen time.

7. Buy everything we possibly can locally.

Those on the political left decry the Controligarchs’ mountain of riches
and demand that they be redistributed more equitably. Others on the
political right point to the Controligarchs’ corruption and cronyism and
insist that if only government were smaller, free-market capitalism would
be able to sort out these problems. And both sides make valid points. But
the Controligarchs are not the only ones to blame for the problems we face.

We the people also bear some responsibility. We have forgotten
Benjamin Franklin’s timeless warning—that we have “a republic, if you can
keep it.”

In his farewell address, George Washington warned us about the rise of
domestic factions and foreign entanglements. The Controligarchs have tied
us up in both.

Today, we must unify against the Controligarchs, resist their globalist
agenda, and urge our elected officials to do likewise. The future of our
freedom depends on it.



Note to Readers

This book makes some startling claims about a group of billionaires and
bureaucrats I call the Controligarchs. In the interest of fair journalistic
inquiry, I reached out to each of the principal characters for any comment or
perspective they wished to add. As of this writing, none has chosen to
respond.

Further information can be found at
www.ControligarchsBook.com/media.

http://www.controligarchsbook.com/media
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